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MGM-52C LANCE GUIDANCE SET (AN/OJW-84)
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY ANALYSIS

N.V.S. Mumford
LTV Aerospace Corporation
Warren, Michigan

48090

SUMMARY
Review of the LANCE guidance set does not reveal any major cost drivers and tends to
indicate that no single manufacturing technology project could produce a significant reduction in cost. There are a number of projects which could reduce the rjidance set cost
by about 15 percent.
In addition, redesign to take advantage of integrated circuit (IC)
technology has the potential of increasing the cost reduction to more than 20 percent. The
tutal cost to realize the maximum savings, not includino the cost for flight rsqualification, is estimated to be $2.5-3M. The time for the various projects would take about two
years to accomplish.

INTRODUCTION
The LANCE mssile is about 20 feet long, 22 inches in diameter, a.-'d weighs 2,844
pounds when fitted with a nuclear warhead. With a non-nuclear warhead, it weighs 3,351
pounds.

WARHEAD
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243 IN LONG
22 IN DIAMETER
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33S1 LB ■ WITH HEAVY WARHEAD
2144 LB ■ WITH LIGHT WARHEAD

ENGINE

The missile Is made primarily of aluminum and has three major sections:
warhead, f15
main assentlage, and control surfaces (fins).
The main assemblage is used with either warhead, but a set of large „ontrol surfaces is required with the 469-pound nuclear warhead,
and a set of small control surfaces with the 1,000-pound non-nuclear warhead.
The different fin sizes compensate for the shift 1n missile center-of-gravlty, which accompanies a
change In warhead selection.
Additional details on the missile structures are provided in
the paper "Manufacturing Technology Analysis of Lance Missile Structures" by J.J. Ryan.
LANCE utilizes a simplified inertlal guidance system that is "body-fixed" to the missile.
The guidance set, located In a compartment just aft of the warhead/missile interface,
weighs less than 40 pounds.
It has handles for ease of handling and installation.
The
complete assembly Is Installed in the missile by three mounting surfaces which have been
machined to provide the required alignment; therefore, the assembly can be replaced in the
field without any special alignment.
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The guidance set is made up of throe subsystems:
the directional control
system, the velocity control (VC) subsystem, and the power supply subsystem.

(DC) sub-

By regulating the four TVC valves, the DC subsystem maintains correct missile attitude about the pitch and yaw axis during the boost portion of flight.
The major components of the subsystem are:
a two-degree-of-freedom gyroscope and a directional control
electronics (DCE) assembly.
The VC system, which contains an accelerometer and a velocity control electronics
(VCE) assembly, measures missile velocity and shuts off the booster when engine missile
velocity reaches a preset value. After boost termination, the VC subsystem maintains
missile thrust equal to drag by controlling sustainer engine operation.
The missile.s operating power Is provided by the power supply subsystem, which includes the power supply electronics (PSE) assembly that regulates the supply of power to
the guidance components, a power battery that provides power to the PSE, and a pulse battery that provides power for firing the torque termination valve (TTV) and BTV squibs.
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The guidance set also includes a timer to fire the squibs that close the torquetermination valve when the desired missile spin rate
• achieved. All of the above components are interconnected by the harness.
The LANCE missile Is so designed that its trajectc 'y nearly 'onforms to an ideal ballistic trajectory. Its three phases of flight are:
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IMPACT

Boost Phase
The missile is accelerated to the required velocity,
launch, is maintained by proper directional control.

The correct headinq, set at

Sustain Phase
The missile reduces all external forces except gravity to longitudinal drag and provides the proper amount of thrust to cancel it.
Coast Phase
Sustainer engine cutoff (SECO), controlled by a timer to occur prior to propellant
depletion, initiates the coast phase.
The missile then acts as a free rocket.
B} controlling the boost termination velocity (the velocity at the start of ballistic
flight) and launching at a known QE, the range can be predetermined, provided that all external forces acting on the missile, except for gravity, can be balanced.
LANCE uses two QE'';:
54 degrees for the extremely long ranges (within about ten percent of maximum) «"d 48 degrees for all other ranges.
These high OE's permit L/NCE to fly
over projecting terrain, even at short ranges.
This paper describes a number of potential manufacturing technology projects which
could be employed to reduce the cost of the LANCE guidance set.
The assistance of Arma
Division of Ambac Industries, Systron Donner Corporation, E-Systems, Inc., and Mr. Ashwani
Dhir of Michigan Division, LTV Aerospace Corporation in preparation of this paper is grateful ly acknowledged.

I.

DETAILED COST INFORMATION

More than 1000 LANCE missiles have been produced.
Based on the most recently completed production contract, the actual cost of the LANCE guidance set Is distributed among
Its components as follows:
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Accelerometer

15.9%
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Integration Hardware
t Assembly

100.OX
Comparison of the average cost for this contract with that for the first production buy
shows a reduction of about 30 percent which Is equivalent to a pricing slope of about 92
percent. Including the effects L design changes and Inflation.
Each of the six major components have been analysed In order to show the breakdown
Into the standard manuficturlng cost categories. The result Is given below.
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When these In turn *-e related to the total guidance cost and are combined Into the standard guidance components, the result Is as follows:
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From this summary, it may be seen that no standard manufacturing cost category for any of
the six major components of the LANCE guidance set atrounts to as much as 7 percent of the
total.
The above summary does not reveal any major cost drivers and tends to indicate that
no single manufacturing technology project could produce a significant reduction in the
cost of the LANCE guidance set. As a result of this conclusion, specifir reviews of each
of the six major components were performed. From these it appears that a 15-20 percent
cost reduction is possible, principally through redesign of the current individual components to take advantage of integrated circuit (IC) technology. Further as much as a 25
percent reduction might be realized by using IC's and related technology to combine all
electronics (DCE, VCE, and PSE)) into one package Instead of the current three. Some detail on each component follows.

II.

POTENTIAL MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS
Gyro

Because of the stringent performance (accuracy) and environmental operating requirements (-40° to +200oF), gyro fabrication continues to require a significant amount of hand
work and individual testing. Two potential manufacturing technology projects offer a 10
percent cost savings on the gyro (2.5 percent of guidance set cost). The first project
(Attachment 1) involves the replacement of the present handwriting with printed circuit
cable.
CURRENT HANOWIREO HARNESS

PROF0SE0 PRINTED CIRCUIT HARNESS
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As may be seen, this replacement would reduce wiring costs by eliminating many handwlrlng
steps (select, cut, dress, wrap, route, attach and solder) and by preventing wiring errors
and associated trouble shooting and rework. It Is estimated that this change would resuU
In a 6 percent reduction In gyro unit cost. A nine-month project costing about $50K would
be required, not including the cost of the gyros used for evaluation. In addition any
flight requaliflcatlon costs are not Included.
The second project (Attachment 2) involves the redesign of the gyro housing to convert
it from a machined and built-up structure to a casting.
PROPOSED CAST HOUSING

CURRENT MACHINED HOUSING
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As may be seen, this change would eliminate considerable costly blind precision machining
with the accompanying spoilage. It is estimated that this change would result in a 4 percent reduction in gyro unit cost. Again, a nine-month program costing about $50K would be
Involved.
In this case also, the cost of any gyros used for proofing the change plus any
flight requaliflcatlon costs as a result of the change are not included.
Accelerometer
The performance requirements for the LANCE accelerometer are more stringent than for
the gyro since it must function accurately at 1 g during presetting before launch, at accelerations up to 30 g's during boost, and it C g during sustain phase, and all of this
within the environment requirements of -40' to +;MX)0F. Differing from the gyro, the accelerometer does have significant internal electronics. A potential manufacturing technology project (Attachment 3) offers about a 30 percent reduction in instrument unit cost
(4.5 percent of guidance set cost). This project would involve three changes: (1) redesigning the electronics to Incorporate IC's in order to reduce part costs, simplify set
up and eliminate the filter board; (2) changing the sensor material to reduce machining
costs; ard (3)change the preload set to a bellows arrangment. It is estimated that this
change would Involve a project costing about $115K and taking six months to complete, not
including any flight requaliflcatlon costs.

VCE
Similar to the accelerometer and thf. DCE, redesign of the VCE to incorporate current
technology in the form cf IC's, flatpacks, etc. offers the potential for a significant
cost reduction. This potential manufacturing technology project (Attachment 4) offers a
VCE unit cost reduction of about 23 percent (3 percent of guidance set cost). It Is estimated that the project cost and duration would be about $120K and eight months, not including any flight requaliflcatlon costs. Another potential manufacturing technology project (Attachment 5) offers a small cost reduction (2 percent) by a change in the method
of hermetically sealing the VCE from the current solder seal banding. The cost and duration
for this project would be about $50K and eight months.
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Application of current IC technology to the DCE (see Attachment 4) offers a comparable
25 percent cost savings on the DCE (4 percent of guidance set cost). The project cost and
duration for application to the DCE would be comparable - about $125K and nine months. Two
other manufacturing technology projects offer some potential cost reduction on the DCE. The
first (Attachment 5) Involves a change In the means of hermetically sealing the metal package from the current solder seal banding. The potential cost savings on the DCE Is about
2 percent (0.3 percent of guidance set cost). The project cost Is estimated to be about
$100K over a 12-month tlmeframe. The second project (Attachment 6) Involves the development of automated equipment for acceptance testing. Development of such equipment would
save time and eliminate human errors. It Is estimated these savings would be equivalent to
about a 5 percent reduction In unit cost (0.8 percent of guidance set cost). The project
cost for automated equipment for both the DCE and PSE would be approximately SIM over an
18-month period.
PSE
Both of the manufacturing technology projects described above (Attachments 5 and 6)
are also applicable to the PSE, with essentially equivalent cost reduction potential. Application to the PSE would therefore result In about a 7 percent reduction In unit cost
(0.7 percent of guidance set cost). The project cost and timing would be as described above.
Harness
The LANCE guidance set electrical harness depicted below Is an Intricate cable In order
to accomplish all of the required Interconnections. The harness cost has been reduced by
more than 40 percent during production to date. From the cost summary In section I,It can
be seen that the Fabrication/Processing and Assembly of the harness contribute 28 percent
of Its current cost. The following table shows a breakdown of this cost into the respective
operations such as wire cutting, preparation, shielding, routing, etc. Recent developments
In electronic packaging and production industry have shown applications of either mechanization or numerical controlled automation in each of these operations. Application of these
developments to the harness fabrication/processing and assembly operations to produce an
automated line-processing system would produce a substantial Improvement in productivity.
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The data on the table show that the costs associated with harness fabrication and assembly can be reduced by 50 percent. This represents a 15 percent reduction in the harness
unit cost (1.5 percent of guidance set cost).
The manufacturing technology project (Attachment 7) to accomplish this cost reductior
involves the development of the automated and modularized line processing system to fabri-

Work-Content, Units/Assembly
OptratIon

Improvement

Present

Revised

Reduction

Cost
Reduction
(X)

Gathering parts and
wire-cutting. Identifying.

Employ magazlned
handling and transfer of wires/parts.

2.66

2.06

0.60

1.7

Wrapping of RFI
shielding and Insulation.

Substitute mechanized wrapping and
use of zipper tubing.

5.06

3.10

1.96

5.7

Assembling ferrels,
contacts, back-shells,
etc.

Modify connectors.
Eliminate ferrels.
Mechanize. Conduct
numerlca'! controlled
Assembly.

6.20

3.20

3.00

8.7

Solder connectors,
cups, wires. Pot
connectors.

Substitute crimp connectors. Conduct
nunwrlcal controlled
assembly.

6.17

1.46

4.71

13.7

Spot tying, etc.

Substitute numerical
control and ty-wrap
automation.

0.98

0.50

0.48

1.4

Wire preparation:
strip, pigtail, bin.

Introduce crimped
terminals, mechanized shielding,
numerical controlled
assembly, modified
connectors.

11.30

5.65

5.65

16.5

Route wires on harness
boards.

Substltue numerical
controlled operation.

1.94

1.00

0.94

2.8

34.31

16.97

17.34

50.5

cate and assemble electrical cables. The following specific approaches would be involved
In this development: (a) use of crimped terminals, (b) elimination cf ferrels by modified
connector design, (c) use of special taped shielded single wires with drain wire feature,
(d) use of zipper type tubing for Insulation and shielding of branches, (e) automatic wire
Identification, cutting, terminating and Insulation, plus (f) numerically controlled harness assembly.
A preliminary concept for an automated harness assembly processing line Is shown in
next figure. A single line Is shown to handle both shielded and unshielded wires. The
first half of the line may be called the wire-preparation-section. The second half may be
called the hamess-assembly-sectlon. At the start of the line, various wires are shown
stored In a wire storage and transfer rack. Wire Is fed Into the automatic wire-preparation-center (WPC) from an uncoiling mandrel and through certain tension and guide rollers.
In the WPC, the wire Is automatically marked, cut to length, stripped and terminated at
either end. In case of shielded wire, terminals are crimped onto the drain-wire In addition to the conductor. The exact length of wire to be cut Is determined by preceding dryruns across the numerical controlled hamess-assembly-center. After stripping and terminating, shielded wires are shown to automatically receive a tape Insulation to protect the
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stripped ends of the RFI shield. The heat-shrlnkable Insulation Is cured 1n line at the
exit-end of the equipment. Prepared wire Is delivered Into a special magazine which allows
subsequent automatic retrieval of the wire at the hamess-assembly-center. Prepared wire
of each specification must be stored In Its own magazine at a prescribed storage location.
The complete routing and assembly of wires Into connectors and harness Is shown to be
conducted In the second half of the line In a numerical controlled work center. Prepared
wires are retrieved automatically from magazines at programmer locations. The work center
has three axis capability and two operating heads. The main head performs the function of
routing wires and Inserting terminals Into connectors. Connectors are preposltloned on
hamess-board-toollng at specified location and orientation. The routed wires are held In
position In special elastic retainers. The auxiliary head Is used for tle-wrapplnq harness
automatically at programmed locations.
It may be noted that the basic equipment for automated wire-preparation an'' ror numerical controlled harness assembly are commercially available. The proposed line-processing, however, will demand certain modifications and added features.
The project cost is estimated at about $700,000 as follows:
Prototype equipment, construction for optimization

$225,000

Equipment Improvements for optimization

$145,000

Engineering Support and Technical Data

$330,000

The project duration is estimated at 27 months.

INTEGRATED DCE/VCE/PSE
As noted above, redesign to Incorporate current electronic" technology such as IC's
offers significant savings on both the DCE and VCE. Use of this same technology to combine all of the electronic components (DCE, VCE, PSE, and TTV) within one package offers
a very significant guidance set cost reduction. Such a change is further supported by current LANCE operational requirements which require removal of the complete guidance set for
return to Direct Support wherever fault isolation to the subassembly level is required.
It is estimated that a manufacturing technology project (Attachment 8) to accomplish
this repackaging would reduce the cost of the missile guidance set by 15 percent. The approximate cost for this project would be about $0.5M over a duration of 12 months. Flight
requalification would probably require about 10-15 flights and take an additional 12 months.
SUMMARY
The potential manufacturing technology projects described above and in the eight attachments offer the following potential reductions in the unit cost of the LANCE Guidance
Set:
Equivalent Guidance Set
Cost Reduction

Component Cost
Reduction
Gyro
Accelerometer

VCE
DCE
PSE
Harness
Total

10«
30%
25«
30«
"5
15«

2.5«
4.8«
3.0«
5.0«
0.7«
1.5«
17.5«

10

Cost
100K
115K
170K
1,225K

...

700K
2,310K

or alternatively:
Component Cost
Reduction

Equivalent Guidance Set
Cost Reduction

Combining
VCE DCE, and PSE
To'.al with Gyro
and Accelerometer

15«

Cost
530K

22%

As noted above, the cost for flight requallflcatlon Is not Included In the above
figures.
III.

GUIDANCE TREND DATA

The 'mpact of LSI (large scale Integration) devices such as ROM (read only memory),
mlrcoprocessors. progranmable logic arrays, etc.. Is now being felt In guidance system
state-of-the-art. Also, potential further cost reductions with Increased memory capacity
offered by bubble domain memory and charge coupled devices will further establish trends
In this direction. The large meniory capacity, ilgh speed, yet low cost and small size of
these devices opens up avenues of Instrument compensation for multiple, critical parameters
and adaptive control techniques not possible or too costly before. The critical parameters of gyro and accelerometer Instruments have had to be held tightly over wide ranges
of environment. With Imbedded microprocessors. It Is possible that parameters, once defined, can be placed within the microprocessor memory for proper compensation, without
mechanical adjustments or trirming.
Microprocessor capacity also allows sophisticated gain and compensation profiles for
autopilots thus providing optimal control over a broad range of vehicle environment.
Adaptive control techniques can now be accomplished at low cost.
This trend toward extensive use of microprocessors must be accompanied with new and
Innovative computer architectural techniques and low cost software management.
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Attachment 1
Title: Manufacturing Technology Project to Provide Cost Improvements In the Gyro Plckoff Wiring System
System/session area/component:

LANCE Mlsslle/Quldance/G^ro

Problem: The handwlrlng of the RSG-15 gyro nqulres skilled personnel following time consumlng procedures. The assembly wlreperson Is required to select, cut, dress, wrap, route,
attach, and solder a multitude of Individual wires to plckoffs and terminal boards. Errors
occur which require wire and test time, troubleshooting and rework.
Proposed solution: Replace the present "handwlrlng" by printed circuit cable. This custom
pre-fabrlcated cable consists of a flat layer of circuit etched copper conductors bonded
between two sheets of flexible Insulating sheets. The conductors terminate In eyelets or
perforated solder pads which can be pushed down over component terminal pins. The pads
provide a bare copper solder area 360 degrees around the pin. A conventional soldering
Iron can be used to make reliable solder Joints.
Project cost and duration: The project costs Include the design of the flexible etched
circuit, the terminal boards and plck-offs to Interface with the flex. Fabrication of new
parts and components and Installation In gyros. Complete cycle of production testing before and after environmental checks for temperature, vibration, and shock. Production
proofing of the changes In a minimum of ten gyros. (Cost of gyros used for evaluation not
Included In cost.)
Project cost:

$43,000

The estimated duration of the project Is nine months.
Benefits: Printed circuit cabling reduces wire costs In the following ways:
Räterlal costs less. In quantity, than conventional cable.
Reduced time required for wiring by eliminating the numerous steps of "handwlrlng"
described above. Prevents wiring errors. Eliminates troubleshooting. Eliminates rework due to wiring errors.
Other Intangible advantages of printed circuit cable Include:
Product uniformity. Increased reliability - there are no "tight" wires overstressed
during vibration.
Use of automatic soldering equipment to further reduce wiring costs will be Investigated
as an alternate to conventional soldering.
Benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction In recurring hardware costs.
Reduction In gyro cost ■ 6%
As«'7iipt1ons: The above analysis Is based upon a lot quantity of 400 gyros produced at a
rate of 45 gyros per month.
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Attachment 2
Title: Manufacturing Technology Project to Provide Optimization for Fabrication of Glyro
Rotor Housing
System/session area/component:

LANCE Mlsslle/Guldance/Qyro

Problem: The rotor housing and stiffening end plate are fabricated from bar stock material
requiring machining and assembly. The design requires deep, blind, precision machining
operations on Inside of housing which supports the rotor through the spherical bearing.
Spoilage costs are high because of the complex design which also mounts the electrical pickoff system. The end plate, which mounts to housing using twelve screws, was added to provide axial stiffness to the rotor support plane.
Proposad solution: Design the gyro housing as a cast structure for mounting the plck-offs
and terminal boards. The only machining required ^s to provide mounting Interface surfaces
for the housing, plck-offs, and terminal boards. The rotor support portion of housing will
be designed as a separate piece which can be readily machined as a surface of revolutions
and hardened. The two pieces will be mounted together using electron beam techniques. The
rigidity of the assembly will equal or exceed the original assembly.
Project cost and duratlon: The project costs Include the design of the new assembly, Interchangeable with the old. Fabrication of new parts and assembly 1n gyros. Complete cycle
of production testing before and after environmental checks for temperature, vibration,
and shock. Production proofing of the changes In a minimum of ten gyros. (Cost of gyros
used for evaluation not Included In project cost.)
Project cost:

$53,000

Estimated duration of the project Is nine months.
Benefits: Benefits to be de :ved from this project are a reduction In recurring hardware
costs. These reductions are as follows:
Reduction In gyro cost ■ 41
Assumptions: The above analysis Is based upon a lot quantity of 400 gyros produced at the
rate of 45 gyros per month.
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Attachment 3
Title:

Manufacturing Technolo;/ Project to Reduce the Cost of the 4841 Accelerometer

System/session area/component:

LANCE/Guldance/Accelerometer 4841

Problem: The 4841 currently used In th.» LANCE G&C package Is a major cost driver for the
6&C package. Sys iron-Donner has been Investigating ways to Improve the performance and
reduce the price of the 4841. The modified 4841 would be less expensive because It would
have fewer components and lower assembly costs. The problem Is to produce prototype 4841*5
with the design changes contemplated and qual-test the new unit.
Proposed solution: The project would tool up and Incorporate those techniques necessary
to produce the 4841 modification. This would Include design, drafting and testing of the
new unit. Primary emphasis would be given to redesigning the electronics to reduce parts
cost, simplify set up and eliminate the filter board. The sensor material would be changed
to recVce machining costs and the preload set would be changed to a bellows type arrangement.
Project cost and duration:

Estimated costs are as follows:

Design Engineering
Drafting
Technician
Manufacturing Engineering
Q.A. Engineering
Fixtures
Total

$ 35.000
15,000
15,000
30,000
5,000
15,000
$115,000

Estimated duration of the project Is six months.
Benefits: Benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction In recurring hardware
costs. These reductions are as follows:
Reduction In accelerometer unit cost = 30*
Assunptlons: The above analysis Is based on a lot quantity of 400 accelerometers produced
at a rate of 45 per month.
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Attachment 4
Title:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Reduce the Cost of the VCE

System/session area/components:
Problem:

LANCE/Guidance/Velocity Control Electronics

The problem Is to reduce the cost of the VCE.

Proposed solution: The project would modernize the design of the VCE to 1975 standards.
Extensive use of Integrated circuits, flatpacks, etc. would be employed.
Project cost and duration;
Design Engineer
Drafting
Technician
Manufacturing Engineer
O.A. Engineer
Fixtures
Total

Estimated costs are as follows:
S 45,000
15,000
15,000
30,000
5,000
10,000
$120,000

Estimated duration of the project - eight months.
Benef1ts: Benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction In recurring hardware
costs. These reductions are as follows:
Reduction In accelerometer unit cost - 25%
A comparable project Is applicable to the DCE with comparable savings potential and cost.
AssuTiptlons: The above analysis Is based upon a lot quantity of 400 gyros produced at the
rate of 45 gyros per month.
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Attachment 5
Title: Manufacturing Technology Project to Accomplish Hermetic Package Sealing other
than with a Solder Seal
System/session area/component:
Supply Electronics

LANCE/Guldance/Dlrectlon Control Electronics and Power

Protxlem: The package for both the PSE and the DCE consists of an aluminum sand casting
base and a drawn aluminum cover. Both of these package components are plated to provide
solderablllty during Integration, Assembly consists of Installation of the connector,
electronic modules and Interconnecting harness Into the base. Final closure consists of
Installing the cover onto the base and finally providing a hermetic seal by soldering a
plated brass band around the perimeter of the completely assembled package at the Junction
seam between the base and the cover. The original design philosophy behind this packaging
approach was to provide a long shelf life for a component assumed Lo be in the throw-away
category. It was also based on the use of hermetic seal materials and methods available
during the early 1960's. The primary problems associated with this package concept are as
follows:
The cost value for each of these components (PSE and DCE) Is sufficient enough by
todays assessment to remove it from a throw-away category In case of an Internal
failure prior to deployment. As a result, salvage and repair are expensive alternatives with the current package concept.
Solder band and connector Installation are time consuming operations which require
high skill levels for the operator. This skill level has been demonstrated to require continuous practice by the operator and therefore lends itself to only being
performed where the frequency of occurrence for the operation Is relatively high
(not felt to exist at the normal depot level for maintenance).
Because of Its Inherent porous nature, the hermetic seal integrity of the sand casting
base Is primarily a function of the quality of the plated surface. While testing is
done on the base prior to implementation, subsequent surface damage can Jeopardize
future hermetic seal Integrity.
Proposed solution: The project would Investigate current state-of-the-art packaging
metnods and to evaluate any Improved methods to provide a hermetic seal for components on
missile programs which have LANCE similar requirements. Primary emphasis would be to optimize repairablllty without Jeopardizing storage life or operational requirements Inherent
to LANCE. The end result of this project would be the fabrication of a prototype unit.
This unit would be used to evaluate the packaging approach selected when subjected to a
step-stress and accelerated life test program which would be developed to demonstrate
compliance with the LANCE missile objectives.
Project cost and duration:
a timeframe of 12 months.
Benefits:

Estimated cost of the project is anticipated to be $100K over

Benefits to be derived from this project include the following:

A reduction in recurring hardware cost {Z.St per PSE and 1.5S per DCE).
A reduction in production lead time.
Improve maintainability.
A reduction of the equipment and labor talent requirements at a depot repair facility.
Assumptions: As described above, this project would not provide how to documentation in a
format which may be required to satisfy an Industry wide production procurement program in
a competitive market situation.
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Attachment 6
Title: Manufacturing icchnology Project to Provide Optimized Production and Acceptance
Testing for the LANCE DCE and PSE Components
System/scsselon area/component:
ar
Supply Electronics

LANCE/Guldance/Dlrectlon Control Electronics and Power

Problem: A major cost driver for the subject subsystems Is the result of test time requlred to support both In-line verification and acceptance of hardware. Since all testing
Is currently accomplished using manual test equipment, the production program would benefit
should tests be performed using automated equipment. Besides the recurring cost advantage
realized by the reduction In time required for acceptance and verification, other advantages provided by an automated test set would Include: elimination of most human fallings
which can result In testing blunders, the potential (without straining test capability) for
expanding parameters to be tested and data recording and storage advantages.
Proposed solution: The scope of the proposed project would encompass the design, fabrlcatfon and checkout of an automated test console (Including software). In concept, this
"lulpment would provide sequential test commanding which could be accomplished either
i.". i ally (on test operator command) or automatically by a tape reader or similar sequencing
dp'ice. Speed of operation In the automatic mode would be dependent only upon setting
times required by the UUT (DCE or PSE). Stopping on HUT faults or advancing through to
any selected point In the test program would be a project design feature useful for troubleshooting or other In depth Investigations. The project would take advantage of experience
and existing talent which has been accumulated at E-Systems on similar production programs.
Project cost and duration: Estimated cost of the project Is anticipated to be $1,000,000
over a tlmeframe estimated to be 18 months.
Benefits: Primary benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction In recurring
hardware costs. These reductions are anticipated to be as follows:
DCE
DCE
DCE
PSE
PSE
PSE

test reduction
Test Support (Engineering) reduction
net test reduction
test reduction
test support (Engineering) reduction
net reduction

1.5X
3.8%
5.3%
].3%
3.7%
5.0*

Assumptions: As defined and estimated above, this project would result in an automated
test console which would demonstratt' the desired test time savings if Implemented in the
production prograr. It would not, however, cover or provide for changes to production
hardware documentation which muM be required to specify the proposed alternate method
and equipment for production test ng; nor would it develop or provide how to make, how
to use or how to calibrate documentation other than that which might be needed to support
the E-Systems in-house quality assurance requirement.
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Attachment 7
Title: Manufacturing Technology Project for developing an automated assembly line for
fabrI catlor and assembly of harnesses for aerospace applications.
System/session area/components:

LANCE/Guidance/Harness Assembly

Problem: In the experience gained with the LANCE missile, the harness assembly comprises
half of the total inhouse fabrication, processing, assembly, testing and inspection costs
of the guidance set. Fabrication and processing of the harness contributes 28 percent of
its unit cost.
Proposed solution: The proposed solution is to undertake a development program for applicatlon of automated and modularized line-processing techniques to the fabrication and assembly of harnesses. The program objectives would be as follows:
(a) Development of a standardized line-processing equipment concept, which would be
capable of application to a majority of current and future missile systems.
(b) Development of a prototype, automated processing line to support the study of
alternatives under item (a), above.
In developing the processing line concepts, the utilization of existing, proven processing
systems will be maximized. One of the possibilities of such an application is given below:
Operation

Example of Automation

Wire preparation, including stripping,
pig tailing, preparing Jumpers, cutting
and tinning.

Replace all soldered connections with
crimped connection,

Solder connectors, cups, wires, etc.

Use Eubanki type Stripper/Terminator,
automatic equipment for automatic
measurement, cutting, stripping and
terminal attachment.

Assemble ferrels, contacts, bacurhells,
etc.
Route wires on harness boards.

Use Huges wire-center systems including
solderless wire-wrapping inter-connection techniques where applicable.

Wrap RFI shield and tape.
Shrink tubing.

Substitute with the use of zipper-type
tubing using special semi-automated
v
ools.

Spot-tie wires.

Substitute TY-WRAP mechanized systems.

Project cost and duration: Estimated costs are as follows:
Prototype equipment, construction and Installation
Equipment Improvements and modifications
Engineering support and technical data
Total

$225,000
145,000
330.000
$7Ö4,ÖÖÖ

The estimated duration of the project is 27 months.
Benefits:

Benefits to be derived from this project are:

A reduction in recurring hardware cost for harness * 15X,
A standardized automated processing system for fabrication of harness assemblies for
aerospace applications.
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Attachment 8
Title: Manufacturing Technology Project to provide Reduced Missile Cost by Demodularlzatlon and Increased Use of Integrated Circuits
System/session area/component:

LANCE/Guldance/Mlsslle Guidance Set

Problem: Study shows that major cost drivers do not exist In the LANCE guidance system;
therefore, no single manufacturing technology project could produce a significant cost reduction In the LANCE guidance set. However, four separate subassemblles. each housing different electronic circuits used In the guidance function, are contained within the set.
The Initial Impetus for the Individual subassemblles Includes both the need for packaging
room and modularity for field maintainability. The evaluation of the LANCE operational
concepts In which the Guidance Set Is removed as an assembly and returned to Direct Support
for fault Isolation to the subassembly level and consequent replacement has eliminated
the need for modularity. Combining the four electronic subassemblles Into one larger subassembly will reduce cost of the guidance set by elimination of many Individual connectors,
harnesses, enclosures, ate.
Proposed solution: The cost of the LANCE missile guidance set can be significantly reduced
by repackaging the four electronic subassemblles Into one larger unit. Further gains In
cost reduction, as well as easing the packaging effort, can be accrued by redesign of current discrete component circuits to make maximum use of Integrated circuit (IC) technology.
The effort would provide substantial savings by reducing printed circuit board count, component count, connector count, and harness complexity.
Project cost and duration:

Estimated costs are as follows:

Circuit redesign and breadboard test
Packaging redesign
Prototype fabrication and test (3 units)
Technical documentation

$100,000
32,000
200,000
200.000

Estimated duration of the project Is 12 months.
Benefits. Primary benefit to be derived Is a 15 percent reduction In cost of the Missile
Guidance Jet.
Assumptlo. <: Project cost and duration extensive qualification testing such as EMI.
lightning ejects. RFI, etc. will not be required.
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PERSHING II MISSILE SYSTEM GUIDANCE SUBSYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the guidance subsysteas of the Pershlng II Missile System. This
system, which is presently in the Advanced Development Phase, is being monitored for production design and costs as part of the Army Design to Unit Production Cost program. The
guidance subsystem cost is furnish*'? for the standardized component categories requested.
Cost drivers, and manufacturing technology projects to reduce cost, are identified.

INTRODUCTION
Martin Marietta has been pursuing continuing studies and developments applicable to
the .'erahing Missile System for the U.S. Army Missile Comand. These include improvements
in Pershlng performance, cost-effectiveness, and flexibility in field operations. For
example, the Automatic Reference System (ARS), which evolved from a requirement to automate the azimuth determining and presetting procedures for the Pershlng la guidance subsystem, is now entering operational service.
The constraint which guides the development of the Pershlng Missile System is that it
has to be both militarily effective and, because of the necessity for a minimum of collateral damage to civilians, politically acceptable to solve the "Tactical Nuclear Dilemma"
arising from the use of tactical nuclear weapons. The Pershlng II Missile System provides
a solution to this problem with the USJ of a small nuclear weapon, a short reaction time,
low vulnerability, and an order of magnitude improvement in accuracy. Pershlng is capable,
with preaent technology, to satisfy the improved accuracy requirements, and already possesses the required reaction time and low vulnerability.
The Pershlng II Missile System is now in the Advanced Development (AD) phase. Following successful demonstration in the Terminal Radar Area Correlator Experiment (TRACE),
which was a helicopter captive flight test program to prove the feasibility and accuracy
of the radar guidance system for a terminally guided raenr-y vehicle, the guidance subsystem was changed significantly for the Pershlng II Missile System. Engineering models
of the guidance subsystem equipments have been fabricated and factory acceptance tested.
Flight test in helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft is presently in process to simulate portions of missile performance. Prototype equipments are In design/fabrication phases leading to Pershlng II missile flights late in 1977. Production designs and costs are being
pursued aa part of the Army Design to Unit Production Cost (DTUPC) program. Prod-iction
cost information used in this presentation 1« obtained from the DTUPC phase of the Pershlng
II program.

Preceding page blank
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Pershlng II Missile and .leenCry Vehicle
Pershing II capability will be provided by a snail cost Increase over maintaining the
present Pershlng la system. The cost Increase Is small because the Pershlng II Weapon
System Is a modular Improvement to the Pershlng la system, utilizing the existing Pia first
and second stage motors, launcher, and other ground support equipment. The only change to
the system Is the front end of the missile. The Pershlng la guidance and control section
and reentry vehicle (RV) are replaced with a new RV containing an Inertlal system for guidance and control throughout missile flight, a radar area correlation terminal guidance
and control system, and a warhead. The Pershlng II missile is launched, like Pershlng la,
on an Inertlally guided boost phase trajectory to second stage cutoff and reentry vehldr
separation, after which the reentry vehicle proceeds on an attitude controlled ballistic
path to the terminal phase. An all-weather radar la activated In the terminal phase to
correlate the returns from an area surrounding the target with a prestored reference map
of the target area. Several such correlations arc obtained during terminal descent to
derive position corrections for updating the Inertlal position of the reentry vehicle.
This technique provides an order of magnitude Improvement over Pershlng la In delivery
accuracy. Without terminal guidance activation, the Pershlng II still achieves the sane
accuracy as Pershlng la.
The tactical reentry vehicle shown In Figure 1 contains the complete missile guidance
subsystem. Basic guidance Is provided by a combination of Inputs from the Inertlal measurement and radar correlator systems. Control Is maintained by both reaction Jets and air
vanes. Guidance commands are given by the Pershlng airborne computer which derives Its
inputs from the Inerticl measurement unit, rate gyro unit, and the radar correlator system.
The guidance subsystems considered In this paper are the:
Inertlal Measurement Unit (IMU)
Pershing Airborne Computer (PAC)
Sensor Correlator System (SCS)
Radome
RADOME

Figure 1.

REACnO« SYSTEH

Tactical Reentry Vehicle
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iBTtl»! BBMBSBBIS Unit. The Inertlal Measuremeut Unit (1MU) consists of a 4-glmbal
platform which uses gyros as sensing elements for stabilization, and accelerometers for
measuring acceleration
During flight, the IMU, in conjunction with the airborne computer,
supplies missile guidance and control output functions of navigation and steering, and also
stabilizes the radar sensor glmbal during the termj.ial flight phase. The IMU also, in conJunction with the airborne computer, performs a self-alignment during ground operations
without the need for external referencing equipment for determining the azimuth of the IMU
with respect to north.
The IMU built by Singer-Kearfott for the Pershlng II application uses off-the-shelf
hardware and designs from the KT-70 family of Kearfott IMU's, principally from the SRAM
i 'sslle snd A-7 Aircraft IMU. The IMU azimuth cluster, housing the inertlal elements
(fcvros and accelerometers), consists of A-7 components in its entirety. The glmbal systeta
sti icture also contains A-7 components for th« most part. Over 1000 A-7 IMU's have been
pro» uced.
The glmbal system is housed in a cylindrical casting mounted through shock Isolators
(use Figure 2) to a base, one side of which also provides mounting for the shock mounted
ele.' ronics housinj.;. The electronics components are mounted on five multilayer printed
eiceuiC cards measjring 6.6 x 8.6 Inches overall with a 6.0 inch radius on one side. The
five electronic assemblies are dedicated to the following functions: one for the power
supply, one for the X and Y axis digital acceleromei.er loop, one for the Z axis digital
accelerometer loop and the serial core memory, one for sequence and alignment, and one for
glmbal control. These cards are mounted on three replaceable subassemblies wiiich are cast
frames which provide stiffness as well as cooling (see Figure 2). The parts count for the
IMU Is detailed in Table I.

Figure 2.

'nertial Measurement Unit
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TABLE I
Guidance Parts Count

IMU

PAC

SCS

Quantity

Quantity

Quantity

Total
Quanta ty

Integrated Circuits

164

681

624

1469

Resistors

852

769

2094

3715

Capacitors

774

1025

2168

Diodes

369
164

120

139

423

Transistors

187

63

230

480

27

56

50

133

Connectors

5

61

133

199

Printed Circuit Boards

6

23

15

44

40

29

42

111

1814

2576

4352

8742

Inductors/Transformers

Miscellaneous
TOTAL

The cooling system Is a forced air system In which the air first passes over the glrabal outer housing and then into the electronic section where It passes over fins cast Into
the module frames. Protection for the electronics as well as the containment and ducting
of the cooling air flow is provided by a drawn sheet metal cover. The Interconnections
of the modules Is via a wire wrap tray. The interconnection of the gimbal electronics and
the I/O connectors Is with printed flexible harness assemblies.
General Characteristics
Weight

32 lb

Size

8.3 x 10.5 x 13 in.

Platform

4 gimbal (azimuth, inner
pit~h, roll, outer pitch)

Linear acceleration

40g each axis

Vibration

25.3 grms

Shock

2850g peak

Perahlng II Airborne Computer. The Pershing II Airborne Computer (PAC), designed by
Bendix, consists of four functional areas.
A central processor unit (CPU) performs all the computational, processing, and formatting requirements for the air, ground, and test modes of tne Pershing II Missile Weapon
System. A memory section provides the required storage of both the program and data for
all operational, executive, ground comunications, anu cest programs. In addition, storage
is provided to facilitate program loading and computer startup. An Input/Output (I/O)
section controls inputting data from and outputtin^ data to the required missile subsystems
and ground support system. The fourth function is the power supply section.
The structural and thermal design utilised in the PAC is a direct descendant of the
BOX-900 family from these Bendix programs: the Bl Bomber Air Inlet Control System, the Bl
Electronic Control Assembly for the attitude reference system, the S3A Aircraft Flight
Guidance Computer ard Air Data Computer, and the Mark 30 Underwater Vehicle Strapdown
Guidance and Control System. The design consists of a brazed aluminum housing which
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provides two cold walls for the forced air cooling system (aee Figure 3). The unit contains twelve plug-in modules anrf space for one spare card. Nine of these are multilayer
printed wiring boards 6 x 6.5 laches in size comprising the following functions: Arithmetic Card (1), Control Card (1), Interrupt Card (1), Serial Data Card (1), A/D-D/A Converter Card (1), Signal Conditioner Card (3), Monitor Card (1). The remaining three modules
are the Analog Power Supply (an assembly consisting of two multilayer cards), the Logic
Power Supply (an assembly comprised of several small PC cards), and the 16K core memory
module. The modules are interconnected by means of a wire wrapped backplane with connections to the I/O connectors by flexible printed circuit harnesses.

rtü

Figure 3.

,. ■

Pershlng II Airborne Computer
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The Central Processor Unit (CPU) employed In the PAC Is Identical to that used in the
3DX-900 computers with the exception of incorporating components of a low power dissipation,
and «HIHMIH circuit changes Co increase the computational rate; however, the architecture
and utility software are identical. It is interesting to note that flight software develcpaent tine was materially reduced through the use of h BDX-9000 computer, a coasercial
equivalent of the BDX-900. This allowed software to he developed concurrently with PAC
development and manufacturing.
The core memory is a modified electronic memories SEMS 9 16K memory. This msmory is
a descendant of the 4K SEMS 8 memory used in the MK-3C system and F15 Avionics Intermediate
Shop which were both built by Bendix.
The Input/Output section of the computer incorporates design features from both the
Mark 30 and the present Bendix BDX-820 computers utilizing present state-of-the-art components.
A parts breakdown by generic type for the computer is shown in Table I. The large
proportion of integrated circuits used, many of them MSI and LSI devices, is key to achievemmt of the high packaging density, low power, and high reliability required for the PAC.
General Characteristics
• Parallel, mlcroprogramned, 16 bit CPU with 2.4 ys add time
• 16K x 16 bits plus parity RAM and ROM memory with 1.2 pa cycle time
• 13 priority interrupt levels
• ac and dc analog, pulse, serial binary, and discrete inputs
Pulse inputs

3 accelerometers

Serial inputs:

16 bit serial-parallel converter

Discrete inputs:

24 differential TTL, 30 - 28 Vdc

Power input:

25.5 to 32.5 Vdc

• dc analog, serial binary, and discrete outputs
• Weight:
• Size:

35 lb
12.5 x 13.75 x 7.5 in. max

• Linear acceleration:
• Vibration:
• Shock:

40g each axis

24.3g rms max

1550g peak

Sensor Correlator Subaystea. The Sensor Correlator Subsystem (SCS) located within
the Perahing II reentry vehicle, provides relative target position information for reentry
vehicle guidance during the terminal phase of flight. The SCS is a combination all-weather
radar aensor and automatic area correlator integrated as part of the guidance subsystem
furnished by Goodyear Aerospace.
Upon a command indicating arrival at the target area, aa derived from inertial coordinates, vehicle altitude is computed using Che first return signal available. The radar
provides terrain reflectivity, as its antenna scans about a vertically stabilized axis
from which s Plan Position Indicator (PPI) image is created and stored in the correlator.
This image is compared in the correlator with a previously prepared reference image, and
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signals are generated that Indicate missile displacement from c'.ie Inertlally comv uted
position. These signals, along with the altitude error signal, are used to correct the
insrtial data in the Pershing Airborne Computer (PAC), which, in turn, generates aissile
stsering comnands to the air vanes.
The SCS includes the Stabilized Antenna Unit (SAU), Radar Unit (RU), Correlator Unit
(CU), and Power Converter Unit (PCU). See Figure 4.
The Stabilized Antenna Unit consists of a three-degree-of-freedom gimbaled antenna
with associated drive motor and resolver pickoffs. There is a servo electronics housing
containing one double sided printed circuit card holding IC's and discrete components.
The SAU utilizes a separate altitude measurement antenna and a terrain mapping antenna
with associated wave guide switch, feed horns, rotary wave guide Joints and linkage normally associated with antenna systems. This unit is 16 inches high and requires a 16 inch
diameter clearance and is mounted forward in the nose of the missile and is covered by the
radome.

Figure A.

Sensor Correlator Subsystem
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The Radar Unit consists of H cast housing containing a tunable frequency agile magnetron, receiver, modulator, tracking local oscillator and associated waveguide and semirigid coaxial cable. The housing has a formed cover which provides an RF tight enclosure.
The unit contains 12 double sided printed circuit boards which measure 3x4 inches and
contains IC's and discrete components. The unit measures 14 x 8 x 8 inches and occupies
one quadrant of the forward section of the missile Just aft of the antenna unit.
The Correlator Unit consists of a cast housing which has a cover which provides an RF
tight unit. The unit contains nine multilayer printed circuit assemblies which measure
5 x 10 inches and mount a combination of Integrated circuits and discrete components. This
unit also houses the correlatron tube and associated hardware which performs the basic
comparison function between the Incoming live radar PPI image and a self-contained reference. The reference film unit assembly used in loading and holding the reference data is
mounted to the outside of the housing. The overall dimensions of the unit are 14-1/2
inches long, 16 Inches vide, and it is semicircular in cross sect-*"-, with a taper to fit
the forward missile section Just aft of the antenna unit mo'- .j.ng bulkhead.
The power converter unit Is a purchased asseFv'.y which converts battery 28V to 13
regulated output voltages with a peak power oi<\ut of 2500 watts. The unit measures 14 x
9x9 inches and occupies a quadrant of tb" ..orward section of the missile Just aft of the
antenna unit.
Table I shows the parts coi- ... for the SCS.
Radome. The Pershine il radome assembly consists of three basic parts: (1) a
tltanium-zirconium-Eolv' aenum alloy (TZM) nose cap subassembly (Including an Impact fuze
device and an RF ene^y absorber), (2) a slip-cast fused silica (SCFS) ceramic radome body,
and (3) a glass/ep'xy attachment ring which is bonded to the base of the ceramic shell,
and by means of ategral captive nut places attaches the radome assembly to the RV airframe. See F4aure 5.
ATTACHMENT
RING ASSY

NOSE CAP

18.053
INCHES
DIA

Figure 5.

Radome Assembly
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GUIDANCE SUBSYSTEM DETAILED COST INFORMATION

Inertlal Meaourement Unit
The Inertlal Measurement Unit cost la apportioned to the standardized component breakdown aa shown In Table II. Relative coata for each standard component are then broken down
Into the standardized coat categorlea by percent. See Table III.
Ualng Tables II and III, the total IMU coat breakdown la shown In Table IV.
TABLE II
IMU Component Breakdown
(Percent)
Electronic Assemblies

35

Major mechanical parta
(gimbals, structural member)

37

Gyroa

17

Accelerometera

11
100

TOTAL
TABLE III
IMU Coat Categorlea

Coat Categorlea

Electronics

Major
Mechanical

Gyro

Accelerometer

Material and Purchased Parta

82

50

40

25
20

Fabrication and Processing

0

0

7

Assembly

6

16

35

35

Test and Inspection

4

16

12

14

Support

8

18

6

6

100

100

100

100

TOTAL (Perctnt)

TABLE IV
IMU Coat Breakdown
Manufacturing Cost Categorlea
Standard Guidance
Component

Materials

35

-

Major Mechanical

Purchased Fabrication and
Teat and
Parta
Processing
Aaaembly Inspection Support
28.6

-

37

-

18.5

-

Gyroa

17

-

6.8

1.2

Accelerometera

11

-

2.8

2.2

TOTAL (Percent)

100

-

36.7

3.4

Electronics

29

2.1

1.4

2.8

5.9

5.9

6.7

6.0

2.0

1.0

3.9

1.5

0.7

17.9

10.8

11.2
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The major coat driver for the Perahlng II IMU la purchased parta at 57 percent of the
total IHU coat. A further breakdown of thla ahowa that the electronic component purchase
la «lightly more than 50 percent. The major mechanical area, which includes the reaolvera,
the gimbals, and slip rings accounta for a little more than 32 percent of the purchased
parta coata. The parta purchased for the Inertlal components (the gyros and acceleromatera) account for less than 17 percent. Thla la no doubt due to the fact that both the
gyros and accelerometera arc used on many other Kearfott IMU programs and production economy
can be achieved.
The next major coat driver for the Perahlng II IMU la labor which can be broken down
Into three aubareaa of assembly, teat and support. It accounta for 43 percent of the total
IMU coat. Aa can be expected In a complex ayatem such aa an IMU, the aaaembly accounta
for the major share of the labor coata at approximately 50 percent. Support and test
account for approximately 25 percent each. Although complex teat a are run on an IMU, the
teat labor la relatively low because a great many of the teata are run with automatic teat
equipment under computer control.
The material/labor ratio of 57 percent material/43 percent labor la due to the use of
hybrid electronics where possible and, although hybrid components tend to be higher coat
components, fewer components are uaed. In addition, another factor that Influences this
coat ratio la the automatic testing concept.

Airborne Computer
The Perahlng II Airborne Computer la classified under the Electronic Assemblies
standardized component heading. The relative coats for the standardized coat categories
are shown In Table V.
The primary cost drivers are purchaaed parta - 50 percent, and aaaembly - 33 percent.
In the purchaaed parta, the particular costly Items are:
_!

Core memory (16K words, 17 bits/word)

2

MIL-STD, HI-REL parta

2 High performance linear IC devices and ultra precision resistors.
The core memory accounta for at leaat 20 percent of the total coat of the computer.
Appreciable eost savings should be possible In thla area with the availability and application of / non-volatile semiconductor memory.
TABLE V
Airborne Computer Coat Categorlea
Coat Categories
Material and Purchaaed Parts
Fabrication and Processing

(Percent)

50
8
33

Aaaembly
Teat and Inspection

3

Support

6
100

TOTAL

30

The UM of Military-Standard, HI-REL parts, particularly for Integrated circuits,
probably account« for another 15 percent of the total computer cost. Wnile the additional
cost of MIL-M-38510 devices may ultimately be reduced, this has to be regarded as a significant cost factor for the foreseeable future.
The use of high performance linear integrated circuits and ultra-precision resistor
networks to meet very tight gain stability end linearity requirements in analog channels
accounts for an estimated 5 percent of the total cost.
Sensor Correlator Subsystem
The Sensor Correlator Subsystem cost is broken down to the standardired guidance components shown in Table VI.
Relative costs for each standard component are now shown in the standardized manufacturing cost categories of Table VII.
TABLE VI
SCS Component Breakdown

(Percent)
Electronic Assemblies
(Correlator Unit)

40,9

Microwave Devices
(Radar Unit)

27.«

Major Mechanical Parts
(Stabilized Antenna Unit)

20.1

Cables

4.'5

Power Supplies
(Power Converter Unit)

7.1

TOTAL

100.0
TABLE VII
SCS Cost Categories

Electronics
Material

Microwave
Devices

Major Mechanical
Parts

Cables

4.5

0.6

1.2

0.1

Purchased Parts

63.3

78.2

66.0

19.0

Fabrication and
Processing

10.3

7.5

17.1

1.8

Assembly

15.8

9.8

7.5

36.2

Test and
Inspection

2.2

1.5

4.8

32.8

Support

3.9

2.4

3.4

10.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

TOTAL (Percent)

31

Power
Supplies

100

100

^.

;

TABLE VIII
SCS Cost Breakdown
Manufacturing Coat Categories
Standard Guidance
Component

Material«

Purchaaed Fabrication and
Teat and
Processing
Assembly Inspection Support
Part a

40.9

1.8

25.9

4.2

6.5

0.9

1.6

Microwave Devices 27.4

0.2

21.4

2.1

2.7

0.4

0.6

Major Mechanical

20.1

0.2

13.3

3.4

1.5

1.0

0.7

4.5

0

0.9

0.1

1.6

1.5

0.4

9.7

12.3

3.8

3.3

Electronics

Cables
Power Supplies

voTAL

7.1

ioo:

7.1
2.2

68.6
TABLE IX

SCS High Cost Items
Percentage of
SCS Costs
Radar Receiver Front End with Tracking Local Oscillator

10.8

Tunable Magnetron

3.3

Correlatron

3.0

Using Tables VI and VII, the total SC8 cost breakdown is shown in Table VIII.
The major cost driver of the SCS is purchased material which accounts for apprrximately
70 percent of the SCS total coat. Of this 70 percent, 17 percent ij in three high cost
items of which only one is used per guidance system. See Table IX. Cf the total parts
count. Table I, the remainder accounts for 50 percent of the SCS costs.
The other cost driver is touch labor which accounts for about 25 percent of the total
SCS costs.

Rad
The manufacturing cost category breakdown of the radome Is shown in Table X.
TABLE X
Radome Cost Categories
(Percent)
Materials

12.6

Fabrication and Processing

66.5

Aasertly

4.6

Test and Inspection

12.8

3.5

Support

10C.0

TOTAL

32
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The cost driver la Couch labor. A description of the fabrication process la furnished
with referencea to the effect on coat of the various atepa In the fabrication.
The TZM noae cap Is conventionally machined from bar stock and la not a major coat
contributor to the rsdome assembly. The attactanent ring la fabricated by hand layup of
pre-lnpregnated glass fabric on a mandrel wich conventional debulking methods used at
intermediate atagea of the layup. The completed layup la autoclave cured on the mandrel
under elevated pressure and temperature and the cured part la machined to proper external
contour while attached to the mandrel. The proper Internal contour of the attachment ring
ia provided by the external ahape of the mandrel thus reducing machining time. Fabrication
of the attachment ring up to the point of bonding It Into the ceramic body rapreaenta
approximately 13 percent of the end Item coat of rcdome and only 0.6 percent of the guldanca system coat; therefore, cannot be considered a major coat driver.
Fabrication of the SCFS ceramic radon» body represents approximately 46 percent of the
end Item coat of a radome assembly (2 percent of guidance system cost) and la conaldered
the major driver of the radome coat. The radome body la produced by slip caatlng In a
plaster mold, firing the resultant "green" caatlng at elevated temperature to produce a
dense, rigid blank and grinding the blank to required dimensions. The starting material,
slip, ia a alurry of finely divided silica particles suspended in water. The plaater mold
ia made by allowing plaater of Paria to harden around a model of the shape to be duplicated.
The plaater mold together with an internal displacement mandrel (sized to produce the required inner sh»pe of the as-cast blank) Is then filled with slip under pressure. The
plaster outer-wall of the mold absorbs the water from the slip leaving a filter cake deposit which becomes the desired ahape. The thickness of the cast wall is a function of time
and typically a Perahing II radome blank requlrea approximately 6 hours of caatlng time.
Exceaa slip is then drained from the mold after the deelred cast wall thickness ia obtained
and the caat shape is allowed to partially dry in the mold before removal. The caatlng la
then dried thoroughly in a temperature and humidity controlled environment to remove absorbed moisture before firing in a kiln to develop the desired aintered strength and density (which in turn determines the dielectric constant of the material). A typical firing
cycle ia six hours at 2200°F in air. It ia during the critical casting, drying, and firing cycles that differential shrinkage of the part occurs and if not carefully controlled
can result in cracking of the part, rendering it useless. Even with stringent control, a
typical yield will be one useful blank for every two cast. During startup of a production
run, caatlng yielda are even worse, typically one of three or four until the proceaa
"tailoring" phase la complete for the particular part geometry Involved. Fortunately, at
this point in the process the matex lal and manpower investment is relatively low so that
low initial yields do not substantially drive the finished coat of a radome when produced
in quantity (100 or more units).
After firing, the caatlng ia thoroughly inspected for cracks, inclusions, and other
flawa and then proceeda into Che grinding phase which accounts for approximately 88 percent
of Che finished cost of Che ceramic body. Two vertical grinders with diamond wheels are
used in the operation, one to form the outaide contour of the part and a separate unit Lc
grind Che inner contour. Approximately 70 hours of continuous grinding are required to
produce a dimenalonally acceptable radome body from the as-cast blank. Because of the
hardness and brittle nature of SCFS, paaC attempts to reduce machining time by Increasing
feeds and speeds haa invariably resulted in increased losses (reduced yield) and has proved
economically unjustifiable.
After completion of grinding and necessary dimensional inspection, the part is oven
dried to remove moisture, sprayed with a sealer of ailicone resin, and proceeda to final
adsembly where the glaas/epoxy attachment ring Is bonded into the unit and the noae cap
assembly ia fitted.
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Total Guidance Costa
The total Perahlng II Guidance Subayatam coat ia auaoarlzad In Table XI. The coat
drivers Identified prevlou 'y In this papar carry over to the total guidance subsystem
unchanged. We aaa that we have approximately 60 percent purchased material and parts versus 40 percent other coat catagorlaa - primarily touch labor. The 60 percent purchased
material la made up of 30 percent primarily electronic place parta (except for memory) for
the electronic assemblies, and 9 percent for the microwave devices, ««hare the high coat
RF components predominate. On the labor category, the assembly category at 10 percent for
the electronic assemblies la the only large coat driver.
TABLE XI
Culdaiice System Cost Breakdown
Manufacturing Cost Cstegorles
Standard Guidance
Coapcmnt
MM
Blectronlca

Materials

Purchased Fabrication and
Teet end
Farts
Processing
Assembly Inspection Support

4.5

0.6

0

2.9

0.2

0.6

0.2

«9.2

1.0

30.4

3.4

10.2

1.5

2,7

Microwave Oavlcaa 11.7

0.1

9.1

0.9

1.1

0.2

C.3

Major Mschanlcal

20.5

0.1

11.7

1.5

2.5

2.2

2.5

Gyros

S.6

0

2.2

0.4

2.0

0.7

0.3

Ace« 1« row tart

3.6

0

0.7

0.2

1.9

0

1.3
0.7

0.5

Cables

0.9
0.4

0.6

0.2

Power Supplies
TOTAL

0

3.0

0

3.0

0

0

0

0

100Z

1.8

57.7

9.8

18.0

6.3

6.4

TABLE XII
Project Cost and Potential Guidance Systea Cost Reductions

Cost ($)

Potentla' Cost Reduction
of Guldai ce Systea Cost
(pet cent)

Production of printed wiring
boards using ths saml-addltlve
tactalque

452.200

1.0

Improved production techniques
for aultllayer rlgld-flex
printed circuit aaaaabllas

133.000

1.0

Elimination of connectors and
reduction of interconnections

205,000

0.1

Printed wiring board cleaning
procedures

120.000

0.15

Accelerated cure confomal
coating for printed wiring
boards

120.000

0.2

Microelectronic packaging
utilising leadleee Inverted
devices (LID's) sod chip
component teciaology

65.000

5.0
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MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS
With the coat driver« identified, the potential manufacturing technology project«
aubmltted «re primarily aimed «t reducing the fabrication, assembly, and rest cost of the
electronic asaembliee through reducing the cost of the printed wiring board. A« « result,
thee« technology project« should h«ve widespread applicability to all electronic systems
In which printed wiring board« «re used. The microelectronic« packaging project 1« aimed
«t « method of achieving the coat savings of MSI and LSI technique«, without the large
Initial investment of tine and money, by utilizing component chip« In leadless Inverted
device« that can be mounted directly on printed circuit card«. Table XII contain« the
proposed manufacturing technology project« together with project cost and potential guidance system cost reduction«.
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Manufacturing Procesa for Producing Military Approved Printed
Wiring Boarda Utilizing the Semladditive Technique
Syatem/Panel Area/Coaponent.
Printed Wiring Boarda (PWB).

Defense Missile Systems/Guidance Control and Launch/

Problem. The preaent Military Specifications preclude the use of a coat saving aemiadditive or Thin Copper Foil (TCP) technique for fabrication of PWBs Zor Military systems.
Changing existing specifications and writing new ones, where necessary, cocld result in
considerable savings for the Military, since PWBs often represent 30 to 50 percent of a
subsystem control cost, and improve pollution abatement. This process would davelop technology for higher density packaging, finer line widths and improved apaclnga.
Proposed Solution. The processing techniques required to meet the demanding high
density packaging requirementd would be enhanced and the amount of undesirable effluents
reduced. This would require the design, fabrication, installation and checkout of a pilot
line. Test specimen fabrication and test data accumulation would be treated as a prime
element as backup for Military Specification changes. Some of t;.e more detailed task
descriptions are:
1

Determine the affected specifications and the degree of impact.

2^ Evaluate the process capability for producing laminations without foil pin holes.
3

Establish and perform test requirements.

4_ Establish process control.
J)

Develop automatic techniques with adaptive controls.

6

Change Military Specifications.

2 Write new specifications.
8

Acquire specification approval.

Project Cost and Duration.

Estimated costs are as follows:

Pilot line design

$ 22,400

Pilot line construction - tank facilities

144,800

Pilot line automation - equipment and controls

112,000

Materials

5,000

Engineering support and tech data

112,000

Specification approval

56,000
$452,200

Estimated duration of tlu> project is 24 months.
Benefits. Expected benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction in recurring hardware costs for all PWBs produced for the Military and also Improved pollution
abatement. The reductions are as follows:
Reduction in drilling costs

20Z

Reduction in etching costs

80Z

Total reduction of a PWB

30*
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This results In a 2 percent reduction In electronic assembly costs, end approximately 1
percent potential guidance system cost reduction.
Assumptions.

That all branches of the Military are receptive to conmon specifications
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Improved Production Techniques for Multilayer Rigid-Flex
Printed Circuit Assemblies
System/Ssssiop. Area/Component.

Missile/Electronic Controls/Electronics

Problem. Multilayer (M/L) rigid-flex circuits are an effective means of providing the
complex interconnections needed for high density advanced design electronic assemblies.
Present day techniques and tooling employing bench operations for their manufacture are
expensive, and more automated lower cost concepts are required.
Procedures, tooling and bench operations are used to laminate, solder and trim M/L
rigid-flex circuits. The fallowing process requirements exemplify the problem areas which
will require more mechanization In their fabrication.
Problem
1

Etching thin film laminates.

2

Selective cutout:; of prepregnated fabric.

2

Bonding of copper to flexible H-fllm.

4_

Curing of M/L laminated circuits.

5^

Drilling, plating and verification of thru-hole connerMons and circuits.

6^

Cutouts of M/L printed circuit board laminates and flexible H-fllm.

2

Skiving of flexible H-fllm for soldering branch circuit pads.

8

Soldering of M/L rigid-flex assemblies.

Proposed Solution. This project would center on development of new manufacturing
techniques, low cost tooling concepts, mechanized procedures susceptible to automation,
and producibility guidelines for production improvements in nrocessing M/L rigid-flex
assemblies. Present manual, bench type methods will be replaced with techniques which
are inherently less costly by one or two orders of magnitude. The following actions are
proposed:
1^

Technical survey on M/L rigid-flex applications.

2_

Design process and tooling improvements (standardization).

3_

Prepare cost tradeoff anal> 's.

4

Pilot production of work samples.

2

Preproducibility/design guidelines.

6

Technical demonstration of automation.

]_

Issue project documentation/reports.

38

Project Coat and Duration.

Estimated costs are as follows:

Manufacturing and engineering effort In Information
collection, design, and checkout of new techniques

$112,000

Tooling

14,000

Material

6,000

Travel

1,000
$133,000

Estimated project duration is 14 months.
Benefits.
follows:

Benefits to be derived are a reduction in recurring hardware costs as
Estimated reduction In nanufactaring and
quality labor costs of rigid-flex assemblies

80Z

This is equivalent to an electronic system cost reduction of 1.8 percent, and approximately
1 percent potential guidance system cost reduction.
Assumptions. That utilization of rigid-flex packaging techniques will continue to be
needed in the manufacturing technology applications of the 1980's.
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Elimination of Connectors and Reduction of Interconnections
System/Panel Area/Component.

Missile/Electronic Controls/Connectors

Problem. The use of connectors for round-to-round, flat-to-flat, and flat-to-round
contacts often encounters problems because of hardware availability, hardware cost and
system reliability. A standard connection typically requires a minimum of three interconnections to achieve electrical continuity between two electrical conductors.
Proposed Solution. Connectors will be eliminated and the interconnection between
electrical conductor and male/female members reduced by Joining electrical conductors to
each other, thereby effecting only one interconnection instead of the usual three. Joining methods will be developed which are reversible and nonreversible. Nonreversible
interconnections may be "broken" by removal of 1/8 inch interconnection area and repreparing adjoining conductor ends for reconnection.
Where testing requires multiple disconnects a temporary mechanical Interconnection
may be made until final assembly is desired with a reversible or nonreversible direct
conductor to conductor interconnection.
Interconnection will be made by mechanical, soldering, or metallurgical hand procedures singly or in combination.
Project Cost and Duration.

Estimated costs are as follows.

Manpower requirements

$165,000

Facilities

20,000

Engineering support

20,000
$205,000

Estimated duration of project is 24 months.
Benefits. Benefits to be derived from this project will reduce project cost for the
fabrication of the larger missile systems such as Pershlng by approximately 0.1 percent
each.
Assumption. The presently conceived and demonstrated interconnection philosophy can
be readily advanced to be production worthy and economical.
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Fabrication of Lover Coat, Higher Reliability Printed Wiring
Boards by Mechanization of Cleaning Procedures
Syatem/Panel Area/Component. Control - autopilot, servos, power supplies, networks,
printed circuitry; guidance - electro-optics, printed circuitry, designators, IR devices;
test equipment - printed circuitry.
Problem. Recant Military Specification revisions (MIL-P-28809) specify use of Rosin
Active (RA) flux for soldering. All traces of roain must be removed aa Indicated by Ionic
contamination measurement. Presently, specified solvents are not bipolar. They remove
both polar and nonpolar soil; consequently, flux realdue la not effectively removed. The
problem calls for development of bipolar technology to meet Military Specification requirements within EPA/OSHA restrictions. PWB module fabrication Is now Ineffective and cof.ts are
prohibitive due to poor ionic/benign soil solvency power and redundant cleaning operations.
Proposed Solution. New sclvent systems possess high solvency power for both polar
and nonpolar soils. By the use of one of these solvents (35 percent ethanol In freon or
water-based solutions) the Industry will be able to conform with realdual contamination
requirements specified In MIL-P-28809 and other documents. In-process control and monitoring technology will be obtained by translation from laboratory measurement Instrumencation on-stream feedback control systems.
Selected solvents will supersede nonpolar chlorinated hydrocarbons and become industry
standards to conform with OSHA/EPA environmental edicts. Single solvent systems that can
remove all soil types will be used tc remove soil to the specified, required levels at a
substantially lower cost with regard to Intrinsic value and process labor. Developed Inline cleaning process would contain self-monltorlng of solvent-of-Prlnted Wiring Board to
ensure repetitive process effects automatically.
Project Coat and Duration.

Estimated costs are as follows:

Technical survey

$

5,000

Cleaning system definition

10,000

Pilot line design

15,000

Pilot line construction

25,000

Pilot line demonstration

15,000

Cleaning guideline development

10,000

Engineering and technical support

20,000

Adaptive controls and mechanization

20,000
$120,000

Estimated duration of thla project Is 24 months.
Benefits. The benefits to be derived from this project may be applied to all electronic modules Included In platforms, microwave devices, power supplies, transmitters, and
ssnaors.
Electronic module cleaning costs for both labor and materia. can be reduced by a factor of 50 percent over present Industry standards, and a potential guidance aystem cost
reduction of 0.15 percent Is estimated.
Improved performance and higher acceptance rate In fabrication will result from
ability to use more active flux for Improved soldersblllty. The reliability/acceptance
rate will Improve by 20 percent.
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An Intangible benefit will be derived fron the use of OSHA/EPA approved solvent systems and the ability to aeet new Military Specification requirements.
Ass«ptlons. The cost and acceptance benefits will be achieved from known tested
solvent systems and well-designed, functionally-controlled stock hardware items.
The solvent usage will conform with EPA/OSHA standards as now defined and/or projected for future utilization.
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Accelerated Cure Confomal Coating
Syetea/Panel Area/Conponent.

Guidance/Printed Wiring Boards/Connector Potting

Problem. Confomal coating now costs In excess of $10 per printed wiring board,
bulk of this cost Is from setup and touch labor. To obtain proper material properties,
precise two-part weighing is required. Curing is for 4 to 6 hours at elevated temperature,
during which time coating is tacky and attracts atmospheric contaminants, causing rework.
The curing cycle is a major manufacturing constraint. When the disadvantages of two
part conformal coatings are considered - mixing, application poisonous solvent cleanup for
gun and masks, pot life, and energy requirements - single material with indefinite pot life
and fast cure (4 to 10 seconds) becomes extremely attractive.
Proposed Solution. Fast cure one-part resin systems are in widespread use in the
furniture and printing industries. The material is easily applied by airless spray or
curtain coating. The photo-initiator serves as a catalyst causing 100 percent liquid-tosolid conversion in a few seconds when ultraviolet radiation is beamed onto the liquid
film. No other energy is required for curing.
Since the new technology is reduced to practice, the success risk is low. What must
be developed however is a "curtain" flow of resin to accommodate Irregular shapes of Printed
Wiring Boards as the present art is for flat surfaces (originally developed for coating
wood panels with epoxy at 100 feet per minute).
Preliminary development work shows that certain ultraviolet-cured resin families will
meet the stringent requirements of MIL-I-46058C with regard to protective qualities and
coating hydrolytic reversion characteristics.
Project Cost and Duration.
Specify coating and curing equipment

$ 30,000

Develop processing technology for regular shapes

30,000

Develop control technology

30,000

Certify process with written process

10,000

Implement process in production

20,000
$120,000

Project is expected to require 24 months for completion.
Benefits. A cost-effective conformal coating system will be developed which cures
in seconds instead of hours. Cost reduction will accrue from curing time factors, mechanized (curtain coating) application, energy savings, and material cost savings (no waste
due to pot life).
The benefits derived from line throughput and readily mechanized in-line staging are
appaiont. Process controls an: minimized, and skilled labor requirements reduced substantially.
All factors indicate a conformal coating fabrication cost saving of 60 percent and a
potential guidance system cost reduction of 0.2 percent.
Assumption.

Modification of QPL list of MIL-I-46058.
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Microelectronics Packaging Utilizing Leadless Inverted Devices (LID'S)
and Chip Component Technology for High Density Packaging
System/Panel Area/Component.
Assemblies.

Missile Systems/Guidance and Control/Electronic

Problem. Parts procurement typically accounts for 60 percent of all systems cost and
there Is a need for high density In many electronic systems. The use of hybrid, MSI and
LSI devices during development and for the production of limited quantities results In a
high Initial parts cost, and an excessive turnaround cycle for Incorporating changes. The
savings Inherent In hybrid, MSI and LSI techniques requires high production to Justify the
high front end custs.
Proposed Solution. A technology will be developed to utilize component chips and
LID's attached directly to printed circuit boards by use of a solder cream or conductive
epoxy. Sealing and protection would be provided by a vapor deposition of Parylene. These
circuits will approximate the density of hybrids and allow for repair and the incorporation
of change during the development phases. This technique also has application to the
limited production quantities usually required by an engineering evaluation phase. The
mechanical and electrical characteristics are such that they allow conversions to hybrids,
MSI or LSI if the quantities of a carry-on production phase warrant a change.
Project Cost and Duration.

Estimated costs are as follows:

Engineering and Technical Support

$36,000

Material

7,000

Travel

2,000

Test

20,000
$65,000

Estimated duration af the project is 12 months.
Benefits. The benefits of this program are development of a system to allow high
density packaging during initial development phases at cost in line with discrete component
usage, and enhanced ability to convert to hybrid, MSI, and LSI devices during the carry-on
production phase.
The use of LSI/MSI In place of discrete parts can result in savings up to 20 percent
in electronic assemblies. Since 49.2 percent of guidance system cost is attributed to
electronic assemblies, up to 10 percent guidance system cost savings could be achieved.
A conservative 5 percent potential savings will be allocated to allow for existing MSI
device usage, and for circuits where MSI is not applicable.
Assumptions. The assumptions made were that the trend of LSI costs Is downward and
that this technique has applications to any program where potential production quantities
Justify LSI's and where high density/low weight are requirements.
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LOW COST INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE LONG RANGE GUIDED MISSILE

Donald E. Ziebarth
Director of Production
Honeywell Inc.
St. Petersburg, Florida 33733
INTRODUCTION
In assembling this paper and selecting proposed Manufacturing Technology Projects, Honeywell has attempted to attack the significant cost
drivers. We have also directed our efforts along the goals stated by the
Honorable W. P. Clements, Jr. in his Memorandum for the Secretaries. Specifically, we have chosen the technology that holds the most potential for
advancing low coat, high reliability tactical missile midcourse guidance
and control— the Ring Laser Gyro. We are applying modern manufacturing
techniques from the outset of its design (numerically controlled machining,
hot pressed processes versus machining, laser beam cutting and welding,
etc.) and are exploiting the existing Honeywell owned state of the art
capital equipment for maximum producibility and minimum nonrecurring cost
to the Army. In addition, we have chosen manufacturing projects that will
assist the Army and advance basic manufacturing technology, thus benefiting
the DOD requirements in general.
It is with these goals in mind that Honeywell submits these projects
to the AMC Conference on Missile Manufacturing Technology.
BACKGROUND
The Long-Range Guided Missile (LRGM) is a tactical surface-to-surface
weapon employing a conventional warhead intended for battlefield support
missions in 1980. Low cost in vol'ime production is of primary importance
for the LRGM. The necessary multiyear development contracts further
emphasize the need for innovative manufacturing techniques to counter the
effects of inflation.
The Army Missile Command is currently evaluating several candidate
concepts for LRGM guidance and control, such as distance-measuring equipment (DNE), command guidance, and inertial guidance. Operationally and
logistically, the inertial guidance approach has the advantage of being
completely self-contained and independent of ground stations and ground
or air based data links.
It would also utilize elements of the present
Lance missile ground-handling equipment (Figure 1).
As defined by the Army for LRGM, the missile guidance and control is
performed by a guidance system composed of an Inertial Measuring System (IMS),
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FIGURE 1.
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LANCE MISSILE ON MOBILE LAUNCHER

Flight Control Computer i'ZC), and Unit Power Supply (UPS). In turn, the
IMS Includes a set of inextial sensors, three rate-integrating or attitude
gyroscopes, and three pendulous accelerometers. The IMS senses the specific forces (thrust, lift, drag) and angular rates (pitch, roll, yaw)
acting upon the vehicle from initial boost through aerodynamic flight to
impact; the FCC processes the measurements to determine the vehicle's
position, velocity, and attitude in a navigation reference frame which
also contains target coordinates. Using predetermined guidance laws, the
FCC then commands the vehicle to steer to the target. Finally, the FCC
computes autopilot corrections from rate gyro inputs to maintain the
vehicle on a stable path throughout the flight regime.
TECHNICAL APPROACH
The two most common ways to mechanize an inertial system are gimbaled
and strapdown. In the gimbaled approach, the accelerometer triad is isolated from vehicle angular motion by gimbals which are stabilized in the
navigation reference frame by the gyro triad. A separate body-mounted
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rate gyro triad is required for the autopilot function. In the »trapdown
approach, the gyro and accelerometer triads are mounted ("strapped down")
to the vehicle body directly. The accelerometer outputs are transformed
by the FCC from body to navigation frame by a nine-element direction
cosine matrix which is updated by outputs from the gyro triad. This is
sometimes referred to as an electronic gimbal.
The Honeywell approach to the design of a low-cost guidance system
for LRGM is based on four elements:
a.
b.
c.
d.

The strapdown mechanization which eliminates expensive gimbals,
torquers, and gimbal pickoffs.
Elimination of duplicate sensors and electronics for the autopilot function, a strapdown characteristic.
The ring laser gyro for the strapdown attitude sensor with its
simple, rugged construction, and lower parts count.
Standard, commercially available high volume electronics parts
for digital processing, control logic, and memory elements.

These technologies have been developed for the Naval Weapons Center/
China Lake on the Advanced Tactical Inertial Guidance System (ATIGS X-0
Experimental Program). The ATIGS X-0 (Figure 2) has repeatedly demonstrated two to four nautical miles per hour performance on two and three
hour captive flights in an A7E aircraft. Technical and cost goals
established in the ATIGS X-0 program for the low cost production system,
as shown in Table I, have resulted in the design of the modular ATIGS-2
System shown in Figure 3. Engineering development of ATIGS-2 is expected
to be complete in 1978 with pilot production in 1979 and full volume
production in 1980 to 1981.

ATIGS X-0 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

GVRO

STRUCTURE

ATIGS-2 PRODUCTION GOALS

COMPUTER
ADVANCED DIGITAL
LSI COMPUTER
THREE AXIS
RING LASER GYRO
ASSEMBLY
THREE AXIS
ACCELEROMETER
ASSEMBLY
POWER SUPPLY
ADVANCED
ACCELEROMETERS

FIGURE 2.

ATIGS X-0 FUTURE PAYOFF
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ATIGS DEVELOPMENT GOALS

Volume

500 Cubic Inches

Weight

25 Pounds

Power

65 Watts

Performance

500 Ft SEP (Missiles

ATIGS.2 .'

HYBRID
PROCESSOR

LSI COMPUTER

HYBRIO
PROGRAM
MEMORY

>
THREE AXIS GYRO
ASSEMBLY

LASER C YRO
TRIAD

ACCELEROMETER
AND ELECTRONICS

ACCELEROMETER
TRIAD

GG-132« RING
LASER GYRO

ACCELEROMETER

SYSTEM POWER
SUPPLY

FIGURE 3.

MODULAR ATIGS-2 SYSTEM
COST DRIVERS

This orderly development will allow sufficient time to develop the
proposed manufacturing techniques to insure the successful attainment of
the LRGM production cost goals of the 1980's. In attacking the design to
cost and producibility efforts currently in process, we have identified
the cost drivers and are systematically attacking each area. This paper,
however, has attempted to categorize the drivers per the AMC Conference's
format and will address only three areas requiring special Army attention
and assistance. We feel these three projects fall into the Manufacturing
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Technology charter and the results will be universally useful to the
Industry.
Several obvioos cost drivers can be identified from Table II:
a.

The gyro is the single highest cost driver.

b.

The second most signifcant cost item is the electronics, and in
particular, the digital computer hybrids (see Figures 2 and 3).
In Table II, the FCC hybrids are included in purchased parts and
comprise 13.7 percent of the total system cost. The benefits
of the proposed manufacturing project on hybrids will be even
more significant if the decision is made to utilize hybrids in
areas other than the computer, such as inertial sensor
electronics.

c.

The third most significant cost driver is the accelerometers,
but since the current plan is to procure these devices, no
technology project is proposed at this time. Honeywell, however,
has under research a heaterless high-g accelerometer which may
be an area for consideration in the future.

Although system level testing does not shjw in the cost model as a
line item, it is a critical event which limits production rate and influences per unit cost. In addition, this testing screen must insure that only
"good" hardware reaches the Army or the life cycle cost escalaces. In
addition, this proposed testing project would allow the Army to make maximum utilization of one of the most advanced inertial guidance test facilities in the industry and is in keeping with the Army's objective of
providing incentives "for contractor capital investments in modern, more
effective manufacturing facilities" (1). Special emphasis will be assigned
therefore, to testing and Honeywell has included a proposed task for this
effort.
TABLE II.

Standard Guidance Component

LRGM/ATIGS ADVANCED TACTICAL GUIDANCE
SYSTEM COST BREAKDOWN

Materials

Ring Laser Cyrus (3)

40. 9%

Electronica (FCC)

21.8%

17.6

Accelerometer« (3)

15.9*

f...

Unit Power Supply

6. 2%

Structure
Cables & Connectors

TOTALS

10. 1%

1.3

D'

3.2

t3.:

2.5
3.7

5. 1%

100%

Manufacturing Coat Categories
Fabrication i
Test a
Processing
Assembly
Inspection

Purchased
Parts

0 7

2.4
3.3

S.O

44.9

13.9

AJOR COST DRIVERS
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Support

9.9

3.9

9.4

1.6

1.4

1.2

2.5

0.5

0.7

1.3

1.2

0.8

1.2

0.4

0.2

16.5

7.4

12.3
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The next section delineates manufacturing projects to attack. In
order of priority: the Ring Laser Gyro, Hybrid Electronics, and System
Test Cost Drivers. Following the technology discussion is the Project
Summary for each of these projects.
PROPOSED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS
Manufacturing Technology Project for Optimizing Hybrid
Manufacturing for the Computer
Problem. In its final or production form, the ATIGS Advanced Digital
Computer Subsystem will be a small, compact, and functionally capable
device. It will consist of a circular housing containing two printed
wiring boards as shown in Figure 3. Mounted on each circuit board are
three thick film hybrid packages, each two inches by two inches. One of
these hybrids is a central processor (CPU), one nonvolatile program
memory (PM) , one scratchpad memory (SPM) , and the other three are input/
output modules. The integrated circuit chip complement consists of approximately 400 chips for the total computer and represents approximately 22
pe -cent of the total system cost (see Table II and Figure 4).
The costs for the computer are divided into the following major areas:
hybrids, circuit boards, and final computer assembly and test. The hybrid
costs, including the integrated circuits, mounting labor costs, and the

FIGURE 4.

ATIGS COMPUTER SHOWING THICK FILM PACKAGES

5C

device test, account for 81 percent of the to tal computer cost . These costs
assume the u s e of commercial parts screened t o Mil -Spec requirements and the
b o nding of thes e parts to the substrate by use of flying wire bolts. The
wire bonding process has been the industry standard for mounting integrated
circuit ch~ps in packages or onto hybrid modules . This technique is timeconsuming and costly. Further, the wire inter connects have been recognized
as the major source of failures i n IC ' s and hybr.ids . Sever al attempts have
b e en made to speed up chip handling processes. Sume, like Spider Bonding
and Unibond , tried to automate the chip t ran s fer from the wafer to the
dual-in-line lead frame. For o thers, 3u ch a s beam lead and flip chip process e s in which chips were used f or mul t i c hip applications, modifications
i n t he conventional metallurgy o f r e s allowed a collective bonding of all
pads o n a substrate. For many reasons, s uch as pad numbe r limitation ,
limited po·w er dissipation c a pabi li ty, and lack of standardization between
manufacturers or cost, none of the s e techniques has b e en totally successfu l i n beco mi ng a new industry s tandard.
ProposPd Sol u tion . Prelimina r y stud .i. e s have s hown that sign ificant
cost re3uctlons can be ach i e ved b y el imin~ti ng the manua l bonding of the
c hip leads . The propos ed met ho d fo r achieving this goa l is Tape Automated
Bonding (TAS ). It derives from the Honeywell Multibond Proces s and is i n
preproduction at Honeywell ' s Ccmputer Facility in Phoeni x, Ar izona. The
process consists of two ma i n o pera t i ons:
a.

I C's are picked u p f r o m a sawe d wafer and bonded to a 16 mm wide,
copper l a minated , plas tic t a pe (Fi~ure 5) . Accurate c hip o rientat i on i s preserved during and afte:r bonding.

FI GURE 5.

TAB TECHNIQUE CHIP SOLDERED TO CARRIER STRIP
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b.

Depending on the application, this plastic tape is then wound on
on a reel, or chips in 35 mm slide frame are used to transfer
chips onto the ultimate substrate.
In the LRGM computer application, IC's will be bonded onto multilayer ceramic substrates.

TAB, as previously described, is conceptually easy to automate
utilizing:
a.

A carrier tape (Kapton prssently).

b.

A wafer sawing machine which preserves chip orientation.

c.

A bonder for chip to tape bonding.

d.

A bonder for chip to substrate (or lead frame) bonding.

Laminated tape fabrication is not a complicated process. Honeywell
has a commercial production line for its tape needs. Several flexible circuit manufacturers can also provide tapes to Honeywell's specifications.
Wafer sawing is the second step which has to be automated. Wire saws
have been available for several years. Their »najor drawback is the kerf
between rows of chips which is larger than usual scribe lines.
A new wafer saw using a diamond impregnated blade has recently been
introduced on the market. It allows a kerf ICJS in the range 0.001 to
0.002 inch entirely compatible with standard scribe lines.
To fully demonstrate the feasibility of the TAB concept, three machines
have been commercially developed. Two of them are bonders and have been
called Inner Lead Bonder (ILB) and Outer Lead Bonder (OLB). The third one
is a teat adapter for ac and dc testing of IC chipsOnce IC chips have been mounted on tape (ILB), they would be ac (and
dc) tested in order to bond only good chips on substrates. The flexibility
of performing 100 percent functional testing is one of the main advantages
of TAB. Standardization in the location of the outer ends of leads at the
tape level (Figure 6) provides this fleyibility. The test pattern shown
allows use of the same probe head for any chip type provided pin count is
at roost 24. Other heads are used for higher pin count IC's.
The TAB process just briefly described lends itself to complete automation.
It has several advantages over the conventional chip bonding
processes:
a.

Individual handling of IC chips is completely automated and full
advantage is taken of the high accuracy in chip alignment which
exists at the wafer level and is preserved throughout the entire
process. Without this accurate alignment, complete automation
would be practically impossible.

b.

Fast, complete dynamic testing is possible once chips (of whatever type) have been bonded on the tape. This step permits only
good chips t ^ be bonded onto the substrate and thereby represents
a significant increase in module yield.

c.

In case of multichip substrate applications, compatibility
between equivalent chips of different manufacturers is possible.
Only the inexpensive photomask which defines lead etching has
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RIBBON TEST AREA

to be changed. This compatibility is a significant feature which
up to now has been a problem with beam leads and flip-chips.
Table III summarizes the various chip attachment procedures and
compares them to TAB.
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TABLE III.

CHIP ATTACHMENT CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUES VERSUS TAB

Compatibility
Ml «-*••

*

Automation
Capability

Number
of
Leads

Connection
Length

Poor

High

0.010"
to
0.030"

Heat
Transfer
Capabilities
Rth (J-s)

Dynamic
Testing

Good

Expensive

Die and
Wire Bonding
Good

No
limitation

2 oto
10 C/W

Beam Lead
Medium
Good

Medium
Poor

High
50

0.005"
to
0.010"

Poor

Expensive

50 to
100'C/V

•!?V|#WR!
Flip Chip
Poor

Medium
Good

Low

0.000"

Medium
Poor

Expensive

30

Jf/f^rv

250 to
75 C/W

""■

TAB
Good
■•■A;^i,»T^v-.-

Good

High
72
demonstrated

0.020"
to
0.040"

Good

Inexpensive

2 oto
10 C/W

•Capability to mount equivalent chips from different manufacturers at
same substrate location.
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Project Cost and Duration;
•

*•

Assessment and R&D Study of TAB for Military
Applications (Go/No-Go decisions on metallization system and approach)
Production Line Prototype Equipment Development and Evaluation

•

Test Prototype Equipment Development and
Evaluation

•

Production Line Equipment Fabrication and
Installation

•

Test Equipment Fabrication and Installation

$ 55,000

120,000
80,000
100,000
75,000
$430,000

The duration of this program will be 30 months.
Benefits. This technology and production technique will reduce module
test time (all IC's are tested before mounting), assembly time (automated
equipment), rework effort (pre-tested piece parts and simple repairs), and
will increase yields. Net result is a significant cost reduction and
reliability improvement in the missile computer and potentially in other
areas of the system.
Reduction in Computer Costs

10 percent

Reduction in System Costs

2.5 percent

Assumptions. The above presentation and figures assumed a delivery
rate of 50 systems per month. For that numbci. of systems, the. number of
IC's in production per month is approximately 25,000.
Manufacturing Technology Project for Adapting Advanced Capital Facilities
for High Volume ATIGS Inertial Guidance and Control Testing
Problem. Prototype laser guidance system testing (gyros, accelerometers, and digital computers) has been performed in a manual/semiautomatic
mode with high operator interaction and cost. The present test method does
not optimize operational confidence because of differences in test versus
flight dynamics, nor provide the low cost, high volume test capability to
meet tactical missile guidance and control delivery rates and cost goals.
Proposed Solution. Curing the past two years, Honeywell has acquired
and capitalized a state of the art test facility for support of its new
products. This facility has just become operational and is now available
for application to a wide range of programs and products. The ATIGS hardware approach is an ideal candidate for test in this facility, and adaptation of the guidance system to the facility will be cost effective for
Honeywell and the Army LRGM program. It is proposed that we mechanize a

* This development effort is predicated upon the fact that commercially
available materials and processes may noc be compatible with the
requirements of military hardware.
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multiple system calibration and performance test. This test will be computer controlled with no operator intervention on an automatic test table.
{See Figure 7.)
This system will consist of a three-axis test table, computer controller, special fixturing, special software package for test and control, and
will Interface with an existing centralized data management system.
The test system hardware will consist of:
a.

An available Goerz Model 551-2 or equivalent test table, four
of which are currently in place and operational at Honeywell's
Aerospace Division.

b.

Special fixturing which will mount four or more guidance systems
for concurrent testing and will isolate guidance system mechanical crosstalk.

c.

Test computer and interface: H316 minicomputer with special
purpose table control and data interface.

The test software will be modular and written in a high level language
such as FORTRAN for ease of transfer to other computers. It will include
diagnostic capability for the unit under test as well as the test system,
and will enable automatic fault isolation to the shop replaceable unit.
Software routines will be developed to automate all tests. The advantage
of this approach is repeatability of testing and building the engineer's
knowledge into the test.
The data analysis will be both real time and batch for history purposes. Real time analysis of critical parameters will be displayed locally
and logged automatically for history.
The data package will be printed at the end of each meaningful increment of the guidance system test. Each data package will be stored in a
central system for ^.rend analysis and history file.

FIGURE 7.

HONEYWELL'o INERTIAL TEST FACILITY
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Estimated costs are as follows:

Analysis

$ 50,000

Interface Hardware Modification

100,000

Software

75,000

Demonstration Test

50,000
$275,000

Estimated duration of this project is 12 months.
Benefits;
a.

ReJ,i_.,.Lon of 12 percent in factory testing cost.

b.

Reduction of 1 percent in total guidance system acquisition
cost.

c.

Test time will be reduced from six hours per unit to one-half
hour per unit using the multiple technique described.

d.

The proposed method is a dynamic test capable of giving operational confidence at a factory or depot level and will greatly
simplify field operational problems and save an intangible, but
large amount of money in operational use.

e.

The test will be automated and rigorously controlled so that
costly human errors will be minimized and will not slip through
the manufacturing process to become field problems.

f.

Data package will be automated and standardized and will ease
the Army inspection task during sell-off of guidance systems
from factory to depot.

g.

Honeywell has operated such a test system and has capital equipment available to mechanize and demonstrate it.
Manufacturing Technology Project to Optimize
Production Processes for Laser Gyros

A labor/material breakdown of current costs of the ring laser gyro is
shown below.
Percent of Current Costs
Laser Block
Mirrors
Total
Material

1.9

Purchased Parts
Fabrication and Processing

11.2

0.1
3.9
6.4

3.2
7.9
32.2
24.1

Assembly

9.5

Test and Inspection
Support

23.1
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Major cost drivers are the laser block and mirrors. These components
contribute 23.5 percent to the cost of the gyro directly. Indirectly,
through their impact on assembly, test and inspection costs, they contribute approximately another 10 percent. A schematic representation of the
block assembly is shown in Figure 8 and a photo description in Figure 9.
Problem. The major cost driver of the ring laser gyro is the fabrication cost of the ring laser block. The block is made of CerVit 101, a
stable low expansion but high cost glass ceramic material available only in
bulk form. It must be machined to intricate contours and close tolerances.
Currently, single spindle, manually controlled ultrasonic diamond milling
and drilling machines and single spindle optical polishers are employed.
Efforts to reduce laser block costs have focused on a search for alternative lower cost materials having the potential for utilizing lower cost
manufacturing processes and on the development of improved machining and
polishing technology.
Alternate Material. Contacts with glass and glass ceramic manufacturers
have identified a material similar to the CerVit 101, capable of being hot
pressed and possessing appropriate physical properties. Hot pressings of
this material are currently being used to manufacture a line of commercially available components so that basic technology has been developed
and production facilities are existent. Enough progress has been made
to date in achieving the required material homogeneity, that is, freedom
from entrained ai.-, to warrant consideration of this material for the laser
block. Current escimates are that the cost of the final, hot pressed block
will be comparable to the raw material cost of the CerVit 101 in production
quantities.
NUICOIT III 11 INI (3)

OPTICU C0ÜEC. SEU 3

VLTimtlLE
CEIVIT HOCI

COLO IELI PIICIMfF
MODE
UOOE

OXIDE COATED COLD CtTMDE
FIGURE 7.

HONEYWELL LASER GYRO DESIGN CONCEPT
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FIGURE 8.

RING LASER GYRO

The hot pressing will permit many of the previously machined external
features of the block such as the dither mechanism, to be achieved at no
additional cost. By the judicious distribution of the block material in
stiffening ribs, etc., it will permit a reduction in block weight and
inertia and an increase in stiffness at no additional recurring cost. The
resultant improvement in performance under dynamic environment reduced
dither drive power requirements, and electronics simplification are additional benefits to be realized. Vendor mold and process development and
in-house design and development efforts are required to implement both
this manufacturing technology development and other modifications designed
to eliminate several expensive components by integrating their functions
into the laser block.
Machining Technology Development. Block machining costs have been
reduced to one-third of their original costs over the last three years
using Ultrasonic Diamond Grinding Spindles for milling and drilling operations. These single spindle, operator tended machines are vintage tool
room equipment when measured against what is achievable with numerically
controlled machines employing these spindles. Machining costs can be
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reduced 10 percent by the combination of hot pressing, design modification,
and the Development of an automatic Indexing, numerically controlled Ultrasonic Diamond Milling machine and a three spindle Ultrasonic Drilling machine. The latter will permit simultaneous ultrasonic grinding of the
three sets of Identical internal features and mirror mounting faces. Preliminary studies have established the feasibility of these machines and
have identified parameters to be controlled and development effort required.
The basic machine tool configuration has been established. The result of
the proposed machine tool development effort will be the achievement of a
glass ceramic machining capability on a par with contemporary metal working
technology and block machining costs consistent with targeted gyro costs.
Machining technology development required Includes: developing the
optimum spindle speed and transducer parameters, establishing the automatic
shutdown criteria, design and fabrication of the machines and application
of the machines to the block and mirror substrate fabrication.
Polishing Technology Development. The potential for reducing block
polishing costs to less rhan one-third of their present costs by gang
polishing tool development has already been demonstrated. The latter is
based on the use of a four-block holding fixture and the simultaneous
polishing of four surfaces on conventional polishing equipment.
The comparatively poor surface control resulting from current ultrasonic diamond milling operations in comparison with the precision surface
location and flatness control required for the molecular bonded mirrors,
necessitates multiple polishing operations with progressively finer polishing compounds. By the implementation of a fine-grinding operation with
diamond bonded laps, preparatory to the polishing operation, a high quality
surface close to the final surface requirements can be achieved at very
low cost. With modern bonded-diamond products, the preparation of optical
surfaces for polishing becomes more nearly a machining operation, and considerably less the craftsman's art. It will permit the use of unskilled
operators to attend to the loading function.
By eliminating the need for polishing on half of the surfaces now
polished, reducing the number of separate polishing operations required on
the mirror mounting surfaces, and by gang polishing on several conventional
polishing machines tended by a single operator, polishing costs can be cut
5 percent.
The manufacturing technology development required involves refining
the gang polishing tooling, applying existing fine grinding equipment and
technology, restructuring and refining the polishing operations, and
developing the required inspection and metrology.
Mirrors. The mirrors are high cost elements requiring manufacturing
technology development to effect the transition from single item fabrication to high yield batch processing. The flat, curved and adjustable
mirror substrates require the development of improved manufacturing tools,
processes, and controls for fine grinding and polishing and improved
polishing materials. The mirror coating processes now employed provide
satisfactory mirrors in small lots but at excessive cost and with excessive lot-to-lot variablility. Production equipment and processes and
improved process controls identified below will permit the required 5 to 1
reduction xn substrate cost and 10 to 1 reduction in mirror coating costs.
Substrate Machining and Polishing. Viable batch processing techniques
have been developed for the fabrication of flat mirrors substrates which to
date have cut substrate costs to one-fourth of prior costs.
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Additional development is required to permit the extension of these
techniques to larger production lot sizes with improved controls. Fine
grinding will achieve superior surface flatness and finish, and reduce
subsequent polishing costs. Application of the above, in conjunction with
the numerically controlled ultrasonic machines, will permit low cost fabrication of the adjustable mirror which provides the laser gyro's optical path
length control. Modification of the curved mirror design will permit the
tooling to be developed for the simultaneous generation of the concave surface on a lot of parts..
Mirror Coating. Multilayer Dielectric mirrors used to form the laser
cavity and their interaction with the laser beam determines the performance of the gyro. Establishment of the mirror criteria to be met has not
been considered within the scope of the proposed manufacturing technology
program but is a necessary precursor effort. The manufacturing technology
program will insure that the established mirror criteria are met in a cost
effective manner consistent with established targets. The primary objectives will be to establish and meet the required substrate criteria and
coating process control.
Mirror coating is a batch process with unit cost
essentially dependent on the capacity of the deposition chamber once satisfactory substrates hav>! been loaded into the chamber and adequate control
of the deposition process insured. CerVit substrate scatter evaluation
techniques will be developed. Alternative mirror coatings which may be
more susceptible to process control will be sought. Several specific
compositions have been investigated and shown to provide significant
potential performance benefit. Recent modifications of the standard electron beam evaporation process which shows promise of being able to improve
the stability of laser mirror materials will be investigated.
Other Related Manufacturing Technology Development.
In addition to
the above fabrication and processing cost drivers, there are cost drivers
in all the areas tabulated in the labor/material breakdown of the ring
laser gyro. In general, these either require longer lead time manufacturing technology development or shorter lead time engineering efforts to
achieve the cost targets established. The latter, having less new development content, are not included herein.
The longer lead time manufacturing technology development required
include the following:
•

Lower cost batch cleaning processes for laser gyro components,

o

Lower cost seals for electrodes.

•

Multiunit fill station for simultaneoub fill, test and pinch off
of several laser blocks.
Mirror-to-block and block-to-case alignment tools and processes.

•

Typical of the necessary but shorter lead time engineering efforts
required but not included are the following:
a.

Cost reduction of mechanical hardware by the application of precision casting, deep drawing and powder metallurgy to cas-3,
covers, electrodes, brackets, etc.

b.

Rationalization and automation of computer assisted gyro calibration, acceptance test and test log preparation.

c.

Electronics manufacturing technology development.
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ABSTRACT
The SAM-D Air Defense Missile System is currently in the "Proof-of-Principle"
guidance-system flight-test program phase. Experience that has been gained in building
and testing the first group of the guidance systems has provided insight as to the areas
where the development of new manufacturing technology could provide significant production cost reductions for the SAM-D system. About three years are available for
the development of new manufacturing technology to permit its application to the SAM-D
system during the Produclbility Engineering Planning phase. The major cost drivers are
the airborne travelling-wave tube, gyros and accelerometers, radome, microclrcuit
devices, hybrid microclrcuit assembly, and the ground-radar array-element support
structure.
Thirteen manufacturing technology projects are proposed to deal with these
and other production problem areas. The cost of these projects is estimated at
approximately $10 million, with a potential total production-cost saving of approximately
8 percent of the airborne guidance system cost and approximately 2-1/2 percent of the
ground radar unit cost.
INTRODUCTION
The SAM-D Air Defense Missile System is currently in the development phase, and
the guidance system is demonstrating its basic performance characteristics in the
initial series of guided-missile flight tests designated as the "Proof-of-Prlnciple"
flight-test program.
As of the end of August, 1975, five of these flights have been m'e successfully.
More than half of the guidance systems for these flights and several ..round-test
missiles have been completed and the remainder are in various stages of assembly.
This provides some visibility as to the major areas in which design changes are
required for produclbility and as to the areas in which new production technqiues will
be required to handle the unique features of this new design. Some of the problems
will be resolved during the normal evolution of the engineering development program.
Others will be dealt with during the produclbility engineering activities that are
a prelude to the first limited production phase. The first stage of this is the
Produclbility Engineering Planning Phase, which is currently being planned to start
in 1978, with low-rate initial production being considered for 1980. Thus, there
Is a period of several years for the development of new manufacturing technology to
be available as the basis for production implementation for SAM-D.
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The purpose of this paper Is to Identify those areas In which the Investment
of funding well In advance of future production to develop unproved manufacturing
methods could provide a significant pay-off for reducing the cost of the SAM-D
guidance system. Presented herein are thirteen proposed projects which have high
potential for production cost reduction. In almost all cases, these developments
can also benefit other programs. As background for these proposed projects, a
brief description of the SAM-D guidance system Is presented, followed by a percentage breakdown of the cost elements of Its major components, aud a discussion of
the projects.
SAM-D GUIDANCE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The SAM-D guidance system applies the "target-vla-mlsslle" (TVM) concept,
wherein e ground-based multifunction phased-array radar and digital computer are
used both to track the target and control the missile In flight. The radar tracks
the target aircraft and also Illuminates It with radiation that, when reflected by
the target. Is received by the Interceptor missile. Information on the target Is
then relayed from the missile to the ground for Instantaneous course correction. If
required.
To accomplish the functions described above, the guidance system consists primarily
of a seeker and on-board transmitter/receiver system for comounlcatlon with the groundbased portion of the guidance system. The seeker is comprised of an antenna. Inertlally
stabilized pedestal and glmbal assembly with rate Integrating gyros and torquer motors,
and various electronics for head control and for processing the received signals.
For the purpose of this discussion, the slip-cast fused-sllica radome can be considered
to be part of the seeker. The up link/downlink system is comprised of a high-voltage
power supply, transmitter with travelling wave tube (TWT), receiver, several antenna
horns, and antenna-select switching system. In addition, there arc several electronics
packages to perform various logic and flight-control functions. The autopilot, consisting of an electronics package and inertlal senaotrs assembly (ISA), which is furnished
to Raytheon by the Martin-Marietta Corp., is included herein as part of the guidance
system. A single multipurpose battery supplies power to the entire guidance and
armament systems. (A separate battery is used to power the motor for the hydraulic pump
in the control actuation system.)
The location of these various components is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen
that aost of the guidance system is packaged compactly Into the guidance section,
with the seeker antenna projecting forward into the radome. Various elements of the
link antenna system are Installed in the warhead and control sections, and the
Inertlal sensor assembly, with its three body-mounted rate gyros and linear acceleroneters, is mounted at the aft end of the warhead section. The exploded view of the
guidance section shows that most of the electronics, including the autopilot electronics package, are assembled in trays which surround the inner structure. The
battery and power supply are mounted in the center, with the TUT and transmitter
components and the aft end. A cooling system is provided for ground testing. An
overall view of the electronics trays and the seeker assembly is given by Figure 2.
The TWT is Illustrated in Figure 3.
ihe SAM-D guidance system has been designed to meet stringent performance specifications within very tight constraints of packaging volume
It therefore
has the characteristic of being densely packaged and of making use of a number
of Integrated circuits and hybrid microcircuit assemblies, as illustrated in
Figure 4.
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FIGURE 2
SAM-D AIRBORNE GUIDANCE SYSTEM ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 3
SAM-D AIRBORNE GUIDANCE TRAVELLING WAVE TUBE
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Tb« radat unit Is also shown as part of Che guidance system. In fact, the r-Har
and the weapon coitrol group all play a part In missile guidance, as wall aa in
all of the other functions of the SAM-D system. There ia no rational basis lor
Isolating any specific ground hardware aa being dedicated to missile guidance;
therefore, the entire radar unit (Including the shelter, but not Including the
vehicle on which it is mounted) Is alao included in this discussion.

SAM-D GUIDANCE COST ELEMENTS
Raytheon's current estimate of production coat of the SAM-D system provides
the reference points for the cost percentage breakdown presented In Tables I and II.
These reference points assume that noue of the proposed MM&T projects have been
carried out. Potential savings from any project are assessed against the relevant
reference point.
Table I presents a detailed breakdown for that airborne portion of the guidance
system with the significant coat drivera encircled. With the coat Information that
waa available. It was not feasible to accurately separate purchased components and
purchased material, so these are shown as one category. However, purchased components
are clearly the dominant part of this group. It la clear taat the coat drivers are
almost every category of purchased components plus electronics assembly and test.
Support costs tend to run aa a percentage of the other labor costs, so they will
automatically benefit from any reduction in those costs. By far the largest single
coat driver ia the category of purchased electronic devices.
It also was not feasible to separate the costs of "Magnetics" and "Connectors".
Magnetics are distributed in several other categories, and connectors are shown together with cablea. The coat of connectors dominates this category under the heading
of "Material and Purchased Parts".
A breakdown of th i cost percentages of the components of the SAM-D Radar Unit
la shown separately in Table II since there ia no rational way to allocate a portion
of the multi-function radar coata againat each guidance system. A breakdown of these
coats Into the manufacturing coat elements waa not available at the time of thla
report. However, significant coat drivera of thia group are the fabrication and
assembly of the antenna system.
On tne basis of the foregoing Information, a list of promising manufacturing
technology projects have been developed, which are discussed in the next section.
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TABLE II
SAM-D GROUND-BASED RADAR UNIT PERCENTAGE COST BREAKDOWN
Percent
of Total

R*dar Unit Subeystea
Antenna System» Group

32.7

Signal Processor Group

8.3

Control Unit Group

2.7

Tranaaittsr Group

16.1

Receiver

28.2

VRD & Interface Unit

0.7

Shelter and Interconnections
Integration, Assembly, &
Checkout

10.0
1.3

Total

100.0

DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED PROJECTS
The projects which are proposed in this paper have been selected priaarily
with the objective of attacking the cost-driving elements of the SAM-D Guidance
System. However, some projects have also been included which require the development
of manufacturing methods in order that products with desirable design characteristics
can be made producible. Others may not be especially applicable to the system,
as now designed, but are aimed at establishing fabrication techniques compatible
with future design trends.
Tl.« cost of producing a guidance system is driven fundamentally by its design,
and most particularly, by the number of discrete parts. Consequently, the most
dramatic cost reductions, and reliability improvement, result from the incorporation
of new technology through design evolution. The best example of this is the incorporation of integrated circuits to accomplish specified functions with fewer parts. It
is to be noted that the largest single SAM-D cost driver is the category of purchased
electronic parts, over which the guidance-system manufacturer has little control
other than by basic design. Design is also closely interrelated with the normal
producibility engineering process and with the application of new manufacturing
methods. Therefore, some degree of design development must be involved with some
of the proposed projects, although the fundamental objective has been to identify
the areas in which new manufacturing technology is reeded, with a good probability
of successful achievement.
Thirteen projects are proposed for the Army Materiel Command Manufacturing Technology
Program. These are sioaarised in Table III with estimates of project cost and percentage cost reductions of the airborne guidance system or ground-based radar unit.
Most of these projects are directly aimed at reducing SAM-D guidance system production costs where new technology is required. Project #3, on the inertial sensors.
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prlaarlly the race-integrating gyro, Involves significant detailed redesign In order to
■eke manufacturing loproveawnte feasible. Project #4 on the guidance battery does
not appear to provide nuch cost reduction on Initial procurement, but Is extremely
premising for doubling useful life and, therefore, reducing life-cycle costs. Projects
5 through 7 all deal with Improved methods for electronic assembly. Project #8 for
Improving KO-1 aluminum casting methods has general application. Project #9 on
advanced composite fabrication methods also has general application, but Is proposed
hare with respect to s specific structure In the SAM-D guidance system, since It Is
a good practical example on which to develop new fabrication methods. Project #11,
dealing with automated assembly of dual-in-line packages onto printed circuit boards,
has primary application to the Radar Unit electronics, and for future new applications,
recognizing current design trends. Projects 10, 12, and 13 all involve areas in which
development work must be performed to demonstrate that the new methods can be applied
to SAM-D production.
In addition to the specific projects proposed herein, there is another area which
the Army Missile Command should consider for a broad-scale development program.
This Is the area of quality-assurance environmental screening tests, including temperature (bum-in), vibration, acceleration, and other tests to identify any Inherent
defects In the manufacturing process. Very effective methods have been developed
and applied to date, as evidenced by the extremely successful SAM-D flight-test
program thus far, but these have been developed on an empirical basis. A better
fundamental understanding of these methods. In terms of their effectiveness in
revealing inherent defects without inducing unacceptable cumulative damage. Is sorely
needed. This would require a substantial development effort which Is recommended
for consideration.
Appended hereto are the Project Summary Sheets for each of the thirteen proposed
projects.
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SAM-D GUIDANCE PROJECT #1
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET

Title:

Manufacturing Technology Project to develop autoaated production methods
for traveling wave tubes.

Sytern/Session Area/Coaponent:
Problem:

SAM-D/Guidance/Mlcrowave Devices

The TUT used In the SAM-D guidance system Is a complex electronic microwave
device meeting extremely stringent requirements. This device contains
737 parts made from 24 different materials. The SAM-D TUT Is the most
expensive component in the guidance system and is a significant system
cost driver.
The SAM-D TWT has been designed and is manufactured using present-day
microwave tube technology and its cost is typical of that technology
as practiced throughout the Industry. A fundamental change of concept
in the manufacturing process is required to reduce the cost of TWT's
in general, as well as the SAM-D TWT in particular. A number of operations, for example -»sting during the aging process, have high labor
content. The development of automated methods to reduce labor is
required. Also new technology is required to fabricate high-cost
component parts.
The tight performance requirements of the SAM-D TWT cause the additional
problem that the tube may have performance changes due to subtle differences that inevitably occur as a result of changes in fabrication methods.
Thus, a complete evaluation and verification of tube performance from
tubes manufactured by the intended final production process is required
in advance of a commitment to production.
For the reasons outlined above, a manufacturing technology project for
reducing the cost of the SAM-D TWT is required well in advance of any
contemplated production procurement.

Proposed Solution: This program would develop automated equipment to perform
fabrication processing and test operations that presently require
large amounts of labor. These equipments would be evaluated individually.
They would then be integrated into a pilot production line and a sample
run of SAM-D TWT's would be manufactured. Both the quality and the cost
of these tubes would be monitored closely to insure the program objectiv. ;
are met. Tube quality would be established by a tube qualification test
program lo assure performance equal to or exceeding that successfully
demonstrated in the SAM-D development program. This program would also
develop the technology needed to fabricate expensive component tube parts.
This would principally involve components in the magnetic circuit and
the electron gun. Parts made by this new technology would be evaluated
by using them in the same run ot tubes manufactured on the pilot production
line with parts costs and the quality of the resulting tubes carefully
evaluated.
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At the siid of thia program, a pilot line employing the newly developed
automated equipment would have been sat up and a run of 100 SAM-D TWT's
would have bean manufactured and evaluated. The form, fit and function
of theae tube« would be identical with TWT's made using prcaent-day
technology. Thia project will be successful if theae objectives are met
and, in addition, the tub« coata are consistent with the estimated coat
for anticipated SAM-D production rates.
The amount of equipment used for the pilot line would be the minimum
necessary to demonstrate the concept and would not be aufficient to
support the planned SAM-D delivery schedule in full production. The
additional copies of the cquipaent that would be required to support the
production contract would Ke procured at that time.
Project Coat and Duration:

Estimated Coata are as follows:

Design and Development of
Automated Equipment and Tube
Component Technology

$1,970,000

Pilot Line Design

50,000

Pilot Line Set-up

400,000

Pilot Line Prove-out

860,000

Production Line Design

70.000
Total

$3,350,000

Estimated duration of the project ia 36 months.
Banefita;

Benefits to be derived from thia project are a reduction in recurring
coata for the SAM-D TWT. Theae reductions are estimated to amount to
approximately 3 percent of SAM-D guidance system coat.
The methoda and equipment developed would also be applicable to other
TWTa.

Aaau^tiona; The atated benefits do not include the coata associated with procuring
equipment for and setting up the planned production line. It is further
aasumed that the tub« construction rate would be four per day in full
production.
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SAM-D GUIDANCE PROJECT #2
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET

Title:

Manufacturing Technology Project to reduce the finishing coat of slipcast fuaed-alllca radomes.

Syaf/Seaelon Area/Co«ponent;
Proble«:

SAH-O/Cuidance/Radome.

The current atate-of-the-art of slip casting silica radome billets requlrea casting to a wall thickness approximately 0.3 Inches greater than
the final wall thickness in order to allow for thickness variability
and distortion during firing and still have sufflcie i: material to grind
to the specified shape. This means that a great deal of grinding is
generally required afterward. Also, the yield of sound castings is
low (about SOZ). The keys to reduce radome costs are to Improve yield,
to cast with thinner walls to reduce grinding, and to develop improved
methods for the rough grinding operation.

Propoaed Solution; A basic improvement In casting technology is required to enable
slip casting to thinner walla with more uniform results. This program
would investigate various approaches to "matched casting" wherein a
displacement plug la Inserted into the mold to form the inside surface
of the radome billet, whereas that surface la now formed as the free
surface of the slip as it settles under the external pressure forcing
water out through the porous mold. The primary problem to be aolved is
hiw to extract the displacement plug as the billet shrinks during drying.
Since the green casting has very low strength at this stage of the
process. It Is easily susceptible to shrinkage cracks. Regardless of
the outcome of the foregoing task, a second task Is to develop methods
for casting more uniform billets of reduced wall thickness. It is also
necessary to develop new techniques of supporting dried billets during
the firing process to minimize distortion, especially for thinnerwalled billets. The successful accomplishment of these two tasks requires a careful step-by-step program.
An additional task of the proposed project is to explore automated
methods of grinding the rough billet to further reduce the cost of this
operation. This task would be Initiated approximately six months after
the start of the first taak to allow time for Initial results to become
available.
It should be noted that the method of casting discussed herein has not
been successfully accomplished heretofore, so that t^re la some risk
of success In this project.
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Project #2

Project Cost and Duration:

Preliminary estimates are as follows:

Task

Estimated Cost

1.

Matched Casting Investigation (Casting, Holding
and Firing)

2.

Reduced Wall Thickness
Casting

3.

Automated/Mechanized
Machining Studies
Total

Benefits:

Duration

$200 K

18 months

50 K

9 months

400 K

18 months

$650 K

24 months

A preliminary estimate of the savings in recurring costs is approximately
1Z of the SAH-D guidance system cost.
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SAM-D GUIDANCE PROJECT #3
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET

Title:

Man-'- during Technology Project to Apply Automatic Methods to Inertlal
Sensoi fabrication

System/Sesalon Area/Coaponent:
Problem;

SAM-D/Guldance/Gyros and Acceleroneters

The performance requirements of the SAM-D missile guidance and control
system dictate the use of türee precision rate-Integrating gyros, three
high-performance body-mounted rate gyros, and three body-mounted accelerometers.
These Instruments are expensive and therefore represent a significant
cost driver to the guidance and control system. The integrating gyros
have been produced in limited production quantities which has forced
the use of precision fabrication and assembly methods involving considerable skilled labor. Several iterations of test, adjustment or rework, and re-test are normally required before re&chlng specified performance levels. An excessive rate of scrap or rework is inevitably
a part of this process. New concepts in the manufacturing process are
required to apply Increased automation and staged screening tests to
reduce labor cost and Increase yield. A manufacturing technology project
is therefore required to develop new methods and modify design approaches to
demonstrate that resulting gyros can be produced in conformance with
performance requirements. The same technology improvements can be achieved,
to a somewhat lesser degree, with the body-mounted rate gyros and accelerometers.

Proposed Solution: This program would begin by systematically studying each of
the fabrication, assembly, test, and rework tasks involved in gyro and
accelerometer manufacture that are known to be the most costly. Modifications of design or selections of alternate materials would be
Identified, where necessary, to permit improved production methods
utilizing modern tape-controlled machine tools and advanced metal-forming
methods. The criteria for design change should be to reduce manufacturing cost combined with unimpaired performance and reliability. Extensive
use of automated techniques for machining and assembly, using selfflxturlng parts or carefully designed fixtures, would be applied insofar
as practicable to achieve unit-to-unit identity with a minimum of skilled
hand labor. Automatic fluid fill stations would then be used for maximum
repeatability of results. This would be followed by automatic test
stations for processing multiple numbers of units with pre-programmed
tests and automatic data printout.
An Important aspect of this program would be the development of effective screening techniques for each stage of fabrication, gaging, subassembly and final assembly to assure very high reliability of each subassembly before it goes into the next stage of assembly and test. If
this successfully achieves close to 99 percent yield at each of five
stages of manufacture, total yield could be between 90 and 95 percent.
In this case, the few failures could be scrapped and rework eliminated.
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This project would Include setting up a pilot line to demonstrate the
principles employed and to produce a sample run of production gyros
and acceleroaeters. These instruments would be subject to a qualification
program to demonstrate that they conformed to the Performance requirements established during the SAM-D development program. This type of
program munt be carried out well In advance of anticipated production
procurement for the resulting sensors to be considered for use in
production SAM-D missiles.
Project Cost and Duration;

Estimated costs are as follows:

Design analysis and optimization

$125,000

Process equipment specification writing

50,000

Modification and expansion of prototyping
facilities

100,000

Tool design, fabrication

120,000

Tool design, assembly

200,000

Fabrication of prototypes of
fabrication and assembly tools

250,000

Engineering support and data

150,000

Manufacturing qualification units
and qual test
Production Tools and test equipment

75,000

200,000
$1,270,00':

Estimated Duration:
Benefits:

24 to 30 months.

It is estimated that production costs of gyros and accelerometers could
be reduced more than 20 percent, representing a possible saving of
approximately 2 percent of the production cost of the SAM-D guidance
and control system.

Acjuaptions: Estimates are based on assumed production rates representative of
those required to support current missile systems using similar instruments.
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SAM-D GUIDANCE PROJECT #4
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET

Title;

Manufacturing Technology Project for Automation of Manufacture and
Testing of Guidance Batteries.

System/Session Area/Component:
Problem:

SAM-D/Guldance/Pcwer Supply

The majority of positive- and negative-plate manufacturing for silverzinc batteries Is still based upon techniques developed twenty years ago.
Process control equipment development In the last few years offer a
tremendous opportunity to almost all manufacturing companies to update manufacturing technology. However, the Initial expenditure for
such equipment for military batteries is normally more than one company
or one program could support. One such Instance Is Installation of
automated battery-plate manufacturing lines, one for positive plates and
one for negative plates. These lines would necessarily have to be
capable of manufacturing all sizes and types of plates for a variety
of batteiles. In order to offset the cost of the equipment.
An additional problem 1» the large number of In-line production and
acceptance tests to which the SAM-D guidance battery Is subjected during
Its manufacture prior to being submitted to final acceptance testing.
A large majority of these tests are electrical (i.e., continuity. Insulation resistance, resistance, voltage, etc.), which could be performed by a computerized test center.

Proposed Solution: It Is proposed to undertake a development project to develop
techniques for continuous plate manufacture and automatic plate setting
of positive and negative plntes. This project would set up and prove
out automated manufacturing lines utilizing a sensor-based computer as
the heart of the process control and monitor system. This system would
exert a much greater control over the variables Involved and substantially
reduce manufacturing cost and time.
A second task of this project would be to install a sensor-based computer
with appropriate sensors and to develop a program to test the guidance
battery. Subsequent to Installation and prove-out, this system would also
be Incorporated on all DOD programs. A sensor-based computerized test
center performing both production and final acceptance tests would
Increase efficiency and reliability of the testing In that It would take
less time to perform the tests and each battery would receive exactly
the same test.
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Project #4

Project Cost and Duration;

Preliminary estimates are as follows:

1.

Automated Plate Manufacture

2.

Computerized Testing
Total

Benefits;

Cost

Duration

$485,000

24 months

98.000

12 months

$583,000

24 months

The benefits to be derived from this program are estimated to be about
3.4Z of the cost of the SAM-D guidance battery, which is a very small
saving In terms of the guidance system cost (approximately 0.1Z).
However, this project Is proposed because of Its potential saving to all
batteries manufactured for defense programs and because of the Improve .
reliability that can be achieved by Increased automation. In addition,
there can be a real life-cycle cost benefit In the form of increased
shelf life and, therefore, a decrease In the number of battery replacements required during the operational life of the missile system.
Depending on the decrease in variability among production batteries
that Is achieved by automated methods, it is estimated that the useful
life of the battery might be as mich as doubled. The saving in the cost
of replacement batteries over the operational life of the SAM-D system
could be five to ten percent of tne original acquisition cost of SAM-D
guidance systems.

Assumptions; Production quantities and rates expected for SAM-D and other missile
systems were assume«:. The estimate of life-cycle cost benefits, expressed
in terms of guidance-system acquisition cost, assume that all costs are
In constant 1975 dollars.
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SAM-D GUIDANCE PROJECT #5
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET
Title;

Manufacturing Technology Project for Improved Mefhods of Mechanical Bonding

Syatem/Sesalon Area/Component;
Problem;

SAM-D/Guldance/Electronlcs

A wide variety of adhesive materials are use<5 extensively throughout the
SAM-D guidance system for bonding components, substrates, printed wiring
boards, covers on substrates, etc. As a result, many different types of
bondlnf materials miat be available at all times. Several factors
determine how much nuterlal should be purchated and stored; for example,
material usage, shelf life, minimum lot sl^e, material packaging.
Each type of material as specific parameters that must be adhered to for
maxlimm effectiveness; for example, mixing ratios, application, bonding
pressures and curing temperatures. Some materials have short pot life
which requires the mixing of numerous small batches when processing In
high volume. These variables which are normal for any one system,when
multiplied by several systems,become more complex and operator dependent.

Proposed Solution: A mtn.rac.turlng technology project for the development of
Improvec «ttftodJ for handling adhesive materials on a production basis
In propov!
A, laslc gjal of this project would be to standardize the
itb-*. of airesÄves, insofar as poe«lble, to minimize the required Inventory
of adhesive materials, solvents and cleaning compounds, and the number
of oven'; which must be a-lntalned at different curing temperatures. In
ao-Utior, the use of pr.»measured or premlxed packages and the use of
automated storage, mixing, and dispensing processes would be investigated.
This project would include the following tasks;
1.

Investigate the properties and manufacturing costs of the various
adhesivos in c<irrent use to establish a reduced number of standard
adhesive^. Waste due to limited shelf lix'e and normal rework requirements will be considered.

2.

Investigate the use of automated equipment for handling and dispensing
adheslves.

3.

Develop universal type bonding fixtures.

This project would include a tooling prove-out phase to certify that the
methods are acceptable for use in production.
Project Cost and Duration; This project is estimated to cost approximately $200,000
and extend over a period of 18 months.
benefits;

It is estimated that this project could result in a saving of approximately
1/2 percent of the guidance nystetn cost. In addition, it is believed that
further benefit trill be derived from an Improvement in long-term reliability.
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SAM-D GUIDANCE PROJECT #6
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET
Title;

Manufacturing Technology Project to Develop Methods for using Conductive
Epoxy for Various Types of Electrical Bonded Connections

Systea/Sesslon Aree/Component;
Problem;

SAM-D Guidance Electronics

It Is very difficult to control the flow of so1 der In a production
environment when making soldered electrical connections on high-density
packages such as hybrid mlcroclrcults. This nay cause electrical shorts
or contamination or leaching of adjacent gold leads and connections. Also,
If processes are not carefully controlled, soldered connections are subject
to fatigue and can cause thermal stresses. Soldering also has the disadvantages of subjecting assemblies to high local heating, requires the use of
flux which must be cleaned off, and requires cleaning solvents which may have
adverse effects on the devices and assemblies.

Proposed Solution; A project Is proposed to Investigate and evaluate conductive
epoxy materials and application management for use In the fabrication of
hybrid thick- and thin-film circuits for military systems. This effort
would be comprised of the following tasks 1.

Conduct a vendor survey of the leading conductive epoxy materials and
dispensing equipment.

2.

Generate a test/reliability program to evaluate the selected materials
and processes.

3.

Design and generate art work of appropriate test patterns.

4.

Investigate and evaluate one-component vs. two-component conductive
epoxy systems and method of application. For example: screen printing
and dispensing.

5.

Investigate and evaluate repair/rework techniques.

6.

Generate design/drafting standards for producing art work of circuits
utilizing conductive epoxy.

7.

Fabricate appropriate test patterns utilizing active and paaslve
devices for evaluation and demonstrate the production methods to be
used.

8.

Generate cost analysis of conductive epoxy vs. solier attachment of
microfilm components.

Project Cost and Duration; The project Is estimated to cost approximately $350,000
with an 18-month duration.
Benefits;

A potential cost saving of about 1/2 percent of the guidance system cost
Is anticipated to result from the successful development and application of
conductive epoxy to electrical bonded connections.
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SAM-D GUIDANCE PROJECT #7
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET

Title:

Advanced Multilayer Board Fabrication Methods

Syitea/Saaelon Area/Coaponent:
Problem;

SAM-D/Guldance/Electronlca

Production of multilayer printed circuit boards (PCB's) using epoxy
fiberglass laminates has consistently posed a number of vexing In-process
problems for the fabricator. Three of the most serious of these problems
are suanarlzed as follows: 1) Epoxy Smears; The detection and removal
of epoxy smears, 2) Delamlnatlon; De lamination Is primarily caused by
thermal shock, 3) Discontinuity; Continuity problems in plated-through
holes which can be caused by a number of problems, Including tnose
described above. Furthermore, there Is a need to develop methods for
producing multilayer boards of larger size and Incorporating transmission
lines of controlled Impedance.
In addition, the fab icatlon of multilayer printed circuit boarda (PCB's)
has traditionally been accomplished by the "subtractlve" process wherein
etching is employed to obtain the required circuit patterns. This process
requires stringent in-process controls and large facilities are needed
for high-volume production. More recently, the Industry trend has been
to supplement the subtractlve production facilities with "additive"
process facilities which offer a high-volume fabricator many cost
savir >, advantages which cannot be achieved using the traditional subtractlve
process. PCB's produced by the additive process possess characteristics
such as excellent fine lines with straight walls and high-density circuits
with landless holes which cannot be achieved otherwise. This process
has not been applied and demonstrated for military hardware.

Proposed Solution; A project is proposed to develop the manufacturing technology
required to produce PCB's using POLYIMIDE or equivalent materials as a
substitute for EPOXY FIBERGLASS laminates. This is based on the following
technical considerations which can be related to the three problems addressed
in the preceding section. 1) The polyimlde system is smear proof - thus
eliminating the first problem and associated costs. 2) Polylmldes can withstand temperatures up to 260*0 as opposed to FR-4 epoxy which is rated at
125*0 maximum. 3) Polyimides have a thermal coefficient of expansion in the
Z axis of 1.0 X ID"5 IN/IN*C as compared to 15 X 10-5 lN/IN/*0 for FR-4
epoxy fiberglass laminates. This fact will not alleviate the thermal shock
problem, but help in the continuity of plated-through holes, since the polyimlde system more closely approaches the expansion characteristics of the
copper which is deposited in the plated-through holes.
This project would also include a comprehensive review of manufacturing
technology axu* facility requirements associated with the additive process.
Emphasis would be placed on ij£9tifying areas in which the application of
this technology would be most cost-effective- and especially as to its
applicability for the fabrication of large-size multilayer boards. The
proposed project includes the fabrication of sample multilayer boards such
as digital or analog '.which incorporate strlpline circuits with controlled
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characteristic Impedances) utilizing the additive process to demonstrate
state-of-the-art circuit and unique network configurations which can be
produced.
Project Cost and Duration;
This project is estimated to cost approximately $175,000,
with a duration of twelve months shown as follows:
Honths after Go-ahead
1

1 1

Material Procurement

A

A

Process Development

4-

Task

Laboratory Experiments
Fabrication - PCB's

4

ill

5

9

10

11

_A
A-

-A
^
A

Test/Evaluation
Report
Benefits;

12

&

&

All available data and experience to date Indicates that multilayer PCJ'S
fabricated with polylalde glass laminates result in a superior product
with respect to dimensional stability, reliability and tolerance of higher
msxlimim service temperature. The proposed solutions are directed toward
yield improvement aa well as processing cost reduction. It Is estimated
that a cost saving of more than 20X could be realized in the fabrication
of multi-layer boards.
This could mean a saving of about 1/2Z of the airborne guidance system
cost and up to 1Z of the radar unit cost.

Assumptions; The stated benefits assume the successful completion of the tasks
described. The implementation of automatic plating-solution monitoring
equipment is assumed, along with a volume of multi]lyer printed-clrcult
boards in the order of 50,000 per year.
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SAM-D GUIDANCE PROJECT #C
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET

Title;

Manufacturing Technology Project for Developing Improved lethods for
Casting KO-1 Aluminum Alloy

Sytem/Sesalon Area/Component;
Problem;

SAM-D/Guldance/Major Mechanical Parts

In many cases, aluminum castings are desirable for light weight and for
forming complex shapes,
lost aluminum casting alloys have considerably lower
strength than the wrought alloys, which limits the use of casting for aluminum
parts. The aluminum alloy conmonly known as KO-1 is a relatively new
casting alloy that has higher properties and can be used for high-strength
applications. However, it is very difficult to cast this material because
it is "hot short" which causes cracking during solidification. Reject
rates comnonly run from 25 to 45 percent. In addition, this material is
not readily weldable by conventional techniques which limits the possibility
of repair of defective castings at the foundry and limits broader design
applications. A project for developing Improved casting and welding
methods for KO-1 aluminum is required.

Proposed Solution; It is proposed that a project be undertaken to develop improved
casting procedures for KO-1 aluminum for both permanent mold and Investment
casting. This project would include an investigation of the following
factors:
1.

Effect of tolerances on c.iemical composition

2.

Mold temperature

3.

Methods for controlling solidification on a production basis

4.

Effect of pouring with and without screen

5.

Techniques for repeatedly achieving fine grain

A parallel program is proposed to develop optimum welding techniques
relative to pre-heat, filler wire alloy, composition, post-heat, welding
speed, and optimum heat to avoid vaporization.
Project Cost and Duration;

A preliminary estimate of the cost of this project is;
Cost

Duration

A.

Casting Investigation

$160,000

12 months

B.

Welding Investigation

70,000

6 mon.hs

Total

$230,000

12 »jnths
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Benefit«:

A significant laproveaent In Che yield of KO-1 c«< tings Is «sclaste^ to
enable a possible saving of about 1/4 p«rcene of ti.« cost of the StH-V
guidance «ysrem.

Assuaptlons; It Is assumed that this projsct would lead to casting yields up to
about 85 percent.
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SAM-D GUIDANCE PROJECV #9
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT SUMMARY SHEET

Title:

Advanced Composite Material for the SAM-D Guidance Inner Shell Support
Structure

Syatea/Sesalon Area/Coaponent;
Problem;

SAM-D/Guldance/MaJor Mechanical Parts

The SAM-D Missile la a high-performance flight vehicle which Is subjected to severe aerodynamic forces and thermal responses. As a result of
these external environments, the Internal support structures of the
guidance system alao experience high design environments. These are
complex In shape and expensive to fabricate due to limited package volume
and critical structural requirements. A high-cost hardware Item within
Che SAM-D guidance system Is the Inner shell electronic-package support
structure.
The current design of the inner shell is cf an aluminum casting which is
expensive, heavy, of medium strength and stiffness and possesses low
structural damping.

Proposed Solution; A method of achieving lower rabricatlon costs of the inner shell,
as well as to gain secondary advantages of weight reduction, increased
strength, increased structural damping and the ability to orient fibers
to obtain directional strengths and stiffness for uncoupling frequencies,
is to consider the utilization of Advanced Composite Materials.
Recent developments in the aircraft, aerojpace, industry and leisure product
industries have demonstrated that various composite materials have been
utilized successfully in the forms of compression molded, injection
molded, filament winding, pultruslon and prepreg tape to comprise efficient
end it«
The paramount objective of this program will be directed coward low-cost
fabrication and will study the Advanced Composite Materials available
and the associated manufacturing methods required, both innovative and
existing, to achieve a low-cost SAM-D inner shell structure. Currently, Che
raw coses of composite material is generally higher Chan metals; however,
raw-material cose should decrease in Che fuCure as composites come into
more general use, and Chere are other cose advantages and fabricacior.
techniques which can, in many applications, resulC in compecicive final
coses, such as
e

The ability Co orient and position reinformed fibers in specific
areas can result in structure of simpler design than Chose achieved
wich metals where welding, riveting and bolting is required.

•

The use of hybrid materials, such as mixtures of glass and reinforced fibers, will allow improved performance while optimizing
Che effecc of ehe high-priced material.
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•

The fabrication technique can be selected to provide the best
cost advantage. A combination of techniques may be used to
reduce overall costs.

s

In many cases the component can be molded or wound to final dimensions,
thus eliminating or reducing machining operations.

Specifically the program tasks are as follows:
s

The selection, through extensive analytical and fabrication studies,
of candidate composite materials.

s

Development of cost effective fabrication methods.

s

Development of analytical approaches, design criteria and failure
criteria required for designing with anisetropic materials.

s

Preliminary design and analysis of the inner shell.

s

Prototype fabrication.

e

Demonstration and engineering testing.

s

A meaningful comparison between end products in terms of ccst,
weight and performance will be made, since dimensional, environmental and system constraints used for this application would be
identical to those of the existing component.

Project Costs and Duration:
Material Selection and Development of
Manufacturing Methods
Engineering Design, Analysis and Methods

$ 80,000

180,000

Prototype Fabrication

50,000

Engineering Testing

40.000
Total

$35C,000

Estimated project duration is 24 months.
Benefits:

It is extremely difficult to estimate possible production cost reductions before more detailed studies of the particular application have
been made. On a preliminary basis, it is estimated that the production
cost of the inner shell could be reduced more than 10Z which would be a
fractional percent reduction of the guidance system cost. However, there
are a number of intangible benefits which should ultimately be reflected
in reduced life-cycle costs, nasMtly, greater resistance to fatigue,
reduced weight, and reduction of trsnsmissibility of shock and vibrstion
environments to the major part of SAM-D guidance electronics. The results
of this project could slso be applied to other mechanical parts in the
SAM-D guidance system, with the inner shell serving as the most suitable
candidate for developing new methods.

M

SAM-D GUIDANCE PROJECT #10
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET

Title!

Manufacturing Technology Project to develop seal-automatic testing techniques
for acceptance testing of Inertial Sensor Assemblies

Syete«/Sesslon/Co«ponent;
Problem;

SAM-D/Guldance/Gyros and Acceleroaetere

The body-mounted gyros and «cceleroaeters, which are part of the SAM-D
autopilot, are installed in a heated block for mounting in the missile.
This assembly is the Inertial Sensor Assembly (ISA) for which a major
cost factor is the 24 to 36 hours of testing on each at final acceptance.
Each of the three gyros and three sccelerometere in the ISA is tested by
conventional means during teats of the ISA on a centrifuge and rate
table. This procedure is time consuming since the tables must be
accurately adjusted for rotational rate and the data recorded manually.
The ISA must also be reposltioned six times on thu centrifuge and three
times on the rate table.

Proposed Solution; The project would involve designing and fabricating an automatic
testing system. The system would utilize automatic data read and
record through the use of a coupler system and a tape punch. A dedicated
mini-computer would be integrated Into the system for both the testing
and data reduction. ISA positioning would be accomplished automatically
through the use of a servo controlled positioning device which would be
controlled by the computer.
Project Cost and Duration; A preliminary cost estimate for the entire project is
approximately $500,000, with a duration of 18 months.
Benefits:

It Is estimated that this project could achieve a production cost saving
of approximately 1/2 percent of the guidance and control system cost.
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Si\M>D GUIDANCE PROJECT #11
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET

Title:

Mamifacturlng Technolcgy Project to investigate and Evaluate Methods for
Automatic Processing and Asseably o* iual-in-llne Packages (DIPS) into
Printed Circuit/Multilayer Board Type of Electronic Assemblies

Systea/Session Area/Coaponent;
Problem:

SAM-D/Guidance/Electronics

In general, conventional military type of electronic aodules which
employ the use of either flatpack integrated circuits and/or LSI microelectronic devices, are not readily adaptable to automated assembly nethods.
This condition is primarily attributed to the configurations of the
electrical leads of these types of devices and to e certain extent varia:ions with respect to physical sizes of those components which have
been selected to satisfy specific logic functions. Manufacturing processes,
methods and technqlues generally associated with these devices require,
upon completion of pre-conditioning (burn-In), that the leads of the
device be pretinned and formed to a desired configuration. These
involve different kinds of operations, depending on the device and the
application. The devices must then be precisely oriented and aligned with
respect to corresponding pad locations on the PC/MLB. Final assembly
of the devices is then completed by using soldering technqlues involving
either resistance or infra-red reflow systems.
In order to avoid such problems, as described above, manufacturers of
electronic component' \ave developed and produced a variety of dual-inline packages (r"0'/, which are configured to be compatible with automatic
insertion equipment. Although these devices are primarily being used in
connercial applications, future design trends indicate an increasing
utilization of DIPs in both missile airborne guidance and ground systems.
Inasmuch as military electronic systems have more stringent requirements
in terms of high packaging density, tighter manufacturing tolerances,
critical reliability and maintainability factors, etc., a project should
be undertaken in order to develop methods, equipments and procedures
which will demonstrate the feasibility and reliability of such
automated systems for military systems.

Proposed Solution: Initially this project would entail a series of in-depth
engineering studies which would Include the following:
e

Survey and classify the configurations of those DIPs which meet
such conditions as performance and produciblllty which is required
for both missile airborne guidance as well as tactical ground systems.

e

Survey and evaluate those currently available equipments which indicate
a potential capability for reliably
processing and assembling DIPs
into PC/MLB type of assemblies. These include magazines, sequencers.
Inserters, and testers.
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•

Evaluate and establish design guidelines for high-density electronic
modules which ere compatible with automated manufacturing methods and
processes.

e

Establish criteria for and acquire facilities, tooling, and equipments
necessary for pilot line prove-out, and conduct a pilot-production
demonstration of the system.

e

Prepare and submit final report which would identify all major findings
associated with this project plus conslusions and recommendations as
to the feasibility for fully automated processing of DIPs through such
operations as tinning, sequencing, assembly and soldering.

Project Cost and Duration;

A preliminary estimate for this project is as follows:

1.

Survey and classification of DIPs and handling equipments

2.

Establish requirements and design standards

50,000

3.

Design representative modules with DIPs for
application to SAM-D for pilot-line prove-out

70,000

4.

Acquire and set up pilot line

150,000

5.

Pilot-line prove-out

150,000
Total

$30,000

$450,000

The estimated duration of this project is 18 months.
Benefits:

If the Radar Unit electronics were
of flatpacks, it is estimated that
Radar Unit costs approximately 1/4
to the airborne guidance system if
DIP-type packages.

redesigned entirely to use DIPs Instead
this project could reduce recurring
percent. This method could be applied
it also were redesigned to Incorporate

Assumptions: The project cost estimate Is based on a pilot production run of approximately
100 modules with 20 DIPs per module. Estimates of benefits are based on
the assumption that production rates would require that 2600 electronics modules pet month be produced.
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SAM-D GUIOAMCB PROJECT #12
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOG f PROJECT SUMMARY SHEET

Title:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Apply Electro-Discharge Machining for
the Pabricatioc of tha Array-Ele-jnt Mounting Plates of the Radar Antenna

Syste«/Session/Cog^onent;
Problem:

SAM-D/Guidance/Radar Illuminator

The SAM-D phased-array radar antenna is comprised of over 5,000 array
elements in the main array. These are mounted in three tiers of plates,
which are fabricated in three sections each and Joined at two seams on each of
the three levels. The total of over 15,000 mounting holes must be in
registration within 0.014 inches of true position. The present method of
fabrication is to punch the holes and to register the nine plate sections.
It has been found during the Engineering Development Phase to be extremely
difficult to meet tolerance requirements by this aethod. Four sets had
to be manufactured in order to obtain an acceptable set. Problems
encountered during the manufacturing cycle were distortion, twist, work
hardening, internal stresses, and unpredictable dimensional growth. Electrodischarge machining is being successfully applied today for forming holes
with very tight tolerances, but development is required to apply it to
plates of the size required for the SAM-D radar.

Proposed Solution: It Is proposed that a project be undertaken to develop the
tooling and techniques for forming the holes in full-size array-element
support plates by electro-discharge machining. The end result of this
project would be the qualification of this manufacturing method for use
in the production phase of the SAM-D system. This effort would be performed in five major phases, described as follows:
1.

Study and Evaluation This period will consist of producibility evaluation of detail design
relating to electrode-discharge machining. Examples of producibility
studies would be dimensional changes necesuitated by new locating points
and tooling holes. Another example of study during this period would be
evaluation of vendor recooBendations, power requirements, special designed
and extruded shape electrodes, including material selection for electrodes.
2.

Establishment of Requirements A vendor survey will be conducted. Based on results of study phase,
detailed requirements trill be established related to tolerances, time
cycles, power requirements as a function of the number of holes cut simultaneously, electrode material and design, heat dissipation, and pumping,
cooling, filtering and flow requirements of the dielectric fluid. Also,
preliminary design concepts will be developed for tools and fixtures.
3.

Prototype Teat Small -scale prototype tests will be c mducted using approximately
10 electrodes, for the following Investige ions:
a.

Study copper extrusion and molded graphite electrodes

b.

Study finish on piece parts as a function of time cycles
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c.

Establish wear and length of electrodes

d.

Establish flow characteristics and cooling of electrodes

e.

Slug removal and electrode flushing

f.

Establish number of electrodes possible In one set-up

The results of these will be used to establish the overall size of machine
and table and other detail requirements.
A.

Acquisition and Set-up of Full-size Hachlne A final vendor selctlon will be made to fabricate a full-size machine
suitable for the antenna-plate
application.
Close ibonltoring of his
efforts throughout construction will be maintained. Test pieces will be
run to burn pattern into the locating table. A final test piece will be
run and Inspected for final acceptance of the machine after installation
at Raytheon.
5.

Prove-out Phase Three complete antenna sets (nine plates total) will be electrodischarge machined to qualify this method for SAM-D production. These plates
will be submitted to the inspection cycle for all aspects of drawing
mandates. These areas will encompass such criteria as:
a.

Tolerance, true position, configuration, etc.

b.

Flatness

c.

Twist

d.

Repeatability

e.

Surface finish

f.

Structural Analysis

g.

Analyze after EDM for material degradation

Project Cost and Duration; It is estimated that 36 months would be required to
complete this project, with costs estimated as follows:
1.

Study and Evaluation

$ 20,000

2.

Establishment of Requirements

20,000

3.

Prototype Tests

70,000

4.

Acquisition and Set-up of Full-size
Machine

(continued next page)
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Project Cost and Duration:

(continued)

5.

Tooling

6.

Prove-out Phase

200,000
40,000
Total

Benefits;

$800,000

It Is estimated that the Increase In yield expected by this method could
result In a 75 percent saving In the labor for fabricating these platen,
with an overall cost reduction of approxlauite] y 1 percent of the Radar Unit
cost.
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SAM-D GUIDANCE PROJECT #13
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT SUMMARY SHEET

Title:

Rtdar Phesed Array Element Fabrication and Aaaaably Methods

Syat—/Saaalon Area/Conponent;
Probl—;

SAM-D/Guldanca/Radar Illuminator

The SAM-D Array Element in the phaaed-array radar consists of two major
subassMblles: a microwave phase-shifter assembly and an electronic control
assembly. The subassemblies must go through many operations and consist
of approximately 60 components. Each operation affects the yield of the
element and certain critical operations affect the electrical performance.

Proposed Solution: This program would examine all areas of array element fabrication, assembly and test and would develop methods to change the highlabor, low-yield operations to minimize the labor and Increase the
yield. The main areas of concern are listed below.
Phase Control Assembly! Investigate co-firing the Insert and toroid as
one unit, in order to eliminate the insertion and curing effort.
Investigate a precision molded Insert with wires plated on. This would
require a special connector technique which would also be investigated.
R.F. Subassembly; Investigate powdered metal technqlues to eliminate the
extrusion and grinding of the waveguide body.
Investigate replacement of beryllla windows with a non-toxic material.
This would Increase safety and lower cost due to the fact that beryllla requires special handling, special cleaning, and special disposal.
Investigate tooling required to fully automate insertion of all components
into the R.F. Subassembly; this would Include torolds, inserts, wires,
chokes, soldering of wires, insertion and bonding of front and rear
radiators.
Rear Radiators; Investigate a precision moldable rear radiator material
to eliminate precision machining.
Flex Print. Filter Network. Flux Driver: Investigate alternate methods
of interconnections Including a single-substrate assembly.
Project Cost and Duration: Estimated cost of this program is $625K spread over
23 months. This effort would include building a small number (300)
of array elements utilizing the new manufacturing techniques developed during
the first 13 months of the program.

??
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BjuMflcs:

The benefits of this program will be e higher yield for all eapecte of
arrey element fabrication. A more uniform element In terms of RMS phase
error la also expected which In turn would further increaac yield and
Improve the radar performance. A 10 to 15Z yield Increase should
easily be achieved which would reduce thi. cost of the SAM-D Rader Units
approximately 1-1/4 percent.

Aacuaptlona; The only assumption here la that the full-up production build would
not start until the completion of this manufacturing effort.
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BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM GUIDANCE
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY

Jack E. Krips, Manager
SPRINT Airborne Electronics
Martin Marietta Aerospace
Orlando, Florida 32805
Charlea 0. Holllngshead, Manager
Design to Cost Strategic Systems
Martin Marietta Aerospace
Orlando, Florida 32805

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) guidance technology development in
terms of performance, cost, manufacturing technology and the Interrelationships of these
factors.
Antl-Ballist.'c Missile (ABM) technology has proceeded from successful development and
flight test of the SPRINT I Interceptor missile in the 60*8 to operational status of the
present SAFEGUARD System at Graud Forks, North Dakota, in the mld-70'8. Development commenced In 1972 on SPRINT II, a less costly and Improved performance missile featuring 65
percent component comonallty with SPRINT I which was designated for Mlnutemen Site Defense.
In late 1974, technology validation studies of a significantly enhanced performance capability SPRINT derivative, the Improved SPRINT II Missile Subsystem (ISMS) were initisted
and continue at this time.
ABM guidance technology development, production, and plans for future production have
progressed consistent with the evaluation of the existing manufacturing technology, perceived threats and systems options for effective threat counteraction. SPRINT Is required
to execute high g (>100) maneuvers - with millisecond response - within a broad range of
Mach numbers, dynamic pressures, and angles of attack. It must also survive nuclear radiation and blast effects without structural failure or loss of controllability. Life Cycle
cost considerations are Impacted by acquisition cost deltas associated with the performance
parameters needed to meet the evolving threat plus provisions for 10 year storage life in
the readiness state, cell security from sabotage without personnel protection, shock withstanding of free field nuclear effects, and launch, flight, in storage reliability. An
overview of the Impact interrelationships on guidance design is shown below for the three
major configurations of interest;
Performance/Cost
Drivers

Missile

Configuration

SPRINT I

Autopilot/Missile Guidance Set

NE, D, A

SPRINT II

Missile Controller Set

NE, D, A, R/

ISMS

Digital Missile Controller Set

NE, D, A, R/, RT, TG

NE - nuclear effects
D - dynamic (shock and vibration)
A - acceleration

R/ - reliability
RT - reaction tine
TG - technology growth
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Cose Drivers h.
below:

e been quantified In tens« of hardware element and function as shown

Percent of
Totsl Cost

Hardware Element
Electronics (nodules)
Platforms
Microwave devices
Major mechanical
Gyros
Cables
Power supply
Accelerometers
Heat sinks, bkts, etc.
Connectors
Total

Function
Purchased parts
Factory labor
Quality labor
Support
Test Labor
Material

A8.6
13.7
12.0

7.1
7.0
5.2
4.7
0.9
0.5
0.3

Total

Percent of
Total Cost
41.4
22.6
11.4

9.2
7.6
6.8
10C.O

100.0

Detailed discussion of both design and cost experience associated with ABM guidance
is presented in order to provide a base from which proposed manufacturing technology projects which can favorably impact cost for systems In the 1980's may be evaluated and correlated with other Army programs.
Manufacturing Technology projects are identified and described which indicate total
cost reduction potential of approximately 38 percent for missile guidance systems.

INTRODUCTION

A.

BMD Interceptor Evolution

In 1972, a SAFEGUARD SPRINT missile intercepted a Mlnuteman reentry vehicle high over
the Kwajalein Test Range, demonstrating a new breed of missile distinct from previous and
concurrent ballistic and space vehicles - the terminal interceptor missile. To achieve
this successful milestone, development of new structural concepts and new materials to
meet launch shock, acceleration load, and aerodynamic heat and pressure parair "ers pushed
technology thresholds far beyond anything any previous missile had experienced. More than
a decade of interceptor research and development enabled the interceptor to accomplish its
mission - seeking-out and destroying a reentry vehicle on a one-to-one intercept.
Today, the SAFEGUARD System is installed and operational at the Grand Forks, North
Dakota SAFEGUARD Site to protect a por.ion of our retaliatory forces and to provide the
U.S. invaluable experience in operating a deployed Ballistic Missile Defense system.
Shortly after, SPRINT II wss conceived to meet a growing and more formidable threat
and development was started under the Prototype Demonstration Program. Changed to the
Site Defense program in 1973, the purpose was the research and development of BMD components (a radar, interceptor missile, snd tacticsl software) that would form the basis of
s second generstion system for defense of Mlnuteman. In 1974, the emphasis was switched
from a Site Defense Prototype Demonstration Progrsm to the sdvsnced development of Site
Defense components. Development of the SPRINT II missile subsystem was redirected to an
Improved SPRINT II Missile Subsystem.
The Improved SPRINT II Missile Subsystem (ISMS) provides an improved configuration of
the SPRINT Interceptor missile subsystem used in the Safeguard and Site Defense systems
while maintaining the same role of intercepting and destroying Incoming RV's.
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B.

AMD Threat/Mission Evolution

Advances in offense ICBM technology such as chaff, multiple warheads, and decoys made
a short-range, very high acceleration missile necessary. Thus, SPRINT, an outgrowth of
the Nike-Zeus program, was created as the second line defense to complement the longer
range SPARTAN missile, and provide terminal defense. The evolution of the BMD systems has
been intended for various levels of deployment from area defense to terminal hard point
defense. Although SAFEGUARD uses the major components developed for the Sentinel system
(area defense) its limited deployment plan reflects changes of mission from full to light
area defense, and more recently, to point defense of Minuteman. SPRINT, through exf-roely
high acceleration and maneuverability, is able to intercept RV's at closer range. Close
range intercept is advantageous because atmospheric friction burns up pe letratlon aids
such as chaff, decoys, and debris; thus making identlfIcaLion of actual RV's relatively
simple.
Looking to the future, we must anticipate t' e growing threat of independently-targeted
reentry vehicles, or closely-spaced in-line reentry vehicles. Mission requirements to
counter this threat are more challenging. Engagement problems caused by multiple nuclear
blasts within a battle space environment present a formidable challenge to interceptor
development. Any of several phenomena resulting from a thermal blast can seriously cripple
the missile's effectiveness and most likely prevent It from accomplishing its mission.
As a warhead is intercepted, the first effect is a pulse of prompt nuclear radiation.
This pulse can disable adjacent Interceptors, a phenomena known as fratricide.
The next disabling effect encountered is the nuclear fireball and its dissipation
pattern. With it, as a concomitant effect, is an electromagnetic blackout region which
prevents radar detection and microwave guidance signals from reaching interceptors near
or behind the fireball.
The last phenomena is a shock wave or blast that can disrupt the Interceptor's flight
pattern, or even destroy interceptors at high intet.sltles.
Application of the basic technologies in analyzing specific Interceptor problems within a thermal environment provide a valuable cross-pollination of technical know-how in
continuing to push back the thresholds of Interceptor technology development.
In addressing interceptor guidance technology development, it is necessary to summarize the evolution of the guidance systems in SPRINT interceptors of the SAFEGUARD, Site
Defense, and Site Defense Technology Programs.

II.

INTERCEPTOR GUIDANCE

A.

Safeguard Sprint

In the SAFEGUARD mission, the SPRINT interceptor is required to execute high g ma.ieuvors, with millisecond response, over a broad range of Mach number, dynamic pressure, and
an^le of attack. In addition, it must survive nuclear radiation and blast effects without
structural failure or loss of controllability. To accomplish this, a lateral acceleration
autopilot and missile guidance set is used with gain scheduling as a function of dynamic
pressvire via the ground radar and on-board gain optimization using a high «ain adaptive
control approach. This enables the maneuver response to be nearly optimum in spite of
large aerodynamic non-linearities and uncertainties that occur over the broad range of
interest. In principle, the adaptive loop functions to maintain as high a gain in the control loops as possible, consistent with acceptable limit cycle amplitudes as determined by
hydraulic control system flow capability and endurance.
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SPRINT II Missile subsystem

Technical advances Chat had been used to develop SAFI.Gl'ARD SPRINT became part of the
basic SPRINT II design. Changes brought about by the Site Defense role of providing low
altitude defense of Minuteman sites against an increased ICBM threat included Integrating
the missile guidance set and autopilot into an integrated circuit Missile Guidance Set
(HCS) which would increase reliability and accuracy at a reduced cost. Advances in semiconductor technology made it possible to combine the SPRINT autopilot and missile guidance
set into one integrated assembly capable of performing in the SPRINT II environment.

C.

Improved SPRINT II Missile Subsystem

The concern over Soviet technology advancements was the driving factor in redirecting
the Site Defense Prototype Demonstration Program to a Technology Development Program.
Addressing itself to the technologies of ballistic missile defense, BMD technology development lays the basis for future systems efforts by incorporating technologies into components that could be integrated into new systems or be used as adjuncts to SAFEGUARD or Site
Defense. The Improved SPRINT II Missile Subsystem (ISMS) provides an improved configuration of the SPRINT interceptor missile subsystem used in the SAFEGUARD and Site Defense
systems. The ISMS improvement includes a change from the analog MCS to a digital missile
controller set (DMCS). The DHCS yields substantial improvements over the SPRINT II MCS
in the areas of radiation order limits and reduced trajectory deviations, digital control
circuits, improved circumvention scheme, and limited inertial navigation. This later
capability is provided through the strap down inertial system using a laser gyro together
with the on-board digital computer. The inertial navigation technique provides a large
system benefit via a reduction in radar scheduling. Retention of vital system variables
such as gains, steering conmands, discretes, missile mode logic, and major filter state
variables, enables a major reduction of radiation induced trajectory deviations. Restoration of the DHCS to normal operation is achieved more quJ-kly and completely than in SPRTVI
II because the DMCS digital circuits have faster recovery times than the SPRINT II analog
circuits.

III.

A.

MCS COST CONSIDERATIONS

MCS Cost Drivers - Background

Three factors predominated in the ultimate considerations which led to the current
MCS design, I) Cost, 2) Reliability, 3) Nuclear Hardness. A summary of each factor and
the major design selection and trade study approaches selected is presented below.
1. Cost. The lowest risk, reduced cost development approach was the specific objective. To this end, detailed analyses and trade atudies were performed for four basic
design concepts: cordwood, hybrid, medium scait integration (MSI), and module.
The evaluation of these concepts, which follows, describes the applicability of their
specific attributes to the SPRINT II MCS.
Cordwood - The Cordwood packaging technique is used in SAFEGUARD SPRINT for both the
autopilot and missile guidance set. Though this technique affords a high packaging density,
it was not chosen for SPRINT II because fabrication complexity and difficulty of maintenance
drive the overall cost higher than the module concept.
The cordwood package would have had a failure rate of 14,313 fits, and a 98 percent
testability. The package would contain 4,500 autopilot and 5,500 MGS (SAFEGUARD) parts,
or approximately 50 percent more electro-1c components than the module design.
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Hybrid - The hybrid technique includes a combination of film (both thin and thick)
and monolithic fabrication methods to produce circuit components (resistors, capacitors,
diodes, and transistors) interconnected In a complete circuit and aspembled In a single
package.
Though the uybrld savings were projected to be slightly more than those of several
other candidates, the hybrid concept was not chosen for SPRINT II primarily because of the
development risk. A dry, heraetlcally sealed package would have had to be developed to
minimise nlchrome resistor problems, and thick film resistor tolerances (0.1 percent)
would require extensive devclopnent to achieve. In addition, analog Implementation would
be poor, and several Of the components (such as tantalum capacitors, colls, filters and
delay lines) could not be hybridized. Figure 1 Illustrates savings for hybrid versus the
cordwood design concept as a function of production quantity. Breakeven was calculated
to occur at 65 units.

NET SAVINGS
(HYBRID)
44 PERCENT

500
Figure 1.

2000

1000

3000

Hybrid versus Cordwood Savings

Although the hybrid technique did not lend Itself to wide application In the MCS design. In is being used In the IF amplifier, resulting In a simplified package and a cose
savings.
Medium Scale Integration - In the MSI technique a group of solid state monolithic
technologies Is used In the fabrication of Integrated electronic components with circuit
complexities in the range of 10 to 100 gates. All circuit elements (active and passive)
are simultaneously formed In a single small wafer of silicon by the diffused planar
technique.
The MSI design was not chosen because, even though the packaging volume of this design
would be small, cost and risk would be high. Many semiconductor devices would have to be
developed to meet the nuclear retailsments. MOS (metal oxide silicon) technology had not
progressed sufficiently for consideration In a design and development application, and
there were, and still are, ari Insufficient number of radiation hard bipolar MSI circuits
available in production today. In addition, MSI technology Is more readily applied to a
digital Implementation Lhart to the analog used In the MCS.
Module - The module concept was selected for use In the MCS btcause It provided Increased nuclear hardness tc survive the SPRINT II dynamic environment, improved performance,
greater reliability, and reduced cost, through the use of semi-automated assembly techniques,
i.e., wave soldering, automatic insertion, easy mechanical assembly, and automated test;
all within the baseline constraint at minimum departure from the SAFEGUARD SPRINT design.
The module packaging concept is the baseline MCS design (Figure 2) . Among its advantages are design simplicity, low cost, and low development risk. This simple printed circuit board concept is easily fabricated, and has automatic insertion and soldering processes. Each module is designed as a functional entity. The result is ease of maintenance
and 100 percent testability. Reliability is good, with a failure rate of 10,900 fits
(failures per billion hours of use).
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Figure 2.

MCS Design Showing Module Packaging Technique

The current MCS design contains 5,408 electronic parts mounted on 26 slngle-slded modules.
This design through the use of Integrated circuits and modular packaging allowed a 46 percent
reduction In electronic parts.
In order to realize the maximum return from the SAFEGUARD Investment, a parts conmonility of 85 percent WAS obtained for the SPRINT II design. By use of Integrated c.'rcults,
parts count and solder joint connections were substantially reduced(*). The modular baseline
MCS design was Judged to offer the minimum development risk, the lowest cost, and the most
reliable approach which attained nuclear hardness.
2. Reliability. Analytical approaches utilizing reliability mathematical models were
developed very early In the SPRINT R&D program. From these models. It was apparent that the
following p«rameters were the most Important In achieving the reliability goals:
a.

Electronic storage failure rate during a 5 year life (I.e., storage failures)

b.

Percent of testability of missile electronics

c.

Periodic test Interval for missile electronics

d.

Severity of Inflight environments (acceleration, shock, vibration, and aerodynamic
heating).

The development philosophy for SPRINT was "a tactical missile from a tactical silo with
the Initial design." Although many changes occurred during the 13 year development, the
first flight test missile (launched successfully on November 17, 1965) Is not greatly different than the 70 that are being deployed at Grand Forks, North Dakota.
At the end of the Reliability Demonstration series (flown at both WSMR and KMR), the
SPRINT subsystem had completed 51 flight tests with no electronic failures. Each missile
contains about 9,000 electronic piece parts and the Ground Support equipment contains an
additional 5,000 parts for a total of Just over 700,000 parts tested with no failures. This
highly successful flight test series demonstrated the flight reliability of the SPRINT subsystem. The demonstration of the ability to survive long term storage In a controlled environment proved to be somewhat more difficult. In order to facilitate better communications
*The only components not common to SAFEGUARD In the SPRINT II MCS design are the Integrated
circuits, six magnetic devices and eight discrete semiconductors.
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wich customer and management and provide a simple numeric for tracking progress and problems, an average electronic piece part storage failure rate was established. This single
value Is simply the total system electronic storage failure rate divided by the total number of electronic piece parts In the system. In order to meet the reliability goals established early In the RU> program. It was calculated that an average electronic piece
part storage failure rate of 3.05 x 10~9 failures per hour was required. Based on a simple
comparison of this single numeric (average part failure rate) It Is shown that the fielded
system Is performing better than predicted.
Average Electronic Pieces
Part Storage Failure Rate
Required to meet specified reliability goals
Predicted based on failure rate revision of 1969
Experience to date (all sources)
Grand Forks only

3.05 x 10"9 failures/hour
2.3 failures/hour
1.4 failures/hour
1.07 failures/hour

As a result of the extensive flight test program and the long term monitoring of
storage data, two critical parameters of the SPRINT subsystem have been demonstrated.
1^

Overall success ratio

91 percent

2

Storage average part failure rate

1.07 x 10~9 failures/hour

Perception of Reliability Impact on cost drivers is aided by a review of the techniques
used to achieve these results:
Decision to Use High Reliability Piece Parts - The quality and reliability of the basic
building blocks of a complex electronics system is vital to achieving system reliability.
The failure rate of high rel parts is roughly one-half of the more comnonly used Mil Standard
parts. This lower failure rate is achieved by extensive environmental screening and 268
hours (typical) power burn-in on a 100 percent basis. SPRINT parts specification requirements were developed Jointly by Martin Marietta Corporation and Bell Telephone Laboratories
using the Minuteman I parts spec as a reference.
Derating - A conservative derating policy of 50 percert was established for SPRINT
electronics and was confirmed by detailed stress analysis. Of some 14,000 electronic piece
parts, only 6 were found to violate this policy, and the majority were even more conservatively derated. Derating tends to drive the operating failure rate in the direction of the
much lower storage failure rate.
Testability - In any long life system, the degree to which it can be periodically tested
is one of the most important considerations in achieving reliability. Testability is defined
as the percentage of the parts that are testable in terms of failure rate. The SPRINT System
Missile electronics is greater than 98 percent testable. Testability considerations must
also address test frequency. Studies have indicated that one test per day is optimum, however, once per month is sufficient to exceed reliability goals.
Production Environmental Testing (PET) - PET is also an extremely important factor for
achieving high reliability. It consists of conducting envirotmental screening tests on 100
percent of items produced. Testing is done at the assembly or black box level. On SPRINT
II, sine vibration, mechanical, and temperature shock are used for PET.
Lot Sampling, Dissection Analysis and Storage - During the production of the 70 SPRINT
Subsystems for deployment, a piece part lot sampling program was initiated. In general, 10
samples were selected from each purchased lot of piece parts. Two were dissected and compared to a carefully prepared baseline. The baseline consists of complete characterization
of a known good part with respect to parameters and physical characterization including enlarged color photographs. The other 8 samples are placed in storage, and periodically,
critical parameters are measured and analyzed for trends.
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Certified Lines - The R&D program revealed several very troublesoae components which
did not entirely respond to normal corrective actions. In order to prevent further problems during production, certified or captive lines were established at 3 vendors covering
4 parts. These certified lines were wholly controlled by MMC, and only SPRINT parts were
produced on them. Operation of the lines was supervised by MC personnel after which no
further problems occurred with these 4 parts.
Clean Room Assembly Area - Use of high rel parts alone does not assure reliable assembly level of black box hardware. In order to minimize fabrication errors and contamination, all electronic assemblies were built In a clean room environment. All employees
wore smocks and access was limited to the fabrication area. All components were staged
and detailed process plans developed. All employees were certified In their particular
operation by extensive education courses. The courses emphasized superior fabrication
results, acceptable results, and unacceptable results. All tools were calibrated before
each shift and for certain operations. Employees were required to fabricate several samples for destruction test prior to starting the shift production run. This technique
minimized fabrication errors and improved the production yield.
Reliability Growth Test-Post Flight Analysis of Performance - The WSMR series of 42
flight tests served as an excellent example of reliability growth. Exhaustive analysis,
simulation and ground test followed each failure occurrence. Once corrective action was
established, the change was fully tested and evaluated before Introduction into the next
test missile. In most cases this technique solved the problem at first attempt. There
were, however, two cases where the cause was not fully understood and near the end of the
WSMR series second failures occurred. However, in both cases, the final solution was
effective and demonstrated by no reoccurrences during the 34 tests at KMK.
Prefllght Management Review and Inspection-Subsystem Managers - Prior to each test
flight a thorough review of all discrepancies, failures, test data, changes and risks was
conducted by top engineering management (technical director and his staff). These reviews
were conducted early enough so that correction of deficiencies could be completed prior
to scheduled flight date. The data was presented to management by the subsystem manager
of each portion of the system. This approach was unique on SPRINT. Each element of the
SPRINT missile, silo, and ground equipment had a key engineer assigned to it. This engineer was responsible for all aspects of his hardware and had reporting to him cognizant
experts in Manufacturing, Quality, Procurement, etc.
Production Policy - As production of deployed hardware was beginning, it became
evident from the KMR series that the reliability was exceeding goals. Therefore, a "no
change" policy was established. In other words, no changes in design, tooling, or procedures were permitted so that degradation in performance would be minimized if not eliminated. Obviously, it was not possible to stop all changes; however, the difficulty in
getting a change approved went a long way in eliminating problems that are always evident
with wholesale changes. The control over changes was exercised by the "A" Change Board
which was chaired by the top executive on the project and manned by his inanedlate staff.
Other tasks which contributed to the reliability success of the program included:
Failure Modes Effects and Criticallty Analysis;
Reliability Design Analysis-Component Stress and End of Life Tolerance;
Laboratory Exposure of all hardware to anticipate flight environment prior to first
flight;
Qualification test program which was, in general, conducted at 50 percent overstress
in transportation, handling, storage, and flight environments;
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Sampling of production line hardware on periodic basis and subject to transportation handling storage and flight environments;
Elaborate system of failure reporting, corrective action, and follow-up.
In conclusion, the results of these techniques are best shown by the success of
the Reliability Demonstration - Flight Test Program where a success ratio of over 90
percent was achieved and by the average electronic storage failure rate which at 1.4
x 10~9 failures/hour is much less than the required value of 3.05 x lO-» failures/hour.
A more subtle but equally Important result was the actual deployment operation Itself.
A total of 70 sets of ground equipment and 69 missiles were Installed precisely on schedule with no schedule deviations due to failure of hardware, procedures, or support
equipment. This operation was conducted and completed on schedule In the hostile environment of North Dakota's severe winters. In retrospect, It Is evident that some cost
reduction opportunities could have been Incorporated with acceptance of quantifiable
degradations in Reliability which continued to meet specified levels.
3. Nuclear Hardness, a. Nuclear Environment - The SPRINT II transient ionizing
r« llation environment consists of the short duration prompt gamna pulse (experienced
within hundreds of nanoseconds after the fratricide burst), and the delayed ionization
pulse (experienced within tens of microseconds after the burst) which Is caused by neutron interactions with air, neutron Interactions with the missile, and decay of fission
debris.
The prompt gamna component of the weapon spectrum produces the peak ionization dose
rate of the SPRINT II environment in the missile. The neutron component of the weapon
spectrum produces the delayed ionization pulse. Weapon yield, missile altitude, and
distance from the fratricide burst affect the magnitude of the peak ionization dose rate,
the neutron fluence and energy spectrum, the delayed ionization dose rate encountered,
and the total dose environment.
Neutron radiation produces delayed ionization transient damage effects in semiconductors (which anneal out in a time Interval dependent on the operating condition
of the device), and permanent damage in semiconductor devices through displacement of
atoms or capture of the neutrons by atoms. Semiconductor photocurrents that result from
transient ionizing radiation can cause transient circuit responses, fractional loss of
capacitor charges, and alteration of the elctrical properties of dielectric and insulating materials.
Both transient and permanent damage effects of the nuclear radiation environment
are dependent upon dose rate, total dose, neutron fluence, circuit configuration, and
the type of component device used. These effects can lead to circuit transients and
perturbations which degrade the performance, maneuverability, and reaction time of the
missile.
b. Source Limitations - The choice of nuclear design approach was also influenced
by the difficulties of procurement. Though it was possible to buy standard TTL logic
and integrated circuit operational amplifiers in the limited quantities needed, the
Texas Instruments 5A00 series (which is the basis of the MCS logic) was the only line
of hardened integrated circuits available, and even this source was in danger of being
closed down because of a lack of volume purchases.
Thus, a major problem was faced in building a hardened system because of existing
supplier constraints that appeared likely to become more severe. The Department of
Defense no longer occupies a do ilnant position as a buyer of semiconductors. Present
DoD requirements account for only 5 percent of the total integrated circuit market, and
the governnv nt ranks fifth in dollar expenditures for this item among the following user
markets: computer systems, industrial, distributor, consumer, government, and export.
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c. Dynamic EnvlronaentB - The SPRINT II MCS must also perform in flight environments
exceeding lO.OOOg's peak acceleration shock at 2A grma random vibration. Comparable levels
for the DMCS are 20,000g,s and 45 grms.
4. Performance/Cost Driver Summary. An overview of the combined interrelationship
of performance/cost drivers is shown in Figure 3 for the three major SPRINT guidance hardware configurations.
Performance/Cost
Drivers

Missile

Configuration

SPRINT I

Autopilot/Missile Guidance Set

NE, D, A

SPRINT II

Missile Control System

NE, D, A, R/

ISMS

Digital Missile Controller Set

NE, D, A, R/, RT, TG

NE - nuclear effects
D - dynamic (shock and vibration)
A - acceleration
Figure 3.

R/ - reliability
RT - reaction time
TG - technology growth

1

|

Performan:e/Cost Driver Interrelationships

ABM guidance technology development, production, and plans for future production have
progressed consistent with the development and application evaluation of the needed manufacturing technology, perceived threads, and systems options for effective threat counteraction. SPRINT is required to execute high g (+100) maneuvers with microseconj responses
within a broad range of Mach numbers, dynamic pressures, arJ angles of attack. It must
also survive the nuclear radiation and blast effects without structural failure or loss
of controllability. Life Cycle cost considerations are impacted by the performance parameters needed to meet the evolving threat plus provisions for 10 year storage life in the
readiness state; cell security from sabotage without personnel protection; shock withstanding of free field nuclear effects; and launch, flight, and in storage reliability.
The SPRINT I analog autopilot was the last major assembly to be qualified for tactical
use. Primary factors impacting design schedule and cost were the uncertainties associated
with needed interceptor characteristics and the necessary characterization of the nuclear
environment. Design objectives for the SPRINT II MCS included improved performance and
'reliability. Increased nuclear hardness, and reduced cost.

B.

MCS Design Actions Impacting Cost During Development

1. Initial Concepts. MCS hardware design features incorporated as part of the fundamental concept Include
microelectronic hybrids, rigiflex harnesses, cast structure, and
packaging methods
Microelectronic Hybrids - Martin Marietta-developed microelectronic hybrid designs are
used <n the SPRINT II MCS in place of SAFEGUARD SPRINT thin film IF amplifiers. The hybrid
is considerably cheaper and more producible than thin film. These advantages are evident
in the resulting replacement of four thin film assemblies with one hybrid.
Rigiflex Harnesses - All Internal wiring of the MCS is accomplished with printed circuits, using rigiflex harness interconnections. Figures 4 and 5 Illustrate the rigiflex
harness designed for the Inverter regulator No. 1 module. This approach cuts cost and increases production largely by avoiding the necessity to handle individual wires and by
maintaining a constant lead dress.
Cast Structure - The MCS Is an all-cast structure (Figure 6). At the time it was the
largest investment casting for such an application in the country. Casting provides an
Integral structure Chat eliminates fabrication of individual parts, toleranclng problems,
and many machining operations.
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Figure 4. Multilayer Printed
Wiring Rigiflex Harness for
Inverter Regulator No. 1

Figure 5.

Inverter Regulator No. 1

Figure 6. MCS Cast Structure Showing
Equipment Shelf and Canister

Packaging Methods - Although state-of-the-art electronic packaging methods are used
throughout the MCS, the modules are basically produced by existing, proven techniques. The
22 thin modules in the system are framed and attached to printed circuit boards (16 doublesided and 5 multilayer), to which the components (discrete, TTL, Integrated circuit operational amplifiers, and other subassemblles) are mounted and soldered. Each module Is encapsulated In foam and shielded. Each Is functionally testable.
This method greatly reduces assembly time by permitting components to be assembled
In one flat plane. All modules are designed for autonatlc component Insertion equipment.
Accessibility allows repairs to be made quickly and easily. The sacrifice in component
density and volume remains well within the volume or weight restrictions of packaging In
the missile guidance and control section. Moreover, costs are reduced and producibility
enhanced without Jeopardy to reliability.
Increased Production Yield - Another advantage of the printed circuit module construction method is that the production yield of the board is high, and the yield increases when
comfortable conductor widths and spacings are used. Table I reflects Martin Marietta expAT-ipnc«». with printed circuit board production. The MCS printed circuit boards are produced
using Class I and II tolerances.
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TABLE I
Conductor and Spacing Tolerance versus Yield
Fabrication Technique

Class I

Class II

Class III

Class IV

Class V

Print and etch
(no overplate)
Approximate percent of yield*

+0.006
-0.010
99 percent

+0.004
-0.005
95 percent

+0.002
-0.004
85 percent

+0.001
-0.002
50 percent

+0.001
1
-0.001
30 percent

Panel plate
(no overplate)
Approximate percere of yield*

+0.010
-0.015
98 percent

+0.007
-0.010
95 percent

+0.005
-0.008
90 percent

+0.004
-0.006
85 percent

+0.002
i
-0.003
1
40 percent

Pattern plate
(no overplate)
Ap, loximate percent of yield*

+0.015
-0.010
98 percent

+0.010
-0.007
95 percent

+0.008
-0.005
90 percent

+0.006
-0.004
85 percent

+0.003
-0.002
50 percent

*The yield la the approximate number of acceptable boards expected In a quantity
of 100. This yield relates to conductor line width and pad sizes. It does not
consider other processing deficiencies that may cause rejection.

2. Cost Targeting (CT) a.>d Design to Cost (PTC). The SPRINT II program established
cost targets during the Concept Development (CD) phase which became design-to-requirements
In the Prototype Development (PD) phase. Additional emphasis was placed on cost reduction
midway ii the PD program through Introduction of a project wide DTC program.
Cost Targeting is fundamental to the achievement of DTC objectives. Both techniques
stimulate favorable attitudes and impetus for manufacturing technology improvements.
Figure 7 illustrates the overall SPRINT II program development cost estimate history
for a composite of development program tactical hardware prototypes. Twelve different
hardware elements comprising a total of 66 subassemblies are represented. It will be seen
that the initial status of 7 percent adverse was Impacted by specific development actions
to culminate in a final status which was 15 percent favorable. Figure 8 is a corresponding
abstract of the SPRINT II history for the MCS.
Table II lists the major development actions which contributed to favorable cost
target attainment of 5.5 percent.
DTCSTART

i
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I
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Figure 7.

SPRINT II Cost Target (CT) versus Estimate at Complete (EAC)
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< ESTIMATE AT COMPLETE (EACI
COST TARGET

100«

PERCENT
MCS
TOTAL COST
TARGET
VS
EAC
■FINAL STATUS 5.5% FAVORABLE

6/72

12/72

6/73

12/73

6/74

12/74

TIME

Figure 8.

Missile Controller Set (Quantity: 12)
TABLE II

Missile Controller Set Development Actions
Which Favorably Impact EAC
Action

Percent Cost Target
Improvement

Eliminate conformal coat (pc cards)
Remove connector pc card eyelets
Remove computer designations on pc cards
Use hybrids
Stop redundant separation force checks
Revlce MPP's
Redesign Inverter regulator loop
Delete video processor transistors
Improved method of RFI module seal
Others

0.60
0.65
1.37
0.15
0.29
0.16
0.26
0.07
2.06
0.07

Total

5.68

It should be noted that the development of a more effective process for applying an
RFI seal to modules constitutes the largest single beneficial cost driver Interaction.
Additional Innovations of note Involved design and manufacturing process simpllflc. Ions.
In total, the 5.5 percent favorable cost status of the MCS resulted from design/mat ifacturlng technology actions whose total value was 5.68 percent. Of this total 93 percent
resulted from manufacturing cost reduction actions. Cost reductions achieved through use
of hybrids did not reach the target levels which had been originally established.

C.

MCS Cost Drivers

Table III Illustrates the functional cost analysis of the SPRINT guidance system.
It should be noted that the electronic modules constitute the largest single guidance cost
element and that Its value Is over 3.5 times the next largest element. Conversely, purchased parts are approximately 2 times the value of factory labor In the functional breakdown.
Figure 9 Is an additional Illustration of the cost Impacts and interrelationships of
guidance system hardware elements and functions. This information constitutes the base
from which the proposed Manufacturing Technology Projects are constructed.
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TABLE III
SPRINT Guidance System Functional Coat Analysis

Guidance Elanent
Electronics
(nodules)
Platform«
Microwave devices
Major mechanical
Gyros
Cables
Power supply
Acceleroneters
Heat sinks, brkts
Connectors
Total

Percent of
Total Guidance
Coat

Percent Distribution of Coat Elemente
Purchaaed
Parts

Material

Factory
Labor

TettLabor

Quality
Labor

Support

Total

48.6

62.1

0.9

16.8

3.3

8.3

8.6

100

13.7
12.0

6.2

11.5

20.6

11.2

9.4

8.2

8.4

7.9
9.9

23.9

21.2
13.3

-

9.6

-

17.3
21.6
19.4
10.8
20.6
17.6

8.6
8.5

18.1
16.8
13.9

37.7
12.0
21.2
39.3
38.3
20.5
37.6
46.9

12.8

53.4

6.8

22.6

7.6

7.1
7.0
5.2
4.7
0.9
0.5
0.3

14.1
78.4

100.0

41.4

15.7
33.6

0.9

4.8
9.9

9.3
5.8
12.8

4.7

7.5
7.3

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

12.4

9.2

100

11.1

7.4
11.2
11.3

SPRINT GUIDANCE SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL COST ANALYSIS
HEAT SINKS. BRKTS
0.31 CONNECTORS
0.5X
ACCELEROHETERS
POMER SUPPLY

CABLES

COST ELEMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
6.

GYROS

HAJ0R
MECHANICAL

ELECTRONICS (MODULES)
PLATFORMS
MICRQHAVE DEVICES
MAJOR MECHANICAL
GYROS
CABLES
POWER SUPPLY
ACCELEROMETERS

9. HEAT SINKS. BRKTS. ETC
10. CONNECTORS

ELEKNTAL COSTS (X)

FUNCTIONAL COSTS(I)

48.6 C

ELECTRONICS
13.7C
12.OC
7.1c:

PURCHASE PARTS

PLATFORMS

FACTORY LABOR

NICROHAVE

QUALITY LABOR

MAJOR MECH

7.0C

GYROS

l.tC

CABLES

4.71

POWER SUPPLY

3 22.6
D12.4

SUPPORT

(1. 2. 3)
(1. 2. 5)
(1. 2. 3)

TEST LABOR

(2. I. 0

MATERIAL

(*. 2. 3)

0.9C ACCELEROMETERS
O.SI HEAT SINKS. BRKTS
0.31 CONNECTORS

Figure 9.

TOP 3
COST ELEMENTS
341.4
(1. 3. 7)

SPRINT Guidance System Functional Cost Analysis
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D.

Manufacturing T«ci -ology Projacta

Tabla IV llata tha propc:^ manufacturing technology projacta, tha aatlaatad initial
coat of davalopaant, and Indientaa tha coat raduction potantial for aach project in tanu
of parcantaga of guidance ayataa cott. Datailad additional daacriptiva infonation la
attached to aoaa of the aanufacturfng technology projects aa amplification of the project
objective.
TABLE IV
Propoaad Manufacturing Technology Projecta, Project Initial Coat,
and Potantial Ciuidince Syatem Coat Reductiona

Initial Cor.t
Comprahanaive inveatigation of part coata

$

Potantial Cost Reduction
of Guidance System Cost
(percent)

83,or«

12.0

Improved lalaction/application of nuclear hard
saniconductora

78.000

10.0

Develop aeai-automatic acceptance taat tachniquaa for inertial aenaor aaaenbliea

157,0?8

5.0

Exploration of CAD/CAM automated aaaembly of
film hybrid aicrodrcuita

65,000

3.0

Production of PCB'a using tha semi-additive
technique

452,200

2.0

Improved production techniquaa for multilayer
rigid-flex PC assemblies

133,000

1.8

Coaxial cable fabrication

440,000

1.7

Conn*>rtor/interconnection reductiona

205,000

1.2

Laser trimming of star value resistors

194,000

1.1

Optlalxe production inspection of electronic
assemblies

210,000

0.6

$2,019,228

38.4

Total
E.

Institutional Coat Drivera

Detailed study and consideration of cost drivers and efforts to conceive sltsmatives
for improvements naturally encounters problems of an institutional or historical nature.
Such problems are baaically attitudinal. They are impacted by future expectations as weM
aa habitual outlooks and approaches conditioned by experience. Although their influence
on cost effectiveness achievement la aubtle and difficult to quantify, it la reconmended
that an attempt be made to obtain the thinking and intuitive feelings of the conference
attendees on possible approaches to future improvements. Some items which may profitably
be explored are:
1_

The applicability of Military Specifications for parts, material, processes, and
design/manufacturing control. Could a standardized, simple procedure be devised
to take meaningful exceptions? Previous studies strongly indicate significant
cost reduction potantial. (1.) (2.)

2^

The measurement and control of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) cost factors
during development. Means for better utilisation of contractor organization
knowledge and skill to beneficially effect 0&M cost and field performance and
reliability.
Ill

3^

Lessons learned from experience In application of additional Design to Coat
Bsphasis.

±

Functional Interface standardization versus detailed specification standardization.

5

Exploration of potential pitfalls and benefits associated with encouraging the
use of standardized electronic modules and preferred LSI components. Cost savings
potential is considered attractive when applied on a DoD wide basis. (3.)

6

In depth cost effectiveness analysis of quality control techniques and approaches.
One analysis indicated as much as 25 percent of missile cost was assignable to
procedures derived from MIL-Q-9858. (4.)

IV.

CONCLUSION

It is our belief as a result of previous cost reduction efforts and the additional insights gained through the preparation of this paper that concentrated additional study is
warranted on both specific manufacturing technology projects and those generalized, procedural aspects of DoD Development and Acquisition which pervade the total cost process.
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Space Technology, September 16, 1974, p 51-56
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of Three Tactical Missiles," AD 513090, Institute for Defense Analysis, September
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V.
Title;

MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS

Conduct a Comprehensive Survey/Investigation of Factors Which Comprise Part Costs
and Develop Cost Effective Alternative Approaches

System/Panel Area/Component:

Missile/Electronic Controls/Purchased Parts

Problem; Purchased >arts are the largest single electronics cost driver. Special military
requirements Impact this cost and present military part cost trends are adverse in view of
the decline in proportion of military to commercial business. Analyses of conmercial hardware items adapted for military usage typically reveal significant cost advantages when
compared to fully militarized designs and have performed adequately in the military application. The attached description contains additional background information on this problem.
Proposed Solution; Identification and thorough analyses of specific case histories of commercial/military product developments can provide a data base from which possible future
approaches can be quantified and projected. The data base should be supplemented by a comprehensive survey of all major elements of the military parts selection, specification.
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purehM« «nd handling procM« •■ fulfilled by DoD contractor«. In particular, tha quantifiable and obaeura coat alaaanta of praaant practlcaa mat ba daflaitiaad and aaaaaaad.
Parforaanca eonaldaratlona and rlaka aaaoclatad vith ami approach altamatlvaa ahould ba
appralaad with a dagraa of thoroughnoaa cooparabl« to tha coat alaaant analyaia.
Projact Coat and Duration;

Batiaatad coata ara aa follow«:

Davalop datailad caaa hiatoriaa aaaaaaing coat inpact of parta
Conduct datailad aurvay of contractor and DoD rapraaantatlvaa parta Ufa cyda coat impact analyaaa
Prapara report auanarliing finulnga and racoooanding approach
altamatlvaa

$33,000
35,000
13.000
$83,000

A follow-on atep la racoaaandad in which tha project flndinga are applied and verified to
an on-going project. Batiaatad coat la $230,000. Batiaatad duration of project ia 8 aontha.
Benaflta: Beneflta achievable froa thla project are a reduction In parta life cycle coat
••follow«: Met reduction in parta coata - 23 percent (aavinga will approach 30 percent
where nuclear hardnaaa la not required). Thin equate« to a 12 percent reduction in guidance
ayatea coat.
Aaauaptionat That effective aeana can be determined to more doaely approximate coo larclal
de«ign practice« for parta application in military hardware.
BACKGROUND
Purchaaed Electronic Part« Life Cycle Coet
The following factor« combine and interact to advereely Impact the total life cycle
coat of purchaaed electronic parta In military ayatema:
1.

Military Part SpecifIcatlona/Standardlsatlon - conaiderabla effort ha« been apent
recently to achieve better underatandlng of the foet/perforaance impact of ayatem
and detailed part apeclflcatlon and atendardliatlon efforte. The conceneua, with
aoae reacrvetlona, ia that ayatem performance etandardlaation ahould be more
oriented toward function and lea« dominated by "how to do it" apeclflcatlona. A
recent report conclude« "The elimination of the MIL-SPEC burden can aubetantlally
reduce the coat of electronic ayateaa" and cite« one example in which materiel
coat waa 25-30 percent lower than an equivalent military «ystav for an idanticel
environmental application.(1.) Praaant military part apeclflcatlona require payment of a purchaae price premium which tende to increaae in magnitude for eree«
where coaaercial technology 1« rapidly changing. The effecta of auch a conatralnt
on contractor design and other Internal actlvltlee la significant but not readily
quantifiable without detailed inveatigation and actual trial atudy, aaaaureaent,
and evaluation of alternative approachea. Semlcondurtor coata in particular ere
impacted advereely by current trende. Evidence exist« that military functions are
exploring alternative meana of working theee problem«. In one inatance the Army 1«
bypaaalng it« own MIL-S-19500 and Mil-M-38510 apeclflcetlona to permit a single application of a non-military aeaiconductor part family.(2.) Purchaae coet differentials of 10:1 are not uncommon between military and conmerclal versions of an
equivalent circuit function. Theee factors suggest that a systematic «valuation
and pilot atudy of alternative approaches la needed with the objective of responding to the ANC Dealgn to Coat Policy statement Mkr. Important part of the product
we are buying from the contractor la hie dealgn creativity and he must be free to
use hi« beet judgment in producing hie competitive prototype hardware."(3.)

llj

2.

Commercial Industry Treads - st one tine military purchases represented approximately 80 percent of the semiconductor business. Currently MIL STD IC's are approximately 5 percent of total industry billings and trending downward. The Implications for design applications are that measures vhlch more closely approximate
effective comserclal design practices for fielding workable products under warranty
are needed. The key question pertaining to effective reaction to these trends
centers on how rather than If and to what exten':. A recent article presents data
and an approach rationale which asserts that effective part screen testing can be
performed In-house or contracted from Independent test labs for approximately $0.10
per device at a volume of 150,000 per month.(4.).
Military product designers with soiue modification In attitude and approach can
determine effective means for making the transition from utilization of miMtary
specified parts to commercial parts. An effective investigation technique for
identifying and implementing positive actions is to obtain the data necessary for
analyzing parts as a systems engineering process which can be optimized in terms
of the weapon system life cycle.

3.

Design/Manufacturing Technology Trends - The technology demands of the 1980's
will encompass greater diversity of part selections and greater Inherent complexity in part application than presently exists. To effectively and economically cope with these challenges simplification of all ancillary constraints
which effect part documentation, purchase, and design application is necessary.
Reliability, availability, and maintainability (RAM) needs must be met more
effectively as well. Forseeable actions which Impact parts cost from initial
purchase throughout the life cycle are:
a.

Selection/Receipt/Screening - limited across the board use of blanket
military specifications.

b.

Application - environmental testing at the PCD level prior to subsequent
assembly. Reference (1.), p 286 discusses the need for more real'sm in
environmental design.

c.

Test - system/subsystem level testing of the PET and Reliability verification variety.

d.

Product Warranty - greater contractor participation in the diagnostic/
repair pro:isss at the depot and field maintenance levels.

4.

Warranty/Malnt.a Inability Trends - A sufficient experience base exists to substantiate thy. Ussirability of extending long-term contractor maintenance warIranties to military electronics. Properly contracted and administered warranties
have resulted in substantial equipment reliability growth early in the acquisition process and significant reductions in maintenance costs.
The warranty/maintainability process is facilitated by the following techniques:
a.

Contractor cost tradeoffs in component cost, assembly-line quality control
and failure rate prediction.

b.

Adequate protection against equipment tampering and misuse.

c.

Contractor visibility and participation in the equipment nwintainability
process.

An important consideration in meeting cost and performance goals wfthin the provisions
of enforceable warranties is recognition of the nited to provide sufficient contractor flexibility during development. The lowest cost, adeqiate, simplified design will frequently
not extensively employ military standard parts am may be fabricated by comoercially proven
processes.
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5.

Uetlgner/riinuftcturlnt Techno]iglit Interectlont - To fccc^vpllsh theee objectives
will reiulre cloeer and more .ntenelve relntlonehlpe between Manufacturing,
Quality, and Inglneerlng technologlete than haa bean typical In the paet. A
centra.died ere« equipped with a broad complement of part test equipment for
ecreenl.ig, PC board fabrication, and eubeaquent environmental teat verification
Is naceejery. Pereonnel staffing of Individuals thoroughly veraed In the affected technologlea 1« vital alnce practical deelalona and actions muat be made
and implemented quickly.
The contractor knows (or will quickly laarn) how to manufacture an aaaembly at
the lowest possible ccat for a fixed price that will reliably perform aa required.
The following Ideas are »uggestad for further evaluation:
a.

Minimise piece part documentation controls required by military contracts.

b.

Allow purchase of commercial type parts to minimal functional and environmental requirements and documentatlcn.

c.

Minimise coatly receiving Inspection and acceptance teating on the part
level.

d.

Develop more coat effective manufacturing proceaae* and controla.

a.

Provide more knowledgeable and experienced peraonnel to the aaaembly line
to perform teata and quality inapactiona.

f.

Aaalgn qualified engineera to be acceaaible to evaluate and correct any
problem recognised by the testing or Inspection pereonnel.

g.

Cuatomar should place emphaaia on accepting product on the printed circuit
or replaceable assembly level.

h.

For maximum benefit, a dollar limit for throvaway level haa to be eetabliahed for individual programa baaad on technology, complexity, and total
quantitlea.

These objectivea will require breaking away from habitual practlcea of relying
on detailed part apeclficationa to provide aaaurance of a product suitable for
the application. They will alao require careful, technically mature, and practical judgment of the deeign application need prior to end during the breadboard
etaga aa well aa in fabrication of deliverable products. Product grade level
eelections equivalent to JAN-TX or MIL-M-38510 will not be avoided if they are
purchasable at an affordable price but need not be apeclfled for a given deeign.
Some eavlnga in docwentation coet are forecaatable from simpler specifications
and proceaa documentation but these are nonrecurring.
To compare expected coet savings on s typical aaaembly the following matrix la
offered:
Recurring Coat Matrix
This matrix deplete an electronic aaaembly uaing 10 IC clrculta, 10 resistors, and
7 capacltora.
Industrial

ao)

54164 Type IC'e
(10) RCR's Realetore
(6) Ceramic CAP
(i) TANT CAP

(5.50
(0.03
(0.13
(0.30

ea) $55.00
ea)
0.30
ea)
0.78
ea)
0.30
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Military
(25.00
(0.04
(16.00
(0.35

ea) $250.00
ea)
0.40
ea)
0.96
ea)
0.35

Trouble shoot/test and
repair assemblies
Per Assembly
(1000) Total Cost

Industrial

Military

80 percent yield
$7.00
$63.38
$63,380

90 percent yield
$3.50
$255.21
$255,210

The matrix does not Include items that would have approximately the same cost such as lot
acceptance testing, assembly fabrication, staging of parts, and stocking of parts.
Basis for Calculations
1.

Manufacturing time for working hour - $15.00 hours.

2.

Cost to repair and recast failed assemblies • $35.00.

3.

1000 Electronic assemblies to be fabricated.

Title:

Improved Selection/Application of Nuclear Hard Semiconductors

System/Panel Area/Component;

SPRINT Missile System/Guidance Systems/Semiconductors

Problem: Electronic parts are the major cost driver in guidance system design. Semiconduccrs are the major electronic part cosL element. Nuclear hardened semiconductors
are significantly more costly than conmerlcal equivalents by factors which frequently
exceed 20:1.
Economy of scale factors are continuing to drive the cost of military electronic parts
higher. In particular, upward cost trends for semiconductors can be expected to reflect
steadily decreasing trend ratios of military/conmercial product mixes experienced in the
past decade by pare manufacturers. Those design applications requiring nuclear hardness
are the most severely impacted since the nuclear characterized parts are an even smaller
fraction of the total military part product business and consequently, bear the risk of
unavailability for both development and production quantity buys as well as the cost
premium associated with technological obsolescence and sporadic development quantity purchases. Recently, such problems have adversely Impacted costs for a major DoD program.(5).
Proposed Solution: Conventional solutions to tMs problem such as captive production
lines, clean room assembly areas, precisely specified part selections, etc. have one common feature - high cost. However, the manufacturing technology of the 1980's will continue to require effective part control, reliability and affordable cost. Achievable
improvements are dependent upon realistically appraising the response of the parts industry to the major trends of the marketplace and developing cost effective internal
techniques for providing the needed part control. This proposed manufacturing technology
project Impacts the highest cost factor of the highest element of part cost for some
military design applications - nuclear hardness. In essence a methodology and pilot
equipment configuration is proposed which will provide a cost effective screen and/or
characterization test procedure for handling a moderate to large volume of semiconductors. The inherent feasibility of this approach has been demonstrated for small part
quantities. Therefore this proposed manufacturing technology project is focused on making an effective transition of the technique to larger quantities on a systematic production line basis.
A key feature to the success of the concept is a cost effective and proven method
for assessing piece part suitability in the nuclear environment of Interest. Dependent
on program design requirements, EMP, neutron damage, prompt ganna burnout or total gamma
dose degradation may be the key performance parameters which require test verification.
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Conventional methods of screening for the critical environment are costly and time consuming. Typical present methods of screening use either single channel (high speed) oscilloscope photography, single channel data recording or multi-channel recorders. All
these methods furnish data which requires further processing to evaluate pass/fall decision parametric values.
Martin Marietta Aerospace studies of this problem for several years have led to the
development of a more cost effective test unit to provide necessary decision block interface data. A method of multiple channel data acquisition and analysis In real time has
been successfully demonstrated which significantly effects the cost of providing discrete
part nuclear hardness assurance. Additional information which describes the technique
and present test equipment is attached.
Project Cost and Duration;

Estimated costs are as follows:

Purchase parts and materials
Part characterization test, irradiation and post irradiation
test (includes some outside irradiation facility rental cost)
Analysis of data and report preparation
Follow-on application of improved techniques to develop
test hardware
Preparation of detailed final report

$10,000
34,000

Total

$78,000

12,000
12,000
10,000

Estimated project duration is 12 months.
Benefits: Potential benefits to be derived are a new generation of test fixtures which
will enable pass/fail decisions in real time and provide a permanent record of device
operation history as described in the attachment.
1.

An Initial reduction of $3.00/device screened (bated on costs of Polaroid film
lease equipment and manpower to reduce data) through systematic use of the
described techniques.

2.

30 percent reduction in records retention and retrieval cost.

3.

A potential additional reduction of $3.00/device screened resulting from test
optimization of equipment to increase throughput.

4.

Fixture standardization which assures that each part screened Is subjected to
identical predetermined stresses.

5.

Increased availability of consistent quality parts because suppliers to the
specification can understand the methods, procedures, and fixtures instead of
suspecting the screen techniques are Inconsistent and arbitrary.

Development and verification of the productionized ver-ton technique will potentially
lower the net cost of nuclear bard semiconductors by 30 percent. This equates to a 10 percent reduction in guidance system cost where nuclear hardness is required.
Assumptions: The potential benefits are predicated on design applications which require
high rel, nuclear hard parts within the discipline of a development philosophy which
requires that all tactical reruirements be approached concurrently.
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Data Acquisition System
Economical data acquisition is accomplished by utilizing a computer controlled singleshot analog to digital converter, programmable multiplexer, fast RAM storage, and a digital
demultiplexer. The system is shown in block form in Figure 1 with a photograph of the
complete system In Figure 2. The system organization simulates 1, 2, 4, or 8 dual gun
oscilloscopes. The selection or channel assignment depends on the type of data to be
analyzed, the tine rate of response and the spectral characteristics of the environmental
simulator.
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8 BIT 16^z
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Figure 2. Nuclear Test Data
Acquisition System

The data output may be displayed on an oscilloscope, a video display unit, teletypewriter, or line printer. All data Is stored on magnetic tape in engineering units for
finish formatting after test is completed. Figure 3 shows a typical data pulse printout.
This data is for a prompt gamma linac screen of PIN gamma detector diodes. The first row
is a printout of dosimetry, rows 2 through 4 are the PIN responses and row 5 the cumulative
data output summary including mean and deviation. This data is available on an ASR 33 TTY
within one minute of the data pulse. The test throughput rate, including permanent data
storage is one linac pulse/minute. This testing was done in parallel with present oscilloscope acquisition methods where two men operated two Tektronix 556 oscilloscopes (lease
cost $220/week) and annotated Polaroid film ($165/case). The data system requires one
man plus ten reels of 4 inch mag tape/week ($12/reel). The differential devices test cost
is $3.00.
SET
♦U*
♦ ( I*
♦ 11*
♦ 1 1#
♦ 36*

DOSE RATE
♦ 0. 13.5417E^0e0
-0.251923E^BC0
-0. 239 423E^000
-0.283654E+000
-0.'272344E^000

t

PULSE 1IIDTH

♦ 0.799999E-e06
♦ 0.799999E-006
♦ 0.533333E-P0e
♦ 0. 799999E-P06
♦0.4338 10E-Pei

DOSIMETRY MEASUREMENT
TEST DEVICE PI
TEST DEVICE #2
TEST DEVICE *3
CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION

t

MEAN

SIGMA

Figure 3.

Typical Data Pulse Printout

This system will operate on ntatron data in the same manner. The Important difference
is that the pulse time in a reactor is one pulse/hour such that all prior data is completely
organized and formatted between reactor pulses rather than summarized.
This system will perform detailed neutron circuitry characterization in a similar manner. The important difference is that the typical pulse time from a reactor is one 50 us
pulse/hour. Therefore, all prior data may be completely organized and formatted between
reactor pulses rather than summarized for subsequent analysis. This eliminates one or more
weeks of turn around time for subsequent data evaluation and possible retest of a modified
circuitry configuration. Using this system it is possible to obtain a neutron circuitry
characterization, summarize and evaluate the data, make exploratory circuitry modifications,
and verify the performance of the altered circuitry configuration within the time availability of the next neutror. pulse. The potential reduction in system development and acquisition costs are substantial.
Th( system is ruggedized for complete air or truck transportability and operates on
one phase, 20 ampere service.
The complete success of this unit indicates that substantial savings car. be achieved
in multi-channel, single-shot or repetitive testing and further development of this technology is warranted.

Title; Development of semi-automatic testing techniques for acceptance testing of Inertlal
Sensor Assemblies.
System/Panel Area/Component;

Missile/Guldance/Electronlcs Inertia.!. Sensor Assemblies (ISA's)

Problem: A major cost factor for ISA's is the 24 to 36 hours of testing on each assembly
at final acceptance. Each gyro (3) and accelerometer (3) is tested by conventional means
on a centrifuge and rate table. This procedure is time consuming since the tables must be
accurately adjusted for rate/RPM and the data recorded manually. The ISA must also be
repositioned six times on the centrifuge and three times on the rate table.
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Proposed Solution: Develop and evaluate a mechanical fixture capable of being reposltloned
automatically Into many different precise locations remotely by the operator. The following factors would be evaluated and combined to determine the overall cost savings from
Implementing this approach.
Servo type drive system - electrical pneumatic, screw, piston, etc.
Position locking device - pin, cxtmp, wedge, electrical, pneumatic, etc.
Fixture material - aluminum, steel, magnesium, cast.
Produclblllty - tolerance study, fabrication techniques, calibration.
Interchangeabllity - shock machine, rate tables, centrifuge table, vibration machine
(evaluation of environments flxturlng will be subjected to).
Positioning - specified positions, random or sequenced, infinite on demand.
Sub-fixturing - premounting of unit under test prior to submittal to test area.
Physical characteristics - weight, size and center of gravity considerations versus
environmental applications.
Develop plan for automating all mechanical and electrical functions: input stimuli, output monitoring and decision making, autoiratic programming of rate table, centrifuge rpro,
and sequencing of fixture positioning through use of a mini-computer and software.
Pioject Cost and Duration;

Estimated costs are as fellows:

Design engineering
Engineering sketches
Engineering fixtures, fabrication
Engineering electronic test equipment, fabrication
Final report
Total

$90,000
10,000
20,000
20,000
10,000
$150,000

Material:
Mini-computer PDP-11/05
Teletype
Interface components
Connectors
Standard accelerometer

$4,312
1,620
316
80
700

Total

$7,028

Total manpower
Total material

$150,000
7,028

Total project cost

$157,028

Estimated project duration is 12 months.
Benefits: Test time can be reduced by 16 to 24 hours per unit or approximately i>5 percent of .est labor effort. Less skilled personnel may be used as test operators. Test
resu' ; will be more accurate and reliable, eliminating human judgment and error. This
ea-ia^es to a guidance system cost improvement of 5.0 percent.
Assumptions: Representative (SAM-D, SPRINT) ISA's are available for evaluation during
this project. SPRINT and SAM-D Manual ISA Test Stations are available for use on this
project.
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Title;

Exploration of CAD/CAM Automated Assembly of Film Hybrid Mlcroclrcults

System/Session Area/Component:

SPRINT/Guldance Electronics/Hybrid Mlcroclrcults

Problem: Usage of selected hybrid mlcroclrcults Is potentially cost effective In many
future electronic system designs. In particular, such circuitry offers the potential for
design adaptation of recdily available standardized circuitry elements in chip form to the
unique requirements of a single system. A customized hybrid microcirci- C which performs
needed additional signal processing while avoiding a completely new circuit combination
for. one or more Printed Wiring Boards (PWB) offers potential economies for production of
the limited development hardware quantities. Frequently, once the development design is
verified it is not cost effective to re-modify for optimization of the ultimate production
cost for an additional first run production quantity. Additional background information
Is attached.
Solution; Appraise and cost the factors which should be assessed in Initial design of a
hybrid microcircuit which will minimize the constraints on cost effective production of
volume quantities. Prepare a set of design guidelines which encompass these factors and
fulfill a necessary preliminary step to effective integration of CAD/CAM technology. The
logical step which follows Is application and perfection of the resulting techniques to
an existing design application. The basic objective of this manufacturing technology project is to organize, systematize, and document the essential considerations In practicing
what is sometimes called KIS (KEEP IT SIMPLE) in the initial microcircuit design application. (6.) Existing CAD technology will be applied to optimize essential cost/performance
parameters such as tolerance, sensitivity, resister ratios, and power dissipation, into a
CAM integrated design which optimizes layout, interconnect and crossover topology, processes, and circuit element selection.
Project Cost and Duration;

Estimated costs are as follows:

Material
Development of model guidelines (fabricate
a selected microcircuit)
Tooling

$10,000
50,000

Total

$65,000

5,000

Estimated project duration is 6 months.
Benefits; Our exDerience Indicates this technique can potentially improve guidance system
cost by at least 3.0 percent. Cost reductions will result from the design simplifications
and optimizations achieved by harnessing computer capability to perform the multiple calculations involved in ordering and summarizing the separate cost/performance impacts of parameters and circuit element selection options. Potential savings are higher for many electronics systems.
Assumptions; There will be a significant number of cost effective opportunities for future
use of hybrid microcircuits.
BACKGROUND

Fabrication and Assembly of Thick Film Hybrid Microcircuits

Definition of Problem and Manufacturing Constraints - Present hybrid circuit designs
require eutectlc attachment of capacitor chips and active semiconductor devices to thick
film circuits which are subsequently soldered to metal package headers and hermetically
sealed. While these hybrid circuits meet stringent SPRINT specifications, they require
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ROTARY-HEAD LASER STRIPPER IMPROVES
REMOVAL OF HIGH-TEMPFRATURE-RESISTANT
WIRE INSULATION
Laser stripping of wire insulation has
eliminated the problem of nicked or cut
conductors, often associated with mechanical
stripping methods. However, conventional
laser stripping machines employ a fixed laser
beam and require turning the wire to expose
the entire circumference to the laser. This
involves mechanical complexity and can be a
problem with some wire configurations (e.g.,
excessive length).
To eliminate the necessity to turn the
wire, Martin Marietta's Orlando Division has
built a prototype of a patented laser stripper
with a rotary laser head, employing a SO-watt
CO2 laser to burn off high-temperatureresistant insulation. Limited tests on 20 types
of wires have produced consistent results The
machine strips both single and twisted
multiconductor wires having spiral or braided
shield. Insulation material in the tests
included flourocarbons, FEP, PTFE, polyimides, and fiber glass. The processed wires
exhibited no detrimental charring or pitting
of the insulation and no damage to shields or
conductors.
In virtually all cases, the laser beam
produced clean cuts in the primary insulation
with little or no fraying. The insulated and
shielded wires that are especially difficult to
strip by mechanical or conventional thermal
means (those with polyimide and fiber glass
insulations) appear prime candidates for C'CH
laser stripping with the rotary head machine.

Specifically, the eight wire types identilitd in
the table have excellent characteristics for use
with Martin Marietta's laser stripper. For tests
with these wires, laser focus was held constant
and the (Oi laser was operated at 20 watts.
The rotary head speed and exposure time
were varied to accommodate the different
shield types and insulation thicknesses.
In its present developmental configuration, with the range of head rotation speed
limited, the machine has restricted versatility.
For longitudinal cuts, the operator manually
pulls the wire past the lasor head, which is
fixed for this operation. In tests, longitudinal
cutting has caused slight discoloration of the
wire jacket at braid openings.
The prototype could be applied to
production with moderate additional development. The rotary head concept is proved;
however, additional features such as automatic control of timing, shutter operation,
lens focus, and longitudinal feed and faster
rotary head speeds could be required for a
production-capable rotary-head laser wire
stripping machine.
As the heat resistance of wire insulation
materials increases, so does the applicability
of laser wire stripping. Martin Marietta's
rotary-head wire stripper, optimized and with
production control features added, will solve
an increasingly severe problem in wire
preparation.

•
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Smppin«
«*.Typ.
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Stock conductor,
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■1
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■
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1
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conductor

11181014

Clear nylon
Sp. MlL-r-20693
T>pelU, Grade E

3

100

No markt on Jacket/
•ome under braid

SoUdcouüal,
double braid
■hicld

M1L-C-1701/60

PVC Polythytene
lynthetic rubber
flau on teflon

3

100

Oeaacut
nonuiki

Staute conductor,
noihield

MIL-W.22759/2

Flouropolymer
inwteted TFE &
TFE coated |la«

5

100

No marki on wire

Stallte conductor,
twtetedriiMd

11199791

Polyimide fBm
and FEP upe

i

100

No mariu on wire

bnidihMd
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costly production methods not adaptable to high rate production. Moreover, they require
special substrate configuration and hand assembly, are difficult to rework, and can be
contaminated with flux during soldering which requires an extensive cleaning operation.
The application of known manufacturing processes and testing of functional circuits
fabrlcafed with these processes to prove their application can solve this problem, leading
to producible designs and lower cost In production.
1. Objectives and Benefits - Determine cost effective assembly methods for hybrid
circuits and provide test data which will verify application of these methods In meeting
system specifications. Some processes to be Investigated are listed below.
1

Ellnu iition of substrates with holes and use of multiple Image printing with
laser scribe and break.

2

Use of silver and/or gold epoxy for chip capacitor and die attachment to substrate.

3

Use of ultrasonic high speed gold wire ball bonding to replace present thermo
compression pulse bonding.

A

Elimination of solder and flux inside package when using hermetically sealed
metal package (replace with epoxy and wire bond).

5

In-process test and rework prior to header attach (assembly of expensive header
package).

6

Replacement of present metal hermetic package with ceramic package with soldered
lead frame, parylene coating, and transfer molded plastic body or with nonhermetic epoxy attach ceramic lid.
These new techniques and processes can reduce hybrid costs by 25 percent and result
in produclblllty design guidelines for Implementation in other programs. A further cost
reduction of 10 percent may be realized by potential use of an all plastic hermetic packaging concept.
2. Description of Work - A two part program is proposed to investigate new processes
which are applicable to the present hermetic package and to investigate the use of ceramic
packages or hermetic plastic molded packages.
Processes
1^

Multiple image printing, laser scribe, and break.

2

Epoxy screen printing for component attach, material selection, bond strength,
screenablllty, rework ability, curing, and handling.

2

Attachment of capacitors, active die, and other chip components.

4

Bond line (visual) criteria, bond strength, reliability, temperature aging.

_5

High speed ultrasonic ball bonding, full strength, compatibility with epoxy
bonded devices, and elimination of 100 percent ND wire pull testing.

6

Substrate to header attach and Interconnect.

]_

Test for part life cycle without deterioration or degradation when using new
materials and processes.
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Packaging
\_

Use of ceramic header with soldered on lead frame, materials, solderablllty,
Interaction with other material, components, and processes.

2

Farylene coating for moisture barrier and protection of components when using
non-hermetic package.

2

All plastic package - material selection, transfer molding.

4^

Test for part life cycle with -ut deterioration or degradation.

Title; Manufacturing Process for Producing Military Approved Printed Wiring Boards
Utilizing the Semi-Additive Technique.
System/Panel Arefc/Component:
Wiring Boards (PWB).

Defense Missile Systems/Guidance Control and Launch/Printed

Problem; Present Military Specifications preclude the use of a cost saving semi-additive
or Thin Copper Foil (TCP) technique for fabrication of PWBs for military systems. Changing existing specifications and writing new ones, where necessary, could result i:a considerable savings for the military since PWBs often represent 30-50 percent of guidance subsystem baae labor cost, and can also Improve pollution abatement. This process would
develop technology for higher density packaging, finer line widths, and Improved spaclngs.
Proposed Solution: This project will enhance the processing techniques required to meet
demanding high density packaging requirements and reduce the amount of undesirable effluents.
It will require the design, fabrication, installation, and checkout of a pilot line. Test
specimen fabrication and test data accumulation would be useable as a prime back-up element
for Military Specification changes. Some of the more detailed task descriptions are:
2

Determine affected specifications and to what degree.

2

Evaluate the process capability for producing laminations without foil pin holes.

2

Establish test requirements and perform same.

U

Establish process controls.

_5

Develop automatic techniques with adaptive controls.

6^

Identify Military Specifications changes needed to accomtodate the semi-additive
technique.

2

Write new specific tlon drafts.

8

Obtain specification approvals.

Project Cost and Duration:

Estimated costs sre as follows:

Pilot line design
Pilot line construction - tank facilities
Pilot line automation - equipment and controls
Materials
Engineering support and technical data
Specification approval
Total
Estimated duration of the project is 24 months.
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$22,400
144,800
112,000
5,000
112,000
56,000
———
$452,200

Benefits; Expected benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction In recurring
hardware costs for all PUBs produced for the military and the improvement of pollution
abatement. Cost reductions are as follows:
Reduction in drilling costs
Reduction in etching costs
Total reduction of a PWB preparation cost

20 percent
80 percent
30 percent

This equates to a 2 percent reduction in guidance system cost.
Assumptions:
Title:

That all branches of the military will be receptive to a common specification.

Improved Production Techniques for Multilayer Rlgid-Tlc.x Printed Circuit Assemblies

System/Session Area/Component:

Missile/Electronic Controls'Electronics

Problem; Multilayer (M/L) rigid-flex circuits are effecti/e means of providing the complex
interconnections needed for high density advanced design electronic assemblies. Present
day techniques and tooling employing bench operations for tiitlr manufacture are expensive
and more a, .omated lower cost concepts are required.
Procedur-s, tooling, and bench operatioäs are used to laminate, solder, and trim M/L
rigid-flex circuits. The following process requirements exemplify the problem areas in
their fabrication wnich require more mechanization:
Problem Areas;
1^

Etching thin film laminates.

2_

Selective cutouts of prepreg fabric.

2

Bonding of copper to flexible H-film.

4

Curing of M/L laminated circuits.

5^

Drilling, plating, and verification of thru-hole connections and circuits.

6

Cucouts of M/L printed circuit board laminates and flexible H-film.

2

Skiving of flexible H-film for soldering branch circuit pads.

8

Soldering of M/L rigid-flex assemblies.

Proposed Solution: iiiis» project would center on development of new manufacturing techniques, low cost -ooling concepts, mechanized procedures susceptible to automation and
producibility guidelines for production improvements in processing M/L rigid-flex assemblies. Present manual, bency type methods will be replaced with techniques which are
inherently less costly by one or two orders of magnitude. The following actions are
proposed:
1^

Technical Survey on M/L Rigid-Flex Applications.

2

Design Process and Tooling Improvements (standardization).

2

Prepare Cost Trade-off Analyses.

4

Pilot Production of Work Samples.

_5

Prepare Producibility/Design Guidelines.
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6i

Technical Demonstration of Automation.

2

Issue Project Documentation/Reports.

Project Cost and Duration: Estimated costs are as follows:
Manufacturing and Engineering effort In Information
collection, design, and checkout of new techniques
Tooling
Material
Travel
Total

14,000
6,000
1,000
$133,000

Estimated project duration is 14
Benefits:

$112,000

IU

:ths.

Benefits to be derived are a reduction in recurring hardware costs as follows:

Estimated reduction in Manufacturing and Quality labor costs of rigid
flex assemblies - 80 percent.
This equates to a guidance system cost reduction of 1.8 percent.
Assumptions: That utilization of rigid-flex packaging techniques will continue to be
needed in the manufacturing technology applications of the 1980's.
Title:

Coaxial Cable Fabrication

System/Panel Area/Component:

Missile-GSE/Networks Cables

Problem: Termination of flexible semi-rigid Coaxial Cables represents a significant cost
driver for the aerospace industry. The cost impact stems from fabrication and operating
problems in achieving consistent VSWR standards.
Proposed Solution: Automatic equipment needs to be designed to cut coax cables to correct
length and perform all end-trimming operations. Following these operations the cables
should have end terminations automatically installed by crimping, swaging, or induction or
resistance soldering. These techniques will require a new family of Interconnections for
coaxial cables. During research on this problem, possible use of lasers will be explored
as a means to trim and strip cables. Currently, an experimental laser stripper equipped
with a rotary cutting head shows considerable promise as replacement for mechanical equipment. Laser application in cable preparation will help enhance the reliability of the
product and reduce its cost since the machine will be programned for consistent repeatability and error free performance. A description of the laser stripper is attached.
Project Cost and Duration:

Estimated costs are as follows:

Review present type of coax cables
Survey existing automatic equipment for
possible use
Design new Interconnections
Material costs
Fabricate samples (soft tools)
Test samples
Tradeoff studies (fab cost)
Design special purpose equipment
Determine implementation cost
Final report

$ 15,000
15,000

Total

$440,000

Estimated project duration is 30 months.
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100,000
10,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
200,000
20,000
20,000

--,.„

.'

_-■—^.

.'

Benefits; The benefits derived from this ^r^J^ct are the reduction In rework and the resulting lowering of recurring labor cost and material savings. Present procedures re«alt
In 30-50 percent rework, material waste, and excessive touch labor costs.
Reduction In recurring cable labor
Reduction In cable material costs
Reduction In cable reject and rework
Overall reduction In cable cost

50
50
85
33

percent
percent
percent
percent

This equates to a 1.7 percent reduction In guidance system cost.
Assumptions; The cost raductlons Indicated apply to the fabrication of large quantities
(10,000 and above) of coaxial cables and can be applied to any weapon system.
Title;

Adjusting Star Value Resistors* by Thick Film Laser Trlnmlng Techniques

System/Panel Area/Component:

SPRINT/Electronlcs Controls/Star Value Resistors

Problem; The costly and time consuming requirement for electronic output balancing of the
SPRINT autopilot, the MCS, and the DMCS has proven to be a major cost driving factor
throughout the development of these subsystems. Since the flight environment prohibits
the use of potentiometers, or other adjustment devices, close-tolerance fixed-value resistors are selected during test to meet precise system balance requirements. In some cases,
where balance Is quite critical, resistors are Installed In series to derive required values
Since Star Value Resistors cannot be selected from existing stocks, but rather, mast
be ordered In sets to assure star value balancing, a large Inventory of high cost, closetolerance parts Is maintained for each test operation throughout the life of the prograc
This, in turn, calls for procurement of resistor sets reprf^entlng the probable balance
selection ranges for each test application. When used, however, only one resistor from
each set is applicable. This condition entails significant component cost, which, coupled
with the added and more significant labor cost involved in the selection, installation,
and Inspection of each application, represents a sizable factor for each guidance package.
Proposed Solution; Existing comnerclal technology for laser trinming of thick film circuits can be upgraded to meet the stringent anvironmental requirements of the missile
electronics system. Laser trimming woulu eliminate at least three costly hand operations
plus the waste inve'ved in a requirement to purchase and maintain relatively large stocks
of surplus resistor set«;
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Project Coat and Duration;
Resistor Network Design and Packaging (approx. 6)
Equipment and Tooling
Automatic Test Program
Engineering Support and Data
Automatic Packaging

$ 26,000
20,000
16,000
72,000
60,000

Total

$194,000

Estimated duration of the project Is 18 months.
Benefits; Overall cost reduction can be realized In the assembly, test, and star value
resistor selection. The major cost reduction will be In recurring operations. Cost of
thick film resistor elements will almost balance the costs Involved In discrete resistor
acquisition.
Reduction In recurring labor is approximately 11 percent per system.
to a 1.1 percent reduction In guidance system cost.

This equates

Assumptions; The above benefits are based on the assumption that automatic methods will
replace manual operations, and that It will be possible to automate all testing and
selection of resistor values and Include this function In the overall module test program.
An additional assumption Is that presently developed potentiometers which can be set and
locked are not a viable replacement for star value R's.
*Scar Value Resistor - a component whose value can be determined only by testing
the module, and Is selected to meet certain functional requirements.

Title;

Elimination of Connectors and Reduction of Interconnections

System/Panel Area/Component;

Missile/Electronic Controls/Connectors

Problem; The use of connectors for round-to-round, flat-to-flat, and flat-to-round contacts often encounters problems because of hardware availability, hardware cost, and system reliability. A standard connection typically requires a minimum of three interconnection actions to achieve electrical continuity between two electrical conductors.
Proposed Solution; Elimination of connectors or reduction of the interconnection labor
required to Join electrical conductor male/female members to each other by effecting only
one interconnection instead of the usual three. Joining methods to be developed will be
both reversible and non-reversible. Non-reversible interconnections may still be broken
by removal of 1/8 inch interconnection area and repreparing adjoining conductor ends for
reconnectlon. Preliminary Investigations of this technique are encouraging.
Where testing or preassembly requires multiple disconnects, a temporary mechanical
interconnection can be made. Upon final assembly, the desired reversible or non-reversible
direct conductor to conductor Interconnection is performed.
Interconnections can be made by mechanical, soldering, or metallurgical hand procedures singly or in combination.
Projected Cost and Duration;

Estimated corts are as follows;

Manpower requirements
Facilities
Engineering support

$165,000
20,000
20,000

Total

$205,000

Estimated duration of project is 24 months.
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Benefits: Benefits to be derived from this project will be reduced cost for the fabrication of the Electronics modules and other Interconnections labor by approximately 70 percent. This equates to an overall guidance system cost reduction of approximately 1.2
percent. At this time material costs appear to be comparable for both techniques.
Assumption; The presently conceived and demonstrated Interconnection philosophy can be
readily advanced to be production worthy and cost effecLive.
Title; Functional Examination Measures for Optimizing Production Inspection of Electronic
Assemblies
System/Panel Area/Component;

Missiles/Electronic Controls/Printed Wiring Board Assemblies

Problem; Visual inspection cost and subsequent cost of reworking rejects by touch-up
operations on Printed Wiring Board (PWB) assemblies are two major cost drivers in missile
production. Visual inspections which require variances in appearance and subsequent
classification as production rejects requiring component replacement or touch-up are due
to scratches or pin holes in conductors, spots in plating, shape of solder fillets,
measling spots in laminate, and other anomalies.
Specifications for missile electronic controls, MIL-S-45743 and MIL-S-46844A (MI),
Identify appearance features requiring visual inspection. Quality records accumulated
during the production of the SPRINT system have proven that visual inspection to meet
these MIL-Speclfleatlons for appearance requirements cause rework and are less effective
in discovering discrepancies than electrical (environmental) functional testing. Visual
Inspection without Instrument measurement is not effective fot mlcrocircuits or in detecting latent component failures.
Proposed Solution; A functional test procedure for electronic assemblies Is proposed to
detect or induce latent failures as a fault screening system for appearance anomalies
that are costly to change. Optimized production inspection cost and reduced touch-up
costs will be achieved by extending present experience in production environmental testing
(PET) systems to a limited environmental testing (LET) procedure for checking of production anomalies and verification of functional acceptance. In many cases a simple thermal
fatigue test will locate latent defects readily.
■

Using selected electronic PWB assemblies from SPRINT and similar missile control
systems, the following comparison will be made to compare PET and LET test methods:
1^

Thermal shock at selected levels of time-temperature exposure rates.

2

Vibration at selected ranges of amplitudes and frequencies for cycle-duration
exposure rates.

Project Cost and Duration;
Engineering design
Manufacturing tests
Test tooling
Test evaluations and reports

$ 30,000
150.000
20,000
10,000

Total

$210,000

Estimated duration of the project is 18 months.
Benefits; The selected functional test (PET versus LET) procedure will provide the following benefits:
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Reduction In rework coats
Reduction in Inspection costs

6 percent of electronics assembly cost
3 percent of electronic« assembly cost

Net reduction

9 percent of cost of electronic system
assembly coat for each missile.

This equates to a 0.6 percent reduction in guidance system cost.
REFERENCES
(1.) H. P. Gates, Jr., et al, "Electronlce-X: A Study of Military Electronics with
Particular Emphasis on Cost and Reliability," Report R-195, Institute for Defense
Analysis, Science and Technology Division, Volume 2, p 290, Januar> 1974
(2.) "New Tri-Metal Proceas Brings Hemetlcity to Plaatic-Packaged IC's," Electronics,
May 1, 1975, p 29-30
(3.) "Design to Cost Policy," AMC Guide:
1974, p 67

Design to Unit Production Cost, December

(4.) Bill Caker, "10 Testing Economics - In-Houae versus External Testing Services,"
Evaluation Engineering - July/August 1975, p 26-27
(5.) "Now the Trident Plagues Lockheed," Business Week, May 5, 1975, p 42
(6.) Richard Snyder, "Ten Points to Optimise Your Hybrid Circuit Specificitione,"
EDN, June 5, 1975, pp 29-35.
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IMPROVED HAWK MISSILE GUIDANCE MANUFACTURING fBCHNOLOCT PROJECTS

t. L. Krltter
Raytheon Coapany
Andover. Massachusetts

01810

Improved HAWK 1« a mobile surface-to-air missile system deployed by the
U. S. Army. The Im..roved HAWK program modifies the existing Basic HAWK
system by providing a new missile, an automatic data processor, and modifications to ground support equipment. The program is in the production phase
at this time.
The purpose of this paper Is to discuss current manufacturing technology
associated with the missile guidance section and present some proposed production technology improvement studies which have the potential benefits of
increafid reliability and lower cost.
Figure 1 shows the Improved HAWK guidance and control group. The
guidance section component parts are solid state and «re designed for fast
start capability so that these components are dormant until the missile is
commanded to launch. Since the missile is not required to operate until
launch, field test and repair are not required. The mr'.ssiles are accepted
in lots of 300 to 500 based on flight testing. This acceptance program
coupled with the no field test or repair feature results in a certified
round missile.
Matufacturing, lot acceptance, the repairs resulting from sample tests,
rebuild and training are the significant cost drivers associated with the
guidance section.
The elements which contribute to the cost of manufacture are defined
in the matrix in Table 1. Areaa where a manufacturing technology project
discussed in this paper could result in significant cost reductions «re
circled in Table 1.
Lot acceptance requires that miasiles be flown and a specific number
of reliability and lethality auccesses must occur.
As previously stated
a lot contains from 300 to 500 missiles of a fixed configuration and can be
accepted with as few as six flights or as many as twenty flights. The
acceptance program can cost from 6.6 to 20Z of the guidance package cost
and is directly related to reliability.
After missile deployment, readiness is verified by testing 10* of each
lot on an annual basis using a Theater Readiness Monitoring Facility.
The
acceptance teat equipment in this facility is identical to that used in the
factory. The average repair coata for a missile which fails this test is
equal to 2Z of guidance package acquisition cost.

Preceding page blank
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A continuous training program consisting of Annual Service Practice
(ASP) firings Is In process. Missile reliability also dictates the number
of rounds expended for training.
Table 2 tabulates the proposed manufacturing technology projects.
Including the project cost, expected cost savings, and the cost drivers
addressed by the project.
The project cost covers the necessary engineering,
qualification test, and demonstration efforts to prove that the task. Is
feasible and achieves the efficiencies that are expected on a pilot basis.
The expected cost saving Is expressed as a percentage of guidance
section cost and Is based solely on the application of these advancements
to Improved HAWK production assuming that the production rate remains
constant and that these projects prove feasible within their respective
schedules.
It Is estimated that guidance section costs coild be reduced
by approximately 5Z If these projects achieve the efficiencies expected.

The following pages contain the projects and are presented In the
format required for this symposium.
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PROJECT #1
Title:

Automate X-ray Readout and Provide 30 X-ray Capability

System/aesaton area/component;
Improved HAWK/guldance/lncomlng Inspection
and test, In process Inspection, missile lot acceptance, and repair and
training after deployment.
Problem:
Part and material screening processes were started to eliminate
Infant mortality failures during manufacture and deployment. These screens
Include preconditioning at rated power and high temperature, centrifuge
tests, and X-ray. Semiconductors are preconditioned on a 100Z basis and
other components are preconditioned on a sample basis.
Improvements In
automated assembly line efficiency result from these techniques which are
common practice In commercial Industry.
Rework costs Increase directly with the level of assembly build up so
substandard materials and component parts Ideally should be eliminated
prior to use In higher levels of assembly. Rework of failed assemblies
In highly automated manufacturing facilities requires diagnostic equipment
and operators with skills greater than those required on the production
line.
No screening system Is 100Z effective, and failures do occur In
manufacture, flight acceptance programs, sample electrical test of deployed
missiles, training, and rebuild programs. Costs of flight failures Include
the missile, the test range, and flight analysis. Gusts of failures during
electrical tests Include the cost of missile repair and associated logistic
transportation and handling.
X-ray Is a key nondestructive tool In a part/material screening
program and has a tremendous growth potential. The process costs are low
on a per unit basis; permanent records can be kept for reference; and
operators can be trained easily. The system Is fundamentally flexible, and
a new component part type does not require major system changes.
Equipment
Improvements In other diagnostic fields, such as medicine, are directly
applicable to the X-ray screening process.
X-ray la now limited to a two dimensional format, and Is dependent on
ehe Judgement and training of the Inspectors.
Six hundred thousand (600,000) components per month are currently
X-rayed for the Improved HAWK program, and all of the results are analyzed
by operators. A high component reject rate still exists In spite of a four
year corrective action program with semiconductor manufacturers.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show typical failure modes detected by X-ray that
would pass electrical tests but contain Inherent failure mechanisms such as
solder balls, poor bonding or foreign material.
Table 3 tabu.'"tea the number of potential failures detected by X-ray
during 1975 on a pe.. guidance section basis.
X-ray screening Is 14Z of the cost of component part screening.
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TABLE 3
POTENTIAL FAULTS/
GUIDANCE SECTION

COMPONENT PART TYPE
Integrated Circuits
Diodes
Transistors
Other Parts

1.6
0,7
2.8
0.3
5.4

TOTAL

Proposed solution;
To Improve fault detection efficiency two steps
should be taken.
The first step Is to automate the analysis of X-ray
results; the second Is to provide a depth perspective by parallax or
holographic techniques.
Automated readout would compare the pattern of the device under
analysis with a pattern of an acceptable device using a small computer and
scanning equipment.
This pattern recognition technique has been used In
allied fields such as automated semiconductor bonding.(10)
It Is also
feasible ti.at this equipment could evolve so that an Intermediate step such
as a radiograph would not be necessary.
Parallax X-ray photography will provide a three dimensional Image when
combined with stereo optical techniques.
It may also be feasible to employ
zone-plate holographic techniques to achieve the same effect.
The software
developed In automated readout can be expanded to add the third dimension.
Component parts from current production would be used to validate the
Improved efficiency and fault detection capability.
Project cost and duration;
A)

Automated Readout
1.
Develop computer readout programs for X-ray analysis
- transistors, diodes, integrated circuits and
capacitors

Engineering support to run pilot production runs
through automated analysis/compare with manual system
Total
Estimated project duration is 12 months.

$180.000

2.

B)

Add 3 Dimensional Readout Capability
1. Develop stereo X-ray techniques for better fault
detection
2.

40,000
$220,000

$305,000

Upgrade computer readout to handle stereo X-ray
analysis technique, provide necessary engineering
support to part screening analysis
Total

2 55_l_000
$560,000

Estimated project duration is 30 months.
Estimated combined project cost is $780,000
Benefits:
The primary benefit is improved product reliability.
Additional
benefits Include reduced rework at higher levels of assembly.
Improvements
in reliability will also result in reductions in lot acceptance costs.
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training costs and sample test and rebuild repair requirements.
benefits are estimated to provide the following savings:
Reduction
Reduction
Reduction
Reduction

in
in
in
in

screening test touch labor
rework costs
acceptance test costs
field repair costs

Tota' estimated savings

0.05Z
O.SOZ
0.20Z
0.50X

of
of
of
of

guidance
guidance
guidance
guidance

These

package
package
package
package

cost
cost
cost
cost

1.25Z

Assumptions;
The number of defects found in component parts will remain
constant during this time frame and Improved HAWK production will be
essentially constant. This type of NDT technology will be applicable to
other systems where highly automated manufacturing techniques benefit
markedly from reduced rework activity.
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PROJECT »2
Title;

Neutron Bombardment Nondestructive Testing

Syetem/seeelon «rea/component;
teat.

Improved HAWK/guldance/Inspection and

Problem;
Component parts, sealed electromechanical devices, ind sealed
one shot devices are frequently contaminated with non-metallic foreign
material.
Flux and lubricants are contaminants In gyros, accelerometera and
potentiometers as well as other solder sealed assemblies. These contaminants frequently jam the Instrument or result in erratic operation.
If component parts are suspect, destruc'.lve sample tests are usually
necessary and in some cases the lot of material is scrapped because the
extent of contamination is unknown.
Proposed solution;
Neutron bombardment can detect organic contamination
in metal sealed devices.
Preliminary tests have shown that two drops of
flux can be detected using present techniques. The source of the neutron
beam is a nuclear power plant.
Neutron bombardment strikes the object under test which In turn
Impresses a radioactive pattern on indium foil. A film is then exposed to
the gamma and beta rays given off by the indium foil to provide a radiograph of the sample.
It is also feasible to expose the film directly
through gadolinium foil.
The radiograph will show the organic contamination that exists.
Compounds which contain good neutron scattering materials such as hydrogen,
beryllium, and carbon show up best using this technique.
The project would test components where the common failure mode is
caused by organic contamination.
Visual aids and enhancement techniques
will be exploded. Pilot computer programs will be developed to determine
whether computer pattern recognition will Improve inspection efficiency.
Project cost and duration;
Set up pilot neutron bombardment test station
Engineering support, sample setup, review, develop
visual aids and enhancement techniques
Computer software to determine pattern recognition
feasibility
Total poject coat

$110,000
60,000
50,000
$220,000

Estimated project duration la 18 months.
Benefits;
Better product reliability and reduced rework and scrap at
higher levels of assembly.
Improved reliability will result in reduction in lot acceptance costs,
training costs, and field repair requirements. These benefits are estimated
to yield the following savings:
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Reduction In rework and scrap costs
Reduction In acceptance test costs
Reduction in field repair costs

r

'

0.15Z of guidance section coat
0.10X of guidance section cost
0.20X of guidance section coat

Total estimated savings

0.453!

Assumptions;
The number of defects found in component parta will remain
conatant during the time frame, and Improved HAWK production will be
essentially constant during this feasibility study.
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PROJECT »3
Title;

Automatic Deburring Operation

Syate«/aeaalon area/coaponent;
fabrication

Improved HAWK/guldance/major mechanical

Problem;
Fabrication of metal parte requlree deburring and breaking
sharp edgee as part of the standard fabrication requirements. Certain
designs require deep Intersecting holes which are difficult to deburr and
Inspect.
These tasks are frequently performed by hand and Inspection
requirements are Judgemental and subjective. Various shapes of metal parts
and low production runs have restricted the use of automated deburring
processes.
Improperly deburred hardware can cause difficulties In assembly
and metal burrs can result In subsequent electrical or mechanical failures.
Proposed solution;
Slurry deburring Is one of the current automated
deburring processes (11) In which an abrasive suspended In a carrier of
hydraulic oil or other medium Is pumped through a component to remove burrs,
form radii as specified, or Improve surface finish on Irregularly shaped
contours.
The suspension moves through the part In both the forward and
reverse directions at a predetermined rate of flow and pressure controlled
by a special hydraulic pumping unit.
The slurry solution Is constantly kept In motion by motor driven
paddles which maintain the abrasive In suspension.
This process Is presently being used for fine finish deburring on
stainless steel hydraulic components. A typical Installation Is shown In
Figure 4. These parts contain a series of cross holes and the operation
deburrs both ID and OD.
This system uses very low pressures (as low as 18 PSI) In order to
avoid damaging other finished surfaces while removing burrs from cross
holes and corners.
Since this deburring operation would normally take
place when a component has reached Its final stages of completion, care
must be taken to avoid the possibility of removing material from areas
previously finished to size.
A program to apply this method to components of various sizes and other
raw materials, primarily aluminum, will consist of:
1. Selecting candidate parts from the Improved HAWK missile system.
Including valve blocks, cylinder actuator, glmbal block, and rocker arm.
2.
Design and manufacture of a pilot slurry deburring unit capable of
handling parts with the size limits selected.
3.

Determining the best possible abrasives and carrier solutions.

4.
Implementing the optimum tool design practices for holding the
component while supplying the best access for media to the part.
5. Testing various rates of flow and pressure requirements In order
to develop proper cycle times for the operation.
This process Is a controlled pumping operation with a fixed time cycle,
therefore quality and time expended would be consistent and uniform through
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any quantity of parts. The consistent quality level attained could not
be accomplished by any of the present manual deburrlng methods.
Project coat and duration:
Set up pilot facilities
Engineering support, test and validation
Total project cost

$200,000
75.000
$275,000

Estimated project duration is 24 months,
Benefits;
Parts fabricated using this process require less touch labor
and Inspection and rework and scrap are reduced, resulting in a reduction
in hardware cost.
Reduction in touch labor/inspection
Reduction in scrap/rework
Total estimated savings

0.1SZ of guidance section cost
0.15Z of guidance section cost
0.30Z

Assumptions;
Improved HAWK guidance section production will remain ccnstant during this time frame. The cost of production equipment will be
amortized in the reduction of touch labor and inspection requirements.
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PROJECT »4
Title:

Printed Circuit Board Fabrication

Syatem/session area/component;
fabrication

Improved HAWK/guidance/el«>ctronics

Problem:
The fabrication of printed wiring boards involves removal of a
layer of copper clad from all surface areas except where the desired
circuit pattern has been protected from the etching process. The present
method starts with a thick (one ounce per square foot) copper c ad layer,
which is drilled, copper plated, masked to protect the desired circuit
pattern, and thrn etched. The thick copper layer reduces drill life, and
requires a long etching time which increases etchant consumption and vaste
treatment costs.
Horizontal undercut of the copper circuit pattern which
occurs during the long etching time results in poor line definition and
restiicts allowable line density to approximately a 10 mil spacing.
Proposed solution;
This project would show the feasibility of pilot
production using a modified fabrication technique that would eliminate the
inefficiencies and undesirable technical problems Inherent in the present
method. The proposed technique would start with an ultra thin (1/8 ounce
per square foot) copper clad layer which would then be drilled, plated with
a thin copper layer, and then masked to expose only the desired circuit
pattern to he next copper plating operation.
After the circuit pattern
has been plated to achieve the desired thickneas, the board will be masked
to protect only the circuit pattern and then etched.
The thinner copper clad will result in increased drill life, and the
shorter etching time will essentially eliminate undercut and reduce etchant
consumption and waste disposal.
Elimination of undercut will result In improved quality and yield,
better line definition, and higher allowable line density with spaclngs
as low as 5 mils.
Project cost and duration:
Setup pilot line and fabricate samples
Qualification
Total project cost

$40,000
20,000
$60,000

Estimated project duration is 12 months.
Benefits:
Reduced purchase price of copper clad
Decreased reject (undercut)
Reduced drilling time/increased drill life
Reduced etching time/etchant consumption
Total estimated savings

0.01Z
0.10%
0.05Z
0.05Z

of
of
of
of

guidance
guidance
guidance
guidance

section
section
section
section

cost
cost
cost
cost

0.21Z

Assumptions:
Printed wiring board production will be essentially constant
during this development.
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PROJECT #5
Title!

Automatic In^en ion of Multi-Leaded Component Parts

System/session area.'component;
assembly

improved HAWK/guldance/electronlcs

Problem:
Automatic insertion machinery is used to Insert axial lead
component parts in a manner similar to a stapling machine.
Axial lead
parts are mounted on reels, programmed, and 'nserted into PC boards.
This
type of machinery cannot handle components
f' three or more leads such as
transistors, filters and certain integrated ci.cults packaged in metal TO
series cans.
These components must be hand inserted.
Proposed solution:
Develop reels, lead straightening fixtures, and
Insertion heads to handle multiple lead component parts on automatic
insertion machinery.
Provide reel sequence check capability for multi-lead
component parts as well as electrical test hardware adapters for use with
reel mounted multiple lead components.
Project cost and duration:
Design and validate reels, lead straightening
fixtures, and insertion heads
Engineering support
Pilot run
Total project cost

$100,000
45,000
50,000
$195,000

Estimated project duration is 15 months.
Benefits:
Reduced touch labor and reduced rework where specific part
indexing is critical.
Total estimated savings

0.20Z of guidance section cost

Assumptions:
It is assumed that Improved HAWK production rates will
remain at current levels.
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PROJECT //6
Title;

Replace External Metal Guidance Components with Plastic

System/session area/component:

Improved HAWK/guidance radomes

Problem:
External guidance components and radomes must meet stringent
electrical requirements and structural constraints.
Improved HAWK side
fuzing antennas are built into the external tunnel fairings which also
provide an external cover for hydraulic lines, electrical cables, and rear
antenna waveguide.
These side antenna assemblies must perform under severe
transport and launch dynamic stresses, aerodynamic loads, high wall temperatures during flight,
and external storage temperature and humidity extremes.
The current fabrication technique uses an aluminum fairing and waveguide
with a plastic radome.
This process requires precision machining, brazing
and sealing to meet all the environmental requirements.
Proposed solution:
Mold these fairings from diallyphthalate or epoxy
glass resin. (12)
These materials can be molded in the proper finishes and
have the necessary strength, heat resistance, and weatherab11ity characteristics.
The radome can be integral to the mold thereby eliminating a
critical seal requirement involving dissimilar materials.
Necessary
structural attach points can be stvengthened with inserts.
Waveguide will
be replaced with a str-'pline antenna which would further simplify molding
the assembly.
Strlpline of this Isngth and close tolerance should be
feasible for production at this time.
Figure 5 ^hows the current configuration and the recommended material changes.
Project cost and duratior.:
Tooling to provide pilot fairing mold
Necessary engineering support, radome
RF test, qualification test
Fabrication of pilot strlpline and
necessary engineering support
Complete antenna test/fairing combination,
pattern measurement
Total project cost

$ 16,000
80,000
65,000
35,000
$196,000

Estimated project duration is 15 months.
Benefits :
Reduced fairing cost, simplified sealant technique, and a 30JI
weight reduL ion would result.
Touch labor would be reduced by over 50%,
Strlpline side antennas would reduce critical waveguide machining.
Colors
can be molded in which will eliminate finish requirements and reduce field
maintenance costs.
Molded side antenna fairing
Strlpline antenna
Total estimated savings

1.0Z of guidance section cost
0.8% of guidance section cost
1.8%
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PROJECT 07
Title:

Fully Automated Harness and Cable Fabrication System

System/session area/component;
Improved HAWK/guidance/harness and cable
fabrication and In process inspection
Problem:
Harness fabrication is essentially an operator function.
Interconnecting wire cables cannot be eliminated due to system requirements
for specific Insulating materials such as teflon, or coax cable requirements,
or connector type restraints which do not lend themselves to printed wiring
cables .
Harness fabrication consists of four steps, i.e., wire lay-in, wire
lacing, wire stripping and wire termination to connectors or terminal
strips with associated potting after electrical connections are complete.
Although wire lay-in systems of varying complexity are appearing on the
market, all systems presently developed are gated by the need to manually
tie the wire bundles together.
This allows for 50% efficiency of the
harnessing station.
Proposed solution:
This project will develop fully automated harness
fabrication starting with automatic wire lay in and lacing using a
numerically controlled high velocity cable forming and lacing system.
The
system will consist of a control console, a work table and a dereeling
station.
The control console receives the program and provides direction to the
head mechanism mounted on the table and to the dereeling and feeding
mechanism on the dereeling station.
The work table (see Figure 6) consists of the harnessboard and the
head mechanism.
The head mechanism will accept a pneumatic drill for
automatically drilling all holes for harness post nails, a pneumatic
harness post nail positioner and driver, prethreaded wire lay in heads
and a pneumatic lacing head (see Figure 7).
The dereeling station consists of stored reels of wire and the dereeling
and feeding mechanism that feeds the table head mechanism on command from
the control console.
The system will automatically lay in and lace harnesses up to six by
twelve feet in size and more than one table can be operated by computer
input to the control console.
Since this system is fully automated, in process inspection can be
reduced from 100Z to a sample inspection after first article verification.
After lay in and lacing, wires would be stripped using a laser beam
that would melt through the Insulation without damaging the conductor wire.
One stripper will handle any size wire without adjustment and will eliminate
torn Insulation and nicked or broken strands, markedly reducing cable
quality defects.
Cable termination to connectors would employ a single type of adaptable
strain relief, and after connections to the pins have been terminated, the
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connector would be transfer molded In a Banner similar to tha construction
of 110V Una cords.
Projact cost and duration;

Estimated costs sra as follows:

Dasign of pilot facilltias for numerically
controlled lay In and lacing, laser
stripping and cable termination
Construction of pilot facilities
Test and validation of pilot facilities
Engineering support and technical data
Total project cost

$150,000
325,000
150,000
125.000
$750,000

Estimated duration of tha project la 24 months to pilot facilities
demonstration.
Benefita;
This would result in reduced touch labor, scrap, cable rework,
and in process inspection costs. Quality improvements include laoroved
cable terminations, and a reduction in nicked and broken wire strends.
Total estimated savings

1.0Z of guidance section cost
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STINGER GUIDANCE SYSTEM MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS

D. G. Mitchell
General Dynamics, Pomona Division
Pomona, California 91766

ABSTRACT
This paper Is concerned with the total manufacturing environment in which the STINGER Guidance System Is produced, with cost reducing manufacturing technology projects as Its paramount
theme. The STINGER weapon. Its guidance system, and the manufacturing process used to produce the guidance system are described. Relative recurring unit production costs are broken down
for each guidance component Into standard mamtfacturlng categories and the cost drivers are Identified. Relative time based recurring support costs are presented. Manufacturing projects to reduce
the manufacturing costs of STINGER are outlined. Trends for future MANPADS guidance systems
are discussed and an Important manufacturing technology project is presented.

THE STINGER WEAPON SYSTEM
The STINGER Weapon System, which Is In Engineering Development at General Dynamics,
Pomona Division, Is an advanced man portable air defense system (MANPADS) designed to replace
the 12 year old REDEYE weapon with performance capabilities to counter the latest known threats.
The STINGER weapon shown In Figure 1 provides low altitude air defense to the foot soldier located
In remote areas unaccesslble to other missile systems. In Figure 2, STINGER Intercepts target
drone. STINGER continues to provide the same superior "fire and forget" launch policy and the
same deadly "bullseye" accuracy Inherent to REDEYE, while providing significant and necessary
performance improvements. These performance Improvements Include:
1. Extended acquisition and launch rauges
2. All aspect target detection
3. Higher speed target Intercepts
4. Higher maneuvering target Intercepts
5. IFF capability
6. Greater oountermeasure Immunity
7. Greater RFI protection

Preceding page blank
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Figure 1. The STINGER Weapon,
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Figure 2. STINGER Hits the Target.
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THE STINGER GUIDANCE SYSTEM
Thr» above required weapon performance Improvements dictated that the guidance system's
functional complexity be Increased by approximately two and one-half times REDEYE. This complexity Increase was accomplished while maintaining the same volume, weight, and power allocation and while achieving only a modest Increase In the constant dollar recurring unit production
cost and the same high reliability as the REDEYE guidance system. We can credit much of this
accomplishment to the design-to-cost requirement which was held equal In importance to the
design-to-performance requirements.
During the present Engineering Development (ED) Phase, the Guidance system's production
unit cost has been closely tracked and compared to its design-to-cost requirement. Cost analysis,
produclbillty changes, and redesigns have been performed throughout the ED phase to achieve the
dp sign-to-cost requirement. Reliability assessments have been periodically made to measure the
reliability growth and to Insure the reliability integrity of the lower cost configurations. Figures 3
and 4 present the relative production unit cost history and the reliability growth history of the
STINGER guidance system as a function of years after ED contract start. Note that the unit cost
Is better than its requirement and the reliability is projected to grow above Its requirement.
The STINGER guidance system is depicted in Figure 5. Its three major subassemblies are a
seeker head, an electronics section, and a cryostat assembly. The seeker head is composed of:
1. An IR dome housing assembly
2. A two degree of freedom gyro
3. An optical/encoding system
4. A head co*1 assembly
5. An infrared detector assembly
The
1.
2.
3.
4.

electronic section consists of:
Five analog/logic multilayer circuit c.rd assemblies
One power multilayer circuit card ass<<mbly
A multilayer printed wire distribution board
A connector
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The cryostat assembly Is made of:

1.
2.
3.

A miniature finned coll tube
A flexible gas line and connector
An Inline particle Alter

STINGER GUIDANCE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
The manufacturing sequence and flow diagram for the STINGER guidance system of Figure 6
shows that to achieve the guidance system design-to-cost requirement, the latest and most advanced
manufacturing technologies are planned and applied for the production of STINGER. These technologies Include maximizing the use of castings, numerical control machining, automatic multilayer
PWB plating and etching, numerical control drilling, automatic electronic component insertion,
wave soldering, automatic electronic testing and fault Isolation, and automatic guidance system
tailoring and acceptance testing. Figure 7 depicts the various automated processes planned for
STINGER. The manufacturing process has been optimized considering the present manufacturing
technology state-of-the-art, production rates, total quantity, and the guidance performance requirements.
There are several areas where additional savings can be achieved when advances in the manufacturing technology take place. Five significant areas are:
1. Automatic cryostat fabrication and testing
2. Automatic place and solder of high density flat pack components
3. Automated Inspection
4. Numerical control precision machining
5. Automatic assembly of high precision mechanical parts
Of these five, the first three appear to have potential solutions by developing and proofing manufacturing technologies. At the present time the required tolerance constraints of the precision
mechanical parts are just within the present state-of-the-art for manual machining and assembly
and will require a significant state-of-the-art jump to achieve automation. These areas will be
discussed in detail later in this paper.

DETAILED GUIDANCE RECURRING COST
Relative recurring quantity based unit production costs are broken down for each guidance subassembly item into standard manufacturing categories in Table I.
Table I. STINGER Guidance Cost Breakdown
■

Sub-assembly

Percent
of Total

Purchased
Material

Piece Parts
Fabrication

Assembly
6 Test

Inspection

Guidance Integration

4.1

--

--

3.5

0.6

Seeker Head

52.9

19.2

k'l

7. 1

Electronics

38.1

R

03

4.3

4.5

4.9

--

0.6

M

0.7

100.0
...

40.2

18.8

24.6

Cryoatat
Totale
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Figure 6. Diagram of Guidance Manufacturing Sequence and Flow.
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Note that 40.2 percent is purchased parts cost, 12.9 percent Is inspection costs, and 46.9 percent is the cost for fabrication, assembly, and test. There are six areas which deserve special
attention as cost drivers. They are:
1. Seeker head parts fabrication
2. Seeker head assembly and test
3. Electronic purchase parts
4. Electronic parts fabrication
5. Cryostat assembly and test
6. Inspection
Each ol thes'i areas will be discussed in detail below with the help of the percent cost versus manufacturing operation bar graph shown in Figure 8.
Seeker Head Part Fabrication
The major source of the seeker head parts fabrication cost is t^e ultra-high precision machining required to fabricate the gyro gimbal assembly parts. Guidance performance requirements
dictate the required precision and tolerance structure. The fabrication task is just within the sta^of-the-ar* for manual lathe and grinding operation and at the present time no known automatic technology is within the reach of the immediate state-of-cho-art.

PERCENT OF UNIT PRODUCTION COST
MANUFACTURING OPERATION

1234
i
i
i
i

56
i
■

7.o
i
i

SEEKER HEAD
PRECISION MACHINING
GENERAL MACHINING
PRECISION ASSEMBLY
ALL OTHER

ELECTRONICS
HAND SOLDERING
TAILOR AND TEST
AUTOMATIC INSERTIO 1
AND SOLDERING
ALL OTHER

CRYOSTAT

GUIDANCE INTEGRATION

Figure 8. STINGER Guidance System - Percent of Unit Production
Cost Versus Manufacturing Operation.
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Seeker Head Assembly anu Test
The major contributor to the seeker head assembly and test cost Is the assembly of the gyro
gimbal assembly which requires manual matching, fitting, and adjusting the ultra-precision, tight
tolerance gimbals. Here again, no automatic technology is within the immediate state-of-the-art.

Guidance Electronics Purchase Parts
There are two major contributors to the high cost of electronic components. The small packaging volume allocation for the electronics requires miniature size discrete resistors and capacitors. Approximately ten percent of the 21 percent (two percent of total guidance cost) is attributed
to miniature size discrete parts. The requirement for HI REL MIL-STANDARD electronic components, rather than MIL-STANDARD electronic components, makes up 28 percent of the 21 percent
(six percent of total guidance cost). That is, a six percent reduction in the total guidance cost
could be achieved by using MIL -CTANDARD electronic components. It Is interesting to note that
REDEYE uses MIL-STANDARD electronic components and exceeds its guidance reliability requirement.

Electronic Fabrication
Hand soldering of high density Qatpack components contributes 30 percent to the eight and onehalf percent (two and one-half percent of the total guidance cost). Conventional methods for automatic place and solder of flatpack components Is not achievable with the present manufacturing
technology with high density components packaged on both sides of the PWB as they are packed in
the STINGER electronics. The development of an automatic place and solder technology for
STINGER as a project will virtually eliminate this cost.

Cryostat Assembly and Test
Manual assembly and testing drives the cryostat cost approximately 100 percent beyond the
predicted cost If the technology were available for automatic assembly and test. A manufacturing
technology needs to be developed to automatically manufacture the STINGER cryostat. A two percent reduction in total guidance system cost can be achieved if automation is developed.

Total Inspection Costs
All inspectlor on STINGER Is presently performed manually by visually comparing the item to
its drawing. Automatic inspection technologies should be developed with H goal to reduce Inspection
costs by 35 percent.

STINGER GUIDANCE MANUFACTURING TIME BASED SUP 'CRT COSTS
Eight years of REDEYE production experience has established an accurate support cost history
which can be used to project the STINGER guidance support costs. From this history it is projected that the support costs during Initial production will be approximately equal to the quantity
based recurring costs. These support tasks include, but are not limited to:
1. Program Management
2. Configuration and Change Control
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3. Design Engineering Support
4. Manufacturing Engineering Support
5. Quality Engineering Support
6. Quality Assurance Management
7. Cost and Schedule Tracking (CSMS)
8. Tool Maintenance
9. Test Equipment Maintenance
10. Shipping and Receiving
11. Inventory Control
12. Software Maintenance
13. Periodic Conformance Inspection (periodic environmental testing)
14. Production Planning
Significant cost savings can be realized for approximately 50 percent of the above tasks by developing
a Computer Integrated Manufacturing System. This system should:
1. Reduce configuration and change control cost by approximately 50 percent
2. Decrease the span time for change incorporation by approximately 50 percent.
3. Maintain an up-to-date drawing package without CO attachments
4. Reduce planning and replanning costs by a factor of four
5. Provide automatic Inventory and routing control of all hardware in the manufacturing
process
6. Provide real time schedule and cost tracking data
7. Reduce the amount of paper by 50 percent
8. Reduce quality assurance management costs by providing real time analysis of quality
assurance data
A reasonable estimate of the cost savings which can be achieved by implementing the system is
approximately 25 to 30 percent of the total STINGER guidance time based support costs.

'UTURE TRENDS IN MANPADS GUIDANCE
General Dynamics, Pomona Division has accumulatea more than 25 years of guided missile
design and manufacturing experience and more than 16 years of direct experience on MANPADS
guidance systems. From this history, future trends can be fairly accurately forecasted. The 1985
threat fox- the MANPADS weapon system will impose performance requirements which will necessitate an increase In guidance complexity of approximately three times over the complexity of
ÖTINGER.
Figure 9 predicts the complexity factor of the future (1982-85) seeker head to be six using the
1959 initial REDEYE guidance system as the unity reference.
Figure 10 forecasts the equivalent discrete circuit element count to be approximately 7,000 in
the 1982-85 time fram J, four times the circuit element count of STINGER and 30 times the current
element count of the iiitlal REDEYE. The ust of Integrated circuits, operational amplifiers, and
resistor arrays has fiermitted ffl'INGER's actual parts count to remain at a reasonable level as
shown in Figure 10.
As the amount of Integration has increased the rocket motor and warhead designers have Influenced the electronic packaging volume allocation decisions and the available packaging volume
ha? di'ci «sased according to the trend curve of Figure 11. From these data electronic packaging
density trends are computed for MANPADS guidance and plotted on Figure 12.
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Figure 10. MANPADS Guidance
Electric Parts Count Trend.

Figure 9. MANPADS Guidance Seeker Head
Requirements/Complexity Trend.

STINGER has reached the packaging density limit for packaging with multilayer PWBs and off
the shelf discrete components. Future packaging density needs require the use of a large scale
hybrid (LSH) packaging system. The photograph In Figure 13 shows a typical LSH wafer assembly
which must be used for any future MANPADS guidance electronics In order to meet the projected
packaging volume and component count. This LSH packaging system Is composed of a large ceramic
wafer with deposited circuit pads, thin and thick film resistor, chip capacitors and semiconductor
components, all connected with wire bonded gold wire. The wafer Is hermetically sealed.
The present manufacturing technology for this LSH system requires a significant amount of
skilled manual operations, primarily for the placement of chip components and wire bonding the
interconnect. Individual semiconductor chips cannot be easily tested prior to placement on the
sidbstrate.
Recently several semiconductor bouses have developed rolled film/tape carriers for semiconductor chips which permit them to be individually tested and automatically placed on substrates.
A manufacturing technology project Is needed to evaluate and proof the feasibility of automating this
emerging semiconductor carrier system. This new manufacturing technology for automatic LSH
electronic assembly has the potential of reducing the cost of hybrid electronics manufacturing to a
level equal to or less than the cost of automatic Insertion and wave soldering of the multilayer
PWB/discrete component packaging sys'.em.
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Figure 11. MANPADS Guidance Electronic
Packaging Volume Trend.

Figure 12. MANPADS Guidance Electronic
Packaging Density Trend.

TRENDS IN MANPADS GUIDANCE MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
Figure 14 presents a projection of the manufacturing technology forecast for the 1985 time
frame based on REDEYE history and STINGER'S present manufacturing technology. This projection Is based on the natural growth In manufacturing technology and on an assumption that the manufacturing technology projects of this conference will be funded.
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Figure 13. MANPADS Advanced Wafer Assembly.
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Figure 14. Automation/Mechanization Trend.
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The foUowlog table summarizes the U. S. Army Materiel Command Missile Maaufacturlog
Technology Conference STINGER Projects.

Project Name

Funding
Required

Area

Duration
(Months)

Savings

STINGER High Density
Flatpack Automatic
Place and Solder

STINGER/guldance/ $
electronics

280,000

12

Two and one-half percent
of guidance cost

Low Cost STINGER
Cryostat Assembly
Technology

STINGER/guldance/ $
cryostat

133,000

12

Reduce cryostat cost by
50 to 60 percent (two percent of total guidance cost)

CADAM Configuration
and Change Control
System for STINGER
Production

STINGER/guldance/
support

$

288,000 ;

12

Reduces configuration
control cost by 50 percent

Computer Integrated
Manufacturing System

STINGER/
structure/
management
system

$6,000,000 I

48

Reduction in design-toproduction transition time
of 25 percent

STINGER Automated
Inspection Technology

STINGER/guldance/
inspection

$

Tape Carrier MicroInterconnect System for
Large Scale Hybrid
Electronic

Future MANPADS/
$1,650,000
guidance/electronics

CADAM Control of
Chemical Processes for
Fabrication of STINGER
Printed Circuitry

STINGER/guldance/
electronics

$

Substrate Material
Research on Stripline/
Microstrip Circuits

Various/guidance/
$
stripllne-mlcrostrlp
circuits

Reduction in recurring
costs:
Manufacturing:
Existing STINGER
Program:
6%
Future Program: 50%
Support:
50%
Reduction in nonrecurring
costs:
60%
Reduction in paper
costs:
50%
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1

Reduction of 25 to 35 percent on STINGER guidance
I Inspection (four percent of
total guidance cost)

36

Reduces assembly costs
by 75 percent

390,000

36

Reduces printed wiring
board fabrication cost by
40 percent

75,000

12

Reduction In fabrication
and reliability costs

330,000

Enclosure 2

Page 1 of 10
U.S. ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND
MISSILE MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE
STINGER PROJECTS

Title: STINGER High Density Flatpack Automatic Place and Solder

System/sesBlon area/component; STINGER/guldance/electroolcs

Problem; To attain the high packaging density required In the guidance electronics, discrete parts
are mounted on both sides of the circuit cards. Through-hole mounted (axial and radial leaded)
parts are mounted on one side and flatpack mlcroclrcults are mounted on the opposite side (normally
the solder side). In addition, feed-through holes Interconnecting the various layers (six) of the
printed wiring board must be plugged with solder. To attain high productivity, automated assembly
techniques, such as automatic part Insertion and wave soldering, are employed. Wave soldering,
however, leaves excessive and uncontrolled amounts of solder on the circuit card, thereby obstructing automatic flatpack place and soldering.

Proposed solution; To develop an automatic masking process to preserve the original flatpack footprint solder surface and automate the place and reflow solder operation for attaching the flatpacks
on side #2 of each circuit card.

Project cost and duration; Estimated costs are as follows:
Masking process development
Machine design and specification
Pilot machine and proofing
Total

$ 50,000
80,000
150,000
$280,000

Estimated duration of the project is 12 months

Benefits; Reduction in the total STINGER guidance recurring cost by two and one-half percent.

Assumptions: None
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Page 2 of 10

Title: Low Cost STINGER Cryostat Assembly Technology
System/session area/component; STINGER/guldance/cryostat
Problem; Present manual methods to manufacture the STINGER cryostat are costly because of the
tight tolerances to achieve an Insertion force of 0.5 to 3.0 pounds and to cool the IR detector at a
specified rate without becoming restricted due to contamination.
Proposed solution; Develop the manufacturing technology, specialized manufacturing equipment,
cleaning equipment and test equipment required to decrease the cost of manufacturing the cryostat
by 50 - 60 percent.
Project cost and duration;
Equipment design
Pilot equipment manufacture
Evaluation and proofing
Total

$ 22.000
71,000
40,000
$133,000

Estimated duration of the project is 14 months
Benefits; Benefits to be derived from the project are as follows;
1.

Reduced cryostat cost by 50 - 60 percent (two percent of total guidance cost).

2.

Increased yield.

Assumptions; None
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Title: CADAM Configuration and Change Control System for STINGER Production

Syrtem/seaalon/area component: STINGER/guldance/support

Problem: Present method to control the configuration is to maintain an approved Form I MYLAR
hard copy drawing and changes are contained on separate sheets called "Change Orders. " The
Change Orders are part of the documentation package and are manually Incorporated onto the MYLAR
hard copy at a later date and a letter change is assigned to the drawing. This sometimes causes
confusion and difficulty in tracking and maintaining an up-to-date documentation package for all concerned parties.

Proposed solution; Develop a CADAM configuration data bank which continuously maintains each
drawing to its latest configuration. Develop subroutines to retrieve, display and make changes to
each displayed drawing Instead of preparing Change Orders. Obtain the necessary approval using
the display rather than paper, prior to Incorporating it in the CADAM configuration data bank. This
eliminates the MYLAR lard copy and the Change Order and provides all concerned parties with an
on-the-spot latest configuration.

Project cost and duration: Estimated costs are as follows:
Develop Interactive graphics software
Develop system software
Evaluate and proof "STINGER" data bank
Total

$210,000
30,000
48,000
$288,000

Estimated duration of the project is 12 months

Benefits: Benefits to be derived from the project are as follows:
1.

Eliminates confusion by providing realtime configuration data.

2.

Eliminated MYLAR hard copy with attached Change Orders by automatically translating
drawings onto microfilm.

3.

Reduces configuration control and change Incorporation costs by 50 percent

Assumptions: None
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Title: Computer Integrated Manufacturing System

System/session/component: STINGER/structures/manufacturlng system

Problem: The manufacturing system as we know It today Is under heavy pressure to become more
productive, flexible and precise and better able to cope with the varying requirements of the military product.
There are currently a variety of approaches to improving efficiency of individual facets of the system; design through synthesis and analysis programs; Documentation through Interactive graphics
and computer aided drafting; Configuration Control and Manufacturing Control through ports listings
and release systems; Material Control through Inventory Management and Procurement Systems;
Fabrication control through Planning systems and NC programming systems; Product Quality
through automated test and inspection systems with reporting of performance and yield trends;
Budget Control via CSMS and on and on.
Little or no system planning has been done to develop a comprehensive system. Gross inefficiencies
arc caused by the mlsh mash of small systems designed for specific purposes without the larger
needs of the total transition through Design and Production to Product I'se.
The evolution of products established in this heiter skelter of mismatched design and production
systems tends to perpetuate the system inefficiencies because some part of most new products are
contained n the existing systems.

Proposed solution; Perform a system design relating the various inputs, outputs, formats, data
modification requirements, etc., to meet the requirements of the total design-to-use progression.
Develop the requirements for evolving from existing systems where possible and for providing for
system growth.

Provide for system sizing to maintain economy over a spectrum of applications.

Investigate parts classification systems and develop a system capable of handling the entire spectrum of parts found in tactical missile systems. The system must meet the requirements developed
in the total system design of the above paragraph.
Perform programming and implementation of the system design on one computer system.

17A
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Project cost and duration; Estimated costs are as follows:
Project Initiation and Review and Preliminary Specification (12 months)
Preliminary System Design and Final Specification (12 months)
Detail System Design and Development (12 months)
System Programming and Implementation (12 months)
Total

$1,000,000
1,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
$6,000,000

Estimated duration of the project is 48 mouths.

Benefits; Benefits to be derived from this project are as follows:
1.

A reduction In the design-to-production transition time.

2.

A reduction in both recurring and nonrecurring costs.
Percent of Savings
Design-to-production span reduction

25

Recurring:
Manufacturing: Existing STINGER Prograin

5

Manufacturing: Future Program

50

Manufacturing: Support

50

Nonrecurring

60

Paper costs

50

Assumptions; The project cost estimates assume that a totally Integrated manufacturing system
would be planned, developed and Implemented on one host computer system. Modularity of the
design would allow for incremental transition from existing subsystems to the integrated system.
Use of existing software that would satisfy the preliminary specifications at the end of the first
phase would substantially reduce the cost estimates for subsequent phar.es. Likewise conversion
of the system to other computer systems would Increase the estimates.

Tasks affected:
1.

Process analysis

2.

Production planning

3.

Shop loading and scheduling (Span and Bank)

4.

Tool design

5.

Part programming (Fabrication)

6.

Assembly system programming

7.

Machine control to "on-line"
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8.

Job and machiie status

9.

Issuance and comrol of documents

10.
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Cost tracking

Group technology (part family coding): Identification of part families permits creation of standard
process/assembly plans, or menus, and from the key to retrieval systems.

Common data bank: The common data bank of information being utilized by the manufacturing system, with engineering initiating the file with a geometric part description and other control path.
Each subsystem processes this data interactively with the computer. Such a system, besides
cutting down on duplications common in today's system, will allow for better control ol the total
Information flow. These files form the basis for creating parts lists and the programming of
assembly systems.

Production planning: The production planning system will utilize the "menu" retrieval concept, and
will include such automatic subroutines as:
1.

Machine utilization and efficiency

2.

Cutter selection with speed and feed

3.

Time standard calculation

4.

Machining data

6.

Process/assembly sequence

Tool design; Tool desigp/drafting utilizing the same basic software developed for engineering design. The common d?.ta bank will be accessed for part geometry. Tool design data was captured
In the computer and a micro-film produced in lieu of a drawing. One aperture card will be used for
configuration control.

Machine/process programming: Automatic generation of the geometric location of each discrete»
part on the electronic circuit card, or substrate will make for efficient use of assembly system <
developed for future packaging concepts.
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Title: STINGER Automated Inspection Technology

System/session area/component: STINGER/guldance/inspectlon

Problem; Present inspection methodology is performed manually and visually by comparing the
item's characteristics to the drawing requirements. This is a time consuming and relatively costly
process.

Proposed solution; The following areas are to be Investigated and evaluated during this project:
1.

Automate handling and inspection of printed wiring boards and printed flex cables for
dimensional and visual conformance to drawing requirements.

2.

Automate gaging methods of complex precision machined parts for dimensional conformance to drawing requirements.

3.

Automate gaging methods, on the machine, with feedback to the machine, of numerical
control machined parts.

4.

Develop methods of determining integrity of soldered connections by other than visual
inspection methods.

Project cost and duration: Estimated costs are as follows:
Technology investigation and definition
Equipment development
Software and proofing
Total

$ 90,000
150,000
90,000
$330,000

Estimated duration of the pioject is 18 months

Benefits: Benefits to be derived from this project are as follows:
1.

To achieve 25 to 35 percent cost reduction on STINGER guidance inspection (four percent
of total guidance cost).

2.

To provide the capability to neet increased production rate and schedule demands.

Assumptions: None
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Title: Tape Carrier Micro-Interconnect System for Large Scale Hybrid Electronics

System/session area/component: Future MANPADS/guldance/electronlcs

Problem; The Increased packaging density needed for f '"ire MANPADS guidance electronics requires the use of hybrid microelectronic devices packaged on large scale hybrid waferb. Present
st&te-of-the-art of the manufacturing technology for this system requires highly skilled costly labor
and future manufacturing costs will be high unless a new manufacturing technology is developed.
Semiconductor elements cannot be individually tested prior to assembly.

Proposed Holution; To design a system for automatically transporting and assembling semiconductor
devices which are housed on rolled tape carriers,

This tape carrier system Is presently being in-

troduced into Industry by the semiconductor manufacturers.

Project cost and duration; Estimated costs are as folio vs;
Develop standards for tape carrier
Develop automatic bonding process
Develop and proof design standards
Establish feasibility assembly line
Optimize fabrication and assembly system
Total

$

100,000
320,000
ISO, 000
200, 000
580,000
$1,650,000

Estimated duration of the project Is 36 months.

Benefits; Benefits to be derived from this project a»"? «s follows:
1.

Reduces assembly costs by 75 percem,

2.

Permits individual semiconductor testing prior to assembly.

3.

Improves reliability (bond strength and si<.e).

Assumptions: None
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Title: C/DAM Control of Chemical ProcesBes for Fabrication of STINGER Printed Circuitry
System A. sslon/component: STING ER/guldance/electronlcs
Problem: Tactical missile systems are calling for highly dense, sophisticated, heterogeneous
electronl M to be packaged In volumes fixed by existing air frames. This In turn has increased the
tolerance md complexity of the printed circuit interconnection substrates for electronic and control
guidance f emendously. The numbers of circuit lines per unit area has increased by a factor of
two per ULlt area, the number of layers of circuitry per substrate has increased from two to eight,
it..* chejr cally plated line widths have been reduced from ±0.025 inch, ±0.005 inch to 0.012 inch,
-tu. 002 inf ,i. The control of the many step chemical plating and etching processes, which are the
heart of the fabrication procedure have become marginally possible to control manually. Scrap
and rework as well as excessive manual QA have Increased production cost considerably.
Proposed solution; A series of selective Ion electrode, photocell and current sensing sensors can
be ujed to monitor critical process operating parameters. Closed loop regulation systems can be
established based on these reference sensors. Computer programming can be created to integrate
this regulatory system Into an overall computer aided manufacturing control network.
Project cost and duration; Estimated costs are as follows;
Identify and demonstrate feasibility of sensor
system
Develop closed loop feedback system
Proof the concepl with hardware
Total

$ 65,000
125,000
200,000
"390,000

Estimated duration of the project is 36 months.
Benefits; Reduce printed wiring board fabrication cost by 40 percent.
Aasumptions; None
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Title: Substrate Material Research en Strlpllne/Mlcrostrip Circuits
System/session area/component. Various/guldance/strlpllne-mlcrostrip circuits
Problem; Stripllne and Microstrip circuits utilize chip capacitors, chip resistors, microcircults
packaged in leadless inverted devices (LIDs) and the like in order to obtain high density packaging.
They also use teflon substrates in order to achieve the desired dielectric properties. The thermal
coefficient difference between the ceramic components, the teflon substrates, and solder used for
joining cause severe fabrication and reliability problems resulting in high costs.
Proposed solution; A basic tiaterlal e Juatlon of substrate material, component package material,
and Joining technique is called for. One possible candidate might Include an all polyimide system.
Polylmlde substrates are beginning to be used for high temperature circuit board substrates. A
relatively new system of packaging mlcroclrcult on polylmlde tape with printed circuit lead frame
Interconnects is beginning to emerge. Thermo compression bonding of various metallurgical Joining systems are known. A thorough dielectric performance as well as assembly process investigation as a function of potential material systems is called for.
Project cost and duration; Estimated costs are as follows:
To conduct a material and component evaluation and
establish a compatible Joining process

$75,000

Estimated duration of project is 12 months.
Benefits; Prototype hardware with a reduction In fabrication and reliability cost.
Assumptions; None
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STINGER ALTERNATE GUIDANCE SYSTEM

J. L. Johnson
Aeronutronlc Ford Corporation
Newport Beach, California

92663

ABSTRACT
TMs report contains a discussion of the potential prcluctlon cost reductions for the
Stinger Alternate guidance system If manufacturing technology projects are applied during
the development phase. This report describes the Stlngor Alternate missile system, Identifies the major system cost drivers and recommends three manufacturing technology projects
to reduce unit production cost. These projects are for: (1) large scale integration (LSI)
of the missile electronics, (2) fluidlc rate sensors, and (3) replication of optics. The
estimated costs of the manufacturing technology projects versus production costs reduction
show a very favorable ratio.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN CRITERIA

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

>

Stinger Alternate is a man-portable shoulder fired air defense missile system that
employs a laser beam riding guidance system and visual target tracking. It Is effective
against all subsonic low altitude aircraft targets. The total weight of a tactical configuration will be approximately 32,5 pounds.

The major elements of the Stinger Alternate system are shown in Figure 1. They are
the mljslle and its eject motor, the missile launch tube, and the Guidance Unit. The
missile, its eject motor, and the thermal battery required to operate this missile during
flight are Integral to the Launcher Assembly which is a throw-away item. The Guidance Unit,
which is attached to the Launcher Assembly prior to use, is reusable.
Missile
The missile airframe is a simple body tall configuration with a Jtaximum diameter of
3,25 inches. In a tactical configuration, the missile will weight approximately 17.0 pounds
and have an overall length of 47 inches. The current Advanced Development missile weighs
approximately 20.0 pounds and has a length of approximately 52.5 inches.
The airframe is designed to cavry the Stinger warhead and fuze, which are mounted in
a l'>w drag nose fairing. For the development program, the warhead is replaced by a telemetry unit and Its associated signal conditioning circuitry.
Propulsion Is provided by the ejector motor (which burns in the launch tube to provide
a launch velocity of 60 feet/second) and the flight motor which Ignites 20 feet from the
launcher and provides a supersonic flight velocity. Both motors are solid propellent boost
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designs which use smokeless double base propellanta. The flight motor nozzles are located
at the mldbody and canted outboard at an angle of 20 degrees.
The flight control svsten la a 3 axis attitude controlled autopilot which la comanded
by guidance error signal derived from the output of the guidance receiver at the rear of
the missile. Attitude reference for the autopilot is provided by three rate sensors.
Control Is accomplished by deflection of the missile tall surfaces, which are Independently
actuated to provide control of pitch, yaw and roll. During the low speed phase of flight
following launch, the effectiveness of the aerodynamic surfaces Is augmented by reaction
control jets which are activated In parallel with the tall control aurfaces.

Guidance Unit Assembly
An assembly view of the Guidance Unit Assembly is shown In Figure 2. The Guidance
Unit Assembly consists of the stabilized mirror (SSU), zoom laser beam projector and the
gunner's 10X telescope. The guidance beam Is generated by a pair of laser diodes. Each
diode radiates Into a fiber optic, the apertures of which are positioned to form an "L"
shaped pattern of the object plane of a zoom lens system. The pattern is continuously
focused at the missile during its flight by programmed motion of the zoom lens.
The guidance beam is nutated and the modulation frequency of each diode varied with
the phase of the nutation cycle. The missile guidance error components (vertical and
lateral deviation, from the beam centerline) are determined from the modulation frequency
detected by the missile receiver as the image of each diode sweeps by the receiver. The
zoom lens program maintains the dimensions of each element of the beam at approximately
1 meter x 6 meters from a range of 120 meters to maximum range. This provides an approximately circular guidance field with a constant diameter of 6 meters.
Target tracking is accomplished visually by the gunner by pointing the launch tube as
he would a rifle. Accurate tracking is achieved by means of the Sightline Stabilization
Unit (SSU) which stabilizes the field of the gunner's 10X telescope and the projected
laser guidance beam.
The SSU was designed to provide an optimum combination of the rapid target acquisition
capability of a hand-held weapon with the high tracking accuracy of a stabilized mount.
The basic element of the system is a two axis gimballed mirror which is stabilized by a
pair of rate gyros. The mirror is dynamically coupled to the launch tube so as to obtain
maximum attenuation of the normal extraneous motions of a hand held weapon while providing
the control necessary to track rapidly moving targets,

MISSILE DETAIL ASSEMBLY
The Stinger Alternate Missile is shown in Figure 3, Three major sections are defined
on the fly-away assembly. An eject rocket motor, which falle away after missile emergence
from the launch tube, completes the assembly. The three sections consist of (1) the
warhead section which houses the Stinger ordnance or the Stinger telemetry elements,
(2) the flight propulsion section, and (3) the flight control section which consists of the
flight control servo, electronics, thermal battery, rate sensors, the receiver, and the
aerodynamic control fins. Two threaded couplers are used to assemble the three sections.
The physical characteristics of the prototype missiles will closely approximate those of
the tactical design, with electronics packaging and instrumentation accounting for differences (which will not affect missile performance). Figure 4 is a photograph of the
prototype Advanced Development Stinger Alternate missile.
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FIGURE 2.

GUIDANCE UNIT ASSEMBLY
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Alrfrane
Phyalcal Characteristic». The missile alrframe consists of a body configured of an
oglval nose and a cylindrical afterbody having a diameter of 3.25 Inches. The nose shape
Is a 3.15 calibre secant-ogive, with a 0.15 inch diameter spherical bluntness. Overall
missile length ia 47.0 inches, with the eject rocket motor Increasing the overall package
to 50.4 Inches. The last 4.5 inches of the missile body is stepped down to form a
aub-calibre multi-sided shroud section over which the aerodynamic control fins fold while
in the launcher. The aft region of the shroud is contoured to reduce system drag. The
forebody is constructed of thin gauge aluminum alloy, the flight propulsion section is of
high strength steel, and the flight control cylindrical shroud is of aluminum alloy. The
noncircular flight control servo assembly and the gas manifold are hard anodized aluminum
castings. The elements contained in the flight control section are preassembled as a unit
and inserted into the aluminum shroud piece, where they are retained by screws installed
through the shroud structure. The missile assembly weight buildup is sumnarized below:
Ordnance Section

2.83

Flight Motor Section

9.36

Flight Control Section

4.47

Assembly Hardware

0.34

Missile Launch Weight
Eject Propulsion

17.00 pounds
1.00

Total ln-Tube-Welght

18.00 pounds

Structural/Mechanical Design Characteristics. The primary structural/mechanical
design characteristics of the missile assembly are established by the need to provide
structural integrity under all external a ,a s lf-lnduced loading conditions with low cost
fabrication and assembly techniques, while attaining the minimum weight characteristics
required for a man portable weapon system. To this end, the structural/mechanical design
Integrates the necessary load carrying structure into the configuration physical characteristics generated by the functional requirements of the major elements of the missile.
1.

Design Loading Conditions. The principal external loading for the missile assembly
<s generated by d — «wile response of the missile to shock inputs that may occur
during field handling Impact conditions when the missile is in the launcher
assembly. Since the launcher assembly provides support for the missile and protection from direct Impact of sharp objects on the missile external structure,
this loading condition is not critical to primary structure design. Internal
subassemblles and components of the missile and their attachment structure are
designed to withstand the high level, short duration acceleration loads resulting
from the impact loading conditions.
The significant self-induced loading for the missile primary structure is produced
by tii? maximum lateral maneuver acceleration, high dynamic pressure condition that
occurs in combination with high axial accelerations during flight motor operation.
The maximum expected combined accelerationa are 55 g's axial and 45 g's lateral.
For these conditions, the missile structure and all subassemblles and components
are designed to withstand the distributed shear forces and bending moments resulting from the worst case aerodynamic and inertia loads. Other critical self-induced
loading conditions considered in the design include the high temperature, high
pressure conditions that exist in the flight propulsion unit, the gas generator
pressure vessel, the flight control servo vralve and actuator assembly, and the
eject motor pressure chamber. The aerodynamic forces and moments generated by the
movable control tails are the primary loads considered in the structural design of
the tail surfaces and the control tail actuator mechanisms.
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Other structural/mechanical design considerations Include the requirement to provide
control tall panel <<nd actuator mechanism stiffness and mass distribution values
necessary to ensure >.he absence of tall flutter throughout the missile flight regime
and to preclude tail/actuator system dynamic coupling with the flight control system
frequencies. In addition, the Marman clamps that connect the three major missile
subassemblies are designed to provide the required strength as well as the joint
stiffnesses necessary to ensure that the significant missile body-bending frequencies
will not cause unsatisfactory flight control system performance.
2.

Structural Characteristics. The primary structure for the missile consists generally
of the external conical or cylindrical shaped thin-walled metal skin that supports
the internal subassemblies and components. The external skin structure for the
ordnance section and flight control section assemblies utilizes a 6000 series
high-strength aluminum alloy chosen to attain a lightweight structure with low
fabrication costs. The wall thickness for the ordnance section shroud is 0.010 inch
where supported by foam, while the thickness is increased to 0.030 inch in the flight
control section shroud. The flight propulsion motor case structure, designed to
withstand the high pressure and temperatures induced by propellant burning, utilizes
a high temperature maraglng steel. The wall thickness for the motor case is
0.025 inch. The structure for the flight control actuator valve/manifold assembly
is also primary missile structure in that region and is constructed by precision
casting of a high strength castable aluminum alloy. Type 356. The aft shroud structure supporting the receiver and the tall control surfaces is also constructed of
356 aluminum casting.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE MISSILE SYSTEM GUIDANCE ELEMENTS
The Stinger Alternate missile system is different from the Chaparral or Stinger in that
part of the guidance system is on t he expendable missile and part of it remains with the
launch station for reuse. For the purposes of this paper for the Missile Manufacturing
Technology Conference, the Stinger Alternate guidance system consists of the entire
reusable Guidance Unit Assembly plus the following missile components: (1) laser optical
receiver, (2) receiver data processing and autopilot electronics, (3) the three axis rate
sensor unit and associated Interconnecting harness and support hardware.
The current Deslgn-to-Cost guidelines on Stinger Alternate include the buy of
23,000 missiles at the rate of 275/month with 2020 Guidance Unit assemblies. Thus, the
current Deslgn-to-Cost objectives for Stinger Alternate Include the flyaway costs of
23,000 weapon rounds (missile plus launcher plus eject motor) plus the cos-ts of 2020
Guidance Unit assemblies. This sum total cost number Is then divided by 23,000 to obtain
the Unit Procurement Cost (UPC) objective for the missile system.

COST DRIVERS
The major cost elements of the Stinger Alternate guidance system on a generic basis
are shown in Table I.

TABLE I.
Guidance Element

7. Guidance System

Guidance Unit Assembly (GUA)*
Laser Optical Receiver
Receiver Data Processor Electronics
Autopilot Electronics
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5.0
6.5
22.0
24.0
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TABLE I. (Continued)
% Guidance System Costs

Guidance Element
Missile 3-axls Rate Sensor
Harness and Connectors
Housing and Structures

31.0
8.3
3.2

*GUA 7. of total guidance costs Is amortized on a

2020
- -

basis

The Stinger Alternate guidance system can be Identified relative to the Standard
Components list as shown In Table II.

TABLE II.
Guidance Component(s)

Standard Components Category

0

1.0

Protective covers (radomes, Irdomes)

None

2.0

Electro-optical collectors

(1)

Laser Receiver Optical
Assembly

(2)

Zoom beam projector

(3)

Slghtllne Stabilization
Unit

(4)

Gunner's Telescope

(1)

Optical Receiver Preamp

(2)

Receiver data processor

(3)

Autopilot electronics

3.0

Electronics

% of Guidance
System Cost

(4)

SSU electronics

(5)

Transmitter electronics

8.5

46 0

4.0

Electro-Optical Detectors

Silicon detector In receiver
optics

2 4

5.0

Major mechanical parts

(1)

Missile electronics
housing

3 8

(2)

SSU gimbals

(3)

Guidance Unit housing

(4)

Zoom projector frame

(5)

Telescope frame

(1)

2 axis rate sensor for
SSU

(2)

3 axis missile autopilot rate sensor

(I)

Guidance Unit internal
harnesses

(2;

Missile Interconnect
cables from receiver
optics to data processor to autopilot

6.0

7.0

8.0

Gyros

Cables

Power Supply

Not unique to guidance not included
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TABLE II.

(Continued)

Standard Components Category
9.0

7. of Guidance
System Cost

Guidance Component(s)

Connectors

(1)

Interconnect electronic
nodules In Guidance
Unit

(2)

Interconnectors for
electronic boards in
missile

3.7

The relative costs for the Guidance System components versus the manufacturing cost
categories is summarized In Table III.

TABLE III.

Electro-Optical Collectors
Electronics

GUIDANCE SYSTEM COST BREAKDOWN

Materials

Purchased
Parts

Fab &
Proc.

Assy.

8.5%

1.0%

4.0%

1.0%

1.0%

0.57,

1.0%

46.0%

2.0%

23.0%

4.0%

9.0%

1.0%

7.0%

Test &
Inspect.

Support

Electro-Optical Detectors

2.4%

-

1.8%

-

-

0.37.

0.3%

Major Mechanical Parts

3.8%

0.5%

1.0%

1.0%

0.5%

0.5%

0.3%

-

1.0%

1.0%

Gyros

31.0%

-

29.0%

-

Cables

4.6%

1.0%

2.0%

-

Connectors

3.7%

•

2.7%

1.0%

-

.

0.6%

63.5%

7.0%

11.5%

3.3%

10.2%

TOTALS

100.0%

4.5%

1.0%

-

Major Cost Drivers
The laser beamrider Stinger Alternate missile approach is inherently lower cost than
the seeker type missile systems such as Chaparral and Stinger since the expensive part of
the guidance system is retained at the launch station for reuse with the next missile.
Another feature of the missile design is the three section missile assembly approach where
the aft flight control section, the rid rocket motor section and the forward ordnance
section can be mass produced at different facilities with v€ :y minimum interface
specifications.
However, in considering all of the guidance components, three (3) areas of the guidance
system have good possibility for application of manufacturing technology programs. They
are: (1) electronics, (2) rate sensors, and (3) optics representing 46%, 31% and 14% of
the guidance system cost respectively.
1.

Guidance System Electronics. Electronics represents a major portion of the Stinger
Alternate system cost, and the missile electronics alone are 44% of total guidance
system cost. The current production baseline for Stinger Alternate Includes much
digital logic, and further digitization of guidance circuitry is being investigated.
It appears the full cost savings potential for digital circuitry can best be realized
from utilization of large scale integrated circuits (LSI). These are used extensively
in large comnercial markets such as pocket calculators and digital watches. However,
generally very large non-recurring costs are involved in producing tiie first article.
To minimize the impact of these costs and make the cost savings potential of LSIs
available to missile production, a study program is proposed. This program will
investigate current and anticipated digital circuitry needs for the missile Industry.
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Development of Industry standard LSIs will be investigated along with direct substitution or ruggedlzlng of coninerclally produced digital logic. In particular, adaptation
of recent developments In microprocessors and other monolithic Integrated circuits
should be Investigated,
2.

Rate Sensors. Rate sensors are required for position reference In both the missile
and the guidance unit; a device performing this function will probably always be
required In t laser beam-rider system. Fluldlc rate sensors are considered the
baseline devices for the Stringer Alternate system. They show considerable promise
for significantly reducing production costs relative to conventional rate gyros.
However, fluldics are still in development and production methods and equipment
have yet to be proven. To reap their cost savings potential, a production methods
investlgacion and pilot production program is proposed. This will both substantiate
Stinger Alternate production cost estimates and provide production proven, low-cost
devices for this and other missile programs.

3.

Optics. Optics are required to generate and coi :rol the beam for a laser beamrider.
Stinger Alternate uses a zoom lens and mirror system for pointing and focusing the
beam. The zoom lens in particular is a relatively costly device, and efforts should
be dl-ected toward reducing its production cost. A major cost factor is the alignment of the opt lea, elements. Since exotic materials are not required, investigation
of molded optics ha,' promise. A development program is proposed to Investigate
precision molding of lenses, together with their immediate mounting structure. Since
the critical allgnme.'t is transferred to the supports, concentricity and axial alignment is much easier to obtain.
For the mirrors, production techniques eliminating the need for polishing Individual
elements should be Investigated. Application of such techniques as replication
(transferring of mirrored surface from a master), lamination, and micro machining
(use of high-speed diamond lathe - eliminating need for grind or polish) would be
a part of the proposed manufacturing technology program. Reduction or elimination
of the "edge chip" proMem of replication warrants particular Investigation.
Application of micro machining techniques to zoom lens components would also be
studied in an optics cost reduction program.
It is believed the proposed manufacturing technology programs will even further
increase the cost effectiveness of the Stinger Alternate system. They will also
provide the necessary background to promote cost reduction of missile systems into
the 1980's.

PROPOSED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS

Manufacturing Technology Project to Pilot Produce Fluidic Rate Sensors
System/Session Area/Component: Stinger Altemate/Guidance/Missile Autopilot
Problem: The only developed, environmentally qualified and mass produced rat- sensors
available for the Stinger Alternate missile autopilot are conventional ■ubnialaturc rate
gyros. Even though these units have been quantity produced, they are relatively expensive
for use in a manportable air defense system. Fluidic rate sensors have adequate performance for the Stinger Alternate missile, are simpler and lower cost but are omy in the
early development phase with no production history.
Proposed Solution: Conduct a manufacturing technology project to do the rate sensor
development qualification, production engineering, tooling development and conduct a
1000 unit pilot production run. This will provide substantiation for the current Stinger
Alternate UPC numbers and qualified production proven rate sensors for the Stinger Alternate and other direct fire weapon systems such as the Tank Fired Guided Missile (TFGM) .
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Proiect Cost and Duration:

The estimated project costs and schedule are as follows:

(1)

Rate sensor development qualification

(2)

Production Engineering Program (PEP)

(3)

Tooling development

(4)

Pilot production run of 1000 units

(5)

Lot sample ;estlng, reliability analysis,
and documentation
Total Coses

$100,000 - 12 no.
200,000 - 18 mo.
75,000 -

Schedule

6 mo.

125,000 - 12 mo.
50.000 -

8 mo.

*

$550,000

•

48 mo. assuming some
concurrency of
activities

Benefits: Based on our work with the fluldlc rate sensor supplier» since mld-1973. It can
be projected that this manufacturing technology project would result In a 30 percent
reduction In the recurring hardware costs of the fluldlc rate sensor. This reflects a
30 percent reduction of an Item that Is a significant part of the "otal missile system
UPC. For a 23,000 missile buy, this will result In a program cost saving of $4.1M. or
2.1 percent. Thus, the fluldlc rate sensor Manufacturing Technology Project will result
In a i*±J. or 7,5:1 return on investiuent to the U.S. kvay for the Stinger Alternate program
above: 5--

Manufacturing Technology Project to Utilize LSI Techniques
in the Missile Guidance Mectronics
System/Session Area/Component: Stinger Alternate/Guidance/Electronics
Problem: Electronic circuits represent 25 percent of the Stinger Alternate guidance system.
The current missile design and the UPC is basec on use of hybrid electronic circuits.
Most of the missile electronics is already in digital format compatible with LSI techniques.
Use of LSI electronics in the missile not only reduces production cost but size and weight
on the missile which can be translated to a lighter carry weight for the gunner or increased
missile performance for a fixed weight. The design and utilization of LSI electronics in
an Advanced Development program is not feasible because of the inability to make quick
changes. The basic problem in Engineering Development is the extreme reluctance of the
Army iroject office to authorize changes between A,D, and E,D, for two reasons: (1) don't
change anything since it worked in A.D,, and (2) the much higher RTT&E costs of initial
Implementation of the LSI circuits versus hybrid. This is partlcu1arly true if the E.D.
phase is competitive - no contractor is going to vo;untarily bid T,SI electronics and price
himself out of the program.
Proposed Solution; Conduct a manufacturing t&chnology project for LSI development,
qualification, production engineering and pilot production run on the complete Stinger
Alternate missile guidance electronics. This includes everything from the output of the
receiver optics preamplifier through the autopilot to the value drivers. This would be
accomplished at the mid-point of E.D. where the circuit definition in hybrid form was very
firm. The complete flight control section would be redesigned to take advantage of the
size and weight reduction of the LSI ei.<>ctronlcs. The missile electronic development and
qualification would be completed with actual missile firing tests. The production engineering would be completed, tooling developed and a pilot production run of 200 missile electronic sections made to be ready for quantity production.
Project Cost and Duration: Estimated costs and program schedule are as follows:
(1)

LSI circuit development

$500,000 - 10 mo.

(2)

Missile electronics qualiflcai.lon

500,000 - 18 mo.

(3)

Production Engineering Program

100,000 - 10 mo.
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(4)

Pilot Production Run (200 units)

400,000 - 12 mo.

(3)

Lot aanple testing, reliability analysis
and docuMntatlon

50.000 -

8 mo.

Total Coats

-

S1.55M

Schedule

•

51 months with a
concurrency

Bereflts: Based on our own experience and supplier dsts. It Is estimated that complete
digitizing of the missile electronics and making maximum uae of LSI techniques will reduce
the missile cost by $110 or 3.51. This Includes both a reduction In recurring hardware
costs and the non-recurring startup for production. This equates to a S2.S3M savings on
a 23,000 Stinger Alternate missile buy. This Is only a 2'53 or 1.5 return on investment
1.55
for the Amy, but It does not account for the operational benefits of a lighter weight or
higher performance missile using the LSI missile electronics.

Manufacturing Technology Project to Reduct the Costs
of the Guidance System Optical Elements
System/Session Area/Component: itlnger Alternate/Guldance/Optlcal Elements
Problem: The Stinger Alternate guidance system retains several optical elements «^oh as
precision lenses, mirrors, and filters. All the optical components are in the Guidance
Unit Assembly except for a filter Ir tHe r.lsslle receiver
The current Advanced Development hardware design reflects high quality conventional optical fabrication techniques
which, If carried through E.D. and Into production, would reflect low rate higher cost
optics, A program Is needed to Investigate higher rate production techniques such as
mirror replication, lamination and mlcromachlnlng.
Proposed Solution: Condi^t a manufacturing technology project to develop and pilot production qualify higher rate, lower cost fabrication of the guidance system optical elements.
The objectives of this program would be to reduce the number of optical elements In the
design, reduce the tolerances for the optical elements, reduce fabrication and inspection
time, and reduce rejection rates In the fabrication process.
Project Cost and Duration:
(1)

Conduct design simplification study

$ 50,000 -

6 iro.

(2)

Redesign and test optical elements

100,000 - 12 mo.

(3)

Complete E.D. quality of new optical design

150,000 - 12 mo.

(4)

Conduct Production Engineering and tooling
development

100,000 - 12 mo.

(5)

Conduct Pllct Production Run (100)

100.000 - 12 mo.

Total Cost Estimate

■

$500,000

Total Schedule

»

48 mo. Including some
concurrency

Benefits: A review of the current optical component costs In the missile system UPC shows
a realistic recurring hardware cost reduction potential of $510 or 9.2 percent per Guidance
Unit Assembly using replication, lamination and mlcro-machlnlng techniques. This equates
to 2020 x $510.00, or $1,030,200 for the Stinger Alternate production. This reflects a
lt030t200 or 2.05:1 return on Investment for the U.S. Army.
500,000
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ry of Manufacturing Technology Frojacts Benefits
On a conservative basis of working just the three major cost drivers In the Stinger
Alternate guidance vstem, (1) guidance electronics, (2) missile and guidance unit assembly
rate sensors, and (3) guidance unit assembly optical elements, a total program cost saving
of S7.66M can be realized at a Manufacturing Technology Project Investment of only $?.60M.
This represents a return on Investtrent to the Army of 290 percent. In the case of the LSI
project It also results In Improved system performance. All of the projects. If conducted
In parallel with the missile system Engineering Development phase, will reduce production
lead tin«.

TRENDS IN SYSTEM COSTS
There are several trends In the missile development and production cycle that tend to
create and lock-in excessive costs. Some of these that pertain to small tactical missiles
such as Stinger Alternate are as follows:
1.

Source selection procedures still emphasize performance over cost/performance
tradeoffs. This causes second priority on Design-to-Cost objectives.

2.

De:ign simplification that is discovered during Advanced Development la not
being Implemented in the Engineering Development phase, particularly If
Engineering Development is determined from competitive approaches. The Army
should exercise raanagement maturity to renegotiate the winning Engineering
Development contract to Include improvements found in Advanced Development.

3.

Historically, most Advanced Development programs are extremely conpetltlve,
low cost and successful. During Engineering Development, however, the contractor
and Army management staffs expand exponsntially to satisfy excessive documentation
and procedures manuals with often the result excessive costs, marginal performance
and schedule delays.
These same trends of over management and excessive documentation produce high
costs In the acquisition phase. These trends can be reversed uy using the sane
procedures in Advanced Development and Engineering Development,

-».

A similar trend to (2) is found in the latter phases of Engineering Development.
Changes discovered In the latter phase of Engineering Development which could
reduce costs with only minimal changes In system performance are not implementec!
because of the firing test requaliflr.ation procedures. The procedures could be
changed to allow incorporation of the changes on the basis of pre-fllght
qualification tests only and complete flight test qualification with production
hardware.
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CHAPARRAL MISSILE GUIDANCE MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS

E. L. Yoder
Aeronutroi.lc Ford Corporation
Newport Beach, California

92663

CHAPARRAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Chaparral Air Defense Guided Missile System (Figure 1) Is a versatile weapon
system providing effective air defense for Army forward area tactical units. Chaparral can
be deployed In any global area as a point defense with the capability of destroying all
typea of enemy aircraft. Including helicopters, flying at low to medium altitudes during
visual flight conditions. The capability to meet similar needs of the Navy has been
demonstrated by a shipboard adaptation.

v*
'•' >

«fer
FIGURE 1. CHAPARRAL AIR DEFENSE GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM
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Th« M46 Fir« Unit la «elf-propelled and highly mobile, conaiatlng of the M54 Launching
Station mounted on an M730 Tracked Carrier (a alightly modified H5US Cargo Carrier). In
alternate varalona» th« N54 Launching Station may be grouno-emplaced or trailer-mounted.
Figure 2 shows the oMjor ayctM coo^onenta.
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FIGURE 2. MAJOR COMPONENTS OF CHAPARRAL SYSTEM
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The Launching Station can carry four MIM-72 niaallaa on tha launch rails and alght
additional alaailaa in Integral atowaga coa^artaanta. Tha aiasiiaa may ba one of thraa
varsiona:
o

MIM-72A Chaparral Mla*ila

o

MIM-72B Training Hiaaila

o

MIM-72C Improvad Chaparral Miaslla

Thla praaantation will addraas tha M1M-72C Inprovad Chaparral Misaila, which la now
raady for full-acala production. Tha niaaila la a passive infrarad honing supersonic
■aabar of tha Sidewinder family. Its major components ara tha AN/DAW-1 Guidance and Control Section (OCS). M817 Targat Datacting Device, NUB Safe/Arm Davica, M2S0 Warhaad,
MC50 Rocket Motor, movable fina and fixed wings (Figure 3).
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FIGURE 3. IMPROVED CHAPARRAL MISSILE.MIM 72C
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Th« AM/DAW-1 GCS i« ahown In Figur« <• with other mmb*T» of the Sldewlnd«r fwlly «nd
In Figur« S In an "axplodsd" line drawing. For daflnltlon purpoaaa In Chia praaantatlon,
tha guidance portion of the GCS conalata of tha aaakar heao (gyro-opt lea, refrigerated
detactor unit, iiaad coll, and dcnna/houa Ing), four electronic« board» with mounting aplndla,
and Interconnecting cahlaa.

FIGURE 4. SIDEWINDER GUIDANCE FAMILY
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CHAPARRAL GUIDANCE COST
The cost for Chaparral guidance Is portrayed In Figure 6 for the areas of major conctrn
to Aaronutronlc Ford from the manufacturing technology viewpoint. The following definitions
apply to the cost presented:
o

Material—raw material, purchssed parts and compounds, and subcontractor items

o

Labor
fabrication, assemblage, inspection, quality and manufacturing engineering, production control, and procurement labor.

All costs include burden. However, tooling and test equipment costs have not been included
due to the strong influence a procurement quantity assumption would have on cost allocations.

FIGURE 6. CHAPARRAL GUIDANCE COST
One-fourth of the guidance cost is for labor on the head coils and electronic boards.
We feel that most of the work elements have been refined and automated to the maximum
practicable extent for hardware produced in the 50-500 units per month range. We took
different approaches when we were producing Shillelagh missiles at over 2000 per month but
the production rates and quantities associated with MIM-72 and related missiles do not
Justify a grester allocation of resources.
However, s significant portion of the guidance unit labor is incurred in potting the
head coil, conformslly coating boards, and potting cable connectors -- operations which
would benefit from Improvements in manufacturing technology. We feel that the use of
plastic compounds is one of the least understood and least predictable of the manufacturing processes undertsken on the Sidewinder class of missiles. The portion of our labor
which we are devoting to unknowing over-control of elements of the process or expending in
solving problems which might have been avoided is not readily determinable but is certsinly
ill-spent. All too frequently, in our opinion, an Innocuous well-intended change made by
either our people or a plastics supplier leads to extensive rework or scrap hardware. For
example, one batch of a material which we had used successfully for years to pot connectors
wss actually conductive.
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A second ar ;a of concern to ub, which Is based Coo much on black magic. Is the
assesaaent of th* adequacy of optical elements, displayed In Figure 7. Due to both a lack
of proper emphasis and a lack of viable alternatives during the design phase, the surface
qualltlea of optical elements are normally specified In terms of MIL-0-13830. These
criteria actually apply only In the visual spectrum and can be only vaguely correlated with
Infrared performance. Even then, a considerable amount of subjective judgment Is required
In application.

MieeoaoAMKM

FIGURE 7. AN/DAW 1 SEEKER HEAD
Many of the "optical" defects are only cosmetic at infrared wavelengths. Other
defect.s, or concentrations and arrangements of defects, can be more critical to particular
system performance parameters. Aeronutronlc Ford and others have engaged In efforts to
develop meaningful functional criteria, but further work Is required,
A third area In which we recommend a technology study, albeit not directed toward
missiles currently In production. Is Improvement of missile domes, or Infrared windows.
Currently, all members of the Sidewinder family have magnesium fluoride domes, which is
an adequate material for the present application. However, the velocity and guidance
requirements of missiles now in the conceptual stage require superior properties. The
capability to create hyper-hemispheric or asyometric shapes would also enhance the performance of the new missiles. Mass production technology for spinel or some similar compound
which ahows optical, structural and formabllity potential should be developed.
Following sections of this presentation develop the three problem areas defined above
and provide recoomended manufacturing technology projecta:
SPECIFICATIONS FOR PLASTIC COMPOUNDS
FUNCTIONAL CRITERIA FOR INFRARED OPTICS
IMPROVED INFRARED DOMES
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR PLASTIC COMPOUNDS
Although each of our companies continually learns better techniques In utilizing
potting and coating compounds, this learning Is accomplished on essentially a "cut and try"
basis and Is usually oriented toward solving problems, not reducing the cost of a successful
product/process. We develop a ptocess, and control that process and our suppliers to the
degree which appears to be necessary. We all have had occasion to discover that our understanding was not as thorough as we thought when a compound set up too fast or too slow or
cracked or was porous.
The compounds we are addressing function to provide protection from hostile environments such as shock, vibration, and humidity or as structural members and sometimes as heat
sinks. The designer chooses a material based upon either prior experience with similar
hardware or a supplier's offering of a new, better product. The material handling/
processing is based on similar tenents and may be frozen into the design or qualified
configuration through the success of engineering prototypes.
Table 1 shows cured potting compound specifications for two materials used today.
Compound B is used to pot the Chaparral head coll and Compound A is used to pot modules
in another member of the Sidewinder family. Compound B is the more fully specified, but
even here there is not sufficient information for a designer to be sure that he is not
creating a manufacturing problem. For example, shrinkage and coefficient of expansion
are only of relative value if modulus of elasticity dsts is unknown. Also, all of the
strength data are at room temperature.

TABLE 1.

TYPICAL POTTING COMPOUND SPECIFICATIONS
Compound A

Compound B

Coefficient of Linear Thermal Expansion,
ln./in./oC(30oC to 90oC)
0

37 x 1

o

35 i3.5 x 10'6

ln./in./°C(-65 C to 100 C)
Compressive Strength, psl

27,000

12,000 mln.

Density, Ib/cu. in.

0.058

0.057 mln.

Filler Content, 7.

46.7

49 - 54

--

Flexural Strength, psl

15,000

Hardness, Short D

89

92 min.

Linear Shrinkage, 7.

0.8

0.4 max.

Tensile Strength, psl

5,000

10,000 mln.

Notes:

(1)

Vendor specification, but "Some variation in listed values may
occur."

(2)

From Specification Control Drawing.
specifies cure cycle.

Drawing for using assembly

Consider fcr a moment the manufacturing cycle of a typical potting compound. A
supplier formulates his compound from other vendor materials, adjusting the mix as
necessary to accommodate material variations to bring the properties of the compound within
his advertised range. When you receive the compound, your quality control organization
conducts some evaluation tests (probably completely different from the supplier's tests).
In use, the compound resin and catalyst are mixed (probably at a controlled temperature)
and de-gassed. The compound is then poured into a mold or potting shell and de-gassed
(control the temperature again), and oven-cured through some time/temperature cycle. Your
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hardwire Is than inspected and, although tha Inspector does not understand why It Is s
different color this weak. It Is hopefully accepted and passes subsequent environmental lot
»ample test».
All of us know that certain of the material and process controls must be maintained
to avoid trouble but we also know that w«. have neither cost-optimized nor precluded future
problems. Much theoretical work ha» been accomplished and many application studies have
bean conducted, resulting In both Government and Industry spaclflcatluna/taat standards.
However, at least for the Sidewinder missiles, the effort has not been adequately directed
toward tha specific application».
Klgld apoxy potting compounds are known to Induce large stresses on the Internal
components which the potting la supposed to be protecting. These stresses sre primarily
caused by the difference In coefficients of expansion between the Individual components and
tha surrounding potting. Typically, epoxlea are cured at elevated temperatures in order
to stabilise their electromechanical behavior. This elevsted temperature cure causes the
potting to compressively load the surrounded components proportionately to the reduction in
temperature during cooling to room temperature« If the subassembly is further cooled due
to low temperature exposure, compressIve loads contlpue to grow. If the load carrying
capability of either the components or the potting Is reached, the end result is s failed
internal circuit element or a crack in the surface of the subassembly. In production lot
acceptance testing, either failure is generally csuse for lot rejection.
The mechanical behavior of most potting/conformal coating systems is not readily
predictable even at room temperature. Performance information over a reasonable temperature range la practically nonexistent. Most of the potting materials know today exhibit
viacoelastic performance over part of the environmental rsnge.
An experimental study was recently performed st Aeronutronic Ford to measure the
internal axial loads on typical component sized objects. Strain gauges were attached to
a abort length of aluminum tubing, calibrated, and then potted in a comnonly used rigid
epoxy. At that time, the epoxy was being used to pot guidance section circuits (not
Chaparral) which ware experiencing a high failure rate of specific components during
subsequent temperature shock testing. Tantalum capacitors and glass-cased diodes without
internal strain reliefs were particularly susceptible to compreaslve load-induced failures.
The tranaducars fabricated from the aluminum tubing were not intended to determine the loads
on specific components but rather the relative loading history during cure, cool-down snd
•ubsequent lot acceptance testing. These transducers measured an axial compreaslve load
of 320 pounds at room temperature following cure. Subsequent thermal shock testing, during
which the potting and transducer reached -60aC, aubjected the transducer to 500 pounds
axial compression. Components with a main structursl element of glass or ceramic would
experience much hlghei loada due to the smaller coefficient of thermal expansion and
greater stiffness as compared to (he alumiman transducer.
Additional studies have alao proven that coopressive loading of components is not the
only failure mode that results during temperature cycling. If the ends of component leads
are firmly anchored in the potting through connection to other circuit elements (e.g.,
cordwood style between printed circuit boards), the high compreaslve loada cause the leads
to yield at low temperature. This initial yielding at low temperature presents no
immediate problem provided that the potting la not allowed to warm up again. Circuit
continuity could be maintained in the leada in either case because most metals have high
elongation both in tension and compression. Unfortunately, the Interconnections made with
the component body do not have thia ability. Consequently, certain potted components are
not able to withstand tha interconnection tensile forces which result after leads have
yielded compresslvely at low temperatures. Thoae components most susceptible to this type
of failure are ceramic resistors and capacitors where most of the tensile load must be
carried by a small brazed or diffuaed metal interconnection with a diameter in the order
of twice the lead dimeter.
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Figure 8 depicts the atresa conditions just described for a typical potted assembly.
The potting la In tension near potted components and the component leads have yielded In
compression upon return to room temperature after potting cure. Low temperature exposure
Increases the tensile forcea In the potting. Assuming that the potting does not crack,
return to room temperature reaulta In essentially the Initial realdual stress level. The
component lead, however, continues to yield during the low temperature cyclj until warming
comnencea. At this point, return to room temperature reaulta In a tensll': load In the lead.
Thorough prototype testing will alleviate a large portion of potential problems, but
It will not eliminate them because components and porting compounds periodically undergo
subtle changes during an extended manufacturing program. The crux of this Issue Is the
lack of definitive knowledge on the compounds and components that we use. Figure 9
presents a recommended Manufacturing Technology Project to Develop Plastic Compound
Standards for Properties and Applications.
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FIGURE 9
TITLE: Manufacturiag Technology Project to Develop Plastic Compound Standard« for
Propartlea and Applications.
SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT:

Chaparral/guidance/plastic compounds

PROBLEM: The mechanical behavior of plastic potting compounds, even at room temperature,
is Ill-defined and difficult to control. Through the temperature range in which missile
products must operate, failure of the potting compound or encapsulated components may occur.
Our beat efforts to control suppliers and in-house processing sre sooetimes not sufficient
due to s lack of knowledge of the effect of changes in formulation. There is a considerable
body of knowledge, theoretical and empirical, which has resulted in both Government and
industry specifications/test standards. However, at least for the Sidewinder class of
missile, the effort has not been adequately directed toward specific applications.
Qualification tests sre imposed on some electronic components, plastic compounds, and
hardware items in an attempt to astabliah an adequate combination of materials and
processes. However, surviving qualification tests is no gusrantv« of continued success.
A subtle change in compound formulation or processing can cause marginal success to becom«
failure.
PROPOSED SOLUTION:

Effort should be applied to

1.

Determine factors influencing the properties of comnonly used compounds and the
sensitivity of properties to changea in constituents of these compounds; create
dafinitiva standard specifications and atandard testing methods which directly
relate to the end uae of these compounds.

2.

Evaluate the effect of processing variations on the properties of the selected,
definitively specified compounds and publish matrix property data.

3.

Evaluate the effect of potting compound internal stress on electronic components
and publish expected stress data for common component rises/mounting techniques.

Availability of this Information would permit more cost effective fabrication of
existing designs and, more Importantly, would provide er.gineers with the tools to properly
select and define the dealred compound for new systems.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION:

Estimated coats and program duration are

1.

Compound evaluation and quantification of variables

$150,000 - one year

2.

Evaluate processing variations

$100,000 - one year

3.

Evaluate effect of compounds on electronic components

$150,000 - 6 months

4.

Dcvelope, staff and issue standard compound specifications/
tests and component stress data

$100,000 - one year

Total coat would be $500,000 with s probable elapsed time of two years assuming some
concurrency of activities.
BENEFITS: The forecast definition would reduce the cost of prototype development, reduce
the cost of manufacture by decreasing scrappage and rework, and increase weapon system
reliability. Material and process controls could be cost-optimised -- relaxed where proven
not critical and tightened where necessary for the particular application. The $500,000
cost of this Technology Project may appear large, but it is less than the cost of solving
a serious problem while in production. The direct cost of scrap hardware and effort to
aolve the problem, plus the cost of schedule delays, can be very large in the typical production program.
The largest portion of the cost savings, and coat avoidance, are of a non-recurring
nature. It is difficult to convert these effects into dollars, but it is our opinion that
the coat on this project would be leaa than the savings secured during the life cycle of one
missile system.
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FUNCTIONAL CRITERIA FOR INFRARED OPTICS
In the specification of optical surface finishes, the criteria have usually been
relevant to the optical Image received by the human eye even though the Infrared (IR)
radiation is lass susceptible to scattering effects caused by surface imperfection. Due
to a lack of specifications and standards dealing with IR performance, it has been the
practice to specify the best optical finish affordable, usually in terms of MIL-O-13830.
This "General Specification Governing the Manufacture, Assembly, snd Inspection of
Optical Jomp^nents for Fire Control Instruments" has been used for many ye «rs to control
the quality of optical instruments such as telescopes and rsnge finders, tigs, scratches,
and the other controlled defects «».ich adversely affect a visual image are of concern in
those applications. It was only natural for our Optical Engineers to continue the use of
familiar criteria in their IR system designs. Also, the engineer wants to be sure his
design will function as claimed so he specifies the best "optical" quality for components
that his budget can afford. If he truly has conceived a "better idea," the demonstration
model will be documented and go into production. Forevermore, we get beautiful lenses,
mirrors, and domes. The science is furnished and, since we sre all bidding to the same
criteria, there is little need to critically examine the functional necessity of the dig
and scratch requirements.
Aeronutror'lc Ford has conducted extensive studies, some under contract with the
Missile Cocmand, into the correlation between visual defects and IR performance. Our
conclusion is that functional test specifications/standards would reduce the cost of
optical elements and would also minimize rejections at the system level. One of our
studies on seeker domes (IR windows) concluded that the primary effect of poor surface and
material quality is a loss of target radiation proportional to the lost surface srea. The
effect of unwanted radiatlor that was diffusely scattered-in by visual defects was found to
be negligible, because there Is a much higher effect from unwanted specular reflections
and direct stray radiation, both of «Aiich are a function of the optical design. Therefore,
the recommended test concept for the systems we studied is to measure the quality of the
window by measuring its specular transmlttance. Additional criteria would then be imposed
only to ensure structural adequacy and to provide an appearance that would maintain
customer confidence.
A functional test for an optical element could involve the use of absolute performance
criteria or could be a compa-ison of the test unit with a standard unit (or units).
Figure 10 Illustrates one concept for a tester suitable for both types of tests for windows
and lenses. This tester consists of a double-bean optical system with a single IR source
and a single detector. Energy from the source would be alternately transmitted to the
reference standard and the test units by the chopper. Similarly, the detector would
alternately receive energy from the two beams. Performance criteria could be in terms of
the transmlttance ratio of the two units or, with the reference standard removed, transmlttance relative to air.
Simultaneous testing of the two units and evaluating transmlttance ratios would
eliminate the effect of variations in source output and detector sensitivity. Reference
standards could be chosen on analytical bases or through system evaluation of Intentionally
degraded units. Figure 11 presents a recoranended Manufacturing Technology Project to
Develop Standard Specifications and Tests for Infrared System Optical Elements Based on
Functional Performance Requirements.
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FIGURE 10. FUNCTIONAL TESTER FOR OPTICAL ELEMENTS
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FIGURE 11
TITLE: Manufacturing Technology Project to Develop Standard Specifications and Testa for
Infrared System Optical Elements Based on Functional Performance Requirements.
SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT;

Chaparral/guidance/optical elements

PROBLEM: The surface qualities of IR system optical elements Is normally specified In
terms of MIL-O-13830, which Is really a test of defects of optics used In the visual
spectrum, and requires a considerable amount of subjective Judgment In application. There
Is no real correlation between the effect of physical defects on performance of an optical
element In the visual wavelengths and performance In the IR range. Many of the "optical"
defects are only cosmetic 'n IR applications. Other defects, or concentrations and
arrangementa of defects, can be much more critical to particular system performance
parameters.
A study by Aeronutronlc Ford under contract DAAH01-72-C-0737 has revealed that the
measurement of total transmlttance Is the best parameter for evaluating the quality of the
Infrared optical windows used In sane missile seekers. Other work also Indicated MIL-O13830 la not particularly gcrmalne to IR lenses and mirrors. Improved definition of IR
requirements could be pursued on a system by system basis, but without a definitive
alternative to MIL-O-13830, results would be fragmentary at beat.
PROPOSED SOLUTION: Further verification Is required of the efficacy of functional
criteria/test of IR optical elements. Test and evaluation of the IR systems now In Army
Inventory would be necessary. If the hypothesis Is substantiated,
1.

A supplement or replacement of MIL-O-13830 could be developed,

2.

Optical design guidance for the functional test concept could be established, and

3.

Standard tests and teat equipment could be defined.

Functional tests. If substltu'-«! for visual examination, would
1.

Reduce Inspection cost a,

2.

Reduce fabrication costs by avoiding nonfunctional and overspeclfled quality
requirementa.

3.

Reduce rebuild costs by reducing system rejection rates, and

4.

Ensure that functional quality requirements are achieved.

PROJECT COST AND DURATION:

Estimated costs and program duration are

1.

Complete feasibility study

$100,000 - one year

2.

Define standard tests and test equipment
(build prototypes)

$150,000 - two years

3.

Develop, staff, and issue new specification and
design guidance

$25,000 - two years

Total cost would be $275,000 with a probable elapsed time of three years assuming
some concurrency of activities.
BENEFITS: Based on our experience and comnents from our suppliers, we
cost for IR optical elements could be reduced by 20 percent and syjtem
could be reduced significantly if functional tests are used in liej of
The aggregate savings would be approximately 2 percent of the guidance
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estimate that the
level test failures
visual criteria.
section cost.

IMPROVED INFRARED DOMES
Currently, all oMnberi of the Sidewinder family of nlaallai have magnesium fluoride
IR dooes. This material ha« adäquat« IR energy tranamlsaion and structural properties for
the preaent applications. However, the velocity and guidance requirements of future Systeme will require superior properties, plus the capability to form the dome In hyperhemlapherlc or aaynMtrlc shapes la deslrabls.
The Increaalng demand for erosion resistance and refractory thermal shock reslatancc
presents an Intereatlng challenge to the materials technologist. The magnesium fluoride
manufacturing process Involves mixing, hot pressing to rough shape In refractory metal or
graphite dies, and grinding and polishing to final shape. This process limits the done
design to a hemispheric form. The material Itself is relatively soft, subject to environmental erosion, and limited in strength at high mach numbers due to thermal effects.
Because polycrystalllne materials do not exhibit viscous flow at hot pressing temperatures, the formation of complex shapes, such as a hemisphere, with uniform optical properties is severely limited because of nonunlform pressure distribution in the die cavity.
An alternate fabrication technique employing isostatic cold pressing and sintering of
optical quality materials has not been successful because of acattering caused by residual
pores.
A solution to the problem must evolve from the development ot improved fabrication
techniques for the manufacture of optical materials and shapes more cou.plcx than existing
magnesium fluoride domoa. Process procedures must be developed for generating uniform
optical properties throughout done cross sections with hard refractory compounds suitable
for high temperature erosive em fromients.
At leaat two processes appear applicable to the problem. The first is hot gaa pleasure bonding, pioneered by the Battelle Memorial Institute with various modifications by
others. Hot gas pressure bonding hss been primarily developed for the fabrication of
refractory metals, carbides, borldes, and composites from powders with limited control of
tolerances and final dimensions. The material to be presaed is placed in an evacuated
sealed refractory mental foil, Inserted in a high pressure autoclave, and compacted by hot
gas at pressures as high as 20,000 psi. This process is limited by dimensional tolerances
and the ability to control interface reactions between the encapsulation foil and the
preased compound.
The second process employs chemical vapor deposition of optical quality materials on
inert substrates as developed by the Research division of the Raytheon Company. Reaults
of this work have been very successful for the fabrication of large flat shapes but may
pose restraints on product uniformity over many aurfacea of variable geometry in a mass
production situation. The process is unique for the fabrication of largn ports and
windows of previously unattainable optical quality.
An Investigation of ways to imptove these processes separately or in combination with
conventional hot pressing and sintering techniques offers a means of advancing the state
of the art of IR dome manufacturing methods. Coat effectiveneas of a hybrid process
employing modifications of existing fabrication methods coupled with dimensional control
should be primary objectives.
Material selection and acrecning should be limited to compounds with cubic crystal
structures to minimise anisotroplc optical behavior. Other desirable properties would
Include maximum hardness, good mechanical atrength, and, reaistance to thermal shock.
Table II presents a comparison of the propertlea of magnesium fluoride, magnesium oxide,
and magnesium alumlnate (spinel). Magnesium oxide and spinel both have been extensively
investigated under Air Force, Army and Navy programs for transparent armor applications.
These materials have cubic crystal structures and similar mechanical, thermophysical, and
optical properties. Spinel is approximately twice as hard as magnesium fluoride and
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significantly more resistant to erosion and Impact than either nagnealun oxide or magnesium
fluoride. The high thermal conductivity of magnesium oxide emphaslxes Its potential
superior resistance to thamal shock followed by spinel and magnesium fluoride.
With Increasing operational emphasis toward erosion resistance and all-weather
capability of alr-to-alr tactical missiles, the development of advanced IR dome shapes of
the harder magnesium alunlnate (spinel) appears highly desirable. Figure 12 presents a
recooBended Manufacturing Technology Project to Develop Improved Infrared Domes.
TABLE II.

PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE IR DOME MATERIALS (1)
Magnesium
Flouride
(MgF2)

Magnesium
Oxide
(MgO)

Magnesium
Alumlnate
(MgAl204

Hardneaa, Knoop

576

640

1,200

Thermal Expansion X @ 400°C

0.44

0.40

0.35

Flexure Strength, RT, psi

22,000

35,000

32,000

Young's Modulus, RT, 106 psi

16

44

34

Thermal Conductivity, BTU/HrFt2cF in. d RT

80

300

108

Refractive Index

1.36 - 1.24

1.75 - 1.40

1.7

Transmission, nM, 80X

2.0 - 6.5

0.8 - 6.0

0.2 - 5.7

Melting Point, CC

1,255

2,800

2,140

(1) Kodak Irtran Data Sheets
and Engineering Props, of Ceramic Mat'Is, Am. Cer. Soc., 1966
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FIGURE 12
TITLE:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Develop Inproved Infrared Dome«

SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT:

Chaparral/guidance/IR done

PROBLEM: Although ■agnealtai flourlde IR domea ere adequate for currently deployed alaailaa,
the next generation of mlsallea with higher velocities and more stringent guidance requlrenents must enploy a superior matarlal. Magnesium fluoride will not provide the requisite
erosion resistance, thermal shock capacity, and formeblllty In complex shapes.
PROPOSED SOLUTION: Both magnesium oxide (superior thermal conductivity) and magnesium
alumlnata (superior hardness) offer high potential as IR dame materials If a suitable
manufacturlug process can be developed. Hot gas pressure bonding or vapor deposition may
be feasible, or they possibly could be combined with hot pressing and sintering techniques.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION:

Estlmatad coats and program duration are

1.

Evaluate process and material alternatives, select
candidate and demonstrate feasibility by fabricating
one Inch diameter hemispheric optical blank.

$100,000 - one year

2.

Develop process and tooling; demonstrate technique
by fabricating four Inch diameter IR dome (hemisphere)

$200,000 - one year

3.

Develop mass production methods end create pilot
production line.

$800,000 - two years

Total cost estimate Is $1,100,000 with an elapsed time of four years.
BENEFITS: As this project does not apply to current missiles, benefits must be considered
In terms of the value of higher performance missiles, with the possible smell side benefit
of reduced dome maintenance (replacement). It Is beyond the scope of this paper to make
this evaluation.
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HELLFIRE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS

M. T. Ettinger
J. J. Haluky
Mitsile Syttemt Division
Rockwell International
Columbuj, Ohio 43216

ABSTRACT
The presentation on the HELLFIRE Guidance addresses the Laser HELLFIRE Guidance Module. The
HELLFIRE Missile System configuration requirements and its modular elements are briefly described. The major
functional elements and the operational characteristics of the HELLFIRE Laser Guidance System are presented.
The design and performance requirement features most heavily impacting production costs are discussed. In
addition, the close correlation between the functional elements of Laser Guidance Systems and other types of
guidance mechanizations such as EG/TV is described. The cL se similarity between the cost driving elements of the
Laser Guidance System and EG/TV guidance mechanizations is discussed. Guidance groups, in general, have the
same cost drivers which can be ameliorated by the same or derivative production technology advances. The
possibilities of reducing the cost driving factors of other guidance mechanism concepts as a by-product of resolving
Laser Guidance System cost drivers is explored.

INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the HELLFIRE Modular Missile System (HMMS) Laser Guidance production
technology and its correlation to Electro-Optical/Television (EG/TV) guidance production technology. The format
employed for the presentation is as follows:
Part 1 consists of the following elements:
• Weapon System General IVicription
- Program Statvu
- System Char»-1< r.stics
- System Elements
• Guidance System Description
- Laser Guidance Module
- EG/TV Guidance Module
- Correlation between Laser and EO/TV Guidance Elements
• Cost Analysis
- Laser Guidance
- EO/TV Guidance
- Correlation between Laser and EO/TV Guidance Elements
• Trend Discussion
Part 2 consists of recommended manufacturing technology projects.

Preceding page blank
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PARTI
HELLFIRE WEAPON SYSTEM GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Program Status
The U.S. Army HELLFIRE Modular Missile System (HMMS) has undergone an extensive program of
feasibility test and demonstration supported by engineering model hardware designed and fabricated for that
purpose. Development of the system has now progressed into Advanced Development (AD) to the degree that
second-generation hardware elements have been designed, fabricated, and ground tested. The AD program contract
contains "Design-to-Cost" provisions, thus projections of production phase manufacturing costs significantly
influenced the system configuration.
The modular missile seekers are being developed independently from the development of the rest of the
HMMS missile. A total of four seekers are currently being developed. Three are in exploratory or advanced
development, while the laser sreker is currently in the Engineering Development (ED) phase. The modular missile
design incorporates form, fit, and functional provisions to permit interface with the specified characteristics of all
four seekers.

System Characteristics
The system characteristics provide the capability to defeat armored vehicles and other point targets. The
system is configured for effective integration with current and projected attack helicopters; however, consideration
has been given to its adaptability to other carriers, both air and rx id. High survivability of the system results
from several characteristics, including adequate standoff range, lau.ich-and-leave capability, indirect fire capability,
and minimal exposure time. Growth potential is assured as a result of the modular missile concept. The system
characteristics permit each helicopter to carry and employ a load of mitsiies with a mix of seekers tailored to the
projected operational scenario.
The system configuration permits operation in four basic modes, as follows:
• Semiactive Laser- A pulse laser beam is trained on the target from an Airborne Laser Locator
Designator (ALLD) or Ground Laser Locator Designator (GLLD). The target is then acquired by the
attack helicopter sensing the reflected laser energy either through use of the Airborne Laser Tracker
(ALT) or the laser seeker missile. A laser missile is then launched and homes on the reflected laser
energy. The ALLD may be carried by the scout helicopter or the attack helicopter. The GLLD is
employed by a forward observer. Alternate methods of employment utilize the lock-on-after-launch
capability of the system.
• Passive Optical Contrast A target is visually identified by the attack helicopter either directly or by
reference to the imaging display mounted in the cockpit. The imaging display then provides the basis
for designation of the target to an optical contrast EO/TV equipped missile. After launch, the missile
operation is completely autonomous.
• Passive Radio Frequency/Infrared RF/IR A radio frequency energy emitting target is acquired by
the attack helicopter sensing the RF energy either through use of the Radio Frequency Target
Discriminator (RFTD) or the seeker of an RF/IR equipped missile. After launch, the missile homes on
the RF energy until the terminal phase, whereupon it can switch to the IR homing mode. After
launch, the missile operation is completely autonomous.
• Passive Infrared Imaging-During night operations, a target is identified using the imaging display. The
imaging display then provides the oasis for designation of the target to a missile equipped with an
Infrared Imaging Seeker (IRIS). After launch, the missile operation is completely autonomous.
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System Element*
The HELLFIRE Weapon System is comprised of the major elements identified in Figure 1. The set of system
elements desicnated as the HELLFIRE Modular Missile System (HMMS; is contained within an attack helicopter.
An attack helicopter with a maximum load of HELLFIRE missiles is shown in Figure 2. The HMMS elements are
illustrated in Figure 3 with o ner primary interfacing elements carried by the helicopter.
The HELLFIRE Modular Musile shown in Figure 4 is an assembly of three major sections designated seeker
(guidance), warhead, and airfi-ame and control.
The warhead section is specified as Government Furnished Equipment (GFE).
As previously discussed, guidance modules which use differing sensor and signal processing techniques will be
employed. The common primary functions of all of the guidance modules are to:
• Sense the target signal and its orientation relative to the attitude of the missile.
• Procen the targer signal such as to provide accurate guidance commands to the missile control
equipment.

OLLD LASER
DESIGNATOR

Figurel. HELLFIRE Weapon System
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Figure 2. Attack Helicopter with Full Load of Launchers and Missiles
MODULAR MISWLE

OROUMOLAKH
LOCATO»« DEUOMATO*

Figure 3. HELLF1RE Modular Missile System Elements
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Figure 4. Baseline Mod-lar HELLFIRE Missile
In addition, the guidance module has some important functions in the March, acquisition, and designation
phases of the mission. Primary elements of the guidance module are:
•
•
•
•

Signal Sensor, including appropriate optics.
Atiitude/lnertiaJ Sensing Device(s).
Electronics.
Structure.

While the aforenoted performance capabilities define the functions and functional elements required in the
guidance module, the configuration requirements establish the degree of difficulty and cost in achieving the design
in these functional elements. Figure 5 presents the configuration requirements for the HELLFIRE guidance
modules. The configuration requirements that most seriously impact the design of the HELLFIRE guidance section
are the 13-inch maximum length, 6-inch maximum diameter, and 12-pound maximum weight. These requirements
create the need for extensive utilization of miniaturized if not microminiaturized technologies.

GUIDANCE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Later Guidance Module
The Laser Guidance Module (LGM) is the modulai laser guidance unit configuration to be used on both the
Army laser-guided HELLFIRE and the Air Force Laser Maverick missiles. The LGM design described herein fulfills
this dual requirement.
The exploded view of the LGM in Figure 6 illustrates the overall simple packaging and assembly concept.
The seeker has been designed for economical recurring production cost in high volume production through use of
an all-plastic optical system, a gyro designed with few critical tolerance components, structural parts fabricated by
injection molding and casting techniques, and a low-cost electronics packaging concept.
The LGM functions as an independent laser guidance unit requiring primary power, mode control signals,
coding address signals, and initial gimbal pointing commands. It yields proportional rate guidance signals, gimbal
pointing signals, and mode status signals. A LGM functional block diagram is shown in Figure 7.
The gyro platform consists of a combination optical mirror and magnet free to spin about the optical axis
supported by an internal ±J0-degree gimbal set. The head coils contain a set of motor coils to spin the gyro, a set of
reference coils to sense the instantaneous location (phase) of the gyro, a cage coil to sense the gyro gimbal ancle,
and a precession coil to torque the gyro. Sensing and torquing are accomplished through magnetic coupling
between the coils and the rotating gyro magnet. The gyro drive electronics spins up the gyro platform and mertially
stabilizes the optical line of sieht (LOS). This function is similar to an AC motor drive to spin the rotor and
accurately control the spin speed.
The mode loeic circuitry controls the seeker operating modes to provide for electrical cage, scan, slave, stare,
and track modes. These functions are commanded by external controls.
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Figure 5. HELLFIRE Guidance Interface Control Drawing
The LGM structure has been designed ro meet stringent structural and environmental requirements. The
more critical requirements are summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Temperature.
Acceleration.
Shock.
Sine and random vibration.

Extensive use is made of aluminum and glass-filled polycarbonate to provide adequate structural
characteristics, lightweight and simple fabrication procedures. The LGM consists of three principle assemblies:
• Seeker Head Assembly (includes dome, gyro optical assembly, and head assembly).
• Electronics Assembly (includes printed wiring boards, fairing, retainer and support assembly,
bulkhead, and interconnect).
• Power Supply.
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Gyro/Optical Autmbly

Fairing

Haad Asiambly

Optical
Doma*

Gyro/Optical
Anambly

Missile
Interface
Bulkhead

Interconnect
Assembly

•For HELLFIRE May be replaced
with Single Board (PRF-only) if
Desired.

• Gyro Drive Assembly

HELLFIRE-As Shown Except for ••
MAVERICK-Remove As Marked (*)
Figure 6. Laser Guidance Module

Seeker Head Assembly. The head assembly is shown in detail in Figure 8. Construction techniques make
maximum usage of aluminum in the gyro structure and glass-filled polycarbonate in the coil form.
The gyro design features an internal gimbii system with a soft stop to provide for gimbal limits where
contact is made by non.^pinning gyro parts. The mirror, magnet, 2nd eager with attached nutation damper are
mounted on the optical barrel. A nonspinning detector support assembly is mounted on the spin bearing support
shaft.
The head coil features a unitized plastic coil form/desiccant chamber/aft bulkhead which results in
significant cost reduction (because it will be injection molded). Hermeticity is maintained. The polycarbonate
dome and coil form are not hygroscopic. Seals are incorporated "t the dome, connector, gyro post, and desiccant
plug to provide sealing on assembly. A moisture indicator strip is \isible through the dome.
The optics consist of a dome, »spheric minor, and narrow bandpass filter, designed by trading performance
with cost and producibility. An injection-molded polycarbonate dome is used because of its high temperature and
injection mol^.ns; characteristics. A protective overcoating is applied to the outer surface of the plastic dome to
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improve scratch resistance. The aspheric mirror is a front surface reflector of injection-molded polycarbonate
plastic. Again, significant cost savings and temperature compatibility are realized by using molded plastic. The
mirror is gold-coated on the front surface. A narrow bandpass filter is required to limit induced noise into the
detector due to solar background levels.
The stabilization system for the LGM contains a gimbaled, momentum-stabilized rotor surrounded by
body-fixed torquing and sensing coils. The rotor of the gyro/spin motor is a two-pole permanent magnet to which
the mechanical eager and primary mirror are attached. These items rotate together, effectively increasing the spin
momentum of the rotor. The laser sensor assembly is attac!.:d to the inner gimbal, but does not spin with the
rotor.
The mechanical eager is used to keep the spin axis aligned with the longitudinal axis of the LGM when the
Sro is at rest. This restrains the gimbaled rot a during shipping and handling, and also maintains the alignment of
e magnet rotor during spin-up.
The head coil assembly consists of four gyro drive coils (spin motor), four saturable reactor coils (spin moto.
rotor position sense), four /eference coils (precession rotor position sense), two precession coils (precession
torque), one cage coil (polar gimbal angle sense), and two cage compensation coils (polar gimbal angle
linearization).
Electionics Assembly. The primary load carrying members of the electronics section are the fairing
(glass-filled polycarbonate), chassis (aluminum), and aft bulkhead (aluminum). Seven electronics printed circuit
boards (PCBs) are installed into this chassis providing the functions of Signal Processing, Gyro Drive, Head Control,
and Coding. In addition, the electionics assembly includes an interconnect.
Power Supply. The HELLF1RE power supply is a plug-in module located at the aft end of the electronic
section. The power supply structure is designed to carry only its own load and provide a path for conducting heat
from the power components into the aft bulkhead, and thus into the missile structure.
MatM^y, Processes, and Parts. Selection of materials, processes, and parts is in accordance with MIL E-5400
and ANA Bulletin 400. All materials used to fabricate and assemble the seeker will be suitably treated to resist
corrosion where applicable. Printed wiring boards are to be conformally coated with non-nutrients of fungus per
M1L-STD-454. No cussimilar metals are in direct contact. Materials used within the LGM are listed in Table I.
Lubrication of the gyro bearings is an important design considei ation to meet five years of maintenance-free
storage or a desired shelf life of ten years.
Table I. Material Summary
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Light Waitfit, Low Coat, and Stran«th
Tharmally Compatibta with Polycarfoonata 1
Low Coat Optics. Tharmally StaWa
Low Coat Optics, Tharmally StaWa
Low Coat Light Wwght
Low Coat, Light Weight
Eaaa of Manufactura. Waight. and Stability
Injaetion Moldabla for Low Coat and
Reliability

EO/TV Guidance Module
The helicopter carriage vibration and launch environment, the small 6-inch diameter by 13-inch long
envelope combined with the system requirements of extended aunch range, small target signature, and close-in
guidance cutoff dictate the design of the HFXLFIRE EO/TV sr.-ker. MSD's extensive EO/TV guidance production
experience on the Air Force HOBOS and Navy CONDOR pr^ grams provides a typical HELLF1RE EO/TV design
bate for production cost driver correlation to the preceding HELLFIRE laser guidance section. This typical design
includes:
• A momentum-stabilized platform for low susceptibility to sight-linr Jitter and low cost mounted in a
vibration isolator to further reduce the effects of the severe vibration environment.
• A high performance vidicon sensor providing maximum uriluation of target contrast »nd haze
penetration.
• An in-line optics and sensor package mounted with the sensor on the momentum-stabilized platform.
• The camera and tracker circuitry will probably require hybrid or LSI modules mounted on printed
wire boards because of volume limitations. The platform electronics and power conditioner will use a
high percentage of discrete components due to the power requirements of these circuits. The camera,
tracker, and servo electronics are all contained in the electronics module. The power conditioner is
mounted to the rear bulkhead of the guidance section in the same manner as the laser guidance.
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Figure 9. EO/TV Guidance Block Diagram
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The guidance module provides a video presentation ot the target scene and signal processing functions for:
(1) target acquisition and target lock-on, and (2) area and edge mode target tracking and signal generation for use
by the missile control elements to direct the weapon to the target after launch. During target acquisition and
tucking, the guidance module provides signals for video representation of the target scene for transmission directly
to the cockpit. The guidance module provides steering command requirements to the control module. The guidance
module includes a dome window in the nose, a gimbal-mounted sensor which senses the target utilizing visual
energy, platform control electronics and torque devices, signal processing, and tracking electronics.
The functional flow item diagram for the EO/TV guidance module is shown in Figure 9.
The EO/TV guidance module (Figure 10) primary subassemblies are a seeker head assembly and an
electronics bay. The following are the major functional components of the guidance module:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guidance Equipment Assembly.
Guidance Body Assembly.
TV Sensor (Vidicon).
Tracker Electronics.
Video (Camera) Electronics.
Platform Control Electronics.
Mode Logic Electronics.
Power Supply.
Optics Chain (Dome and Lens).
Preamplifier Electronics.

• GimbaJ Platform Assembly.
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Location

STA
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CAMERA-!
TRACKER—1
SERVO-

Figure 10. EO/TV Guidance Module
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The seeker head assembly is made up of the eim baled platform pay load assembly and dome cover assembly.
The payload assembly includes the potted vidicon, lens holder, preamplifier electronic module, and the lens. The
dome cover assembly contains the optical dome, retaining rinc with ancillary seals and hardware, and a permanent
mold cut pressure cover. The payload is inserted in the gimraled platform and bolted to the inner gimbal. The
platform housing includes provisions for attaching and sealing the dome cover assembly. The assembled sealed
platform, payload, and dome cover are purged of ambient air and filled with dry nitrogen.
The electronics bay is made up of the electronics bay body assembly, the guidance mounting assembly, and
Etinted circuit board assemblies. The guidance mount assembly includes a structural mounting plate and electronics
ousing box, a printed wiring interconnect board containing the printed circuit board connectors, and the guidance
section connectors.
Correlation Between Laser and EO/TV Guidance Elements
The correlation between laser and EO/TV guidance starts with the functions and the mechanization at the
plug-in module level. There is either an analogy or an identicality between almost all of the functional elements in
the two guidance mechanizations.
• Optical System-The laser and EO/TV both require precision optical domes and filters with very high
transmittance and precise optical characteristics requirements. The laser mirror is analogous to the
EO/TV lens system in that both require optical elements with a very high degree of precision.
• Stabilization System—Both laser and EO/TV utilize a momentum stabilization system to maintain
LOS between the laser and the target. Both include gimbals, spin bearings, and spinning mass
momentum systems. The laser stabilization system spins the magnet while the EO/TV spins the rotor.
Both require wire winding and dynamic balancing production technologies. Both include caging
mechanisms and nutation dampers.
• Sensor System-The laser silicon detector and the EO/TV vidicon are different in function and
operation, but the detail production technology challenges are similar. Both require small precise
mechanical parts, hermetic sealing, and a chemical reaction process to create the sensing element
(silicon crystal growth/photo conductor deposition). In addition, both require precise miniaturized
and generally blind (not accessible to visual inspection) welding and bonding assembly techniques.
• Electronics-While the individual circuits of the laser and EO/TV systems are different, the electronics
PCBs are either functionally the same or closely analogous. The laser and EO/TV both have
stabilization system drive, control, and position sensing electronics. They both have preamplifiers. The
laser signal processor is very analogous to the EO/TV video camera circuit while the Laser coding
module is analogous to the EO/TV tracker in functions and components required. A comparison of
the detailed parts list of electronics components between the two systems shows a very high, 70 to 85
percent, correlation in:
- Distribution of types of components (resistors, capacitors, integrated circuits, diodes,
transistors, etc).
- Utilization of common part numbers.
COST ANALYSIS
The cost analysis will first treat the laser a.id EO/TV guidance production cost as separate entities identifying
the cost driving elements for each guidance mechanization. A comparison between the laser and EO/TV cost data
will show the correlation between the cost-driving elements of both guidance systems. The laser guidance cost
analysis is based on the production history of the developmental Army Laser Seeker and projected design-to-cost
elements of the production HELLFIRE laser guidance module. The EO/TV guidance cost analysis is based on the
production history of over 4000 production HOBOS units built for the U.S. Air Force. By utilizing percentages in
lieu of dollars the relative cost elements are independent of outside forcing elements such as inflation, burden rates,
etc.
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The first-level laser guidance cost elements are listed in Table II. The laser guidance module consists of eight
major related functional elements of groups of plug-in modules and the guidance module assembly cost. Of these
eight elements, as can be seen from Table II, the electronics and stabilization platform ttt the most significant cost
dnvers.
Table III presents the second-level cost elements for the laser guidance electronics. For those electronic
printed circuit boards which utilize discrete components, one of the cost driving elements is component cost. A
prime contributor to escalating the component cost is the Hi-Rel component requirement specified tor some of the
components. One potentially fruitful area for cost reduction of this element is the possibility of replacing Hi-Rel
components with either screening of components or burn-in at the plug-in module or guidance module levels.
Another contributor to the high cost of components is redundant circuitry added for increased mission
reliability. In some circuits this could be as much as 15 percent of component cost. Frequently these redundancies
are incorporated at the basic design level and are not subject to cost effectivity trade-offs. Unfortunately, currently
available increased reliability versus component redundance versus cost effectiveness trade-off criteria are at best
ambiguous and argumentative.
Of the eight electronic PCBs used in the laser guidance module, seven have comparable cost elements within
two percent. As indicated in Table III, the coding electronics PCB is significantly more expensive rhan anv of the
other modules. This board has a component/function density of four to five times that of the other modules. This
forces the use of hybrid thick and thin film circuitry with the attendant increase in fabrication, processing, and
assembly costs.
The fabrication and processing cost driving element is due primarily to microcircuit fabrication and
checkout; while the assembly cost element is driven by alignment of component tolerances, fault isolation, and
identification of rework required. Automated fault isolation equipment with computerized rework printout
instructions could significantly reduce this cost element. Amortization of the nonrecurring or capital investment
for this capability would require justification by very large production quantities.
Tabl. II. First Level Laser Guidance Cost Elements
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Table III. Second Level Laser Guidance Cusc Elements Electrunics
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The cost driving elements for the stabilization platform are the head coil fabrication, processing and
assembly, the procured gimbal, and the gyro optics assembly. The primary contributor to the cost of the head coil
is the functional alignment and electrical Dalancing of the individual coils. An automated alignment, while winding,
setup could significantly reduce this cost. The primary contributor to cost of the procured gimbal assembly is the
precision machining tolerances and matched assembly requirements.
The gyro optics assembly operation assembles the gimbal, the momentum wheel magnet, the mirror and the
optical barrel, sensor/filter assembly. The primary contributor to the cost of this element is the dynamic balancing
operation of this gyro assembly. Even when fabricated to extremely tight machining tolerances, the tolerance
variation of the assembly will produce instability of the momentum wheel at the required high rotational speeds.
Dynamic balancing of the gyro optics assembly is an empirical "cut and try" process requiring frequent uisassembly
of the momentum wheel (magnet) to add or remove material. An automated computer-aided balance tester
utilizing a high energy laser to remove material from the wheel could significantly reduce this cost element.
As indicated in Table II, another cost driver is the laser sensor assembly which contains the laser detector and
preamplifier. The primary contributor to the laser sensor assembly cost is the procured laser detector. The laser
detector cost is primarily due to process control and yield problems.
The basic building block in the fabrication of the laser detector is the silicon wafer used as the sensing
element. An extremely nigh purity, high resistivity silicon crystal refined to eliminate all impurities is required.
From this silicon crystal, tnin wafers are sliced to form the basic laser detector element. This wafer is then polished
and etched to the final dimensional requirements. At this point, inclusions, voids, or cracks not discernible during
the crystal growth and refining process are frequently found.
The next step is a diffusing operation during which dopants such as boron and phosphorus are diffused under
controlled conditions in the crystal structure. These dopants form the basic PN Junctions required for the low
leakage photo-diode mode of operation and the geometric definition of the detector quadrants. Tight process
control and cleanliness requirements are mandatory to achieve the correct balancing of diffused dopants into the
silicon wafer. The wafer is then passivated.
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After the diffusing and passivating operation, gold contacts are plated on the wafer to provide a base for
electrical connections. During the gold plating operation, it is mandatory that a noiseless ohmic characteristic is
achieved. Once again, tight process control and cleanliness are mandatory for successful completion of the process.
The next step is insertion of the censor element in the detector package and bonding the leads. Before
sealing, an anti-reflective (AR) coating optimized for the silicon material and the operating wavelength, is vacuum
deposited on the tront surface of the detector element. The package is then hermetically sealed by bonding or
welding. All) contamination introduced during the packaging, lead bonding, AR coating or sealing operations will
cause functional test failure of the assembly.
The most common rejection causes for laser detectors are:
• Low reverse breakdown voltage. This is established by the reverse biased diode, generally caused by
contamination in the fusing process or crystal damage.
• High leakage currents. This is generally caused by contamination during the plating or packaging
process or crystal damage.
• Low quantum efficiency. This is generally caused by a bad AR coating, or a bad reflective back
surface, or a too thin silicon wafer.
• Operating life degradation. Generally due to contaminants in the sealed package.
The procured power supply package is another cost driver. The power supply contains two transformers, two
inductors, two electronics PCBs, heat sinks and interconnects installed in a self-contained package. The major cost
contributor is the components and the Hi-Rel requirement.
The other cost driver is the guidance module assembly. This is the collection and mechanical assembly of all
the functional elements that make up the guidance module. This functional alignment and system balancing of the
functional subassembly tolerances culminates in the final selloff of the guidance module. The primary contributor
to the cost of this activity is the alignment of the functional elements, identification of failure causes, fault
isolation, and identification of rework required to integrate the guidance module. Automated fault isolation with
computerized rework printout instructions could significantly reduce this cost; but the nonrecurring cost for
achieving this automated capability presents an amortization problem.

EG/TV Guidance Cost Elements
The first-level EO/TV guidance cost elements are listed in Table IV. As with the preceding laser guidance
module, the EO/TV guidance module contains eight major related functional elements or groups of plug-in modules
and the guidance module assembly cost. As indicated in Table IV, the EO/TV guidance electronics and stabilization
platform are the most significant cost drivers, as they were on the laser guidance module.
Table V presents the second-level cost elements for the EO/TV guidance electronics. The EO/TV guidance
electronics utilizes discrete components on all of the PCBs, and therefore variation of the second-level cost
elements from PCS to PCB are minimal. The variation in cost from one electronics module to the other (listed in
Table V) is directly proportional to the component count. All the boards are not designed to the same component
density.
As with the preceding laser guidance electronics, the major cost driving element for the EO/TV electronics is
the component cost. Unlike the laser electronics cost where impact was due to Hi-Rel requirements the EO/TV electronics component cost is directly proportional to component count. As wi:h the laser guidance, redundant circuits
increase component count and cost.
The assembly operations for the EO/TV guidance PCBs is the same as that for the laser guidance PCBs and
the electronics assembly cost element is driven by the same factors; alignment of component tolerances, fault
isolation, and identification of rework required. An automated, computerized test, fault isolation, and rework
identification capability developed for laser guidance could easily be adapted for use by EO/TV guidance
electronics.
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Table IV

First Level EO/TV Guidance Cost Elements
MANUFACTURING COST CATEGORIES

1
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1

COMPONENT
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-
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1
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0.5%
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-

-

-
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-

3.1%

-

0.8%

0.2%

0.1%

4.2%

-

2.8%

0.9%

4.7%

0.8%

0.2%

9.5%

0.6%

2.7%

0.6%
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0.1%
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0.4%

ß02%]
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100.0% I
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I
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Table V. Secon d Level EO/TV Guidance Cost Elements

Electronics

MANUFACTURING COST CATEGORIES

STANDARD GUIDANCE
COMPONENT
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Matthel

Proniplifi#r

Perts

and Prooassin«

Assembly

Testend
Inspection

i

Support

Total

1.7%

0.8%

2.9%

0.5%

0.1%

6.0%

|

{

Tracker

-

8.1%

1.2%

4.0%

3.8%

0.5%

17.6%

Demodulator end Rate

-

11.3%

1.0%

2.3%

1.9%

0.5%

170%

|

Relay and Nutation

-

7.9%

0.8%

0.9%

0.8%

0.3%

10.7%

1

#■■■!

1 llllHlll
jeivuenifMiiivi

-

9.5%

0.8%

2.2%

1.0%

0.5%

14.0%

Sync and Deflection

-

6.7%

1.8%

4.2%

4.2%

0.4%

17.3%

Video

-

7.7%

1.2%

4.0%

3.9%

0.6%

17.4%

I

-

^H

7.6%

E3

6^

2.9%

100.0%

1

TOTAL

|
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The major cost driver for the EO/TV stabilization platform is for the fabrication and processing of the inner
gimbal assembly. The EO/TV inner gimbJ assembly contains twin spinning motors for momentum stabilization,
gimbal bearings, and a gimbal housing. These elements require coil winding, precision machining of detail elements,
momentum balancing, etc. These production processes are very similar, and in many cases identical to those
required for the similar functioning elements of the laser guidance stabilized platform. The production technology
solutions to alleviate the cost drivers on the laser guidance stabilization system such as automated balancing,
automated coil winding and alignment, and precision castings or powdered metallurgy will be directly applicable to
an EO/TV guidance application.

Correlation of Laser and EO/TV Guidance Cost Elements
A comparison of the laser and EO/TV guidance cost element data from Tables II and IV is depicted in Table
VI. As previously note«4. Table VI highlights that the major cost drivers for both systems are the electronics and the
stabilization p'attorm. Further examination identifies that the detector, structure, and guidance module assembly
cost element values are almost identical. There is very little variation between EO/TV and laser guidance in the
manufacturing cost categories of material, fabrication and processing, assembly, and supporr The minor variations
in fabrication and processing, and assembly are related to the variation in purchased parts caused by different
manufacture/purchase distributions on the two systems.
The cost percentages for the optics, interconnects, and test and inspection elements of the EO/TV system are
higher than those for the laser system. The primary reason for this difference is utilization of improved
manufacturing technologies in these areas. Note that the cost data used for the EO/TV system are based on a rate
Table VI. Correlation of Laser and EO/TV G uidance Cost Elements
STANDARD GUIDANCE COMPONENT

LASER

EO/TV

2.0%

7.2%

&6.0%J

[16.7%]

12.0%

9.0%

[21.0%J

t37.6%]

11.0%

4.2%

Caowf/lntsrcoiiiMCIs

5.0%

9.5%

Structurt

6.0%

5.6%

8.0%

10.2%

3.0%

5.0%

47.0%

35.3%

16.0%

19.6%

AtsamMy

18.0%

20.6%

Test and Int^action

11.0%

16.6%

5.0%

2.9%

Optics
Elactronics
DetKtor
Stabiliiation Platform
Powkr Supply

MANUFACTURING COST CATEGORIES
Mattriai
PurchMd Par«

OU|^iOrI

|

] Major Cott Orivtrs
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production guidance module program which started in production in the early 1970s, while the laser guidance costs
are baaed on the laser HELLFIRE guidance modules currently in Engineering Development. The production
technology improvements incorporated in the laser guidance (and now available for the HELLFIRE EO/TV) are:
• Optics—Molded plastic dome and mirror used on laser HELLFIRE in lieu of ground glass dome and
lens elements.
• Interconnects - Multilayer printed circuit boards in lieu of wire harnesses and a build-up motherboard.
• Test and Inspection-Automated computer-aided printed circuit boards and electronics integration test
stations in lieu of semiautomated comparitor test stations.
While the electronics and the stabilization platform are the major cost drivers on both the laser and EO/TV
systems, their relative positions as shown in Table VI, are reversed. This is caused by two factors:
• Platform complexity for EO/TV.
• Laser electronics components.
The EO/TV platform complexity is greater than that of the laser platform primarily due to the size of the
sensor payload to be stabilized. The laser optical mirror is an 'ntegral part of the spinning magnet/rotor and thus
the payload to be stabilized is the relatively low mass and moment of the laser detector and filter. The EO/TV
platform must mount and stabilize an in-line vidicon-lens assembly with significantly increased mass, balance, and
momentum requirements. This increases the complexity of the gimbal, bearing, and mechanical caging
requirements. Finally, the EO/TV system requires more accurate LOS portion information, thereby adding a
requirement for a sensitive position pickoff.
While the relative costs within the guidance module are different for the laser and EO/TV stabilization
platforms, the manufacturing technology requirements are the same. Both require coil winding, precision
mechanical assemblies, and momentum balancing. The production technology solutions to alleviate the cost drivers
of one will be directly applicable to the other.
A comparison of the laser and EO/TV electronics cost element data obtained from Tables III and V is listed
in Table VII. As can be seen from Table VII, the cost contribution for fabrication and processing (excluding hybrid
circuits) and assembly operations is the same for both systems. Test and inspection costs on the EO/TV electronics
are higher because, as previously noted, the laser production (taking advantage of five years' advancement in the
state-of-the-art) utilizes fully automated, computer-aide^ printed circuit board testing.
The laser electronics contribution to th. laser guidance module cost is inflated over that of the EO/TV
electronics to the EO/TV guidance module by two factors:
• The specified Hi-Rel requirements.
• Increased parts count.
The laser guidance module specifies a requirement to use Hi-Rel components. The EO/TV system has no
such specified requirement, but rather has a specified system reliability requirement, which was met without
resorting to Hi-Rel components.
As can be seen from Table VII, the component count distribution for the types of components (Integrated
Circuits, Solid State Devices, Discretes) is approximately the same between the Laser and the EO/TV electronics;
yet component cost distribution is different. While the percentage of Integrated Circuits (ICs) used in the laser
electronics is about the same as that used in the EO/TV, the cost percentage for the laser ICs is more than twice
that of the EO/TV ICs. This cost increase is due to the specified laser guidance requirement to use Hi-Rel integrated
circuits.
The other factor contributing to the cost of the laser electronics is the parts count. As indicated in Table VII,
the laser electronics parts count is 30 percent higher than that of EO/TV. Included in this higher laser electronics
parts count is almost twice the number of integrated circuits.
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Table VII. Correlation of User and EO/TV Guidance
Electronics Cost Elements

LASER

EO/TV

41.0%

52.9%

1C.0%

-

MANUFACTURING COST CATEGORIES

Hybridi Fabrication and Proomin«
Fabrication and Processing (Lau Hybrids!

7.0%

7.6%

18.0%

20.6%

Test and Inspection

9.0%

16.1%

Support

6.0%

2.9%

Intagratad Circuits and Hybrids

11.0%

7.4%

Solid Stata Davicas

15.6%

18.3%

Discrata Componants

73.4%

74.3%

Intagratad Circuits

33.0%

16.0%

Solid Stata Davicas

19.0%

15.0%

Discrata Components

48.0%

69.0%

AMMMV

COMPONENT COUNT DISTRIBUTION

COMPONENT COST DISTRIBUTION

COMPONENT COUNT
S6

Intagratad Circuits and Hybridi

106*

Solid Stata Davicas

155

139

Discrata Componants

731

563

996

758

TOTAL

'Includes Four Hybrid Thin/Thick Film Circuits.
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TRENDS
Any discussion on guidance manufacturing technology trends must first examine the trends in guidance
system requirements; for these are the driving forces creating the need for new and improved manufacturing
technologies. The current trends in guidance requirements are:
• Modularity-Self-contained guidance modules interchangeable on the same or different missiles for
specific mission and/or functional requirements. Multi-purt ose/multi-mode guidance systems are
complex, expensive, and difficult to maintain. Interchangeable guidance modules each providing a
special capability (i.e., laser, EO/TV, IR, etc) for a specific mission and/or functional requirement
appear to oe the trend for the immediate future.
• Reliability and Maintenance The trend in maintainability is for minimal or zero field mainterancelimited to replacement of self-contained sections (i.e., guidance section, control, etc). Coupled with
this is a trend for increased "out-of-the-box" reliability requirements at the section level. The Depot
level maintenance trend is for replacement of throwaway modules at the printed circuit board level.
Implicit in this J the requirement for design of the system into low cost, throwaway modules.
These requirements trends identify the production tech lology requirements for the next decade:
•
•
•
•

Lower cost miniaturized circuitry.
Lower cost sensor fabrication.
Higher component reliability at reasonable cost.
High system reliability.

Part 2 of this paper presents some suggested production technology projects to achieve these goals.
Following is a summary of some of the production technology advances and trends currently being pursued in the
industry.
Vidicons. The current vidicon assembly process includes matching yoke assemblies and tubes so that the
horizontal and vertical scans are interchangeable to permit mounting in either plane. This requirement increases the
tube cost because cf man-hours used in matching components and a higher rejection rate for both items. Also, the
tube performance has been degraded due to compromises necessary in the yoke design to obtain the
interchangeabiiity n scan direction. Applications that do not require the scan directions be interchangeable result
in a decrease in unit cost due to increased yield and reduction of labor time required. In addition, an optimized
yoke design can be used thus improving tube resolution performance.
Current deflection yoke manufacturing techniques are basically hand operations. Several vidicon suppliers
are developing a vidicon using "print on wall" deflection which has a greater potential for automatic production
techniques (prc.-T.t deflections are handmade) and would result in a more rugged tube with improved performance
at even lower cost.
Miniaturized Electronics. The trend in requirements for smaller size, higher reliability, lower cost guidance
modules has created a need for miniaturized low cost electronics modules. Two answers to this r ed have emerged:
• Hybrid Thick/Thin Film Circuits.
• Large Scale Integrated (LSI) Circuitry.
Current guidance electronics designs are a mix, in almost equal proportions, of digital and analog circuits.
Digital circuits are easier to miniaturize in either the hybrid or LSI mechanization. The trend in circuit design is to
replace analog with digital circuit mechanizations wherever possible , i.e., trackers, autopilots, etc.
Digital LSI is one of the most important electronic technology advances, and one of the most powerful tools
available for cutting the cost and size of electronic systems. The use of LSI technology makci today's pocket
calculator feasible, whereas only a few years ago using non-LSI construction the cost would have been completely
prohibitive. Digital LSI technology is capable of constructing several hundred logic gates within a single low-cost
unii.
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Current analog LSI technology for component count and circuit complexity is not as great as that of digital
LSI. Component counts are now approaching 200 per integrated circuit, and the technology continues to improve.
Figure 11 shows the trend of monolithic analog component density increase during the past ten years of technical
progress in this discipline.
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Figure 12. LSI vs. Hybrid Unit Cost Trade off
While hybrid thick/thin film circuits meet the reduced size and/or volume requirement, they are no more
reliable and are aiore expensive than discrete components on conventional printed circuit boards. Hybrid
nonrecurring costs are as nigh as LSI nonrecurring costs: while hybrid recurring costs are slightly higher than
automatically inserted discrete component designs. The cost trade-off between a typical digitalcircuit in hybrid
and LSI mechanization is shown in Figure 12.
Electronic Components Price Trends. One of the largest purchased parts cost elements for both the laser and
EO/TV guidance is the electronics components. MSD has conducted a studv to evaluate the stability of these prices
to establish cost trends. This review utilized recent price trends data of electronic components as depicted in the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Indices. Also, the subject of cost trends was explored with two well-known
electronic firms. The results of the review suggest, in summary, that the typical guidance components (including
PWB boards and connectors) will see an increase in cost uf approximately 2.7 percent through the 1979 time
frame. 'rhe BLS Composite Index No. 1178 for electronic components and accessories indicates there has been a
14.3 percent increase in component price from the base year ,, Mod of r>67 through October 1974 with 11
[)ercent of this occuring during the last two years. We took note that tlit na-titular components required by the
aser and EO/TV guidance electronics does not, in the main, include those specific components which have
contributed heavily to this annual 5.5 percent increase over the last two years.
Integrated circuits, which represent 33 percent of the laser guidance component cost, have actually decreased
in cost by approximately six percent over the last two years and by approximately 48.3 percent over the past six
years. It appears to be the general consensus that integrated circuits would continue to go down at approximately
the same rate as experienced over the last several years due to increased capacity and improved manufacturing
techniques; however, this will not apply to TX or Hi-Rel type parts which require more manual testing labor which,
in turn, tends to offset efficiencies gained by improved production methods. More specifically, the TX or Hi-Rel,
integrated circuits will remain at appr iximately the present price levels unless costs are severely impacted by
significantly higher inflation.
According to the BLS, Solid State Devices, as a family, have increased by 19.4 percent over the last two
years but onlv 5.3 percent since the 1967 base year. Closer scrutiny of the indices shows that the driving force
behind these increases may be related to the increased cost of germanium. Since the laser and EO/TV guidance
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electronics does not require the use of germanium transistors, the data indicates that the price of TX o> Hi-Rel
transistors and diodes will follow approximately the same path as TX or Hi-Rel integrated circuits; i.e., flat pricing
over the next four years.
The BLS Indices covering capacitors, as a family, indicate that the price over the last two years has increased
approximately 16 percent. This appears to be attributed mainly to the increased cost of aluminum and other
metals. In discussing the question of where capacitors appear to be headed with a major capacitor supplier, they
report that they are making the following average unit price projections for the two types of MIL-S capacitors:

Tantalum
Ceramic

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

0.207
0.182

0.240
0.168

0.222
0.161

0.208
0.156

0.195
0.152

0.150
0.150

Based on the foregoing, we would expect to see the price of capacitors decreasing by approximately 17
percent below current prices.
The laser and EO/TV guidance utilizes three different types of resistors: metal film, composition, and wire
wound. Because of increased industrial usage of metal film resistors, it is expected we will see a five percent or so
decrease in the price of this device within the next three to four years. Conversely, the decreasing use of the other
two devices is expected to keep the current price relatively flat over the next several years.
A typical manufacturer of connectors believes that the cost will rise at an approximate rate of ten percent
per year plus the effect of any increase in the price of gold.
For the inductors and printed wiring boards, an approximately six-percent-per-year increase is estimated.
Precision Casting Trends. As previously noted, precision castings present a potential for some reduction to
the high cost of machining the precise gimbal parts. Figure 13 shows the precision casting trends over the past 25
years in three significant parameters:
• Casting size increases.
• Nonrecurring die cost per pound of casting.
• Die cast material allowables.
As shown in Figure 13, the industry capability to accommodate larger precision casting sizes made significant
strides during the period from 1950 through 1970. The rate of increase has tapered off since 1970, but the
projected trend shows a potential for 10 to 15 percent increase during the period from 1975 through 1980.
Nonrecurring costs, utilizing the parameter of nonrecurring die cost per pound of casting produced showed a
significant reduction during the period from 1950 through 1965. Since then, this has stabilized and as can be seen
in Figure 13, nonrecurring die costs per pour. J of castings have held steady in the past ten years while finished
casting sizes have increased.
Finally, aluminum precision casting material allowables have shown a steady increase over the past 25 years
with no indication of reduction in the rate of improvement over the next five- to ten-year time period.
Nonmetallic Fabrication. Increased utilization of composite nonmetallic materials for structural elements is
the trend for the next decade in missile production. Figure 14 illustrates the trend since 1950 of two significant
production parameters for both nonmetallic injection and compression molding.
• Improvement of tolerances achievable.
• Increase in size of parts to be molded.
As sho-vn in Figure 14, injection molding has made the most significant improvements in these two
parameters with no indication of slacking off in the rate of improvement.
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PART II
PROJECT SUMMARIES
PROJECT SUMMARY!
TITLE: Manufacturing Technology Project to develop economical nonrecurring cost automated failure
diagnosis and repair indication.
SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT: HELLFIRE/Guidance/Electronics (testing)
PROBLEM: A major cost driver in Guidance System electronics production testing is the cost of trouble
shooting and repair. This is equally true of other missile system electronics (autopilot, power supply, etc). These
costs can increase testing time by factors of three to four and repair time by factors of two to three, especially
when manual methods are required. Automated equipment having the prime function of verifying acceptable
parameters usually provides little information for failure diagnosis and repair. There is also a need for retaining
some test measurements for reliability predictions and trend analysis. Incorpoiation of these facilities into
automated production test equipment is an expensive nonrecurring cost that makes it impractical to accomplish
separately on different missil; programs. A more generalized approach using equipment having application to the
general class of missile systems electronics is needed to reduce production testing costs on all programs.
PROPOSED SOLUTION: Develop an approach to trouble shooting, failure diagnosis and test parameter
monitoring that utilizes computer-aided automatic equipment to analyze and provide a repair instruction printout
for rejected electronics subassemblies. Design and fabricate the necessary testing equipment. Develop the necessary
adaptability to make the equipment usable for multiple guidance applications.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION: Estimated costs are as followi:
Develop Approach and Design Equipment
Procurement and Fabrication of Test Set
System Software
Documentation
Total

S17S,000
$550,000
1125,000
i 75,000
1925,000

Estimated duration is 30 months.
BENEFITS: Reduced nonrecurring costs for reject analysis equipment. Reduced recurring costs for reject
analysis time by approximately 75 percent, and reduce repair time by 50 percent.
Reduction in reject analysis cost
Reduction in rework costs
Net Reduction

-

2.11% of missile cost
0.47% of missile cost
2.58% of missile cost

ASSUMPTIONS:
(1)

Labor is 50 percent of missile or guidance module cost.

(2)

Based on production histories, 10 percent of missile labor costs are expended in reject analysis
(trouble snooting), rework identification and repair. Further, 75 percent of this time is due to
electronic subassemblies and systems rejects, and 75 percent of the time is expended on reject
analysis.

(3)

.*. 0.10 (0.75) (0.75)

=

5.6% of missile labor is electronics and system reject analysis.

0.10 (0.75) (0.25)

=

1.9% of missile labor is electronics and system re—- '

Project cost is amortized over 25,000 units of laser and EO/TV guided missiles.
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PROJECT SUMMARY-2
TITLE: M.'.nutactunng Technology Project to develop automaced coil winding fabrication and concurrent
electrical alicnmcnt and balancing.
SYSTEM/SESSION/COMPONENT: HELLFIRE/Guidance/Stabilization System
PROBLEM: The HELLFIRE Laser Seeker is a high volume guidance module for which fabrication assembly
and test of the head coil assembly is a major cost driver in the guidance module. The winding and testing of coils
and head coil assembly is labor intensive. The development of ar. automatic coil winding and testing capability
would not only reduce guidance cost but increase unit reliability, in addition, this technology would be adaptable
to spin rotor coil winding for other guidance systems.
PROPOSED SOLUTION: The Production Technology project would be to develop equipment tooling, flow
processes and techniques to automatically wind and test coils. Included in the project would be the assembly
(forming) of gyro drive/reference coils ana interconnecting coil assembly as well as potting of the head assembly. A
pilot line would be equipped, set up, and proofed out as part of this project.
PROJECT C )ST AND DURATION: Estimated costs are as follows:
Design Equipment
Pilot Winding Equipment Procurement and Fabrication
Pilot Test Equipment Procurement and Fabrication
Setup and Proof
Operation Support
Total

S 35,000
S 39,000
S 87,000
S 25.000
S 15,000
$201,000

Estimated duration is 18 months.
BENEFITS: The basic results would be the reduction of the HELLFIRE guidance coil winding cost by
approximately 50 percent, and improve yield by 67 percent.
Reduction in coil winding costs
Improvement in coil winding yield cost
Net Reduction

-

2.31% of guidance cost
1.41% of guidance cost
3.72%üf guidance cost
2.23% of missile cost

ASSUMPTIONS:
(1)

Project cost is amortized over 15,000 laser guidance systems.

(2)

Guidance is 60 percent of missile cost.
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PROJECT SUMMARY-3
TITLE: Manufacturing Technology Project to develop economical nonrecurring cost automated electronics
alignment and test.
SYSTEM/SESSION/COMPONENT: HELLFIRE/Guidance/(Testing)
PROBLEM: Electronics alignment and testing equipment development represents a large nonrecurring cost,
especially affecting development programs and initial production. This cost is incurred on each new design because
the equipment and test procedures are oriented to the specific requirements of a given program. Automated,
generalized test methods and equipment have been developed for many applications and automated equipment is
usually planned for high rate production. The problem is developing the application of automated generalized
equipment to the class of guidance system electronics so that the technology can be transferred among programs
and designs i.i the form of directly usable equipment.
PROPOSED SOLUTION: Design, develop, and construct automated alignment and test equipment generally
applicable to laser seeker systems electronics. The nature of the test equipment would be to use the comparison
method of test which compares production units with working standards with the facility for cross checking with
various signal inputs.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION: Estimated costs are as follows:
Design and Development
Fabrication and Demonstration
System Software Development
User Documentation

1100,000
$400,000
S 50,000
t 50,000
Total 1600,000

Estimated duration is 24 months.
BENEFITS: Reduced nonrecurring cost for alignment and test of laser seeker system electronics by
approximately 30 percent.
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PROJECT SUMMARY-4
TITLE: Manufacturing Technology Project for dynamic balancing of momentum stabilization systems
through the use of laser balancing or other automated techniques.
SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT: HELLFIRE/Guidance/Gyros
PROBLEM: The HELLFIRE Laser Seeker is a high volume low-cost system in which the balancing; of the
stabilization system is one of the major cost drivers. The present techniques of balancing in two plane. is very
expensive and time consuming, requiring balancing in one plane and then balancing in a second plane, rebalance
first, etc. Generally, disassembly is required to balance for removal or addition of material for proper balance.
Recent developments with high energy lasers indicate the possibility of accurate metal removal using the laser. The
primary problems with this technique are that it has not been done in production and the possible eff;cts on
mirror, prevention of contamination of optical surfaces or bearings.
PROPOSED SOLUTION: The proposed solution would be the setup of a pilot station for balancing by laser
removal of material, including balancing fixtures, shields, and high energy laser. The primary emphasis would be to
develop an automated contamination free and cost effective laser material removal balancing system. A computer
would be used to measure this imbalance, compute the correction required, the location and amount of material to
be removed, and the laser position and duration time.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION: Estimated costs are as follows:
Design and Engineering Support
Laser and Balance Sensing Equipment
Assembly Fixture and Tools
Procurement (Computer, Etc)
Operations Support
Total

S 58,000
S 110,000
S 23,000
$150,000
t 28.000
$369,000

Estimated duration of 24 months.
BENEFITS: Reduction of balancing time and improved yield by approximately 50 percent.
Reduction in balancing costs
Improved yield savings
Net Reduction

-

1.61% guidance system cost
0.16% guidance system cost
1.77% guidance cost
1.06% missile cost

ASSUMPTIONS:
(1)

Project cost is amortized over 25,000 units of laser and EO/TV guided missiles.

(2)

Guidance is 60 percent of missile cost.
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PROJECT SUMMARY-5
TITLE: Trade-off Study of Hi-Rel Components versus Screening versus Burn-in Techniques
SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT: HELLFIRE/Guidance/Electronic Components
PROBLEM: In accordance with contract specification, the use of Hi-Rel MIL-STD parts is imposed on the
HELLf IRE guidance design. The cost of these parts becomes a significant cost driver in the production seeker. This
requirement coupled with the increasing emphasis on operational reliability has resulted in ever increasing
requirements for testing at all levels of production. This proliferation of testing has increased production tests costs
for purchased parts, in-process testing, and acceptance testing, including "burn-in," to cost driver levels. Some
observations suggest that corresponding levels of reliability improvement are not being achieved.
PROPOSED SOLUTION: This project would design and conduct a carefully controlled experiment to
gather accurate and meaningful data relative to the effectiveness of the various reliability screening tests, that is
Hi-Rel components, MIL-STD TX tests, receiving inspection screening, operational burn-in at assembly level, and
temperature shock testing at printed circuit board level. Sample parts of real missile hardware would be fabricated
and subjected to each of the screening techniques. Hi-Rel components, temperature conditioning tests on various
assembly levels, in-process environmental tests, and burn-in would then be inserted and withheld on a controlled
basis and the results analyzed.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION: Estimated costs are as follows:
Design and Proceduralize Experiment
Sample Hardware Procurement and Fabrication
Data Collection and Analysis
Total

t 75,000
1300,000
t220,000
1595,000

Estimated duration is 30 months.
BENEFITS: The benefits from the project are a potential reduction in recurring labor and purchased
material cost of as much as 12 percent. However, successful outcome of this project would result in large cost
reductions on other system elements and other programs.
Reduction in Electronics Purchased Parts Cost
Net Reduction

-

3.12%guidance cost
3.12% missile cost

ASSUMPTIONS:
(1)

Project cost is amortized over 25,000 laser and cO/TV guided missiles.

(2)

Laser guidance purchased parts impacted by this project is 26 percent of laser guidance cost.
This same ratio would apply to other guidance modules and their control sections.
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PROJECT SUMMARY-6
TITLE: Manufacturing Technology Project to develop economical heaters for photo detectors.
SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT: HELLFIRE/Guidance/Detector
PROBLEM: Present requirements for laser photo detectors necessitated that heaters be integrated into their
packages to offset an otherwise 40 percent degradation in quantum efficiency at ambient operational temperatures
of -650F. The heaters typically are required to raise the silicon temperature from -65° to +60oF in 30 seconds or
leu with 6 watts input power.
Heaters integrated into this type of photo detector have experienced very low yield. Explanations which
have been advanced by the photo detection industry have been that the heaters opened circuit under cycling or
that the silicon was heated nonuniformly. Heaters must withstand up to 2000 cycles. Heater designs have been
serpentine layouts of thin film nichrome deposited on the back side of the ceramic support for the silicon wafer. A
minute fracture of this type of design is generally catastrophic.
PROPOSED SOLUTION: Perform trade studies and build feasibility models of heater designs employing
both nichrome and cermet deposition technologies. Technology has evolved in the thermal pnnter industry yielding
ultra thin resistive elements of cermet. Therefore, large area conductive paths are possible which should improve
thermal uniformity and reduce the catastrophic effects of fractures under repeated on of t cycling. Select the most
reliable heater technology and conduct production optimization studies as to the most cost effective method of
manufacture of the heater element (i.e., deposition, sputtering, etc).
PROJECT COST AND DURATION: Estimated costs are as follows:
Engineering Developmental Analysis and Requirements
Prototype Fabrication and Test
Total

$45,000
135,000
$80,000

Estimated duration is 12 months.
BENEFITS: The cost savings of a successful trade study for the heater would be very significant since its
yield improvement is directly related to the yield improvement at the detector level. That is, failure of a heater
normally would occur after integration of the heater and silicon into the detector, making the expensive silicon
wafer nonrecoverable.
Reduction in Detector Cost
Improvement in Detector Assembly Yield
Net Reduction

-

0.9% guidance cost
1.2% guidance cost
2.1% guidance cost
1.26% missile cost

ASSUMPTIONS:
(1)

Project cost is amortized over 15,000 laser guidance units.

(2)

Guidance is 60 percent of missile cost.
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PROJECT SUMMARY -7
TITLE: Manufacturing Technology Project for reduction of cost for cutting and polishing of high purity
silicon detector wafers.
SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT: HELLFIRE/Guidance/Oetector
PROBLEM: A number of companies prepare large quantities of small silicon wafers by sawing and polishing.
The preparation is equipment intensive ana is low cost. Wafers prepared for large area, high performance silicon
detectors have additional requirements.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Polished on two sides.
Surface quality, flatness, and parallelism.
High yield.
Minimal surface damage.

The material requirements for the Army and the Air Force over the next five years are 2000 to 2400
kilogram» of silicon which corresponds to 1.5 to 1.8 million wafers.
Processing such a large number of wafers, significant cash savings may be realized by addressing each of tl e
requirements previously listed.
PROPOSED SOLUTION: Since both surfaces of the wafers are to be polished, double-face polishing (that is
polishing both faces simultaneously) should be explored. The goal would be to minimize machine time required for
polishing and to improve flatness and parallelism, as is consistent with yield.
The nature of silicon photo-voltair detectors requires wafers with minimal surfsce damage which is our
source of excess dark currenu. The degree of surface damage that is tolerable has not be quantified. A method of
evaluating the surface quality of a wafer should be determined. The surface quality required can only be
determined by the fabrication and test of satisfactory high performance photo-diodes. Exploration of wafer
preparation should be accompanied by a detector fabrication and evaluation activity.
Slicing techniques such as a gang saw using a slurry of grinding compound should be used for time
considerations. Possible cooling contamination is a consideration. The silicon material costs on the order of
S10/gram and so "kerf' losses should be minimized by using a wire (gang) saw. The cutting abrasive used for
sawing should be optimized to give minimum surface damage and to require minimum material removal during the
polishing steps.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION: Estimated costs are as follows:
Engineering Design
Pilot Equipment
Setup and Proof
Production Engineering

S 75,000
1120,000
t 85,000
$ 50.000
Total 1330,000

Estimated duration is 24 months.
BENEFITS: The benefits of this project are a reduction in cost of up to 25 percent in wafer cost which
translates into approximately a 15 percent reduction in detector costs.
Detector Cost Reduction
Net Reduction

1.00% guidance costs
0.06% missile cost

ASSUMPTIONS.
(1)

Project cost is amortized over 25,000 laser guidance units.

(2)

Guidance cost is 60 percent of missile cost.
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COST CONSIDERATION FOR LASER GUIDANCE DESIGNATOR PRODUCTION

T. G. Crow
S. R. Campbell
International Laser Systems, Inc.
Orlando, Florida 32804

ABSTRACT
Cost-effective production of Laser Guidance Designators is a function of a number of
factors. P-^duction costs are directly influenced by the quantity of units to be produced
and the manufacturing techniques and processes used in the fabrication and tests of the
units. Of equal importance is the requirement that the laser be designed for production
to the fullest extent possible. For a minimum-cost, production-engineered system all
components should be specified only to the extent absolutely necessary and with as broad
a tolerance range as possible. Clearly, simplicity of design and minimization of components also is critical.
Major cost of optical components in a LGD system include the laser rod, Q-switch
assembly, resonator optics, collinating optics, and sighting optics. The laser rod is the
dominant single-cost element at 8 to 10% of the total system cost. The costs of the various components is a strong function of the performance requirements of the laser. For
instance, a laser requiring a low beam divergence will require much more expensive collinating optics than a system with less stringent beam divergence specifications. Tradeoffs
between Nd:YAG laser rod sizes and tolerance effects on laser performance and manufacturing techniques are discussed with the intent of ultimately defining laser rod specifications for production systems. This discussion is appropriate because the laser rod is
currently the single dominant element of component cos.-.
Manufacturing methods and technology for LGD are discussed and include:
(1) identification of major cost items and tradeoffs in the manufacture of LGD; and (2) a discussion
of the optical test requirements of LGD.

INTRODUCTION
Laser development continues to expand not only in technology and reliability, but in
the numbers of fielded systems. Within the next few years significant quantities of additional Laser Guidance Designators (LGD) will be produced such as the Ground Laser Locator
Designator (GLLD). The need for efficiency in using personnel and material resources
expands at a rate equal to or greater than the number of systems produced. This is due
both to the ."tended life over which these systems will be operated and maintained as well
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as to the high skill level of the personnel currently required to operate and maintain
these systems. Until now, systematic efforts to expand manufacturing technology have not
been pursued in depth due to the small number of laser systems produced of any one particular type. To realize the substantial savings which can be expected through improvements
:M manufacturing technology, this systematic study must be performed prior to the initiation of larger production quantity manufacturing. Cost performance tradeoffs and improved
neasurement techniques of the LCD as they relate to fabrication and maintenance is a requirement for cost effective production. The U. S. Army Missile Command is currently
'unding two companies to investigate certain aspects of manufacturing methods and technology for Laser Guidance Designators.
Cost effective production of Laser Guidance Designators is a function of a number of
factors. It is clear that production costs are directly influenced by the quantity of
units to be produced and the manufacturing techniques and processes used in the fabrication
and tests of the units. However, of equal importance is the requirement that the laser be
designed for production to the fullest extent possible. For a minimum cost production
engineered system all components should be specified only to the extent absolutely necessary and with as broad a tolerance range as possible. Also the laser should be capable of
achieving at least 30% greater performance than is required for production acceptance.
This paper will discuss the impact of performance specifications upon unit cost and will
present tradeoffs for specific components. Clearly, simplicity of design and minimization
of components is critical for both lowest initical cost and system maintenance.
Major optical component costs in a LCD system include the laser rod, Q-switch assembly,
resonator optics, collimating optics and sighting optics. The cost of the various components is a strong function of the performance requirements of the laser. Of the performance requirements, low beam divergence is the most costly. For example, a laser requiring
a low beam divergence will require much more expensive collimating optics than a system
with less stringent bean divergence specifications. Also, optical quality specifications
will be much tighter, and the cost higher, on all optical elements in the resonator. In
addition, a more complex resonator is usually required. Environmental temperature requirements will always impact on system cost but a low beam divergence laser system is
especially susceptible to temperature fluctuations. Tradeoffs between NdiYAG laser rod
sizes and tolerance effects on laser performance and manufacturing techniques must be
examined with the intent of utlimately defining minimum laser rod specifications for production systems. This tradeoff is required because the lasar rod is currently the
dominant single component cost element in the laser system with a percentage cost of
8 to 10% of the total materials cost. The next most expensive element is the LiNbc^
Pockels cell which represents approximately 5% of the total materials cost. The substitution of dielectric polarizers for calcite polarizers has resulted in a significant cost
reduction with the added bonus of improving some system performance parameters. This
paper will discuss only optical resonator components in the belief that improvements in
this portion of the laser will have the greatest impact on system costs.

RESONATOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In Figure 1 are shown the optical schematic of two different types of laser resonators.
Type A represents the simplest form of laser resonator feasible for use in a LGD. It consists of a simple Pabry Perot interferometer, the Pockels cell Q-switch and a laser rod,
pumped by a flashlanp all in a simple in-line configuration.
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Type B represents an interferometer configuration typically used by International
Laser Systems consisting of a folded interferometer jith each end of the interferometer
terminated by a Porro prism rather than a flat or cur red mirror. The energy output of the
system is coupled out through a polarizer. It is clear that the Type B resonator is more
complex than the Type A resonator. What may not be clear is why the complexity is required.
First let us consider ehe reason for folding the interferometer. Most laser guided
designators require a very small beam divergence. Typically, laser beam divergence and
interferometer length is inversely related in that the longer the interferometer length,
the smaller the beam divergence. Also of primary consideration is the fact that the system must be reliable and, therefore, the possibility of damage to the laser optics must be
reduced to a minimal level. To this end the pulsewidth of the laser designator should be
no more narrow than is absolutely necessary. For a given output energy, laser peak power
should be as low as possible. Again, this requires a longer resonator, the pulsewidth
being directly proportional to resonator length for a given energy output. Another design
consideration is that typically the LGD must be as small, compact and lightweight as
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possible. To this end It Is usually not feasible to have a long ir.-llps resonator on the
order of 20 to 30 inches. It is preferable to optically fold the interferoneter so that
small packages on the order of 10 to 15 Inches physical length may be achieved. Flat-flat
resonators such as 3hown in Type A are 'rery sensitive to misalignment and very difficult
to keep aligned in a severe shock and vibration environment or over temperature extremes.
The Porro prisms in Type B are primarily used to make the system more tolerant of severe
environmental conditions. The telescope shown in the Type B interferometer is used to
compensate for the thermal distortion introduced in the las<>r rod by the internal temperature gradients generated when the rod is operated at high pulse repetition rates. This
lens is required to give the low beam divergence required of the LGD. We see, therefore,
that the increased complexity and the increased cost of the Type B resonator over the
Type A is a result primarily of the perforaance specifications and performance requirements of the LGD. The Porro prisms are ronriderably more expensive than flat olrrora;
alternative arrangements are known which make use of less expensive optical components but
these designs have not been developed. Ihe optical compensation scopa is an additional
cost element in the laser resonator but its use is currently required for low beam
divergence.

COMPONENT TRADEOFF ANALYSIS

General
Tradeoff analyses are used in relaxing or modifying the specification of laser components to effect reduced costs and/or ease of fabrication. The results of these efforts
will be the basis for establishing accept/reject criteria for initial component inspection.
To provide a basis for the tradeoff analysis, a percentage cost breakdown for a laser
system is shown in Table 1. This table will vary from manufacturer to manufacturer according to which items are purchased and which are manufactured in-house. Also, the table
applies to low volume manufacture and performance testing of the laser only to the poir.
environmental testing begins. This testing usually represents a significant portion of a
system cost but the exact cost is strongly dependent upon the individual system and the
specified test requirements. In any event, it is shown that material and labor are
divided approximately 50 - 50 for a low volume production. Actual fabrication of the unit
including materials (not inclu i .■} test and inspection) represents approximately 80% of
the system cost.
Table 1.

LASER COST BREAKDOWN
Percent of Manufacturing Costs

Category

50%
30%
20%
Not Included

Labor
Fabrication
Test & Inspection
Environmental Testing

50%
20%
8%
4%
24%
6%

Material
Laser Resonator
Laser Rod
Pockels Cell
Electronics
Cooling System
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In a current ILS MMsT program, selected components are installed in a special breadboard laser in direct substitution for a component of known high quality used as £. standard
of reference. The effect of each component parameter variation is measured on system performance parameters, i.e., energy output, beam divergence, pulsewidth, Q-switch holdoff
energy, etc.
As each component type is tested over the range of tolerances selected,
tabulations and graphical analyses are developed relating optical quality to system performance. A close correlation of system performance with component quality measurements
will allow the development of accept/reject criteria based on physical parameter measurements which are generally more easily made than the substitution test in a laser system.
If there is less correlation than expected, further analysis must be done on the tolerances
and/or the basic parameters which control laser performance of the given component.
It is expe^tad that some components may be of unnecessarily high quality for their
intended function in a given system, since some criteria were established on the basis of
sufficiency rather than extensive tradeoff tests. It is also possible that a component
may be marginally specified for its particular function by the same arguments. Additional
folding prisms represent added cost and complexity but their use is necessitated by the
desire to achieve a very lightweight, small package. Folding prisms and Porro prisms
optical quality are of extreme importance in that their optical quality may effect both
laser beam divergence and laser efficiency. Anti-reflection coatings on all optics effect
system efficiency and are also critical in an optically folded system.

Laser Rod Performance - Cost Tradeoffs
The requirement for minimum weight in laser guided designators often drives the design
toward achieving the maximum possible efficiency without a great deal of concern for specific component costs. The relationship between component cost and efficiency as a function
of Nd:YAG rod geometry is inJicative of several cost tradeoffs for a LGD.
The LGD energy output requirement may be met by several different sizes of laser rods.
The performance of 5 x 75 mm, 0.25 x 3 inch and 0.25 x 4 inch Nd:YAG laser rods is shown
in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. All of these rods will provide the output requirements for a
LGD but with different efficiencies. For instance, in Figure 2 we see that the poorest
performance is obtained with a 5 x 75 mm rod and a 25% reflector. Even this combination
yields 200 millijoules with a 10 joule pump. Performance data are taken with a Type A
interferometer but with no Q-switch in the interferometer. All data is for normal mode
only. This represents the most efficient possible operation of the laser system. Any
additional component inserted with the resonator will decrease system efficiency. For
each si.-.e rod, we wee the relationship between the output energy and the input energy from
Mie flashlamp. In all cases we see that efficiency may be increased by increasing the
reflectivity of the output mirror. This represents a tradeoff between efficiency and
reliability due to the fact that the higher the mirror reflectivity used in the system,
the greater the pc jibility of incurring damage to the laser interferometer as a result
of higher power densities in the laser resonator. Each graph in Figures 3, 4 and 5
represents a sample of 6 rods. The variance, the maximum and the minimum lines for each
mirror reflectivity, represents the poorest and best performance obtained with the rods
within the sample group. It is clear that in all cases the deviation from rod to rod is
relatively small. The maximum deviation around the median occurs with a 5 x 75 rod as
shown in Figure 5. A 50% reflector is shown to give ±10% deviation in efficiency. This
represents a very acceptable tolerance range for production systems and would appear to
offer a very low rejection ratio. Figure 6 shows a tradeoff between system efficiency and
rod length for rod diameters of 0.25 inches. As shown in the figure, if a 0.25 x 3 inch
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rod is used as the norm) only about 15% improvement efficiency may be obtained by using a
0.25 x 4 inch rod. Conversely, if a 0.25 x 2 inch rod is used, system efficiency may drop
by 50% fro» that obtained from the 0.25 x 3 inch rod. This is meaningful if one considers
the cost of the various rods. In Figure 7 we see that the 0.25 x 4 inch rod, which costs
approximately $780 in quantities of 1000, offers a very small performance advantage over
the 0.25 x 3 inch rod costing $630 in quantities of 1000. A 15% increase in performance
is obtained with a 24% increase in cost. In contrast, the 0.25 x 2 inch rod offers a 25%
cost savings over the 0.25 x 3 inch rod but with a 50% drop in efficiency. If system
weight is the dominant criteria, then a 0.25 x 6 inch rod may be required. This rod offers
a 25% improvement in efficiency for a 70% cost increase. If weight of the system is not
all important, then similar cost versus performance must be generated on the laser power
supply and cooling system before the system can be optimized from a cost-performance
tradeoff standpoint.

Flashlamp Tradeoff
Flashlamp technology nas improved significantly in the last two years. A flashlamp
represents approximately 1% of the system material cost. Its replacement is no longer a
major item as demonstrated by the following table showing lamp performance at a level
compariable with a LGD. The major production effort on lamps at this point in time
should be the development of a cost effective technique for detecting early failures. A
bum-in procedure is a possible technique.

Table 2.
Lamp No.

FLASHLAMP SHOTS BEFORE FAILURE (ILS ML-1)

Date Installed

Date Removed

Shots

Unknown Fla.

10/27/74

20,000,000+

10/24/74

10/29/74

8,000,000

10/29/74

11/18/74
(Broke on removal)

31,002,100

11/18/74

12/04/74

13,573,100

12/04/74

12/17/74

13,116,900

12/17/74

01/09/75

15,195,900

01/09/75

01/30/75

32,477,600

01/30/75

02/07/75

15,532,200

02/07/75

02/17/75

12,698,100

02/17/75

02/26/75

13,372,200

02/26/75

03/24/75

43,298,800

03/24/75

04/08/75

15,480,800

04/08/75

04/24/75

19,411,000

04/24/75

as of 05/13/75

24,000,000

Average
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Polarizer Tradeoff
A Mjor area of both efficiency and cost iaprovement in the LGD over older designs is
associated with the ute of a dielectric polarizer rather than a calcite polarizer in the
Pockels cell Q-nwitch. Prior lasers of this type have all used natural crystalline calcite
for the polarizer. Polarizers made froo natural calcite suffer from limited availability
insofar as their use in production systems is concerned and all attempts to synthesize
laser quality calcite hive been unsuccessful to date. Also, the cost of calcite remains
high because of the requirement for selection of the highest optical quality calcite for
laser use as well as the requirement for precision and expensive optical finishing to
fabricate a good Glan-laser calcite polarizer.
The cost of a laser quality calcite polarizer will vary from approximately $200 to
$700 depending upon the size and type of cut required. In contrast, the dielectric
polarizer, which consists of a multilayer dielectric film stack deposited on one side of
a quartz or glass substrate, will cost as low as $10 or $15 in products.i quantities.
The dielectric polarizer is oriented at Brewster's angle in the laser resonator under
typical conditions and the losses introduced by the uncoated surface of the polarizer
plate are minimized at this incidence angle. Thus, in addition to cost, a major advantage
of the dielectric polarizer plate is its low insertion loss in the laser resonator.
Dielectric polarizers operating in the reflection mode — that is using the reflected
linearly polarized beam as the resonant beam of the laser interferometer — have been
measured to have insertion losses between 3 and 10%. This is a significant improvement
over the 10 to 20% insertion losses typically measured with calcite polarizers. Thus,
the use of the low insertion loss dielectric plate polarizer typically offers 10 to 15%
improvement in system efficiency over the performance obtainable with a calcite polarizer.
The major current difficulty with this polarizer for production use is the lack of repeatability in the incidence angle required for maximum polarization effects.

COMPONENT PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS
Laser component mmasuraaents have a major impact on system cost and reliability.
The ability to make efficient and meaningful component measurements must be refined to
allow initial component inspection to sort and reject components which otherwise would
waste valuable assembly and checkout times as well as system failures in the field.
üaser component tests fall into three primary categories; optical, electrical and
sMchanical. Some fall into sure than one category such as the flashlamp which must be
accepted on the basis of optical output, electrical triggering stability and mechanical
dimensions. Both static and dynamic tests may be required on mrmm components to assure
system performance. Dynamic tests refer to tests which are run under actual or simulated
operating conditions to measure parameter changes induced by ther.e conditions, such as
thermal lensing in laser rods. It has been found that an occasional rod with normal
optical quality in a quiescent state may develop severe and unayaetrical optical distortion unde- conditions where heat is applied to the rod from the pusping flashlamp.
Dynamic tests will undoubtedly have to be included in the inspection procedure for some
components to effect the necessary rejections of this type abnormality.
Table 3 gives a list of ref «sentative laser and receiver system components with the
Indicated category of testing for each.
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Table 3.

COMPONENT TEST CATEGORIES
Electrical

Optical
Rods

S - D

Pockels Cell

S - D

S - D

D

D

Fiashlamps
Polarizers

S

Mirror«

S

Lenses

S

Detectors

Mechanical

S - D

Filter«

S

S

Mounts

S - D

S - D

Prism

s
S - Static
D - Dynamic

One of t^e outputs of one current MMST program is to provide accurate characteristics
for a number of each of these types of components. A reasonably broad range of tolerances
will be used so that component trade-off analyses can be performed. The accept/reject
criteria and the necessity for performing all of the tests indicated in Table 3 will be
derived from performance tradeoff studies.
The reduction in component check-out time will come in some measure from the output
of tradeoff studies which will allow components to be better specified. It is not expected that all dynamic tests can be eliminated, however, some static tests might be met
by a well developed dynamic test. All test procedures must be studied to minimize the
number and complexity o/ the tests performed by streamlining current procedures and by
evaluating the cost effectiveness of specialized test equipment.
Optical component parameters currently being measured by ILS for the purpose of
establishing specifications are listed as follows:
Laser Rods
Double pass loss coefficient
Efficiency
Optical distortion due to pumping
Birefringence induced by optical pumping
Single pass transmission
Pockels Cell (KD*P and Lithium Niobate)
Contrast ratio
Extinction ratio
Single pass tranmission
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Polarizers (Dielectric)
Angle for polarization
Angular sensitivity of the polarization angle
Single pass transaission of proper polarization
Single pass reflection of proper polarization
Extinction ratio of both reflected and transmitted beams
Dielectric Mirrors
Reflectivity at desired angle
Depolarization effects of dielectric
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TITLE;

Manufacturing Technology Project to Provide Cost Effective Production of Laser
Guidance Designators (LGO)

SYSTEM/SESSIOM/COMPONEMT:

Guidance and Control/Laser Guidance Designator

PROBLEM: LCDs are essential subsystems of all laser terminal homing systems. In most
instances the requirements on laser size and weight dominate most performance specifications with the possible exception of laser beam divergence. To achieve the performance
and weight specifications the LGD must be extremely efficient and must be manufactured
with a minimal power reserve factor. Any laser system required to operate at all times
near its peak performance capability requires both high quality optics and electronics
with narrow tolerances on all Individual component specifications. In addition, labor of
a high skill level is required to bring the laser to peak performance on the production
line.
Continued effort to develop techniques and equipments for measuring critical
parameters of electro-optical materials and components at all stages of production is required. In addition, continued effort on cost and performance as a function of EO
tolerance is required to permit production engineers to transform engineering designs to
production designs. Improvement of laser efficiency through further improvement in laser
coatings, resonator design, optical pumps and laser material would permit manufacture of
the LGD with a larger power reserve factor. This would minimize or eliminate the need
for engineering level personnel dynamically adjusting each laser to its optimum performance level on the production line.
PROPOSED SomTIOW; This project would develop LGD production design and manufacturing
techniques which would result in a low cost LGD for high volume production. Areas of production improvement include increasing the margin between the peak performance capability
of a LGO and the required operational performance. This would be achieved through the
improvement of laser efficiency through further component optimization such as laser rod
geometry, optical pump improvement optimization of laser resonator design. A laser resonator design will be developed which may be statically aligned and requires no dynamic
tuning to meet LGD performance specifications. Component cost versus performance tradeoffs will be continued to ensure that cost effective components are used throughout the
laser system. To provide control of LGD manufacturing, measurement instrumentation will
be developed which will monitor LGD performance parameters on a production line basis
with low skill level personnel.
PROJECT COST AND DURATIOM:

Estimated costs are as follows:

Production oriented laser design

$100,000

Production oriented measurement
instrumentation

$125,000

Estimated duration of project is 18 months.
BENEFITS; Benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction in recurring hardware
costs of approximately 20 to 25% and an increase in field reliability of the system. This
represents a savings of approximately 1.25 million dollars on a procurement of 200 units
and in excess of 2.5 million on a procurement of 500 units.
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DRAGON MISSILE GUIDANCE IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

H. S. Sobel
Raytheon Company (MSD)
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730

ABSTRACT

Every mlsslla system in production has identifiable high-cost drivers which potentially
Impact both product performance and cost. The primary purpose of this paper is to identify
several technology projects which will ultimately reduce the product and life cycle cost
of the Dragon Missile System as much as 9 to 16 percent. In particular, these projects
will concentrate on the guidance portion of the system.
The contents of this paper are outlined below.
•

•

•

•

System
•

Concept

•

Missile Guidance

•

Tracker

•

Launcher

•

Missile

Technology Piojacts
•

New Gyros

•

Optically Polarized Non-Gyro System

•

Optical Data Link

Suamary Cost Impact
•

Cost Matrix

•

Technology Trends

Appendix:

Project Sunanary Sheets
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SYSTEM
Concept
The Dragon Guided Mlaslle it designed to be used against armored vehicles and fortified battlefield eaplaceaents as Illustrated In Figure 1. The weapon Is portable and is
deployed by an Infantryaan as a medium anti-tank assault weapon. The three major system
components are:
1)

A Wire-Guided Missile

2)

A Disposable Launching Tube

3)

A Reusable Optical IR Tracker.

In operation, the gunner maintains alignment by observing the selected target at the
center of the telescope's cross hairs. Stadia or surveying lines within the scope indicate
whether or not the selected target is within firing range.
The firing sequence is initiated by pressing the trigger on the tracker. A gas
generator propellent located in the rear of the launching tube provides the initial thrust
of the missile in a recollless fashion. Continued forward thrust as well as vertical and
horizontal flight corrections are accomplished by sequentially firing canted thrusters
located at the center of gravity and peripherally around the body of the missile.
Missile Guidance
In flight, the missile's position is provlaed to the tracker by means of an ECM IR
source, called a flare, located in the aft section of the missile. Since the flare's
position or axis within the tracker is colllmated with the optical axis of the telescope,
a resultant flight position error is derived by the tracker's signal comparator electronics
in the form of horizontal and vertical correction signals. See Figure 2.
During the missile's flight, the controlling wire plays out from a bobbin also
located in the aft section of the missile. This cable receives vertical and horizontal
correction signals which emanate from the tracker's electronics and terminate in the
missile's flight control computsr. Thus, the tracker provides correction signals to maintain the missile's flight toward an impact point at the center of the target while the
missile computer calculates the appropriate firing position for its body thrusters as the
missile rotates in flight.
Tracker
As shown in Figure 3, the tracker consists of four major assemblies.
1)

The Trigger

2)

Telescope and Optics

3)

Mutator

4)

Signal Comparator.

These are:

These assemblies are designed as seperable units and support the system operations
described above.
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Briefly, Che trigger activates the missile into flight. The telescope and optics
allcv the gunner to sight and align the target with the in-flight missile. The nutator
establishes the droop axis for the aissile. Lastly, the colllaated target and missile axis
arc coapared In the tracker's signal comparator and guidance signals are generated and distributed to the missile.
Launcher
The launcher Is a filaaent-wound fiberglass tube 34 Inches long by five Inches In
disaster, Figure 4, In which the missile Is secured by shear pins. An adjustable aluminum
support stand Is attached to the forward end of the tube to provide a steady track of the
target. At the rear end of the launching tube, a breech-canister assembly containing the
prime propulsion charge propels the missile from the launching tube with a minimum recoil.
Also Included as part of the launcher Is a connector assembly for attaching the
tracker, a thermal battery for tracker power and an Interconnecting harness.
Missile
The missile, shown In Figure 5, consists of three major sections.
1)

The Warhead

2)

The Center Section

3)

The Aft Section.

These are:

In this paper, most of the product. Improvements suggested will Involve the center and
aft sections of the missile.
The center section contains 60 side thrusters divided Into uhree groups equlposlcloned
around the periphery of the missile. Each of the three thruster groups, spaced 60 degrees
apart, is connected to a pair of firing circuit boards. The function of these firing
boards is to fire pairs of thrusters when commanded by the Control Signal Computer In the
aft section. The firing circuit boards are designed such that a maximum of five sequenced
firings can be accomplished by each board. The thrusters, located equidistant from the
missile's center of gravity, are fired In pairs In order to prevent any pitch misalignment
while providing flight path corrections and forward thrust.
The aft section contains:
1)

Thermal Battery

2)

Gyro

3)

Control Signal Computer

4)

Flare Assembly

5)

Control Bobbin

6)

Canted Folding Fins.

The battery provides missile power for only the center and aft sections of the missile.
The tracker trigger activates this battery and a series of related events.
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1)

Inldatea squib firing for gyro run-up

2)

Flare aoCor coaaa up Co Kpaao

3)

Power la supplied to alar.croolc circuit«

4)

Power supplied to safety sralng device«

5)

Uncaging of the gyro allows power to launch the canister squib

6)

After missile launch, a tlae delayed G end thermal switch provldea power to
thruater firing circuits.

The gyro provides a stable inertlal reference against which the missile computer can
determine the appropriate firing position for sequenced thruster palra. A simplified
illustration of this gyro is shown in Figure 6.
The Control System Computer effectively controls the lead angle firing of the side
thruster pairs. It accomplishes this by considering the following system parameters:
1)

Magnitude left/right error voltage

2)

Instantaneous missile roll position (♦ and A.)
a
D

3*

Boll rate (<*•

4)

Ambient temperature

5)

Time change between firing command and last channel fired.

a

and *.)
D

The flare assembly consists of a set of variable intensity lamps, an IR filter, a
chopper motor and a reticle modulator dlac. As previously mentioned, the flare provldea
the tracker with unambiguous data which locates the missile's position with respect to the
selected target.
The control bobbin contains a three-wire cable which is used to communicate left/
right or vertical error information to the missile.
Finally, the canted folding fin assembly provides the missile with a rotating force
when the fins are deployed. This occurs as the missile leaves ita launching tube.
Many of the units discussed above are good candidates for technology improvement
projects.

TECHMOLOGY PROJECTS
In order to determine whether or not s pc ion of the Dragon Missile System s guidance
should be modified, a cost analyais was made to determine major system cost drivers. The
sumsarlxed results of this analysis arc presented In Table I. It should be noted that
there is good correlation between the technology projects suggested end the major cost
driver a. Potential savings will be analysed in the Summary Cost Impact section of this
psper. Bownver, this section is dedicated to a technical development of the suggested
projects.
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New Gyros
Proa Table I. It can be »een that Che ■Issile gyro is Che largest cost driver In Che
■Isalle. Consecjuently, ic Is a good candidate for cost savings. The currently eaployed
cold-gas driven gyro is Illustrated in Figure 7 and its operation is also suasurlzed In
this figure. The gyro is an excellent design. However, an analysis of systea accuracies
indicates that the performance specification for the required gyro can be relaxed. Consequently, a lower coat design can be developed which potentially can be produced at a substantially reduced cost. One such design is shown in Figure 8. The internal aechanisa is
very siailar to a watch-winding aechanisa and Its yoke engaging stea asseablies. The case
for the new gyro project is suaaarised below:
Requlreaents
1)

Cold Gas or Spring Powered

2)

Activation Less Than 300 asec.

3)

Drift Rate Less Than 2 deg./13 sec.

4)

tvo Channel Pot Output for Timing of Thrusters

Present Gyro
1)

Used in Majority of Missiles to Date

2)

Performance 5X Better Than Spec.

3)

Disadvantage is Cost (because of extra capability designed-in)

Raytheon Proposed Unit
1)

Simple Design

2)

Performance easily verified by test with minimum tools and preparation

3)

Can be re-armed after test without degradation of performance

4)

Is spring powered with spring (saving in size and cost)

5)

Cost in production estimated 25 to 40 percent less than present cold
gas unit

Optically Polarized Gyroless Systea
Recognizing the fact that Che gyro is Che largest cost driver, an incentive is provided to not only lower its cost but to the conjecture that it aay be possible to eliminate
the gyro coapletely. The proposed project suggests a technique which eliminates all
mechanical parts and is a coapletely optical approach.
Figure 9 Illustrates in block diagraa form the tracker and missile modifications.
The tracker contains an LED transmitting source which radiates thtough an inexpensive
plastic polarizing filter and is then colllaated by means of s Fresnel lens. This simple,
inexpensive implementation would require a tracker modification.
The missile would require the addition of a polarizing receiver capable of responding
to the missile's rotational position. In order to provide a stable angular position
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reference, a phase-locked loop la added to the IR receiver front end. The waveforms at
each stage In the receiver are shown In Figure 10. The advantages of this approach are:
1)

Much Lower System Cost

2)

Lower System Weight

3)

No Mechanical Parts

4)

Improved Reliability.

Its disadvantage Is that a major modification to both the missile and tracker Is
required. It should be noted that the cost In production of this approach Is likely to be
between one quarter to one third of the current gyro unit.

Optlcil Data Link
A natural adjunct to the polarized gyroless system is an optical data link which
would eliminate the necessity for a three-wire bobbin assembly. The modification.
Figure 11, to the gyroless system is to modulate the tracker transmitter with the normal
left/right and firing control error signals. The missile's front-end receiver would
require a small error signal decoder which feeds the missile's computer. The combination
of the last two projects affects 31 percent of the missile's cost drivers. An expected
reduction of approximately 9 to 16 percent could be realized by implementing the last two
projects. The basic advantages and disadvantages are the same listed under the gyroless
system.

SUMMARY COST IMPACT
The total potential cost savings is obviously a function of which improvement programs are successfully Implemented. Table II Indicates the improvement potential of each
of the suggested projects.
In the order of their greatest Impact, the gyroless optical data system realizes the
greatest potential savings. This is consisten*- with the fact that the gyro is the largest
cost driver (Table I). The second most significant reduction, as expected, is produced
by changing the gyro to a lower cost unit.
Another method which can be employed to determine each value of Improvement projects
is to evaluate their return on investment ratio, also indicated in table II.
It should be noted that these numbers are based upon large production quantities such
as 100,000 and that the cost of implementation only Includes engineering development prototypes. It does not consider field retrofitting, deployment nor full ordnance documentation.
In this respect, the return ratio represents an optimistic but relative value.
The technology trend for the last two projects strongly suggests that they have been
made possible by Improved semiconductor developments. The gyroless optical system consists
of LED and monolithic semiconductor implementations. Thus, the connon denominator for most
of the technology projects suggested in this paper is state-of-the-art semiconductor technology which can produce as much as a 9 to 16 percent improvement in product cost.
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Title: Manufacturing Technology Project to Replace the Dragon Missile Cold-Gas Driven
Gyro with a Spring-Powered Free Gyro.

Systea/session area/coiponent;

Dragon Hlsslle/guldance/gyro.

Problem; The Dragon Missile System Is a high-volume, low-cost syster for which the
Guidance Section, Gyro, Is the largest cost driver In the missile. An analysis of the
system accuracies Indicated that the performance Is five times greater than required In
the specification. Consequently, a lower cost design can be developed which can be
produced at a substantially reduced cost.

Proposed solution: This project will develop a low-cost gyro such as one that would
Include a watch-wlndlng mechanism and a yoke-engaging stem assembly that would
substantially reduce the cost of this large cost driver. This proposed unit would
Include:
1)

Simple design

2)

Easily verified performance by test with minimum tools and preparation

3)

The capacity to be re-armed after test without degradation of performance

k)

A spring-powered device with spring (saving In size and cost)

S)

A 25 to 40 percent cost savings In production

Project cost and duration:

Estimated costs are as follows;

Tooling
Engineering support and
technical data

$300,000
200.000

Total

$500,000

Estimated duration of this project Is 18 months.

Benefits:

Benefits to be derived are:

Reduction In material parta

-

5-9Z of total missile cost

Assumptions: The stated benefits assume that the Dragon Missile will be In production for
100,000 units or more and that the cost of Implementation only Includes engineering
development prototypes.
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Title: Manufacturing Technology Project to Develop An Optically Polarized Gyroless
Guidance System.
Systen/seasIon area/component;

Dragon Mlaslle/guldance/gyro.

Problem; The Dragon Missile Is a high-volume, low-cost system for which the Guidance
Section, Gyro, is the largest cost driver. The current solution contains mechanically
moving parts which are generally less reliable than solid state electronic implementations.
Proposed solutlin; This project will develop an optically polarized light-emitting diode
assembly and it* polarized receiver counterpart to replace the existing mechanically
driven gyro assembly. The advantages of this approach are:
1)

Much lower system cost

2)

Lower system weight

3)

No mechanical parts

4)

Improved reliability

Project cost and duration:
Tooling
Testing equipment
Engineering support and
technical data
Total

Estimated costs are as follows:
$300,000
200,000
400,000
$900,000

Estimated duration of this project is 18 months.
Benefits;

Benefits to be derived are:

Reduction in material
Reduction in touch labor
Reduction in inspection
Net reduction

- 6.3Z
- 2.0Z
- -08. 3Z

of total missile cost

Assumptions: The stated benefits assume that the Dragon Missile will be in production
for 100,000 units or more and that the cost of implementation only Includes engineering
development prototypes.
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Title: Manufacturing Technology Project to Add An Optical Data Link and Eliminate the
Three-wire Bobbin Assembly.

System/session area/componen'::

Dragon Missile/guidance/bobbin.

Problem: The Dragon Missile System is a high-volume, low-cost system for which the
Guidance Section is a major cost driver. This proposal, in conjunction with the Optically
Polarized Gyroless System, would eliminate the three-wire bobbin assembly thereby culminating in a cost reduction and a weight, volume and logistics improvement of the missile
system.

Proposed solution: A natural adjunct to the polarized gyroless system is an optical data
link which would eliminate the necessity for a three-wire bobbin assembly. The modification to the gyroless system is to modulate the tracker transmitter with the normal left/
right and firing control error signals. The missile's front-end receiver would require
a small error signal decoder which feeds the missile's computer. The advantages to this
approach are:
1)

Reduction in system cost

2)

Reduction in system weight

3)

Reduction in system volume

4)

Reduction in logistics

Project cost and duration:

Estimated costs are as follows:

Tooling
Test equipment
Engineering support and
technical data
Total

$ 20,000
50,000
100,000
$170,000

Estimated duration of the project is 12 months.

Benefits:

Benefits to be derived are:

Reduction in material parts
Reduction in touch labor
Reduction in inspection labor
Net reduction

- 4.8X
- 2.9Z
. 3t
8.0Z I of total missile cost

Assumptions: The stated benefits assume that the Dragon Missile will be In production
for 100,000 units or »ore and that the cost of Implementation only Includes engineering
development prototypes.
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HYBRID ELECTRONICS APPLICATION AND LOW COST PRODUCTION FOR MISSILE SYSTEMS

K.O. Treese
Hughes Aircraft Company, Tucson Manufacturing Division
Tucson, Arizona
PART I:

85734

DETAILED COST INFORMATION

The Tucson Manufacturing Division of Hughes Aircraft Company is currently in high
rate production of the TOW Missile along with two other Department of Defense programs at
USAF Plant 44. Additionally, this Division is now implementing for production of th- US
Roland Missile and participating in the development of the Hellfire Missile which, if
Hughes is the successful contractor, will also be produced at the Tucson facility. These
two programs are also under contract with the U.S. Army Material Command.
TOW is the U.S. Army's heavy assault wire guided missile developed to provide a major
increase in fire power for infantry units. It is described as a Tube-launched, Opticallytracked, Wire-guided missile.
With TOW, the gunner trains a telescopic sight on the target, then presses his trigger
to launch the missile. In flight, the TOW Missile unreels two hair thin wires from internal bobbins through which steering signals are transmitted. All the gunner has to do is
hold the cross hair of his sight on the target and the missile will be automatically
steered to impact on the spot where he is sighting. After the missile leaves the launch
tube, the optical source in the rear of the missile is energized so that the optical sensor on the launcher, which is bore-sighted with the gunner's telescopic optics, can track
the missile along its flight path. The optical source does not distract the gunner, but
is sufficiently strong to allow automatic guidance to the maximum range of the missile
under all conditions that the target is visible to the gunner.
The gunner's only job is to keep the cross hairs of his optics on the target during
missile flight. The radiation of ^.e optical source in the missile is tracked by the optical sensor which measures the angle between the flight direction of the missile and the
gunner's line of sight. These displacements are transformed by the computer into guidance
commands which are sent to the missile over the two wires. The missile thus flies down an
imaginary tunnel which is closely centered around the sight line established by the gunner.
The gunner does not have to estimate range to the target, speed of the target, or the
angle between the course of the target and the missile. The weapon system has inherent
accuracy that has established an entirely new set of performance standards for anti-tank
weapons.
1)
2)
3)

The guidance system of the TOW Missile consists of essentially five elements:
Electronics Unit - Processes the guidance signal from the gyro.
Gyro - Generates error signals with respect to the target.
Optics Assentoly - Provides a modulated infrared beacon and is the reference between
the launcher and the missile.
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Modulator - Provides the power to drive the beacon at the correct frequency.
Interconnection cables and harnesses.

As a result of the TOW Missile being in high rate production for several years,
considerable experience has been gained on the relative cost factors associated with the
missile units. The Electronics Unit Is the highest percentage cost element In th> TOW
Missile guidance system.
The current production TOW Missile electronics unit 1s comprised of seven (7) printed
circuit board assenfclles which contain three hundred sixty-six (366) discrete electronic
components.
The TOW Missile program, though Implemented in 1968, has through continuous updating
of Its manufacturing facilities consistently applied the latest concepts In equipment and
techniques to automated electronic assembly methods. It utilizes, to the maximum extent
possible, automatic sequencing and insertion of components, continuous conveyorized wave
soldering and cleaning systems, and automatic metering, dispensing, and curing equipment
In the encapsulation process. In addition, the use of minicomputer process controllers
and high speed computer controlled Inspection equipment assures minimum production costs
compatible with the high degree of reliability demanded on the TOW Missile system.
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PART II:

POTENTIAL MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS

Hybrid Electronics Application and Low Cost Production for Missile Systems
System/Session Area/Component.
Problem.

TOW/Guldance/Hybrid Electronics.

To reduce the cost of producing electronic assemblies for missile systems.

TOW Is a high volume, low cost missile system within which discrete components are a
major cost factor. High rate, specialized automatic assembly equipment Is employed to
minimize recurring production labor cost.
The TOW Missile production program was Implemented In 1968 with automatic component
Insertion equipment using minicomputer rontrollers, automatic feed wave soldering/cleaning
system, and numerous methods refinement; to ensure minimum production cost with the existing design. However, there remains several lucrative areas that Impact present cost. Discrete component cost continues to Increase, high reliability component requirements cause
shipment delays from suppliers due to test constraints, and various manual operations are
subject to workmanship problems.
New missile system designs employ hybrid microcircults which began to emerge In the
early WM's. Hybrid microcircults have proven to be cost competitive with discrete configurations. Weight and space requirements are greatly reduced. Reliability Is Improved
as compared to discrete configurations. Raw material requirements are reduced and Improved standardization is achieved through use of hybrid microcircults.
Proposed Solution. It Is proposed that a significant decrease In production cost
could be realized If the electronics unit Is redesigned to allow effective Incorporation
of hybrid Integrated circuits. A preliminary study indicates that this redesign would
result In an electronics unit which consists of three (3) etched circuit boards, which
mount five (5) custom hybrid modules and some fifty (50) discrete components. The stu<1y
also pointed out that a cost decrease could not be effected unless the hybrid modules were
produced In a highly automated facility with a minimum of manual operations and handling.
The proposed project would include the design, implementation, and check-out of a hybrid
pilot line that would utilize available automation and would be capable of being scaled-up
to a fully automated facility.
The tasks to be accomplished would Include:

1)

Implement hybrid pilot line facility at Tucson utilizing available automation.

2)
3)
4)

Develop state-of-the-art semi-automatic equipment into fully automatic equipment.
Advance the technology in handling of chips and substrates.
Development of methods criteria and equipment specifications tor a fully automated
hybrid production line.
Develop computer input/output and systems software applications requirements.

5)

Project Cost and Duration.

1)

Estimated costs are as follows:

Implement hybrid pilot line facility at Tucson utilizing available

automation.

$1,700,000.00

2)

Develop state-of-the-art semi-automatic equipment Into fully

3)
4)

Advance the technology In handling of chips and substrates.
Development of methods criteria and equipment specifications
for a fully automated hybrid production line.
Develop computer input/output and systems software applications
requirements.

automatic equipment.

5)

175,000.00

TOTAL
Estimated project duration is twent>-eight (28) months.
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50,000.00
75,000.00
100.000.00
$2,100,000.00
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
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Benefits.
A 30X cost reduction In Guidance System Electronics Unit Assembly Labor, thereby
reducing labor to 5.6X of Electronics Unit cost.
A 30% cost reduction In Guidance System Electronics Unit Purchased Parts, thereby
reducing Purchased Parts to 19.25% of Electronics Unit cost.
A 10.65X cost reduction In Guidance System as a result of cost reductions In
Electronics Unit.
Five fold reliability Improvement.
Three fold Increase In circuit speed performance.
Four fold decrease In unit weight and volume.

Assumptions. The stated benefits assume that a hybrlo pilot line facility will be
Implemented and amortized In the cost of TOM. We also assume that TOW production rates
will continue at present schedule and that the hybrid design would be produced at a 30%
savings over present discrete design.
PART III:

TREND DATA

Use of Hl-Rel Components
The use of Hl-Rel Components continues to grow rap'dly as more new devices are developed and more companies enter this field. The Improvement curve continues to be steep
(80.5%) as compared to discrete (85%). The savings In cost will become more notable In the
very near future by vlrture of Increased application. The average number of discretes replaced per hybrid per system (board) Is 49. The cost today becomes equal (per system) at
the one hundred twenty-five (125) unit level where as a few years ago It was equal at the
one thousand (1,000) unit level.
Components Per Function
Components per function as the result of the inroads by hybrids Is as previously
stated 49 to 1, however this ratio will vary depending on the type of function being
addressed.

Cost Versus Weight
Trade off studies cjnducted show that the average weight reduction from a discrete
design to hybrids Is approximately 75%, while the cost reduction for the same studies
approaches 30%. Therefore we can safely assume that 25% of the discrete weight In hybrids
Is equal to a 30% cost reduction.
Cost Versus Nunher of Components
As the usage of components Increases the cost associated with the component decreases.
The following four charts show the cost ;rend for discrete components and hybrid components.
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Degree of Miniaturization
In the early 1950'$, the vacuum tube was the heart of all missile designs. The missile
electronics units were physically large, required high current and voltage power sources and
provided slow response time to circuit signals. In the late 1950's the semi-conductor
emerged and began to replace the vacuum tube. The earliest semi-conductor forms employed
In Hughes Aircraft Company designs were the simple transistor and diode. The Integrated
circuit was Introduced to electronics units shortly thereafter and the overall size of the
electronics unit was reduced. Because the semi-conductor requires less power than Its
predecessor the vacuum tube, the power source was also reduced. Circuit signal speed was
Increased allowing new generations of guidance systems to evolve.
The first generation of hybrid modules was Introduced Into the missile electronics
units In the mid 1960'$. These hybrids used simple transistor and diode chips, Integrated
circuit chips, and In many Instances diodes and resistors In discrete form. The early
hybrid reduced the size of circuit cards and the resultant missile electronics units only
slightly. However the hybrid began to rapidly reduce In size and Increase ^n complexity as
new Integrated circuit designs emerged. The early hybrid total circuit content soon became
a single component chip as the circuit functions were Increased on a single chip, called a
Medium Scale Integration (MSI) Integrated circuit. By 1972, the hybrid design was able to
replace a discrete design and provide a space reduction of 7SI.
The prediction for future designs In missile electronics units Is that the Large Scale
Integration (LSI) Integrated circuits will continue to reduce the size required to achieve
circuit functions. At present, one hundred fifty-five (155) discrete cornponents required
for a tracking function can be replaced by a single LSI chip plus twenty-five (25) discrete
components. This provides a 5,1 to 1 size reduction ratio, which Is an Improvement of an
additional 25% over the 1972 achievements of 4.0 to 1 size ratio. At the present pace, a
size ratio of 7 to 1 can be expected by the mid igSO's.
Degree of Manufacturing Automation
There Is a great contrast between the manual methods of circuit card assembly of the
1950'$ and the sophisticated automation of the 1970ls. In the early 1960^ automatic component prepplng, handling and Insertion were Introduced. The early equipment used numerical control systems requiring simple programming, but provided limited flexibility to
machine functions and production changes.
The late 1960*5 began to employ a new evolution In minicomputers. Improved mechanical
flexibility and computer software that allowed rapid set-up and change. The Variable Center Distance (VCD) axial lead component Insertion machine was one of the most Important
advances In automatic equipment development. The VCD allowed axial lead components of
varying sizes and types on different Insertion spans to be automatically Inserted on a single set-up. This operation, In conjunction with the component prep sequencer, has effected
a labor reduction of approximately 7 to 1.
In addition to component Insertion, wave soldering using automatic circuit board
handling has provided significant Improvement over the hand solder techniques used In
earlier years.
As missile electronic designs at Hughes Aircraft Company Incorporate more and more
hybrid modules, the emphasis In automatic assembly equipment must of necessity shift to
hybrid manufacturing and handling. The available equipment for hybrid manufacturing Is
semi-automatic using minicomputer control. A second generation of hybrid equipment Is In
the conceptual and design stages and will be available In the late 1970,s or early 1980's.
Automatic substrate and chip handling equipment Is available to couple to semi-automatic
processing thus making a high degree of automation available now for hybrid processes.
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With the existing equipment, hybrids are competitive with circuit boards employing
discrete components at a 1 to 1 ratio. However with the evolution of the new generation
of hybrid automatic equipment, the ratio will approach a 1.5 to 1 ratio with hybrids being
more cost effective.
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LSI IMPLEMENTATION OF LOGIC FUNCTIONS PRESENTLY USED IN
MISSILE GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

Rudolf E. Thun
Raytheon Company
Bedford, Haaaachuaetta 01730

SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT
All mlaallea containing digital controla (Perahing, SAM-D,
Guidance/Electronica.

etc.)/

PROBLEM

While LSI (large acale integration) haa reduced the coat of consumer
electronica dramatically. Its uae in defenae ayateaa haa bean held back by
the high development and tooling coat for specific circuit functiona which
in aoat military applications cannot be distributed over a aufficiently
large production volume.
The new microprocessors alleviate thla problem to some extent, but
they aatiafy at moat 20 to 30 -ercent of all digital logic requlrcmenta because of their functional and speed limitations.
If the tooling coat for LSI logic circuits of typically 300 gate complexity could be reduced from the preaent 100,000 dollar level to a range of
56,000 to $8,000, cuatom LSI could be utilized for retrofit converaiona of
preaent digital systems utilising SSI/MSI circuits in DIP's or Flatpacka.
Such a low-coat LSI manufacturing technology would alao facilitate greatly
the introduction of digital LSI controla into new miaaile dealgna.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
Raytheon haa developed both Schottky TTL and SOS (Silicon on Sapphire)
logic arrays of 300 gate or greater complexity which utilize atandard dlffualon patterna at a relatively amall penalty in circuit denaity.
Thaae
dealgna are specifically aimed at low tooling and amall-voluma manufacturing coata through maximum uae of computer-aided layout, maak generation and
teat.
It la propoaed to develop a manufacturing ayatem for the low-coat conveialon of atandard TTL or CMOS SSI/MSI logic into LSI at a cost par LSI
part number of about $6,000.
Thla manufacturing ayatem «111 also provide
the efficient low-coat manufacture of amall-volume production runa, with a
goal of leaa than 15c per gate at the 1,000 device level. This cost will
Include the coat of computerized teatlng.
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While the proposed LSI aanufacturlag technology will be of potential
benefit Co a large variety of allltavy eraceae, thla effort will concentrate
on the converalon of alaalle guidance loyic Into LSI to achieve reduced cost
and power dissipation and Increased reliability.
Some of the key details of the proposed approach are:
(a)

Schottky TfL Array Specifications
The 300 gate Schottky TTL array la moat suitable as the replacement of
exlatlng TTL dealgns using SSI/MSI since It Interfaces directly with
all TTL circuit faallles.
It has a typical gate delay of 5 nsec and a
maximum gate delay-power product of 25 plcojoulea.
It Is designed for
a two-layer metallization systea of Al or Au with a aaxlaua of 64 pads.
An extensive library of building block functions and autoaatlc interconnect routing la provided.
Either hybrid packaging or Che uaa of 40
lead OlP'a Is posslbls.

(b)

CMOS/SOS Logic Array
The SOS array la superior with regard to speed (gate delay of 2 to 3
nsec) and power consumption (10 percent of bulk CMOS, 1 percent of Low
Power Schoccky TTL), buc has less drive capability Chan Che TTL array.

(c)

(d)

Maoufaccuring Technology Developaenc
The aanufacCurlng technology projecc proposed here will provide Che
following resulcs:
s
Pilot plane optimization Co Increase yield and reduce processing
cose.
•
Technical data regarding wafer process specificaclons, aask specificatlona, device layoucs and quality concrols.
•
Tschnlcal data regarding Che CAD generation of aask Capes and teat
prograas.
•
Conversion of a selecced circuit asseably for demonstration
purposss.
•
Demonstration pilot line runs providing aaaple clrcuiCs as well as
acCual cose and yield information.
•
Analysis of Che obtained data Co refine Che cose saving eaciaacas
for apeclflc alsslle sysceas.
s
Final report.
PROJECTED COST AND DURATION

The proposed projecC will utilize exisClng plane faclliCles at RayCheon
Bedford.
The estimated cosCs Co obCain a qualified LSI production line wich
faaC Curn-around capability are aa follows:
Piloc Plane Optimization
Engineering Support and Technical Data
Demonstration PiloC Runs
Total
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$ 60,000
110,000
35.000
$205,000

Thia cost doe» not Include the qualification of the selected davic«
dealgna.
Depending on the number of type» iaplaaentad, tha qualification
coat should range from $40,000 to $60,000.
The estimated project duration ia 18 months,

BENEFITS
The converaion of digital missile circuitry froa SSI/MS
devlcea to
LSI will reault in a typical manufacturing coat reduction of 30 percent to
50 percent at the digital aubayatec level, and a reliability increaae by a
factor of 2 to 10.

The reduction In missile life cycle cost due to the laproved reliability
depends on the level of digital systems Implementation, but should yield
measurable additional savings.

ASSUMPTIONS
The proposed cost aavings sre baaed on a detailed comparison of sctual
systems in both LSI and SSI/MSI implementation.
The $6,000 to $8,000 tooling coat for a complex, high-performance LSI circuit haa been demonstrated
in a laboratory environment, and ita extrapolation to factory tooling should
be low-risk.
Costs are based on a total annual throughput of only 20,000
LSI circuits per production line.
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IMPROVED BTBRII. CIRCUIT MANUFACTUBIJC TECHNIQUES

Rudolf E. Thun

Raytheon Company
Bedford, Haaaachuactta 01730

SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT
Support ■laallea and high altitude air defcnae missile« (Perahlng,
HAWK, SAM-D)/Guidance/Electronics.
PROBLEM
The uae of hybrid circulta for missile guidance system« provides the
advantage of aignificant aavinga in packaging volume and weight. Unfortunately, hybrl d circulta have alao some disadvantages when compared to conventlonal elc ctrcnica utilizing diacretc componenta on P.C. boarda.
First,
aaaeably coat ia higher because chip componenta muat be wire bonded indivldually.
It ia true that beam lead devicea would alleviate thia problem,
but their ava liability la unfortunately reatricted.
Secondly, the repair
rate during a aaembly ia higher, aince semiconductor chlpa cannot be burnedin convenient ly.
Thirdly, attachment of componenta to the hybrid circuit
aubatrate ia made difficult by the need of mixing different attachment
techniquea.
Moat paaaive chip componenta require aolder attachment, while semiconductors are wire-bonded. Particularly on thick film circuitry, extended
heating cyclea during component assembly may lead to solder-leeching of the
conductive layer and aubaequent weakening of bonds.
Lid aealing by soldering, finally, limits yield becauae it requires the application of temperature« which can potentially weaken internal bonda.
In addition, conformal
coatings uacd for the protection of hybrid circulta are often not fully
compatible with the total manufacturing cycle.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
Ideally, hybrid circulta could be fabricated cheaper and more reliably
by atandardizing on a aingle attachment technique auch aa ultraaonic or
thcrmocompreaaion bonding of leada for all componenta, active and paaaive,
aa well aa for external circuit leada.
Since auch an approach, however,
would require excessive new component development a, it ia proposed to conduct a manufacturing technology program which stresses the compatibility
and coat reduction of attachment and aaaembly methoda for exiating off-theshelf componenta.
Thia program encompasses the following taaka:
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(•)

The adaptation of C«pt-carrl«r laad frames for the attach« ant of chip
co«ponenta to hybrid aubatratee.
The tap« carrier technol ogy peraita
the gang bonding of all chlp-to-aubatrat« connactlona alal lar to the
baaa laad technology, but haa three laportant advantaga«.
Flratly, It
.an ba applied to any device dealgned for conventional wir e bonding and
allalnataa thereby the proble« of limited device avallabll Ity.
Seconaly, it paralta - In contraat to baaa lead devices - th« rl ght aide up
bonding of chip« to eubatrataa, thereby greatly facilltati ng quality
control Inspactlona. Finally, th« tap«« can be utilized a a a convanlant chip tranafcr and handling aadlua during the aaaaably of the hybrid
circuit«, facilitating autoaatlon of the aaaaably proceaa.
Du« to the«« advantagaa, tap« carrier packaging haa an inc reaalng lapact on th« low-coat aaaaably of coaaorclal DIP packages,
It can be
expected that th« adaptation of thla technology to th« aan ufacture of
hybrid circuit« for alaall« ■yat«aa will lead to an aaaeab ly coat reductlon of up to 40 percent.
Thla teak will develop the r equlred
aaaaably technology to achieve thla goal.

(b)

Development of a aethod for the econoalc burn-In of ««alconductor chip«.
It 1« being conalderad to baaa auch a aethod on the tape aupported chip
lead fraaea developed under paragraph (a) . Typically S percent to 8
percent of IC'a are found defective during burn-In.
Proceaaea for
effective .burn-In of chip coaponenta will Increaaa reliability of multichip hybrid circuits and reduce rework of circuits for the replaceaent
of defective coaponenta.

(c)

Development of proceaaea for the attachaent of active and paaalve coaponenta to the aubatrate by uae of aodern high teaperature epoxlet.
Compatibility will be achieved with ultraaonlc and theraocoapraaalon
wire bonding of leada aa well aa with tape-carrlar lead fraae bonding.
The epoxy ayataa will permit th« replacement of defective chip component« at high repair yielda.

(d)

k compatible low teaperature lid aealing technology will be developed,
baaed on either epoxy aealing or welding, or both.

(e)

Conforaal coatinga will be developed which will ba compatible with eaay
repair procedurea which will provide aaxiaua protection of all external
leada.

(f)

Deaonatrat ion of a low-coat hybrid circuit aanufacturing approach uaing
the following atandard aiaaile hybrid circuita aa developaent vehiclea:
1)
2)

RF and IF Aaplifiera
RF Switch

3)

Voltage Regulatora (8 typaa froa -22.5 to +22.5V)

It ahould ba noted that MICOM la aupporting a aoaewhat aiailar prograa
for digital hybrid circuita uaed in SAM-D ground equlpaent. Theae circuita
are, however, technologically alaplar than typical aiaaile guidance hybrid
circuita, aince thay contain baaa-lead device« only. It la planned to
coordinate the propoaed project cloaely with thla SAM-D effort.
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PROJECT COST AND DURATION
Tap« Tranafsr Chip Attachaant
Method For Chip Burn-In
Coapatibia Chip Atcachaant Method
Lid Saallng Mathod
Conforaal Coating Evaluation
Fabrication of Standard Mlaalla Circuit«

$150,000
70.000
50.000
50.000
70.000
50.000
Total

$440,000

Eatlaatad Duration - 24 month».
BENEFITS
Tha laplaaentatlon of thla prograa will laad to a algnlflcaat coat ra~
ductlon In tha aanufacture of hybrid circuit» which ahould raach about 40
parcant of aaaeably and touch labor coat, or about 20 parcant of total hybrid circuit coat.
For coaplax guldanca ayatcaa whar« tha coat of hybrid
circuit» aay raach an auch aa 10 to 15 parcant of tha guldanca packaga. tha
resulting aavlnga could exceed 2 percent uf the aanufacturIng cost of auch
a ayataa.
In addition to the aanufacturlng coat aavlnga, a algnlflcant lucraaae
In reliability ahould be achieved which would tranalate Into additional life
cycle coat aavlnga.
ASSUMPTIONS
The propoaal la baaed on the actual experience In the aanufacture of
hybrid circuits for missile guidance syateas.
No additional aaauaptlona
baaed solely on engineering Judgeaent have been aade.
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COMPOSITE MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY FOR ELECTRONIC SUPPORT STRUCTURES

Rudolf E.

Thun

Raytheon Company
Bedford. Maaaachusatca 01730

SYSTEM/SESSION AREA/COMPONENT
Support otlatllea and high altitude air defenae missiles (Perahlng,
LRGM, HAWK. SAM-D)/Guldance/MaJor mechanical parts.

PROBLEM
A missile la exposed to very high accelerations, vlbrational levels,
and temperatures.
As a consequence, not only aerodynamic structures, but
even electronic aupport structures such as Inner shells, traya and fixtures
are exposed to significant mechanical stresses.
This requires the use of
expensive high-strength materiala for such structures.
Their cost is further increased by the generally required high packaging densities and odd
form factors, which result in complex structural shapes.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
Today the electronic support structures in missile guidance systems are
generally fabricated from brittle aluminum castings which are heavy, of
limited atrength and medium stiffness, possess low damping and uncontrolled
natural frequenciea, and are volumetrically inefficient.
It is proposed to utilize inatead composite materials of reinforced
graphite/apoxy for these structures, or alternatively a substitution of
KcvIar-49 or PRD-49 organic fibers for the graphite filaments.
These epoxybased composites will reduce weight, increase reliability and strength, reduce the transmission of shock and vibration, and permit a tailoring of
atructural stiffness to meet specific requirements.
It should be noted that
the damping characteristics of graphite/epoxy are outstanding.
Graphite/apoxy composites have also a great potential aa a atructural
material for missile airframes.
Here the requirements are somewhat different, however.
Thermal stress is larger, and so are strength requirements.
This project aims specifically at the development of materials and manufacturing methods optimized for Internal structures supporting the guidance
electronics.
Low cost manufacturing methods such as extruding or molding
will thua be emphasized.
During the graphite fiber growth, the planea of the carbon crystallites
rotste and shift to acquire a three-dimensional stacking order and interlayer
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■pacing.
This order consists of planes of hexagonally arranged atoms stacked
In ABAB sequence, where the A planes and the B planes are shifted later&ll>
with respect to each other.
Strong, covalent bonds prevail within each layer, but weak van der waala-type forces exist between adjacent layers, the
first having energies on the order of 100K cal/mole, the latter only 1.3K
cal/moltr.
Therefore, the Individual crystallites are extremely anlstroplc.
Electric resistivity In the vertical direction Is about 100 times that of
the lateral direction, thermal expansion coefficients exhibit a ratio of 28
to 1, and heat and shock transfer are similarly directional.
Ordinarily, this fiber anlsotropy requires the careful orientation of
the graphite fiber bundles In the epoxy resin matrix by hand lay-up or other
fabrication methods.
Extruded bodies, however, show preferred alignment of
the fibers In the direction of extrusion, and molded bodies In the direction
of pressure application.
These phenomena provide the opportunity to achieve
the required fiber orientations by the controlled application of relatively
simple and Inexpenalve manufacturing methods.
The project will be structured Into the following tasks:
•
s

s

•

The development of graphlte/epoxles which will be optimized
for use In the Inner structure of missiles.
A study of how to manufacture at low cost the typical shapes
and piece parta used in supporting electronics such as inner
shells, I and H beams, trays, etc.
This study will explore
such fabrication methods as extruding, molding, layering,
machining and bonding.
The project will emphasize the one-to-one replacement of
present mal structures to facilitate the possibility of
retrofitting current designs.
The refinement of present analytical methods to include the
treatment of anlsotropic materials regarding stresses, deflections and strength.

This program will utilize as Its vehicle an existing missile guidance
design to provide a meaningful comparison.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION
Guidance and Control Structure Design
Guidance and Control Structure Fabrication
Teatlng and Evaluation
Development of Manufacturing Methods
Engineering Support and Test Data

$ 90,000
50,000
30,000
80,000
50,000
Total

$300,000

Estimated project duration la 24 months.

BENEFITS

Taking advantage of the unique anlsotropic properties of composites In
a design, one finds that the component often becomes simpler and, hence,
easier to manufacture than Its monolithic counterpart.
The simplicity of
the part coupled with the nature of the material enhances maintainability
and reliability, again with cost reductions.
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There Is no question, however, that the greatest benefit from a utilization of graphlte/epoxy composites will be achieved for new missile designs
whete maximum advantage can be taken of the Increased strength, lighter
weight and better damping characteristics of the new material.
Nevertheless,
the benefits .should be significant even for retrofits.
Aside from a lowering of the component stress, the cost of fabricating and assembling the Intricate shapes of electronic support structures should be reduced If extrusion and molding processes can be applied to composites of moderate
strength requirements.
The typical cost of electronic support structures for missile guidance
systems Is about 6.5 percent of the to:al guidance system cost.
Savings
due to the use of composites ar'j difficult no estimate at this time.
Should they reach 15 percent of the structural cost, total guidance system
cost savings would reach about oac percent.

ASSUMPTIONS
This proposal is not based on specific assumptions.
The advantages of
composites in aerostructures have already been demonstrated in numerous
applications.
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THE REPLACEMENT OF ELECTRONIC WIRING BY OPTICAL FIBER DATA LINKS

Rudolf E. Thun
Raytheon Company
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730

SYSTI:M/SESSION

AREA/COMPONENT

Long range general support missiles and high altitude air defense
missiles (Pershlng, LRGM, SAM-D)/Guidance/Cables and connectors.
PROBLEM
Larger missiles require a complex wiring harness which represents not
only a significant cost Item, but also a potential source of failures.
Furthermore, cables limit the EMP and noise lamunlty of the system. Sensitive cable connections are In particular those between sensors and guidance
system on one hsnd, and between guidance system and rear link antennas on
the other.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
Raytheon proposes to develop. In cooperation with Bell-Northern Research, Ottawa, the manufacturing technology for optical data links using
fiber optics. These data links will be specifically optimized for missile
requirements and environment.
The project will address such questions as the high-density, low-cost
packaging of the transmitter/receiver/transducer circuits, the Implementation of low-cost connectors, and the splicing of the optical fibers In a
factory environment.
Factory test procedures for optical links will also
be developed.
Preliminary specifications visualize two separate data link designs
for analog and digital data.
Both will be based on well-proven BellNorchern designs. The analog link shall provide good linearity with a bandwidth up to 60 MHz, and the digital link shall meet a bit rate specification
of at least IS MHz. The data links will utilize an LED transmitter to
achieve the desired linearity, and a PIN photo diode receiver.
Low power
and packaging volume will be emphasized.
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The project will consist of the following tasks:
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Analysis of a typical missile guidance wire harness for
simplification by the selective use of fiber optics as
Interconnection medium.
Analysis of the potential cost savings by the resultant
harness simplification and the concurrent reduction In
cross talk problems.
Development of an analog data link suitable for mis lie
guidance applications.
Development of a digital data link suitable for missile
guidance applications.
Study of the applicability of these fiber optic data links
to other missile system equipment.
Development of the manufacturing technology for the missile
guidance data links, Including the techniques required In
missile assembly.
Development of the required repair techniques, Including
the splicing of optical fibers.

PROJECT COST AMD DURATION
The cost of this project, leading to the demonstration of a fiber
optics data link in a missile guidance test environment, is estimated at
$250,000.
The preliminary breakdown of this estimate is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis leading to the modification of an
existing wire harness
Adaptation of analog data link
Adaptation of digital data link
Development of manufacturing and assembly
methods
Development of repair methods
Total

$ 20,000
60,000
50,000
80,000
40.000
$250,000

The estimated project duration is 18 months

BENEFITS
The replacement of critical electronic cables by optical data links
will result in a simplification of the missile wiring harness, improved
reliability, simplified factory testing and an improved missile performance
In an ECM environment.
It is estimated that the cost of a complex missile wiring harness
might be reduced by 20 percent, and guidance assembly and test cost by 10
percent.
Since harness cost and test cost each represent about 4,5 percent
of the cost of a guidance system, total savings would amount to 1.3 percent
((0.2 x 0.045) + (0.1 x 0.045)).

ASSUMPTIONS
The actual cost savings will depend to a large extent on the manufacturing costs achievable for the transducer and multiplexor circuits.
It is
being assumed that this manufacturing technology project will reduce the
transducer circuit cost to $30, and that a low-cost multiplexor circuit can
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also be obtained. Theae assumptions look reasonable.
Furthermore, It ia
contemplated that all Inter-subsystem IF and digital signal paths In the
missile will utilize optical data links.
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Title: Manufacturing Technology Project to demonstrate the advantage« of low cost computer controlled thin film techniques in the manufacture of microcircults.
System/Psnel Ares/Component; Guldsnce - complex solid stste circuitry in the guidance
end other electronic systems of the missile.
Problem; Considersble costs are incurred in the manufacture of microcircuits for electronic systems of missiles. Msjor cost contributors are the substrste materials, the
complex cspitsl equipment required in the manufacture, the high labor content, the yield
level experienced in the manufacturing process and other factora between the points of
msnufacture and use.
Proposed Solution; The thin film technology permits the use of low cost easily obtainable
substrste msterisls such ss metallic (aluminum) or non-metallic film. The required cspitsl
equipment is smaller, simpler and less costly thsn the presently used equipment. The technique employs s continuous process and computer control. One of the main advantages of
the system is thst because of its small site it can be Installed st the point of use, neither skilled technicians nor process engineers sre required to keep the equipment in operating condition. The design and construction of s prototype is proposed, dedicsted specifically to the manufacture of microcircuits used in missile systems.
Project Cost snd Duration;

Estimated costs sre ss follows;

Design snd construction of system
Msnufscture snd evaluation of microcircuits
Totsl

$400,000
300.000
$700,000

Estimated duration of the project is 24 months.
Benefits; Numerous cost benefits would be derived from the application of this
process in the following areas;
raw material costs
product costs
defective material costs
inventory costs.
The expected cost reductions sre between 251 snd 75X depending on the complexity of the
circuit.
Some concurrent benefits would be;
less dependence on heavily process oriented msterisls (substrste*)
higher process yield
ability to manufacture at the point of use
shorter delivery cycle
elimination of strategic threat to present sources of supply through dlsperssl
sbility to introduce design changes more quickly
requires low operator skill.
Assumptions; Production requir« int is sufficiently Isrge to wsrrsnt the investipent
for the equipment.
COMPAHY NAME
Westlnghouse Electric Corp.

PARTICIPANT'S MAKE. ADDRESS AND PHDWE
J. C. McVlckers, Director
Production Technology
Pittsburgh, PA. 15235
412-256-7456
Alternate
F. J. Michel, Manager
Special Projects Production Technology
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
412-256-3548
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TITLE: Manufacturing Technology Project to develop automatic inspection syetem for
printed circuit boards
SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT: All/Guidance/Printed Circuits
PROBLEM: Quality control inspection of printed circuit boards after loading and soldering is presently performed manually. Human operators are subject to moodiness,
fatique, and outside pressures, thus giving the possibility of irregularities in the quality
of work. Inspection of printed circuit boards can be a monotonous task in which ihe failure to notice a small deficiency may allow a defective board to be incorporated into the
final system. An automatic, printed-circuit board inspection system could be used to
advantage on all missile systems having a reasonable production quantity. Soldering
quality and parts loading could be examined and verified in a systematic manner based on
an approved set of standards.
PROPOSED SOLUTION; Development of an automatic inspection system for printedcircuit boards would require an imaging system, a pattern recognition system, and a
precision positioning system for locating the printed circuit board with respect to the
imaging system. A method of measuring a pertinent feature for each tec-t to be performed is required. Experimentation to verify the measurement of features would be
followed by design of a complete system and construction of a prototype system.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION: Estimated costs for the development are:
Breadboard Verification of Techniques
$ 50,000
Design and Construction of Prototype System
300,000
Test and Optimization of System
100,000
TOTAL
$450,000
Estimated duration of development is 24 months.
BENEFITS: Use of an automatic, printed-circuit board, inspection system would give
more reliable, quality hardware at a .educed labor cost by systematically inspecting all
points on a printed-circuit board. Part loading as well as soldering quality could be
tested in a morn thorough manner than possible with human inspectors. Cost savings
with automatic inspection is expected to be between two and five percent of the hardware
cost for a typicrl ndssile system.
ASSUMPTIONS; In order to practically use an automatic inspection system, it will be
necessary to have an approved threshold of acceptance for each feature tested by the
machine. It will also be necessary to provide numerical coordinates for each point or
part to be tested. Reasonable production quantities are assumed in order to make the
system cost effective.
SCI SYSTEMS, INC.
8620 South Memorial Parkway
Huntsville, Alabama 35802

Dr. M. Melvin Bruce
Manager,
Imaging Systems
(205) 881-1611, Ext. 376
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ADDITIVE PROCESS FOR FABRICATION OF PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

James Broulecte
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

98124

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT

All Systems/Guidance, Electronics/Printed Circuit "tards

PROBLEM
Plated through hole circuit boards fabricated by normal subtractlve processing have
limitations In their achievable tolerances. Attainment of very fine lines £..d spaces Is
restricted by etching undercut, and the resultant loss of accuracy. Pure additive processing ellclnates this and additionally reduces the cost of board fabrication by eliminating etching, and depositing copper uniformly by electroless plating only In the holes and
on circuitry where It Is desired. However, pure additive processing has disadvantages.
Among them are:
(a)

Che quality of the copper deposited by electroless plating (ductility and
strenprh) Is not equivalent to the best that can be obtained by electroplating,

(b)

most circuit board manufacturers already have equipment ar.J capability for
fabricating boards using subtractlve processing and special materials and
pt .cesses are required to produce boards by additive methods.

For these reasons, additive processing does not seem most desirable for production of
boards meeting military spec requirements. A method or technique is needed which will
provide the benefits of additive processing, yet be compatible with existing facilities
and processes throt ghout most of industry.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
This problem will be solved by developing processes and qualifying them to MIL-Spec
requirements which combine the advantages of normal subtractlve and additive processing.
Using recently available thin-clad laminates, almost the entire circuit thickness
can be produced by electroplating resulting in maximum possible strength and ductility.
Consistently good adhesion is obtained, provided by the initial copper cladding, without
the necessity of developing capability for conditioning of unclad epoxy.
The solution will be accomplished by completing the following tasks:
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T ie first task will be to evaluate the available materials to be used as the starting
point for the program, and establish their advantages, disadvantages, and physical/
chemical properties.
Task 2 will be to develop the process and optimize processing parameters to give the
best results.
Task 3 will be to qualify the process to MIL Specs to demonstrates Its ability to produce military quality boards.
Task 4 will be to document the qualification results and the process used to obtain
the test results.

PROJECT COST AND DURATION
1.

Material evaluation

$ 10K

2.

Develop production process

30K

3.

Optimize process for maximum quality

35K

A.

Conduct qualification

20K

5.

Release final process report, MIL Spec test report, cost evaluation report

5K

TOTAL

$100K

The estimated duration of the project is 12 months.

BENEFITS
The benefits will be a capability for producing MIL Spec quality circuit boards with
the close tolerance control and costs savings possible utilizing modified additive processing.

ASSUMPTIONS
The Justification for this program assumes that further miniaturization in electronics
packaging is desirable without an increase in cost or decrease in reliability. It further
assumes that a process which can be implemented with maximum utilization of existing capital equipment is desirable.
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OPTIMIZATION OF PLATED-THROUGH HOLE TUBELETS

James Broulette
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

98124

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT
All/Guldance/Prlnted Wiring Boards

PROBLEM
In plated-through hole circuit boards, particularly multilayer boards, the process of
making a plated-through hole Interconnectloa has not been analyzed and studied In an overall, systematic way to develop a process which maximizes all variables. Drilling, hole
treatment, copper plating have been studied separately, generally by Engineers with different backgrounds and objectives, with a view toward solving separate problems. The total
system has not been analyzed and studied to optimize all process variables dependently to
achieve maximum performance and reliability.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
This program would entail the analysis of material properties, drilling, hole cleaning, metallizing and copper plating as one system and optimise them concurrently, to produce a plated-through hole with substantially longer life and greater reliability.

PROJECTED COST AND DURATION
1.

Develop consistent, thorough evaluation criteria and tests

2.

Conduct developmental program

75,000

3.

Conduct final tests, document results and piocess

15,000

$ 20,000

TOTAL

$110,000

The estimated duration of the project is 24 months.

BENEFITS
The benefits would be Improved plated-through hole circuit board performance, resulting in longer service life and reduced fabrication cost in electronics.
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ASSUMPTIONS
The asauaptlona underlying this Inveatlgatlon arc Chat Increasing electronics miniaturisation will place greater reliance on pl-ited-through hole Interconnection Integrity,
as Multilayer boards •r» designed with acre layers, and smaller and more plated-through
holee.
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TIN-LEAD PLATE FUSING CONTPOL OF PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

James Broulette
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

98124

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT
All Weapon Systems/Guidance Area/trlnted Circuit Board Component

PROBLEM

Circuit board assembly solderablllty and solder Joint reliability Is heavily dependent on the solderablllty of the printed circuit board land areas. Wsve soldering techniques require consistent, good solderablllty to minimize manual solder Joint touch-up
and reduce costs.
Tin-lead plate followed by IR reflow shows promise of providing a process for depositing a known and closely controlled amount of solder to a board, and reflowing It wlrhout
significant variation. To realize these advantages and achieve optimum solderablllty
during flow soldering, with the ultimate objective of eliminating hand solder touch-up,
the tin-lead plate and IR reflow must be closely controlled. As the processes are Interdependent, desired results can best be obtained by evaluating them together.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
The processes for lead-tin plating and IR reflow require optimization of solution
concentration, current density, and design density in plating, and heat Input and uniformity, conveyor speed and thermal absorption In reflow, and methods developed to monitor
them for effective control.
This will be accomplished by working to optimize the following three areas:
The lead-tin plated process will be optimized, and the best value for each operating
variable will be established. Control methods to consistently achieve optimum results
will be developed.
Circuit board design parameters for uniform circuit ii nslty and heat absorption to
produce consistent results will be established.
IR reflow process will be optimized, and conditions established for most rapid leadtin plate reflow.
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PROJECTED COST AND DURATION
1.

Optimire solder placing process variables

$ 20K

2.

Optimize IR reflow variables

25K

3.

Develop design standards for maxlfflum plating and heat absorption unlfomlty

40K

4.

Issue final report and recommendations

15K
TOTAL

$100K

The estimated duration of the project Is 18 months.

BENEFITS
Optimizing and Improving the uniformity of the deposit on circuit boards prior to
soldering will Improve the consistency of soldering and allow establishment of reproducible soldering schedules Increasing solder joint quality and reliability. This will permit
greater soldering mechanization and could greatly reduce solder Joint Inspection and touchup.

ASSUMPTIONS
This program Is Justified baaed on the following assumptions:
(a)

soldering will remain the prime method of Joining components to printed wiring
boards.

(b)

maximum board solderability contributes to cost effective and reliable soldering.
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SPECIAL SURFACE TREATMENTS FOR LAMINATING SURFACE ADHESION

Wayne Mlsenar
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

98124

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT

All/Guidance, Electronics/Printed Circuit Assemblies
PROBLEM
Delamlnatlon of multilayer circuit boards la a problem which la one of the most pervasive throughout the PCB Industry. It Is not one which Is caused bv Improper or careless
processing, but It Is due to the fact that the presently developed surface treatments,
the copper to epoxy Internal layer bond Is marginal when subjected to the SSO F, 10 second
solder float test specified In the MIL Specs (MIL-P-55640 and MIL-P-55110) commonly
required In Military contracta.
Optimum processes have not yet been developed for Improving the copper surface on
Interior layers of multilayer laminates to Increase adhesion so that resistance to thermal
shock will be significantly Improved.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
The problem will be solved by accomplishing the following four tasks:
Task 1 will be the evaluation of various surface structures produced 1/ different
methods of surface treatment and photographed by scanning electron microscope and cross
sectioned to determine their topography. These various surfaces will then be evaluated
for the quality of their bond, by running various bond strength tests Including lap shear
and wedge crack extension tests. Thermal stress testing per MIL-Spec )550oF solder float)
will also be conducted.
Task 2 will be the Investigation of various new surface treatments and the Improvement In adhesion they produce In addition to the surface topography.
Task 3 will be to evaluate the effect of various "primers", materials which can be
applied to the surface prior to laminating.
Task A will be to evaluate laminating methods which exclude oxygen and other gases
which nay be absorbed on the copper surface nrlor to bonding and vaporized during thermal
shock resulting In extreme pressure, causing rupture of the bond.
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PROJECT COST AND DURATION
1.

Evaluate surface treatments topographically

$ 20K

2.

Evaluate bond strengths

25K

3.

Evaluate thermal shock resistance

25K

4.

Evaluate new treatments

30K

5.

Evaluate effects of primers

25K

6.

Determine effect of "gas free" lamination

15K

7.

Determine and document optimum process

35K
TOTAL

$175K

The estimated duration of the project is 15 months.
BENEFITS
The improved lamination technique will reduce multilayer circuit board costs by eliminating delamination resulting from thermal shock in normal production.
ASSUMPTIONS
The basic assumption underlying this program is that the MIL-Spec (MIL-P-556A0) test
and criteria for delamination resistance is valid and that more effective surface preparation for higher bond strength is feasible.
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ESTABLISH PRODUCTION CLEANLINESS PROCEDURE FOR PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

Wayne Misenar
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

98124

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT
All/Guidance Electronics/Printed Circuit Assemblies

PROBLEM
Performance of high performance circuit board assemblies operating at high frequencies and Incorporating more dense circuitry Is dependent on surface cleanliness. Present
cleaning methods, however, tend to be empirical and their effectiveness not directly
measurable. There Is a need for more thorough circuit board cleaning procedures and for
quantitative test procedures to measure their effectiveness.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
The solution to this problem Is to develop a cleaning procedure or procedures which
will produce surfaces of ultimate cleanliness which will yield optimum results In subsequent processing, and will give the maximum end Item quality. Accompanying this, a
reliable method of evaluating surface cleanliness will be developed.
This effort will be divided Into tasks:
Task 1 will be to Identify various classes of residues and contaminants which may be
found on printed circuit boards and establish analytical methods most suitable for determining their presence. These methods may Include electron microprobe, energy dispersive
x-ray, chromatography, atomic absorption, and other techniques.
Task 2 will be to establish the optimum cleaning procedure for each of these residues.
The cleaning procedure may Involve chemical or mechanical cleaning, or a combination of
both for contaminant loosening, as well as various rinsing methods for maximum sol)
removal.
Task 3 will Involve establishment o' production cleaning methods for removing combinations of contaminants found In production to reduce cost by standardizing cleaning procedures and simplifying equipment required to accomplish cleaning.
Task 4 will be to develop a production testing method for determining the cleanliness
of a surface.
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PROJECT COST AND DURATION
1.

Identify classes of residues and analytical methods

$ 20K

2.

Determine optimum cleaning procedures

40K

3.

Develop appropriate production cleaning methods

30K

4.

Develop cleanliness testing rethods

25K

5.

Report on procedure and recommended equipment for production cleaning

10K
TOTAL

$125K

The estimated duration of the project Is 18 months.

BENEFITS
A consistent level of cleanliness can be obtained that will assure the success of
subsequent process to which the cleaning Is preliminary, thereby reducing costs by eliminating failure and rework, as well as by permitting construction of optimum cleaning
facilities, eliminating duplication and providing efficient equipment utilization.

ASSUMPTIONS
The assumptions underlying this program are that:
(a)

Increased electronics complexity will require more dense circuitry and more
precise operation.

Surface cleanliness of the printed circuit board Is essential to successful further
processing and performance.
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TITLE:
Manufacturing Technology Project to Optimize Assembly Processes
for Submlniature Gyros and Accelerometers
SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT;
Various (e.g., HAWK, SAM-D, SHORADS)/Guidance/Gyros, Accelerometers
PROBLEM:

Gyros and accelerometers used for seeker stabilization and autopilot
control represent a significant part of missile costs. A major
contributor to these component costs is assembly labor, since many
operations require operator skill and judgement. A recently developed family of submlniature gyros and accelerometers eliminates
much of this costly labor through the use of assembly processes
which lend themselves to automation (e.g., precision welding,
machine coil winding, etc.). The problem is that the processes
have been demonstrated on only small lot sizes and the tools and
fixtures required have not been fully evaluated on a production
scale.
PROPOSED SOLUTION:
The project would permit evaluation of the assembly processes on a
production pilot quantity of units. This would include design and
fabrication of special tools and fixtures as required. Primary
emphasis would be on adapting the processes to production line
requirements. If successful, the project could reduce the cost of
gyros and accelerometers by 25%.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION:
Estimated costs are as follows:
Piece parts fabrication/procurement
Tools and fixtures
Assembly
Engineering Support & Technical Data
TOTAL
Estimated duration of the project is 18 months.
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$ 50,000
200,000
75,000
100,000
$425,000

Manufacturing Technology Project to Optimize Assembly Processes
for Subminiature Gyros and Accelerometers
Page Two
BENEFITS;
Benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction in recurring hardware costs amounting to about 2% of guidance system costs
for SAM-D and bliORADS and 1% for HAWK.
ASSUMPTIONS;
The estimated benefits assume a production line set-up for instrument manufacture at a minimum rate of 500 units per month.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION;
A new family of subminiature gyros and accelerometers has been
developed which from the outset has stressed low production cost.
The design philosophy is based on eliminating the "black art"
usually associated with gyro manufacture, such as special fitting
and adjustment accomplished by a hand full of highly specialized
operators. To accomplish this end, the piece parts have been
designed and dimensioned for fabrication by means of high volume,
highly repeatable and automatic techniques whereby the precision is
Imparted by the machines rather than the operator. The configurations of the parts lend themselves to fabrication techniques which
achieve final form and dimension witn a minimum of machining. A
high degree of parts commonality among the various Instruments in
the family has been achieved which further contributes to low
piece-part costs.
The instrument design has also accounted for r duced assembly
costs. Once again, the philosophy has been tu uuipicy techniques
where the precision and consistency are inherent in the process or
can be built into the fixturing and tooling. Examples of this are
precision welding for effecting hermetic seals (rather than soldering) and machine coll winding to replace earlier manual methods.
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Manufacturing Technology Project to Optimize Assembly Processes
for Submlnlature Gyros and Accelerometers
Page Three
The development of the Instrument family (a fully floated rate
Integrating gyro, partially floated rate gyro and pendulous accelerometer) has been completed and prototype units evaluated.

The

need exists to move to the preproduction phase to investigate and
evaluate various areas in the manufacturing technology necessary to
effect the projected cost savings.

RAYTHEON COMPANY
Missile Systems Division

Gerald M. Nearman
Hartwell Road
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730
(617) 274-7100, Ext. 4560
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TITLE;
Manufacturing Technology Project to Optimize Fabrication Processes
for Subminiature Gyros and Accelerometers
SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT;
Various (e.g., HAWK, SAM-D, SHORADS)/Guidance/Gyros, Accelerometers
PROBLEM;
Gyros and accelerometers for seeker stabilization and autopilot
control represent a significant part of missile costs and as such,
are continuing subjects for cost reduction efforts. A recently
developed subminiature gyro (and companion accelerometer),
characterized by a heaterless design and welded construction, is
a major step in the direction of reduced cost. However, the full
cost potential of these instruments cannot be achieved until
certain of the fabrication processes are further developed. This
includes the following:
A means for fabricating gyro gimbal parts in high
volume at low cost (minimizing milling and turning
operations). A production method for finishing
torsion bars with a high yield of acceptable parts.
A technique for metallurgically bonding ferrous
metals to aluminum (as opposed to cementing or
plating/soldering) where a hermetic seal is required, as in the attachment of electrical
terminals to the gyro gimbal.
In each of the above instances, a less-than-optimum method is
presently in use.
PROPOSED SOLUTION;
The project would permit development and evaluation of alternative
fabrication processes in the above three problem areas compatible
with high volume, low cost production. Impact extrusion would be
investigated for gimbal part fabrication, automatic form centerless
grinding and heat treating for torsion bar finishing, and various
welding techniques for bonding ferrous parts to aluminum. The
processes would be demonstrated through fabrication of a representative quantity of parts and documented for production application.
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Manufacturing Technology Project to Optimize Fabrication Processes
for Subminiature Gyros and Accelerometers
Page Two
PROJECTED COST AND DURATION;
Estimated costs are as follows:
Material and parts procurement
Tooling
Fabrication
Engineering Support & Technical Dat^.
TCTAL

$ 50,000
125,000
50,000
7*3,
$.^0,0

Estimated duration of the project is II months.
BENEFITS i
Benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction in recurring hardware costs amounting to about 1% of guidance system costs
for HAWK, SAM-D, and SHORAUS.

ASSUMPTIONS;
The estimated benefits assume a production fabrication set-up and a
run of about 5000 parts each.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION;
A new family of subminiature gyros and accelerometers has been
developed which from the outset has stressed low production cost.
The design philosophy is based on eliminating the "black art"
usually associated with gyro manufacture, such as special fitting
and adjustment accomplished by a hand full of highly specialized
operators. To accomplish this end, the piece parts have been
designed and dimensioned for fabrication by means of high volume,
highly repeatable and automatic techniques whereby the precision
is imparted by the machines rather than the operator. The configurations of the parts lend themselves to fabrication techniques
which achieve final form and dimension with a minimum of machining.
A high degree of parts commonality among the various instruments in
the family has been achieved which further contributes to low piecepart cosUs.
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Manufacturing Technology Project to Optimize Fabrication Processes
for Subminiature Gyros and Accelerometers
Page Three
The instrument design has also accounted for reduced assembly
costs. Once again, the philosophy has been to employ techniques
where the precision and consistency are inherent in the process or
can be built into the fixturing and tooling. Examples of this are
precision welding for effecting hermetic seals (rather than soldering) and machine coil winding to replace earlier manual methods.
The development of the instrument family (a fully floated rate
integrating gyro, partially floated rate gyro and pendulous
accelerometer) has been completed and prototype units evaluated.
The need exists to move to the preproduction phase to investigate
and evaluate various areas in the manufacturing technology necessary to effect the projected cost savings.

RAYTHEON COMPANY
Missile Systems Division

Gerald N. Nearman
Hartwell Road
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730
(617) 274-7100, Ext. 4560
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TITLE:
Manufacturing Technology Project to Provide Optimized Angle
Transducer
SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT;
Various/Guidance/Sensors
PROBLEM:
Angle transducers such as potentiometers and resolvers are used in
missile seekers, gyros, and controls. Where precision is required,
these devices are relatively costly. In addition, potentiometer
wiper friction in some instances places greater constraints on
other system elements, which have a negative impact on cost.
Potentiometers are also a source of unreliability and often require
replacement. The feasibility of angle transducers based on Hall
Effect devices has been well proven. Such components can replace
potentiometers and resolvers at a fraction of the cost, very often
with improved accuracy, and with much greater reliability since
they are solid-state and contain no rubbing parts. The problem
is that no one has yet devised a productionized component for
missile use.
PROPOSED SOLUTION:
The project would establish a production source for Hall Effect
angle transducers. This would be accomplished through preparation
of production documentation and tooling and demonstrated on a
pilot production run of units. Primary emphasis would be on
meeting various missile needs with a family of standard components.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION:
Estimated costs are as follows:
Parts fabrication/procurement
Tooling
Test Equipment
Engineering Support & Technical Data
TOTAL
Estimated duration of the project is 12 months.
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$ 25,000
75,000
50,000
75,000
$225,000

Manufacturing Technology Project to Provide Optimized Angle
Transducer
Pa^e Two
BENEFITS;
Benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction in recurring hardware costs of 1/2% for ? HAWK or SAM-D guidance system. A
Hall Effect transducer would be about 1/5 the cost of a cor paraLle
resolver and about 40% of a comparable potentiometer. Addi -.iona1
savings would result from the greater reliability. A Hall Iffect
transducer would also contribute to improved system performance when
used in place of a potentiometer.
ASSUMPTIONS;
The estimated benefits assume a production line set-up with a
minimum rate of 1000 units per month.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION;
The Hall Effect angle transduce- is a low cost replacement for
conventional resolvers. It is the functional equivalent of a
resolver and provides accuracy equivalent to a resolver. It has
additional advantages in small size, weight, and power consumed.
It also provides flexibility in that the input and output can be
either ac or dc, sine wave or square wave.
As a replacement for potentiometers, the transducer provides greater
accuracy, reliability, and reduced friction (it has no rubbing parts)
along with a saving in cost.
The device is based on the Hall Effect principle which states that
when a steady current is blowing in a conductor or semiconductor
material in a magnetic field, electromotive forces are developed
proportional to the product of the control current and the intensity
of the magnetic field normal to the face of the conductor. Physically, the transducer consists of a stator which carries a perpendicular pair of Hall Effect cells, a rotor containing two small
magnets and, in a self-contained version, a pair of precision
instrument bearings.
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Manufacturing Technology Project to Provide Optimized Angle
Transducer
Page Three
Prototype transducers have been built and evaluated. However, in
order to establish a production source, production documentation
and tooling must be prepared and demonstrated on a pilot quantity
of units.

RAYTHEON COMPANY
Missile Systems Division

Gerald N. Nearman
Hartwell Road
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730
(617) 274-7100, Ext. 4560
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Title:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Provide Low Cost Hybrid Microelectronics

Peoele/Are*/Coiiiponent;

Guidance, Control/Circuit Assemblies/Hybrid Microelectronics

Problem: Hybrid microelectronic circuit assemblies represent a vital part of current
and future systems, especially guidance and control. Present technology uses
metallurgically bonded, hermetically sealed hybrid microelectronic packages. While
performance and reliability characteristics are excellent, costs are high. Recent
work suggests that reliable, low cost hybrid microelectronics can be achieved through
the use of high performance plastics for such functions as chip bonding, circuit
protection, lid sealing and encapsulation. This technology can be combined with
standard electronic module (SEM) concepts to achieve major cost Improvements through
manufacturing technology advancement.
Proposed Solution: The proposed solution to the stated problem Is to establish guidelines on use of plastic materials, optimise manufacturing methods and controls for the
several areas of greatest potential and develop standards and quality assurance
Information for providing reproduclblllty In manufactured products.
Project Cost and Duration:

Estimated costs are as follows:

Study to establish guidelines on use of plastic materials
Study to optimise manufacturing methods
Study to develop controls and quality assurance
Total

$300,000
200,000
300,000
$800.000

Estimated duration of this project Is 36 months.
Benefits: Benefits to be derived from this project are reduit-'.on In recurring hardware costs and reduction In life cycle maintainability and spares costs. These
reductions are estimated as follows:
Reduction In circuit assembly hardware costs:
Reduction In maintainability and spares costs:
Net reduction:

37. of hardware cost
2% of hardware cost
5% of hardware cost

Asstsnptlons: The stated benefits asswe that study programs will be conducted to
establish the manufacturing methods, controls and quality assurance needed to
reproduclbly manufacture lovr cost hybrid microelectronic circuit assemblies.
Company:

Westlnghousc Electric Corporation

Participant:

Charles A. Harper, MS 465
Westlnghousc Electric Corporation
Defense & Electronic Systems Center
Systems Development Division
P.O. Box 746
Baltimore. Maryland 21203
Phone; 301-765-2839
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Title: Quality Control and Manufacturing Technology Project for controlled,
low-cost production of highly reliable thermal batteries.
System/Panel Area/Components: Dragon, Maverick, CLGP, Hellfire, Bulldog,
Lance, Shrike, Sidewinder and other Missile and Ordnance Systems/Guidance/
Power Sources.
Problem; Most missile systems use the thermal battery as a source of D.C.
power for various system functions. The major problems associated with the
manufacture of thermal batteries are identification, measurement and control of the critical cheitical and thermal characteristics of their components. Experience indicstes that the state-of-the-art for present electrochemical systems cannot be significantly advanced by conventional methods
but that through improved Quality Control instrumentation and techniques
battery performance and reproducibility can be greatly improved.
Proposed Solution;

The project would consist of three major tasks;

a.

Identification of critical parameters.

b.

Determination of the quality control instruments and techniques most
suitable for th< applications.

c.

Implementation of the selected tools and methods and evaluation of
their effectiveness by means of pilot runs under various controlled
conditions at appropriate intervals.

Existing Quality Control focuses on chemical and physical analyses of components at room ambient temperature - a critical flaw si re thermal batteries operate usefully at temperatures in excess of 400oC. It is proposed to
use atomic absorbtion spectroscopy and wet chemical analy is in conjunction
with differential scanning calorimetry to provide on-line quality information to various production stations. A differential scanning calorimeter
provides data on the thermal requirements of a system us it is heated to
700oC and then slowly cooled thereby duplicating the thermal profile of the
material under investigation. Preliminary studies have shown that a subtle
change in component behavior which led to battery failure could be detected
by this instrument even though chemical analysis showed the material to be
within specification. This more sophisticated approach would bm cost
effective since it would (1) reduce engineering development time and material, (2) reduce manufacturing and quality processing time, (3) increase
yield of in-process components and finished batteries and CA) assure battery reproducibility.
Projec: Cost and Duration:
Equipment Cost
Engineering Support
Cost of building and testing
experimental batteries
Technical Data

$ 30,000.00
60,000.00

Total

25,000.00
11.000.00
$126,000.00
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Duration of Pro1«ct;

18 Months

Benefits: The benefit« to be derived from tMa project ere reduction In
developaent and production costs of themel batteries.
Reduction In Development Cost - 20-3OX
Reduction In Production Cost - 15-20%
Assumptions:

None

KDI SCORE, Inc.
200 Vlght Avenue
Cockeysvllle, Maryland 21030
(301) 666-3200

Leonard A. Stein, President
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Title;

Manufacturing Technology Project to Study the Relationship Between Design
Parameters and Fabrication Costs of Printed Wiring Boards

System/Panel
Problem;

Area/Component:

Various/Guidance/Printed Wiring Boards

Problems for the printed wiring board fabricator are often created at the

design stage when fine lines and spacings, small diameter hcles, too low pad-to-hole
ratios, and thick copper are specified sometimes unnecessarily.

These kind of require-

ments ere certainly cost drivers to the board fabricator and can also be a factor in
h>-3rd assembly.

Often times the designer overdesigns simply because he does not under-

stand the fabrication limitations, and often times other restraints make such designs
mandatory.

At the present there is very little information available that relates the

impact of design on fabrication.

The result is that Fabricators are forced to spend

additional time and live with high scrap rates when a much more economical solution might
be looser designs.
Proposed Solution;

This Manufacturing Technology Study proposes to establish definitive

cause and effect relations between design requirements and fabrication costs.

Various

design parameters will be studied and the Impact upon fabrication costs and scrap rates
determined.

Once information is available that relates certalt design conditions to

cost, minimum design standards will be established; and where the minimum standards are
exceeded the costs incurred can be calculated.
Project Cost and Duration:

Estimated costs are as follows:

Review of Design Criteria:

$ 20,000

Study of Design vs. Fabrication;

80,000

Minimum Design Levels:

10,000

Analysis of Costs vs. Design:

20,000
Total

$130,000

Estimated duration of the rroject is 12 months.
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Benefits:

Benefits to be derived from this study are the establishment of minimum design

criteria and reduced costs and scrappage during printed wiring board fabrication.

The

study will also provide information so that when design is a cost driver, more cost
effective trade-offs can be made.
Assumptions:

These benefits ".re based upon the assumption that the ^rend in military

electronics toward increasing density and complexity will continue.

This trend wi]1

create even greater problems for the designer and the fabricator and will make cost
effective trade-offs a necessity or spiraling costs will result.

COMPANY NAME

PARTICIPANTS

McDonnell Douglas Electronics Company

Rosa Mayfield
P.O. Box #426
St. Charles, MO 63301
(314) 232-0232 (2707)
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Title:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Develop and Study Metal Core Printed Wiring
Boards

System/Panel
Problem:

Area/Component;

Various/Guidance/Printed Wiring Boards

In many guidance electronic systems two problems exist:

and circuit/component density results in overheating.

Space Is limited,

Both of these problems place

constraints on designers, and the second problem complicates the first in that to achieve
necessary heat dissipation, bulky fans and/or more space are often required.
Proposed solution:

For applications where space and heat transfer are critical metal

core printed wiring boards could be utilized.

As the name Implies, this type board

consists of a metal core, either steel or aluminum, coated with a dielectric material
upon which the circuit is developed.

Because of its strength a raetal core board can be

used as a structural member of the equipment, thus reducing the space required.

Metal

cere boards are also excellent heat sinks so that costly design trade-offs and additional
heat transfer are not necessary.
This manufacturing technology program would establish fabrication processes for
metal core boards, would examine the feasibility of forming boards into various shaped
structural members and would study the heat sinking properties of various combinations of
core materials, core thicknesses, and dielectric coatings.

The end result would be a

handbook which would delineate detailed processes to fabricate the boards, and would
provide infonnation to designers as to the heat characteristics of a number of standard
board types.
Project Cost:

The estimated cost of this project would be:

Fabrication Processes

$100,000

Study of Properties

100,0(0

Preparation of Handbook

20,000
Total

$220,000

The estimated duration of the project would be 18 months.
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Benefits;

Benefits to be derived from this project are a large reduction in printed

wiring board material costs:

(metal core material ^: $.50/Ft. ; Epoxy/GlassÄ $2.50/Ft.2).

Other benefits would be more efficient utilization of space and a solution to problems of
heat build-up in electronic assemblies.
Assumptions;

These benefits are based upon the assumption that the trend in military

electronics toward increasing density and complexity will continue.

This technology

project is oriented toward fulfilling some of the needs created by the trend.

COMPANY NAME

PARTICIPANTS

McDonnell Douglas Electronics Company

Rose Mayfield
P.O. Box #426
St. Charles, MO 63301
(314) 232-0232 (Ext. 2707)
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Title:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Utilize Thin Foil Copper Clad Laminates for
Low Cost Printed Wiring Board Fabrication

System/Panel

Problem:

Area/Component:

Various/Guidance/Printed Wiring

Printed wiring boards, used in large quantities for missile applications, are

fabricated from copper clad laminates that are controlled by military specifications
which limit the copper foil thickness to 1 ounce (0.0014") or greater.

This restriction

creates attendant problems of lower yields, quality and production rates in the fabrication of printed wiring boards.

The availability of thin copper foil (1/4 ounce)

laminates offers significant cost and quality advantages for printed wiring manufacture.
The problem is that the military specification restriction has limited the thin foil
material to commercial applications.
Proposed Solution:

The project would optimize the processing techniques used to

fabricate printed wiring boards from thin foil laminates.

The impact of thin foil

laminates on printed wiring fabrication costs and yelds would be documented and compared
to those obtained for conventional 1 ounce laminates.

The successful completion of this

project could result in improved printed wiring board yields of at least 10 to 15%.
Project Cost and Duration;

Estimated costs are as follows:

Material Test and Evaluation

$ 50,000

Process Optimization

50,000

Test Specimen Fabrication

50,000

Comparative Testing

50,000

Technical Documentation

25,000
Total

$225,000

Estimated duration of the project is 18 months.
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Benefits:

■

Benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction in recurring hardware

costs and improved quality.

Typical benefits are as follows:

1.

Elimination of debarring operations - Sanding and honing

2.

100% increase in drill rates

3.

50% reduction in drill bit usage

4.

300% increase in etching throughput

5.

75% reduction in etching undercut

6.

Improved environmental protection - Reduced copper in waste effluent

7.

Reduced etching chemicals

8.

Increased circuit densities possible

In general, all of these factors should combine to improve printed wiring yields to
an estimated 10 to 15%.
Assumptions:

The stated benefits assume a change in the military specification for

printed wiring laminate to allow thin foil material.

C0MPAK/ NAME

PARTICIPANTS

McDonnell Douglas Electronics Company

Rose Mayfield
P.O. Box #426
St. Charles, M0 63301
(314) 232-0232 (2707)
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Title:

Manufacturing Technology Project to Optimize the Performance of Printed Wiring
Boards by Implementation of Polyimide Materials.

System/Panel
Problem;

Area/Component;

Various/Guidance/Printed Wiring Boards

In many guidance systems, printed wiring boards are a major cost driver

because of defects that develop in printed wiring boards during assembly, testing, and
thermal cycling.

A major cause of the defects is related to the properties of the epoxy-

glass material commonly ustd in board fabrication.

The coefficient of expansion of epoxy

is much greater than that of metals laminated and plated onto the board.

This thermal

mismatch results In damage to a circuit board any time it is exposed to heat or to wide
temperature variations.

This damage (in the form of lifted pads, delamlnation, stress

cracking of metals) and related repair result in high life cycle costs for circuit
boards.
Proposed Solution:

Polyimide/Glass is a new dielectric material which is particularly

suited for wiring board fabrication because of its expansion rate which closely matches
electroplated copper.

This manufacturing technology study would establish optimum

fabrication processes for polyimide printed wiring boards and would compare the performance of boards of each type material to determine life cycle costs and the savings
which could be realized with a better suited material.
vehicle portion to determine relative costs accurately.
Project Cost and Duration:
Estimated Costs of Project:
Establish Fabrication Processes

$200,000

Compare Performance

200,000
Total

$400,000

Estimated duration of project is 18 months.
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The project would Include a test

—-

2w.

Benefits;

Benefits that would be realized from this project are reduced costs of wiring

board repair and scrappage and improved performance coupled with longer life cycle.

The

test vehicle portion would provide back-up data to justify polyimidtis to the military.

Assumptions I

These benefits are based on the assumption that polyimide boards perform

better for a longer period of time than epoxy boards.

Based on the preliminary work

done at MDEC, this assumption is valid, but more study is necessary.

COMPANY NAME;

PARTICIPANTS:

McDonnell Douglas Electronics Company

Rose Mayfield
P.O. Box #426
St. Charles, MO 63301
(314) 232-0232 (Ext. 2707)
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Title;

Manufacturing Technology Project to Provide Cost Effective Processes for
Cleaning.Soldering Printed Wiring Board Electronic Assemblies

System/Panel

Area/Component;

Missile/Guidance/
Printed Wiring Boards/Electronic Assemblies

Problem;

The guidance portion for all missile systems Includes printed wiring board

assemblies.

Proper specification and preparation of components as well as control of

the soldering process are essential to insure high reliability.

The cost of assembly

can be reduced by establishing a means of determining the cleanliness level of the
final assembly and then determining the incremental cost for each level of cleanliness
so that the most cost effective cleaning processes can be selected.

The pi'oblem is that

there is no rapid, inexpensive method that has been accepted by the military and Industry
of determining the cleanliness level and therefore there is no way to arrive at a cost
effective total process.
Proposed Solution;

The project will result in an accepted cleaning test and cost

effective cleanliness level for specific soldering processes.

More sophisticated

chemical analysis techniques will be utilized in proving the adequacy of an inexpensive
method of measuring cleanliness.

Then various combinations of component platings,

storage conditions, pre-cleaning, flux activity, solder pot contamination, soldering
temperature and speed, and post-solder cleaning will be used in determining the cost of
reaching Incremental cleanliness levels.

The costs will include non-recurring costs as

well as recurring costs of the processes taking into account the cost of scrap and
rework.

The final phase of the project will prove that reliability is not effected by

using a lower cost process, and that long term storage does not adversely influence the
performance of the printed wiring board assembly.
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Project Cost and Duration:
Coat:
Pilot line design

$

6,000

Pilot line procurement & installation

100,000

Process Optimizations and Materials

405,000

Parts for test assemblies

25,000

Data submittals

50,000
Total

$586,000

Duration:
Optimization

30 months

Reliability

12 months
Tota]

Benefits:
labor.

42 months

Anticipated reduction in recurring costs are for partB, materials, and

Non-recurring costs are saved by elimination of duplicate facilities now needed

for approved processes which are less than the state-of-the-art.

Reliability may be

improved.
Recurring Costs:
Parts and materials

0.5%

Labor (including rework)

2.0%

Net reduction in recurring cost

2.5% of missile such as Dragon

Net reduction in non-recurring cost $100,000
Assumptions:
1.

Maximum monthly production rate of 6000

2.

Parts and materials can be obtained in less than 3 monthp

3.

Equipment can be procured and installed within 6 months

4.

Non-recurring costs are not amortized in the cost of the Missile.

COMPANY NAME:

PARTICIPANTS:

McDonnell Douglas Electronics Company

Rose Mayfield
P.O. Box H426
St. Charles, M0 63301
(314) 232-0232 (Ext. 2707)
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TITLE:

MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT TO DEVELOP AN AUTOMATIC
MONITORING AND CONTROL SYSTEM FOR WAVE SOLDERING MACHINES

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT:
All Guided Miasiles/Guidance/Printed Circuits

PROBLEM:
Printed Circuit Boards are common to all guidance systems, yet considerable manufacturing costs are incurred due to required semi-automatic control of the wave soldering process. This involves constant attention by
trained operators who are skilled, not only in wave soldering machine operation, but who can quickly observe, evaluate, diagnose and properly correct
the machine controls to ensure that properly soldered assemblies result.
Automation of this monitoring and control process would reduce manpower
costs for machine operation, inspection and board rework; would reduce
reject material costs; and would improve product quality, reliability, and
process throughput (through reduced downtime).
PROPOSED SOLUTION:
The project will include the design, development and testing of a prototype
monitoring and control system, including the interface necessary for adaptation to existing wave soldering machines. The technical approach will include the real-time monitoring of critical process control variables and
automatically converting these to output machine controls necessary to adjust or maintain the process. This project, if successful, could provide
a m^ans for lower production costs of Printed Circuit Boards by more than
3 per cent. It has been Chrysler's experience on production and/or proposal work on TOW and DRAGON that 95% of their guidance system cost is
P.C. boards. This means that 3% cost savings on the indicated guidance
systems are possible. It is likely that comparable savings could accrue
for other guided missiles (i.e. SAM-D, HELLFIRE, HAWK, SHORADS,
etc.) as well.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION:
Estimated costs are as follows:
Prototype hardware/software design
Prototype fabrication
Prototype Test and Optimization
Final Report
Total

$300,000
250, 000
150, 000
50,000
$750,000

Estimated project duration - 24 months
(continued--)
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BENEFITS:
Benefit« to be derived from this project are reduction in Printed Circuit
Board production cost. These reductions translate to guidance system
savings as follows:
Reduction in operator cost
Reduction in inspection/rework manpower
cost
Net reduction

- 1% of system cost
- 2% of system cost
3% of cost of Missile
Guidance Systems

ASSUMPTIONS:
The stated benefits assume that each flow soldering machine is operated
at capacity, approximately 3,000 boards per 8-hour working day, and
that one machine operator plus two inspector/repair personnel per line
could be eliminated. It is assumed that process control system acquisition and operational costs are more than compensated for by reduced field
failures, repair costs and manufacturing scrap costs.
COMPANY

PARTICIPANT

Chrysler Huntsville Electronic? Division

Phil T. McCuiston, Jr.
102 Wynn Drive
Huntsville, Alabama 35805
205-895-1433
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TITLE:

MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROJECT TO DEVELOP AN
AUTOMATIC INSPECTION SYSTEM FOR PRINTED dRCUIT
BOARDS

SYSTEM/PANEL AREA/COMPONENT:
All Guided Missiles/Guidance/Printed Circuit«

PROBLEM:
Printed Circuit Board« are common to all guidance ■y«tem«l yet
considerable manufacturing costs are incurred in providing visual
inspection for defect« after component« have been «oldered in place.
This involve« constant attention by «killed inspectors (two per line)
on the lookout for major defect« «uch a» excess or deficiency of
•older, «older bridge«, missing component«, and improper lead
cutting and bending. Automation of the inspection process would
reduce the cost of circuit board manufacture through subsequent
reduction« in labor for inspection and would improve product
reliability through accurate and repeatable detection and correction
of defect«.
PROPOSED SOLUTION:
Recent innovation« and application« of «canning and pattern recognition
technique« suggest the feasibility of an automated inspection system.
The project will include the design, development, and testing of a
prototype system which can function at point« in the assembly process
where maximum cost effectiveness can be achieved. The technical
approach will incorporate a suitable pattern recognition technique to
compare the board being inspected with a reference master board.
This will entail optical inspection, converting the optical image to
electronic data, and comparing the data to pre-established limits and/
or reference images. This project, if successful, could provide a
means for lowered production costs of Printed Circuit Boards by at
least 2%. It has been Chrysler's experience on production and/or
proposal work on TOW and DRAGON that 95% of their guidance system
cost is P. C. Board«. Thi« mean« that 2% cost savings on the indicated
guidance systems are possible. It is likely that comparable savings
could accrue for other guided missiles (i.e. , SAM-D, HELLFIRE,
HAWK, SHORADS, etc.) a« well.

(continued--)
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PROJECT COST AND DURATION:
Estimated co«t» are aa follows:
Prototype hardware/«oftware design
Prototype fabrication
Prototype Test and Optimisation
Final Report
Total

$200,000
160,000
110, 000
30,000
$500,000

Estimated project duration - 18 months
BENEFITS:
Benefits to be derived from this project are reductions of 2% in
guidance system production cost through the elimination of inspectors.
ASSUMPTIONS:
The stated benefits assume that each automatic inspection station is
operated at capacity, approximately 3, 000 boards per 8-hour working
day and that two inspectors per line could be eliminated. It is assumed
that system acquisition, operational, and reprogramming (test criteria
for new run of boards) costs are more than compensated for by reduced
field failure and repair costs (resulting from human inspection error).
COMPANY

PARTICIPANT

Chrysler Huntsville Electronics Division

Phil T. McCuistcn, Jr.
102 Wynn Drive
Huntsville, Alabama 35805
205-895-1433
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IMPROVED PHODUCTION PROCESSES FOR
SEALING MICRGfiI£CTRONICS PACKACES

V. F. Lardcnoit
Hughes Aircraft Company
FuUerton, California 9263h

SYSTSM/PANEL AREA/CCMPONENT
Varloua/Guldance/Mlcroelectroiilc Devices.

PROBLEM

Increased usage of microelectronic devices in current and future systems necessitates
the development of a processing technique to provide low cost hermetically sealed packages
under high production rates. Presently, the final hermetic sealing of microelectronic
devices in a protective package is accomplished using conventional soldering or resistance
welding. Depending on quantities of parts being manufactured, the specific sealing techniques may be manual, semi-automatic: or automatic. Each technique has inherent cost disadvantages associated with the processing variables and metallurgical characteristics of
the parts being Joined. 1'hese disadvantages include high labor cost, potential part damage from high temperatures, potential corrosion problems from Inadequate flux removal,
foraatlon of brittle intermetalllcs, and In the case of resistance welding, subsequent
repair is not practical due to the permanent nature of the seal.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
An alternative technique for sealing, such as diffusion Joining, would alleviate
many of the above difficulties. As opposed to diffusion bonding, which entails the use
of temperature and pressure to obtain coalescence between two metallic parts, the proposed process utilizes a metallurgically ccopatible interface material between the parts
to be Joined which, on melting, alloys with the base metals, thus forming the metallurgical bond. Selection of the Interfaclal metal is based on its alloying characteristics
with the base metals involved and application is usually by electroplating. Proper
selection of the ■anblnation allows a variety of melting ranges depending on the metals
involved and the alloy system's eutectlc temperature. An added feature is that, in many
cases, the remelt temperature is higher than the original fusion temperature when a third
metal is involved.
The project would be divided into two phases. Phase I would be the processes and
techniqueb evaluation phase during which various materials and processes would be studied
and those providing the most potential evaluated. Phase II would be the pilot production
line Implementation and evaluation phase during which a pilot line would be established
utilizing the processes and techniques selected in Phase I. Materials, procestes and
techniques to be investigated vould Include the f-)llowing:
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rtaterlals; Establish the materials that will provide an optimum combination of
characteristics to produce a high reliability metallurgical bond. Characterlstlcr.
to be evaluated Include avallablll+y, cost, melting temperature, metallurgical
ccnpatibillty, wettabillty and remelt temperature.
Processes; Pätermlne the optimum processing steps for applying the diffusion technique to package sealing. Included would be Joi-.r design, method of applying interfisclal materials, methods of heating, necessity for fluxing and a cost analysis of
the processes.
PROJECT COST ANI 1 .^TION
Estimated costs are as follows:
Phase I - Preliminary evaluation
Phase II - Pilot production line ImplementaLion
Total

$85,000.00
90,000.00
$175,000.00

Estimated duration of the project is 18 months.
BENEFITS
It is anticipated that $20 per unit will be saved by utilizing advanced joining techniques . Savings for two typical systems would be as follows:
Hellfire - 19 hybrids/system x 200 systems x $20 = $76,000,
Shorads - 5 hybrids/system x 20 systems x $20 = $20,000,
Additional savings would be realized on other miasile systems.
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PROJECT SUMMARY
Title; Manufacturing Technology Project to Optimize Production Processes for Laser Gyros.
System/Session/Component;
Laser Gyro.

Lon? Range Guided Missile/Guidance/Ring

Problem; High cost of laser block machining, mirror fabrication, and
gyro assembly.
Proposed Solution; Reduction of laser block machining, mirror
polishing and fabrication, and gyro assembly costs by developing;
•
•
•
•

A hot pressed glass ceramic block with integral dither springs
Processes and equipment for the machining and polishing of glass
ceramic laser block and mirror substrates
Improved mirror coating process controls
Improved assembly procedures.

Project Cost and Duration;
•
•
•

Estimated costs are as fc lows:

Hot riessed block development
BJjck machining and polishing development
Mirror machining, polishing and coating development
Other related development

$120,000
280,000
200,000
200,000
$800,000

Estimated project duration is 24 to 32 months.
Benefits.

Benefits to be derived from these projects are:

1. A 20 percent reduction in the guidance system recurring costs.
2. A 49 percent reduction in laser gyro recurring costs when augmented
by other elements of planned design-to-cost, producibility and
technology development projects, and by normal learning.
3. Completion of the long lead portion of the manufacturing technology
development required to assure achievement of the laser gyro's target production cost.
4. Reduced prcduction lead time.
5. Advancement in the state of the art in glass cera-nic machining, hot
pressing and mirror fabrication technology.
Assumptionsi It is assumed that definitive laser gyro mirror criteria
and a mirror coating capability will be developed in-house independently
of this project. Cost reduction benefits assume a production quantity of
of 6,000 units for the before and after comparison.
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PROJECT SUMMARY
Title; Manufacturing Technology Project for Method of Optimizing
Hybrid Manufacturing for the Computer.
System/Session/Component;

ATIGS/Guidance/Computer

Problem; The ATIGS Guidance System is a high volume, low cost system
for which assembly of integrated circuits is a major cost driver. The
ATIGS computer alone uses 400 integrated circuit chips which must be
manually mounted on thick film ceramic substrates. The manual mounting
is costly. Automatic mounting processes are being developed at Honeywell for assembly of chips on hybrid modules for use in large scale data
processing systems. The TAB (Tape Automated Bonding) process is the
principal o.ie. The problem is the end item hardware (hybrid module) is
commercial and the TAB process equipment will be used in commercial
process lines. It has only been developed for small pilot commercial
line operations.
Proposed Solution; The project would evaluate the existing commercial
pilot line TAB processing equipment and the resulting hybrid module bonding for application to ATIGS hardware and controlled military processing
lines. This would include the design and setting up of a pilot line for
prototype ATIGS computer module production. Primary emphasis would be
given to the adaptation of the existing comnercial TAB processing equipment to ATIGS production. TAB processing, if successful, could lower
the cost of the ATIGS computer by 10 percent and the IMS by approximately
2 percent.
Project Cost and Duration.

Estimated costs are as follows;

TAB Assessment
Prototype Assembly Equipment Development
Prototype Test Equipment Development
Production Assembly Pilot Line Set Up
Production Test Pilot Line Set Up
Total

$ 55,000
120,000
80,000
100,000
75,000
$T2ö,ööö

Estimated duration of the project is 30 months.
Benefits; Benefits to be derived from this project are a reduction in
recurring computer hardware costs. These reductions are as follows:
Reduction in computer chip assembly and test:

10 percent of Computer
cost

Assumptions: The stated benefits assume that the ATIGS computer hardware will be produced at the rate of 50 per month in total quantities
of 2,000 or greater.
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PROJECT SUMMARY
Title; Manufacturing Technology Project for Adapting Advanced Capital
Facilities for High Volume ATIGS Inertial Guidance and Control Testing.
Syate^/Session/Coaponent t

LRGM/Guidance/Guidance Systems

Problem; Prototype laser guidance system testing has been performed in
a manual/semiautomatic mode with high operator interaction and its
resultant cost. The present test method does not optimize operational
confidence because of test versus flight dynamics differences nor provide the low cost, high volume test capability to meet LRGN delivery
rate and cost goals.
Proposed Solution; Mechanize a fully automatic guidance system test
and calibration system based on existing advanced Honeywell capital air
bearing test tables and computer facility. Test in multiples of four
or more at or near flight dynamic conditions to increase operational
confidence and reduce recurring test cost.
Project Cost and Duration.

Estimated costs are as follows;

Analysis
Interface Hardware Modification
Software
Pilot-Production Testing
Total

$ 50,000
100,000
75,000
50,000
$275,000

Estimated duration of this project is 12 months.
Benefits.

Benefits to be derived from this project are:

1. A reduction in recurring guidance system acquisition costs of 1
percent.
2. A reduction of 12 percent in testing costs.
3. Assure delivery rates of 50 to 60 per month.
4. Increase in operational confidence due to dynamic testing.
5. A reduction in cost of ownership due to reduced field prblems.
Assumptions; The stated benefits assume production quantit;'t and a
delivery rate of 50 to 60 per month.
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HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY, CAMOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA
Improved Law Cost Stripline Microwave Component Project

£L
Thla project relates to mlsailc guidance ayatem RF components such aa antennas, RF feed
Systems, sum and difference networks, microwave components. Typical applicstiona include
SAM-D, Hsllfire, PHOENIX, Braze, ASALM, and SRBDM.
Stripline circuitry has found Increaaing applications in varloua microwave type components
and antenna systems. As the operational frequency of theae devices Increased, the
difficultiea in building good devices haa also increased. Fabrication methods being used
to manufacture these components become more expensive because of lower yielda due to
Increased complexity and high coats for specie 1 dielectric materials.
Nonuniformity in performance la another problem associated with higher frequency applications of stripline microwsve component technology. Some of this nonuniformity is due to
process variables existing in the raw materials, some is due to process variablea in
finishing the raw material and the remainder is found in the component fabrication and
assembly.
The solution to the problem consists of a modified approach to component design and
fabrication by alternate methods. Instead of buying proprietary dielectric material to
preciae dimensional requirements with laminated copper foil, comparable dielectric
material in raw stock form would be used and processed to the required dimensions. Since
each element of the component design does not require comparable precision, unnecessary
cost is not incurred. The element which makes th» use of proceaaed raw material
directly at the component size level feasible are i.he technlquea of "plating-on" the
circuitry required and monolithic bonding. These no" only eliminate the need for a
dissimilar dielectric constant adhesive to be introduced into the system but also provides a compatible dielectric constant adhesive which is cured to form the single
monolithic assembly. This ronolithic aaaembly of dielectric boards with plated-on
microwave circuitry is then shell plated with copper to provide the necessary ground
plates on either aide of the device. Terminations to the device can be made with conventional termination connectors or by a modified connection system integral with the
dielectric board aaaembly.
Weight is a significant aspect of current stripline components and this proposed method
of menufacture substantially reduces its impact on a system. A typical stripline device
100 on x 128 mm using conventional fabrication technlquea would typically be in the
region of 16 mm in thickness and weigh > 460 grama. This same component made by the
proposed technique would be < 3.2 mm in thickness and weigh « 46.0 grama having equal or
better performance.
The advantages that will accrue from this program Impact both systems snd manufacturing
goala. From the systems viewpoint this capability will reduce component size which
frequently will reault in an RF implementation to meet performance goals that might not
otherwise be practical. As missiles utilize higher density electronics packaging,
weight becomes more difficult to accommodate. The smaller size also allows for functional integration reducing or eliminating connecting cables which at RF frequencies
can repreaent a major cost contribution.
An advanced guidance system such as the proposed complementary guidance for the SAM-D
includes a significant number of RF related components. These Include on-gimbal
elements such ss antenna and feed systems and off-gimbal elements such aa RF processing
circuits, sum snd difference circuits, RF switches, mixers, etc. These components
contribute approximately 10% to the coat of the guidance system and the > 80% reduction
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In fabrication coita predicted for the proposed technique can, together with size and
weight reductions Indicated, represent a major cost reduction for production systems.
Two programs directed towerd proving the feasibility of ehe concept have been Initiated
and successfully completed. The first of these whlr'.i developed the basic strlpllne
board processes was accomplished In various company material and proceas laboratory and
was completed In April 1975. The second progrsa was oriented to Implement the documented
processes In a single engineering development: laboratory and validate the proceas
directives. This effort waa completed In August 1975.
Scope of Program
The proposed program acopc would Include the following tasks:
1.

Ettabllah a basic capability to fabricate repetitively X- and
Ku-bsna mio iwave components.

2.

Design, specify and/or fabricate as appropriate any special
manufacturing toola required for achieving repetitive results.

3.

Perform coat, performance and environmental evaluations.

4.

Document equipment and process specifications.

g91»P»BY
Hughes Aircraft Company
Missile Division
Canoga Park, CA 9130^
Fred D. Walton
883-2400, Ext. 2603
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SPIRXPHASE PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA DEVELOPMENT

H. R. Phelan
Harris Electronic Systems Division
Melbourne, Florida 32901
PROBLEM
Futur* missile systsns such as SAM-D have as part of ths overall
guidance subsystem a ground based phased array antenna. Because of the
thousands of elements required in a phased array antenna and the high cost
of these elements, the phased array antenna has historically been a major
cost contributor of the overall missile system.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
The proposed project will fabricate a new phased array antenna element
type, called SPIRAPHASE, which has significant potential for reducing the
overall cost of phased array antenna systems. The proposed project would
consist of construction of an engineering prototype model of such an
antenna system for SAM-D and other similar missile systems, in depth
system testing of the antenna, and generation of low cost Hybrid Microwave
Integrated Circuit and Medium Scale Integrated Circuit fabrication techniques for the elements.
PROJECT COST AND DURATION
The total duration of the program Is estimated to be 18 months with
total cost under $2 million. These time periods and costs are relatively
low, and they have high confidence behind them because they are based on
prior development accomplished in the area of SPIRAPHASE antennas funded
by the Government. This work was undertaken for White Sands Missile Range
and Included development of a feasibility model of a C-band SPIRAPHASE
antenna.
BENEFITS
The key benefits derived from the SPIRAPHASE antenna approach are
lower cost, lower life cycle cost, improved performance, and a lower weight
antenna system. Following are some details of these benefits:
Hardware Cost
In depth cost analysis on recent prototype fabrication of hundreds of
SPIRAPHASE elements indicate that the overall antenna approach reduces the
cost of a phased array by approximately 50 percent.
Life Cycle Cost
Because of the basic simplicity of the SPIRAPHASE antenna elements,
the reliability of the elements is high. Recent estimates indicate an
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MTBF of approximately 100,000 hours.
In addition, the basic phased array
approach exhibits a fundamental graceful degradation failure mode so that
maintenance costs are low.
Performance
The SPIRAPHASE antenna approach is basically a diode phaseshifting
approach which has higher reliability and lower switching speed than the
conventional ferrite phase shifter. Although diode phase shifters have
historically exhibited higher loss than ferrite, SPIRAPHASE array elements
have demonstrated measured insertion loss equal to or less than ferrite
types .
Weight
Recent hardware efforts on the SPIRAPHASE antenna approach have shown
that the overall weight of the antenna is approximately an order of magnitude lower than conventional phased array approaches. This can be a key
benefit in application of the technique to tactical systems such as SAM-D.
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THE STANDARD ELECTRONIC MODULE PRUGRAM

JOHN A.

WYATT

department of the Navy
Naval Electronic Systems Command
Washington, D.C.

BACKGROUND
In our consideration of means whereby we can reduce life-cycle costs, Improve system performance, reduce production lead time, conserve scarce resources, or satisfy any of the other goals of MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY, It
seems that we ought to Include the extension of any ongoing programs which
offer opportunities to accomplish those goals.
One such program which has
demonstrated considerable success Is the Standard Electronic Module Program.
It Is, therefor«, recommended here for consideration as a Manufacturing
Technology project base.
Various applications. Including test equipment,
will likely prove to be desirable candidates for Its application.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of

this paper Is to describe

the

Standard Electronic Module

Program (SEMP); what it <.i, houi it woxki, whziz it iiandi now, and what tlia
iutuie. ii tikity to hold ^OX it.
in order to address that last question it
will first be necessary to consider the achievements and benefits of the
program, and, then, to present the prospects for the future In a context of
what the other Services are doing and where the Navy stands In the developing Standard Electronic Module Program of the Department of Defense.

WHAT IS IT?
The SEM Program Is an electronic module standardization program which Is
being actively promoted throughout the Navy at the direction of the Chief
of Naval Material.
The purpose of this program Is to provide families of
reliable electronic modules that will reduce the cost and facilitate the
design, production and logistics support of military electronic systems.
The concept of the SEM Program Is based upon the principle of limiting redundant design through the use of standard functions, thus achieving cost
benefits through consequent large production volumes and wide competitive
availability.
As the program continues to gain further acceptance, the
cost and performance benefits should become even more significant.
BASIC OBJECTIVES OF THE SEM PROGRAM
*

Partition electronic functions in a manner which ensures commonality among a majority of equipment applications.

•

Document modules with functional specifications to preclude dependence upcn specific vendors' designs or technologies; thereby
promote long term availability and cost savings through vendor
innovation and competition.

9

Achieve high reliability through mandatory quality assurance
requirements for module designs and their vendors.

aros

•

Achieve replace-upon-fallure maintenance policy based on high
reliability and low cost.

•

Provide flexible mechanical packaging requirements which accommodate various circuit and packaging technologies.

•

Ease the logistics support burden on the congested supply system
by extensive inter-system commonality of a limited number of
module types .

HOW POES IT WORK?
STANDARDIZATION MEANS MONEY
As we look for a place to concentrate our efforts for reducing electronic
systems cost, we had better look to tne circuit card or module level, since
more than 50Z of system procurement costs can be typically attributed to
electronic modules.
Combine this with the potential discount that can be
realized through large production volume procurements and the results are
significant.
The following table depicts typical discount rates as a function of quantity and applies to all electronic modules.
Table I.

Impact of Volume Procurenent

No . of
Items
Discount

0-5
0Z

200
10-151

500
15-25Z

1000

5000

25-35Z

35-50Z

As indicated in Table I, a production volume of 5,000 units commands discount rates as high as 50Z.
This Is significant; for, without attempting
to standardize and create a i roductlon base of some consequence, we have
been traditionally working at the low end of the curve with the "one of a
kinds".
Electronic functions, those common building blocks that are used over and
over again In constructing electronic systems, comprise the area where the
major pay-off In electronics standardization resides,
To be successful,
however, we must accommodate common electronic functions at a partitioning
level that will achieve high inter-system commonality.
It is also necessary to combine the proper functional level with a flexible mechanical
packaging concept and electrical interface standards.

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION
Under the sponsorship of the Naval Material Command, the program is basically organized as indicated in Figure 2, with the Naval Electronic Systems
Command designated as the Technical Management Activity (Program Manager);
the Naval Avionics Facility, Indianapolis (NAFI), as the Design Review
Activity; and the Fleet Logistics Support Department of the Naval Weapons
Support Center (NWSC), (formerly the Naval Ammunition Depot), Crane,
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Indiana, as the Quality Assurance Activity.
In addition, the Naval Air
Systems Command and Naval Sea Systems Command, along with laboratories such
as the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center, Naval Air Development Center,
and Naval Weapons Center assist In th* Identification and performance of
needed studies and program support.

1969
Figure 1.

1973 1975

Profile of SEMP Growth in Functional Complexity

The Technical Management Activity is responsible for the operation of
entire SEM Program.
Its primary responsibilities are:

the

•

Establishment of SEM Program objectives consistent with Department of Defense and Navy standardization requirements.

•

Organization, implementation and control of
necessary to meet Navy objectives.

•

Organization and direction of

•

Promotion of the Program within the Navy, and sponsorship of
module development activities.

the characteristics

SEM Program laboratory activities.

Coordination of SEM Program with other
ment of Defense.

3S¥

elements of the Depart-

NAVELEX

CONSULTANTS

l_.

h

■—I

J

I

OTHER LABORATORIES

Figure 2.

SISTER COMMANDS

\

I

NWSC. CRANE

SEM Program Organization

The Design Review Activity has as Its primary responsibility the review and
classificatioc of each new module proposed for development.
As a result,
it assigns key codes and specification numbers for new module designs.
Also, the Design Review Activity performs studies and provides engineering
support to Systems Command prof,.am offices, a.id the SEMP Technical Management Activity.
The Quality Assurance Activity is primarily responsible for the qualification testing of module designs and their vendors.
It establishes and maintains SEM Program quality assurance requirements, performs initial and
periodic module qualification testing; performs correlation of SEM Program
vendor test equipment; performs failure analyses, and compiles SEM Program
reliability data.
This activity also provides engineering support to Systems Command program offices and to the SEMP Technical Management Activity.
SEM PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS
The mechanical and environmental requirements for SEM Program modules are
given in specifications which describe the electrical, functional and reliability requirements for each module type.
These specifications are
prepared in accordance with MIL-STD-1378, Requirements for Employing Standard Electronic Modules.
The specifications for SEM Program modules are
prepared b- the original module developer for approval and control within
the SEM Program.
They specify requirements for form, fit and function
rather than detailed lesign requirements.
This documentation technique
permits module vendors to produce modules without unnecessary restrictions
on components and specific design details, as long as the functional requirements of the specification are met.
Though the details of design are left to the module developer and subsequent
vendors, it is essential that Interface standards and reliability requirements be observed; therefore, the basic mechanical configurations from which
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the designer may choose are covered by a design standard; MIL-STD-1389,
Design Requirements for Standard Electronic Modules.
This standard prescribes the design requirements which will enable nodules to satisfy the
quality assurance requirements specified In MIL-M-28787, Standard Electronic
Modules. General Specification for.
We all know that It's cheaper to do It right the first time, than to continually apply a series of of "fixes" over the equipment life cycle.
Unfortunately, the objectives of those who develop systems and those who
support them are driven by the extremes of Initial acquisition cost rnd
life cycle cost.
The SEM Program, by requiting qualification testing of
both the module design and its vendors has achieved reliability results
that are at least an order of magn'tude better than the traditional approach of QA for printed circuit board assenbllea.
SEM Program modules are
averaging less than 0.05 failures per million hours
By this method of
specif 1 catio n , the tra dltlo nal riva Iry between standardization and advancThese two disciplines now complement one
ing tec hnolo gy la obvl ated.
another . by provid Ing the n atural v ehlcle for permitting cost reduction
innovat ions derive d by adva nces in the state-of-the-art.
Reliability at
the mod ule 1 evel o bvio usly relates to system reliability, and yes, the
major e lernen t of 1 ife eye le cost - logistics support.
SEM PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
The basic SEMP module configuration is depicted In Figure 3.
The principle
dimensions:
width, height, and thickness, were derived by consideration of
the amount of circuitry required to perform various functions, the maximum
number of necessary Interface connections, the size of the keying and retaining mechanisms, and the maximum tolerable cost for a "throw-away"
module.
The SEM Program further provides for the development of modules of multiple
span and thickness.
Modules can be increased in span by increments of
3.00 Inches and in thickness by increments of 0.300 Inch as illustrated in
Figure 4.
Figure 5 Illustrates an array of various SEM Program module functions,
which range from power supplies (top) to digital logic modules, further
illustrating the utilization of modular incremental growth.

WERE POES IT STAWP HOW?
At the present time the specifications and standards covering the design,
procurement and application of such modules are being coordinated for
interservice use.
As a result, it is anticipated that a broader spectrum
of functional modules will be developed and documented, thereby leading to
an even greater utility of the program's concepts and benefits.
The SEM Program has evolved to where it now romp, Ises more than 230 module
types, with a commitment to service of over 3 million modules.
These modules include the following families:
a.

Digital Logic
DTL
TIL
Low Power TTL
High Speed TTL
Schottky TTL
Low Power Schottky TTL

b.

Interface Circuit*

c.

Converter Modules

d.

Analog Modules

e.

Power Supply Modules

i.

Miscellaneous Digital Modules

SPAN
2.62
HEIGHT
1.95
EXTRACTION
HOLE
THICKNESS
.290

KEY PIN

PIN SKIRT
CONTACTS (40)

Figure 3.

Basic SEM Configuration

To date, SEM Program modules have been used in more than 30 systems spanning virtually every operating environment.
The following listing presents
a sampling of those system applications:
Mk 88 Mod 0 (POSEIDON) Fire Control System
AN/BQR-21 "DIMUS" Sonar System
AN-BQQ-5 Sonar System
AN/ULR-9 Submarine Acoustic Warfare System
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AN/BQN-17 Depth SouüJer
Mk 98 Mod 0 (TRIDENT) Tirs Control Syttcm
AN/BQQ-6 (TRIDENT) Sonar Sysem
AN/BQH-6 Sonar System
"HARPOON" Ground Support Equipment
AN/APN-S9B Radar
SA-2011(V)/WQS Standard Scan Switch

<6)

Figur« 4.

hoJule Incremental Growth

LIFE CYCLE BENEFITS
The SEM Program la a well conceived approach to Instituting a rational discipline for the development and deployment phases of military electronic
system Ufa-cycles.
By properly applying Its principles and requirements,
the SEM Program can provide benefits In the following program phases.
DEVELOPMENT PHASE
•

Reduced Development Costs.
These result from a reduction In the engineering circuit design costs for

functional modules, reduction
pirformance, verification testing at tho module lavei, and •* 'eduction in the
ducumen tat ion required to define and '.uprort the overall
system.
Reduced Vevilopmen t TIme■
Lead time is reduced since
complete fi/nctlor i modules anJ piece-parts are available with adequat
documentation. The magnitude of this
advantage will obviously depend on how many existing
module tvpts can be used, and how many new types are
required .
More Realistic Cost Bids for System R&D.
By specifying
use of standard functional modules in requests for R&D
proposals, the tendency for a contractor to "buy-in" is
reduced, since he cannot be assured of winning the
follow-on production contract.

Figure 5.

SEM Program Module Array

PRODUCTION PHASE
•

Reduced Cost of Test Equipment. The test e ulpment required to support the system can be used or other functionally independent systems that use comiP/n standard
modules.
This reduces the need for unique test equipment for each sepprate system.

•

Reduced Cost of Production S yjJ^e ins. This occurs through
multiple sourclng of standard modules, high volum* use,
and a higher level of quality controi.
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•

Reduced Time to Volume Production.
Ready availability
of standard modules Is promoted by development of Multiple sources and high volume use.

•

Aid in Increasing Production Competition. By use of
standard modules, functional documentation developed
during the R&D phase will stimulate competition In the
production phase.

OPERATIONS PHASE
•

Increased Savings.
By reducing the number of different
functional modules between systems, savings will occur
In simplified maintenance manuals, module testing procedures, requirements for technician training, and a reduction In required corrective maintenance by an Increase
In module reliability. The extent of this Increase depends on the number of systems utilising the same functional modules on the same platform (i.e., weapon systems
platform).

•

Reduced Support Costs.
This is probably the greatest advantage of functional standardization.
Use of interchangeable modules between systems reduces the number of
different spare part and test equipment requirements.
The Government is also in a better position to procure
t.onproprletsry replacement modules.

•

Improved System Reliability. This is achieved by concentration on systems development effort, extended testing,
and quicker direct application of field-gathered reliability data to future system developments.
It la enhanced
by Increased applicability of the standard modulee in the
sys tem.

ACHIEVEMENTS
The SEN Program has proven successful in meeting its objectives of improving reliability and reducing cost, and the potential of added benefits is
increasing rapidly as expanded implementation of the program contlnuea. To
Illustrate how the SEM Program has benefltted a typical development program, SEM Program costing data has been compiled from the Naval Se-. Systems
Commsnd AN/BQQ-S and AN/BQQ-b (TRIDENT) Sonar programs.
COST

The AN/BQQ-3 Sonar development program was Initiated in 1970 and extensively employed SEMP modules.
The 16,000 totsl modules required per system were comprised of 138 module types.
Twenty-one SEMP Standards
accounted for over 12,000 of the 16,000 module total. As a result of the
subsequent AN/BQQ-6 Sonar development program also employing SEMP modules,
this program was able to satisfy system requirements almost exclusively
with existing modules which are common to the AN/BQQ-5 and other Navy systems. The AN/BQQ-6 Program needed to develop only 30 new Standard module
types to fulfill its system requirements. Ihe following chart preaentc a
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tabulation of the more obvious
two sonar programs.

life cycle cost savings

Identified on

Savings Resulting from SEMP Commonality
BQQ-5 and

Area of

BQQ-6

Amount*
(Thousands)

Savings

Development

S2,b80

Volume Procurement/ProductIon
Residual BQQ-5 Modules

3.069
330

Supply Administration

150

Spare Suppor t

1,500

Total Savings Quantified

$7,629

Savings shown here were based on calculations
for 20 BQQ-5 systems and 10 BQQ-6 systems.
Actual total savings are significantly greater
and relate to the actual number of systems as
well as additional savings in the aieas of
training, testing, support equipment and
documentst ion.

It should be noted, that these factors are only the "tip of the Iceberg"
relative to life cycle cost savings achievable through the use of the SEMP.
Savings should go far beyond what has been identified here, and, if the
"obscured" items related to logistics and long term availability can ever
be properly quantified, the true life-cycle cost savings for user systems
will be tremendous.
RELIABILITY
Beca use of the large numbe r of mod ul es alre ady commi t ted t o use in varlous
sys t ems , t he si gnlfl cant g r owt h in mod ule u sage in re cent month s, and favor a ble pr o ject ions of fut u re grow th o f the SEM Progr am, a ppr ox Imately
15 c ompani es ha ve be come q uall f led as mod ul e ve ndors under the program.
They have done so by submi t tin g sa mp le 8 (fo r ea ch typ e of modal e t hey wish
to m anufac ture) to t he SEM Pro gram Qua llty Assu ranee Actlv ity f or a thorough desig n rev lew, follow ed b y e 1 ec tr leal, mec hanica 1, an d env Ironmenta 1
test s.
Th is Is slml lar to the nor ma 1 "QPL" pro cedure , exc ept t hat all
As wit h othe r mil Itary component s,
test ing is done at o ne Nav y La bora tory
pr im e sy s t em co ntrac tors c an c ompc titi vely pure base S EM Pr ogram modu les
from vendo r s wh o are qua 11 fled to prod uce t hem, or th ey ma y bee ome qua 1iTh e mod a les are not norma iiy hand le d as "Cove rnmen t Fu rfled thems elves
nish ed Mat er lal
CURRENT VISIBILITY
Electronics standardization, especially at the module level has finally
gained the attention of those in a position to establish the policies that
can make it a reality.
Although the Navy's Standard Electronic Module Program has been struggling for needed support since 1966, the Chief of Navii!
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Material In 1971, established the Naval Ela ctronlc Systems Command as Its
agent for Implenient ing the St andai d Electro nlc Module Program throughout
the Navy.
Consequently, both the Army and Air Force are sponsoring study
efforta to evaluate the SEN P rogram for app llcablllty to their own service
requirements.
With all this Intet -service Interest, the Defense Material
Specifications and Standards Board (Electro nice Panel), a policy making
group headed by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense has begun
probing the question of modul e standardlzat Ion In general. In an effort to
This group consequently chartered two
establish a consolidated DOD pollc y.
sub-panels:
The Standard Mod ules Sub-Panel , and the Form, Fit and Function
Sub-Panel for the purpose of:
a.

Investigating electronics module requirements across various
service platforms and environments

b.

identifying existing module programs

c.

determining desirability of "black box" standards such as the
ARINC concept, and

d.

determining the most desirable
maximum standardization.

functional level for achieving

Efforts are now underway by these two sub-panels to answer these questions
through cooperation among various Independent and joint Service study
efforts.
It should also be noted, chat interest in the SEM Program is not restricted
to our DOD alone.
Presentations have recently been made to NATO delegations concerned wi .h fiscal constraints and the need to Improve operational
capabilities.
It tnould also be Interesting to note, that military equipments constructed of SEMP modules are already being procired by Italy,
Spain, Australia and the Netht. lands.

FUTURE OF SEUP
The future of the SEMP is dedicated to extending the applicability of the
program to a greater number of military systems, for as its applications
base ■.-oadens, the benefits derived will also increase.
As with any standardize ".on effort, however, the SEMP will require an extremely wide base of
applicat in before Its full benefits can be realized.
For this reason, R&D
efforts ''i the area of new module identification and in their application
are beln; continually carried out to make the SEMP responsive to a majority
of syst J needs.
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